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PROPOSITIONS 

I 

Rhetorical analysis of New Testament documents in recent scholarship has 
not always properly distinguished ancient rhetorical theory from modem 
rhetorical theory. 

II 

Hellenistic rhetorical theory may be best discerned from the Rhetorica ad 
Herennium and Cicero's de Inventione. 

Ill 

In antiquity the composition of letters was not treated as a part of rhetoric. 

CunlraU.H. Dahl, "Letter," in The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible (Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, 1962, repr. 1988) supplementary vol., p. 539. 

IV 

Classification of ancient documents according to one of the three rhetorical 
genres only has value if it is linked to the kinds of arguments (xónoi) 
connected with each genre in rhetorical theory. 

V 

There is no real value in classifying Paul's letters to the Galatians, Romans, 
or the first letter to the Corinthians according to one of the rhetorical genres 
(forensic, deliberative, or epideictic). 

VI 

Paul's use of rather artificial rhetorical figures in emotional contexts is 
contrary to the advice of extant Hellenistic rhetorical theory. 



VII 

J.p. Hoogland's disapproval of Ps.-Longinus' critique of overly bold 
metaphors overlooks the fact that our sensitivities with respect to the use of 
metaphors in prose are significantly different than those of the ancient 
Greeks. 

See [Longin.] 3.2 and J.P. Hoogland, Longinus "over llcl Verhevene": Vertoling met 
Inleidingen Opmerkingen(Groninga\: M. de Waal, 1936) 81-82. 

VIII 

A realist or federalist doctrine of original sin ought not to be based upon 
Ep.Rom. 5.12-21. 

IX 

The three terms "psalms," "hymns" and "songs" of Ep.Eph. 5.19 and 
Ep.Col. 3.16 are near synonyms and ought not to be interpreted as three 
technical terms distinguishing (in succession) biblical psalms, formal church 
hymns and livelier songs of praise. 

X 

Books 1-2 of the Psalter may be considered pre-exilic and may well have 
been compiled as early as the reign of Solomon, or at least in the time of 
Hezekiah, when the Asaph psalms of book three were probably compiled. 

See R.D. Anderson Jr., "The Division and Order of the Psalms," IVestiiiinsler 
TheologicalJournal 56(1994) 219-41. 

XI 

The modem text of the Nederlandse Geloofsbelijdenis art. 30 maintained in 
the Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland (vrijg.), as concerns the 
constitution of a consistory, misinterprets the confessional intention of the 
Synod of Dort (1618-19). 

See Voetius, roI.Ecd. Pars 111, Lib.I Tract.l Cap.VIl, pp. 62rr 



XII 

The confession of a visible catholic church in Westminster Confession of 
Faith 25.2 marics a break with the foregoing Anglo-Scottish Reformational 
symbolic tradition and stresses the need for an organisational visible unity 
of Christ's church on earth. 

XIII 

Personal resignation of church membership cannot be considered a valid 
form of membership termination. 

XIV 

Wedding services, conducted specifically for the purpose of public 
profession of the wedding vows, ought not to be consideredyörwa/ worship 
services of the church (such as the regular formal services held on the 
Christian sabbath). 

XV 

The norm for double bass players from the eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries was to simplify the bass parts in order to achieve greater ease of 
execution and clarity of the bass line. 

XVI 

The use of early fingering techniques on the organ and harpsichord is 
indispensable for an aesthetically appropriate performance of early music. 

XVII 

New Zealand is not so far from Europe as Europe from New Zealand. 
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Preface 

This book IS the product of my doctoral studies at the Theological University of 
Kampen (Broederweg), the Netherlands It has been a pleasure for me, after so many 
years studying theology both in Canada and the Netherlands, to return to the field of 
classics where a number of my years were spent in New Zealand. The separation of the 
two disciplines, classics and New Testament studies, has not always led to the most 
happy results in either field. It is to be hoped that communication between the two may 
be increased in the coming years 

The present study was bom out of the conviction that a union between these two 
fields IS essential for a responsible approach to the vexed question of the applicability 
of ancient rhetorical theory to the New Testament "Rhetoncal" studies in many fields 
have been blossoming over the last two decades and New Testament studies have not 
remained isolated from this trend. Given the ancient character of the New Testament 
documents, this has naturally also meant that many scholars have sought to use ancient 
rhetoncal theory in this respect, although, as will be shown below, there is quite some 
confusion as to how this ought to be accomplished 

The scope of this book is restricted to the question of the application of ancient 
rhetoncal theory to certain letters of the apostle Paul. Upon detailing something of the 
background of studies in this area, particularly over the last two and a half decades 
(chapter one), a fairly extensive overview is given of the relevant sources for ancient 
rhetoncal theory from Anaximenes to Quintilian (chapter two). Given the distinct 
weakness of many New Testament studies in effectively coming to gnps with ancient 
rhetoncal theory and the problem of the vanous sources, this has been viewed as an 
important desideratum. In this chapter, apart from providing an overview of the sources 
themselves and their respective editions and commentanes, I attempt to show which 
sources may be considered most applicable to a Greek author such as Paul in the first 
century AD, and also which aspects of such ancient rhetoncal theory may be most 
suitably used. Chapter three addresses the question of the relationship between ancient 
rhetoncal theory and epistolography. From there we are able to proceed, in the ensuing 
chapters, to an investigation of Paul's letters to the Galatians, Romans and the first let
ter to the Connthians. In each case a discussion of much of the recent literature in this 
field IS provided. On the basis of the analysis of these letters certain general conclu-
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sions are then drawn in chapter seven with respect to the applicability of ancient 
rhetorical theory to Paul and the question of the viability and methodology of further 
research in this area. 

I would like to extend thanks to my supervisor Prof. Jakob van Bruggen for his 
unfailing guidance throughout my work on this project. With respect to the material on 
ancient rhetorical theory, my gratitude is extended to Prof. Michael Winterbottom for 
his critical reading of my manuscript at various stages, and for his gracious encourage
ment, particularly at the time of our meeting in Oxford in the Spring of 1995. Special 
thanks are also due to Dr. Jakob Wisse for his painstaking assistance and critical com
ment, especially with respect to the second chapter. Of course, there are many others 
who deserve mention for their help in respect of this project. I name only Dr. Janet 
Fairweather for her critical reading of chapters four and six. Drs. Frits Vrij for his 
stimulation in my reading of the church fathers, and Mr. Pieter Boon for his careful 
proof-reading of the entire dissertation. 

Thanks are also due to the various agencies and persons which have offered me 
the necessary financial support during my studies in the Netherlands, in particular, the 
Reformed Churches of Silverstream and Masterton (New Zealand) who also supported 
me financially and spiritually for the greater part of my theological studies in Canada. 
Mention must also be made of the Stichting 'HBS' (Foundation for Assisting Foreign 
Students) for their financial support, and to the Stichting 'Afbouw' for underwriting 
publication expenses. Lcist but not least, thanks must be offered to my parents in New 
Zealand for their support during all my various studies over the last 13 years, and also 
to my "surrogate parents" here in the Netherlands, Mr and Mrs. A. de Mooij of 
Rijnsburg, for all their support and encouragement over the last three and a half years. 

May the result of this labour redound to the glory of God. 



List of Abbreviations 

a) Primary Sources 

Abbreviations of pagan Greek authors follow the lexicon of Liddell/ Scott/ Jones. Note 
that the unfortunate authorial indications for Anonymous Seguerianus (Com.) and 
Anaximenes (Arist.) have been placed in square brackets, as have several other clearly 
pseudonymous works. A number of works (e.g. Arist. Rh.) have been cited by section 
number rather than by the page number of a certain edition. [Aristid.] Rh. is cited by 
section number from the edition of G. Schmid (BSGRT; Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 
1926), not by Spengel's edition (as LSJ). Philo's works have been itemised according 
to the abbreviations in the Theological Dictionary of the New Testament (ed. G. Kittel; 
trans. G. W. Bromiley; Grand Rapids: W. B. Eerdmans, 1964), vol. 1. Latin authors 
are abbreviated according to the Oxford Latin Dictionary and Greek Patristic authors 
according to the Patristic Greek Lexicon of Lampe. The books of the New Testament 
and Septuagint are cited as in LSJ. Citations from the Old Testament in general (not 
specifically the Septuagint) use the same abbreviations as in LSJ but are prefaced by 
"OT" instead of "LXX." For ease of reference the abbreviations for the main rhetorical 
treatises discussed in this book are listed here: 

Arist. Rh. Aristotle, Rhetoric 
[Arist.] Rh.Al. (Anaximenes) Rhetorica ad Alexandrum 
Cic. Cicero 

de Inv. de Inventione 
de Orat. de Oratore 
Orat. Orator 
Part. Partitiones Oratoriae 
Top. Topica 

Demetr. Eloc. Demetrius, de Elocutione 
D.H. Dionysius of Halicamassus 

Amm. Epistula ad Ammaeum 
Comp. de Compositione Verborum 
Dem. de Demosthene 
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Din. de Dinarcho 
Isoc. de Isocrate 
Lys de Lysia 
Oral. Vett. de Oratonbus Vetenbus 
Th. de TJiucydide 

[Longin.] Ps.-Longmus, de Sublimitate 
Phld. Rh. Philodemus, Rhetonca 
Quint. Inst. Quintilian, Institutio Oratona 
Rhet.Her. Rhetonca ad Herenmum 
Rut.Lup. P. Rutilius Lupus, Schemata Dianoeas etLexeos 
Theon Prog. Theon, Progymnasmata 

In addition, the following abbreviations have been used for authors not listed in the 
above-mentioned reference works: 

Anon. Excerpt. Excerpta Rhetonca e cod. Pansino n.7530 edita (ed C. Halm, 
Rhetores Latini Mmores [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1913]) 

Aug. Doct Aurelius Augustinus, De Doctnna Chnstiana (ed. J. Martin, CCL 
32 [1962]) 

Aug. Rhet. (Ps.?) Aurelius Augustinus, Liber de Rhetonca (ed. C. Halm, 
Rhetores Latini Minores, [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1913]). 

Bion Borys. Bion of Borysthenes (ed J. F. Kindstrand, Bion of Borysthenes. A 
Collection of the Fragments with Introduction and Commentary 
[Uppsala, 1976]) 

[Demetr.] Typ. Ps.-Demetnus, TV-KOI. 'ETIOTOXIKOL (ed. V. Weichert [BSGRT; 

Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1910]). 
Empor. Eth. Emponus, De Ethopoeia (ed. C. Halm, Rhetores Latini Minores 

[Leipzig: B. G Teubner, 1913]). 
lul.Rufin. lulius Rufimanus, De Figuns Sententiarum et Elocutionis Liber (ed. 

C. Halm, Rhetores Latini Minores [Leipzig B. G Teubner, 
1913]). 

[lul.Rufin.] Schem.L. Ps.-Iulius Rufimanus, De Schematts Lexeos (ed. C. Halm, 
Rhetores Latini Minores [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1913]) 

lul.Vict. Rhet. Julius Victor, Ars Rhetonca (ed. R. Giomim & M. S. Celentano 
[BSGRT; Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1980]). 

\Lih.\Ep.Char. Ps.-Libamus, 'BriaTÓKinaloi XapaKrripeq (ed. R. Forster, Libanii 
Opera [BSGRT, Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1927] vol.9). 

file:///Lih./Ep.Char
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LXX PsSal. Psalnu Salomonis (an addition to the list in LSJ). 
Phüo of Lanssa Fragments ed. H J. Mette (see bibliography). 
Vict. Gal. Manus Victonnus, Commentanus in Epistulam Pauli ad Galatas 

(ed. A. Locher [BSGRT; Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1972]). Cited 
by page number in Migne, PL 8. 

b) Reference Works and other Abbreviations 

BAGD W. Bauer/ W. F. Amdt/ F. W. Gingnch/ F. W. Danker, A Greek-
English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian 
Literature (2nd ed.; Chicago: University Press, 1958) 

BSGRT Bibliotheca Scnptorum Graecorum et Romanorum Teubnenana 
Denniston, Part. J. D. Denniston, The Greek Particles (2nd ed.; Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 1954) 
K.-G., Gram. R. Kuhner/ B Gerth, Ausflihrliche Grammatik der gnechischen 

Sprache (3rd ed ; Hannover, 1890-1904, repnnt, 1955) 
LCL The Loeb Classical Library 
LSJ H. G. Liddell/ R. Scott/ H. S. Jones/ R. McKenzie, A Greek-

English Lexicon with a Supplement (Oxford' Clarendon Press, 
1968). 

M.-T., Gram. J. H. Moulton/ N Turner, A Grammar of New Testament Greek 
(3rd ed.; Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1908-76; repnnt, 1980-6) 

Mayser, Gram. Pap. E. Mayser, Grammatik der gnechischen Papyn aus der 
Ptolemüerzeit mit Einschluss der gleichzeitigen Ostraka und der in 
Agypten verfassten Inschnften (Berlin and Leipzig: de Gruyter, 
1970) 

OCT Oxford Classical Texts 
SBLDS Society of Biblical Literature Dissertation Senes 
Str.-B. H. L. Strack/ P. Billerbeck, Kommentar zum Neuen Testament aus 

Talmud und Midrasch (Munchen: C. H. Beck, 1924-61; repnnt, 
1985-9) 

SWC Sammlung wissenschaftlicher Commentare 

Secondary literature appeanng in the select bibliography is cited by date and short title. 



I. Modern Rhetorical Criticism and New Testament 
Scholarship 

1 Background 

Whilst the occasion for this book lies in the resurgence of interest in applying 
ancient rhetorical theory to the letters of Paul which has arisen particularly since the 
1970's, we ought not to proceed blinded to the fact that a rhetorical approach to the 
Bible has many precursors in history. The following brief notations can be nothing 
more than a few snapshots taken from this history. By highlighting a few authors it is 
hoped that the reader will be averted from thinking that the recent interest in the appli
cation of rhetorical theory to the Bible is some kind of new discovery. 

It seems appropriate to begin with the early church. Despite the rhetorical train
ing of many of the church fathers, both Greek and Latin, as far as I am aware the only 
person to systematically treat the Bible in relation to rhetorical theory was Augustine. 
In his pre-Christian days Augustine had been a professor of rhetoric and there is even 
an extant rhetorical treatise under his name (the genuineness of which is disputed). Late 
in his life (AD 426/27) Augustine finally came to writing the fourth and final book of 
his de Doctrina Christiana. His primary aim was to discuss the eloquence appropriate 
to a Christian teacher, but it is here that he also addresses the question of the Bible's 
presentation of its contents. Augustine's piety leads him to assert at the outset that the 
authors of the inspired Scriptures combined their wisdom with eloquence (Doct. 4.6.9). 
Foremost in Augustine's mind in terms of eloquentia is clarity (cf. Doct. 4.11.26), 
which, as we shall see, is indeed one of the virtues of speech in rhetorical theory. Thus 
where Augustine feels able to understand the Scriptures, he is emboldened to say that 
just as there is nothing more wise, so is there nothing more eloquent. Yet even where 
Augustine cannot fathom the meaning of the Scriptures, he presumes that their elo
quence must be of the same kind. Such obscurity is, for Augustine, by definition utilis 
and salubris {Doct. 4.8.22), and various reasons for it are offered. 

At Doct. 4.7.11 Augustine uses Paul as an example of what he is talking about. 
Although surely no one would contend that Paul knew any rhetorical theory, neverthe
less Paul's writings evidence the kind of eloquence taught there. Augustine points to 
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the figure of KKlfia^ in Ep.Rom. 5.3-5 and cites (unconvincingly) v.5 as an example of 
a TBpio5og.^ Next, an analysis into irepioSoL, KcbXa and KOHiiaTa is provided for 2 
Ep.Cor. 11.16-30. 

At Doct. 4.20 Augustine illustrates the three types of style (taken from Cic. 
Oral.) with various passages from Paul's letters. Whilst interesting, Augustine does 
not, hovcever, discuss why he thinks any given passage belongs to one or other of the 
types of style. We do learn that Augustine notices the distinct lack of prose rhythm in 
the Scriptures, at least in their Latin translation (Doct. 4.20.41). He suspects, although 
he confesses that he does not know for certain, that such lack of prose rhythm is also 
apparent in the original Greek. 

It is important to note that Augustine's approach is apologetic. He is defending 
the eloquence of Paul (and the Bible in general) against certain unnamed men 
(apparently Christian) who had criticised the eloquence of the Bible (cf. Doct. 4.6.10; 
4.7.14). 

The next person I should like to briefly comment upon is Philip Melanchthon. 
This immediately takes us to the period of the renaissance and Reformation. ̂  Although 
many of the reformers utilised rhetorical theory in their explanations of the Scriptures, 
none were so systematic or dedicated in their rhetorical approach as Melanchthon. The 
renaissance had brought with it a renewed interest in rhetorical theory among the 
scholars of the day.^ Melanchthon, however, not only studied rhetorical theory, but 
also lectured and wrote extensively on it. A list of the titles of his rhetorical works 
gives some idea of his preoccupation with this subject: 

' Augustine appears to define the repioSoi; somewhat unusually in terms of a sentence wherein the 
clauses are suspended by means of the tone (voice) of the speaker, and not syntax: ambitus siue circuitus, 
quern repiodof illi [sc. Graeci] appellant, cuius membra suspenduntur uoce dicentis, donee ultimo 
finiatur. Augustine goes on to cite Ep.Rom. 5.5 as a three-membered period: spes autem non confundit, 
quoniam cantas del diffusa est in cordibus nostris, per spintum sanctum qui datus est nobis. This cannot 
be defined as a itspioboc; m the commonly accepted sense. There is no real circuit, or syntactical connec
tion between the beginmng and the end. The same point may be made with respect to the "irspioóoi" 
Augustine notes in 2 Ep.Cor. 11 (Doct. 4.7.13). Any complete sentence appears to be able to be 
categonsed as a itep'io&oq. 
2 An exaimnation of the use of rhetoncal theory in medieval exegesis would make an interesting 
study. Unfortunately, I am not in a position to comment on this myself. See, however, C. J. Classen 
(1995, "Analyse") for a brief comment on H Bebel's Commentana Epistolarum Conficiendarum 
(Strassburg, 1503). Bebel was, though, more concerned with ancient epistolary theory, or rather the lack 
thereof 
3 One of the standard textbooks was apparently R. Agncola's de Inventione Dialectica (see D. C. 
Parker, 1989, "Introduction," 17). 
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1519, Df Rhetonca Libn Tres (repnnted four times between 1519 and 1529) 
1521, Institunones Rhetoncae (lecture notes published, with approval, by students. Revised in 

1531 and pnnted as Elementorum Rhetonces Libn II which edition was often repnnted and 
revised again in 1542) 

1523, Encomium Eloquentiae 

In addition he wrote several treatises on the related discipline of dialectics. C. J. 
Classen has recently shown that Melanchthon's rhetorical theory, whilst founded to a 
large extent upon classical rhetorical theory, often departs from it. Melanchthon 
appears to have developed his own division of genres Jind frequently to have invented 
his own technical terminology.'' Melanchthon's rhetorical analysis of Paul's letters is 
thus not the historical discipline of applying ancient rhetorical theory, but the modem 
discipline of using and adapting rhetorical theory to clarify the letters. 

That interest in a rhetorical approach to the Bible did not wane in the succeeding 
centuries is clear from a number of works published in this period.* During the nine
teenth century it was particularly German scholarship which paid attention to Paul and 
rhetorical theory. In 1843 C. G. Wilke published Die neutestamentliche Rhetorik: Ein 
Seitenstuck zur Grammatik des neutestamentiichen Sprachidioms (Dresden/ Leipzig: 
Arnold), a work which looks especially at the tropes and figures in the New Testa
ment.* In 1887 C. F. G. Heinrici published the first edition of his commentary on 
Paul's second letter to the Corinthians (1887, Sendschreiben), in which he paid particu
lar attention to Paul's relationship to rhetorical theory. Ten years later J. Weiss (1897, 
"Beitrage"), referring to Wilke and Heinrici, decided that it was time for a more 
detailed examination of Paul's "rhetoric." Weiss produced an interesting study of 
Paul's use of parallelism, antithesis and symmetry in general, analysing in particular 
Paul's letter to the Romans and portions of the first letter to the Corinthians. Weiss 
estimated that Paul had possessed a singular practice and ability in the symmetrical con
struction of language (194). He also demonstrated that whilst to some degree there is an 

"* 1993, "Epistles," 271-80. Classen bnefly discusses Melanchthon's approach to both the letter to the 
Galatians and that to the Romans. A glimpse at Melanchthon's structural rhetoncal analysis of Paul's let
ter to the Colossians, as summarised by D. C. Parker (1989, "Introduction," 20-21), confirms Classen's 
comments. It is of course possible that some or even many of the differences between Melanchthon's 
rhetoncal theory and classical theory may be attnbutable to some work(s) published in the intervemng 
penod. 
* See, for example, John Pndeaux, Sacred Eloquence: The Art of Rhetoric as it is Laid Down in 
Scripture (London: George Sawbndge, 1659); C. L. Bauer, Logica Paullina (Halle/ Magdeburg, 1774) 
and Rhetonca Paullina (2 vols; Halle, 1782). 
^ I have not seen this book myself, but rely upon the report of J. Weiss, 1897, "Beitrage," 166n. 
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influence from Semitic parallelism, this cannot account for the many particularly Greek 
forms of parallelism evident in Paul's language.'' Weiss' analysis, however, did not 
apply specifically ancient rhetorical theory, although he saw this as a desideratum for 
someone versed in this area (247). The reader should take care not to interpret his fre
quent comments on "rhythm" and "music" as if they refer to ancient conceptions of 
prose rhythm or harmony. 

Controversy over the application of rhetorical theory to Paul's letters was aroused 
a year later when E. Norden reacted strongly to C. F. G. Heinrici's above-mentioned 
commentary.' Norden was particularly unimpressed with Heinrici's comments relating 
2 Ep.Cor. 10 - 12 to rhetorical theory, and its practice in, for example, Demosthenes. 
To Norden such analogies are rather far-fetched. Whilst Norden's critique was, at least 
partially, based on a misunderstanding of Heinrici, it must be admitted that Heinrici 
had not expressed himself very carefully. In the second edition of his commentary, 
Heinrici devoted a lengthy appendix to defending himself against Norden's criticism.' 
There he made it clear that he in no way intended to suggest that Paul's letters showed 
any direct influence of school rhetoric, but merely that various rhetorical effects can be 
traced in his letters, effects that were generally current within the Hellenistic culture of 
the time. Nevertheless, when discussing the relationship of rhetorical theory to Paul's 
letters on pages 38-41 of his second edition, Heinrici does suggest a close relationship 
to rhetorical theory, even going so far as to state that thspartes orationis (i.e., the vari
ous sections of a formal speech) may be detected in the letters.'° Norden apologised for 
his tone in the second edition of his Kunstprosa and made one small retraction." Nor
den's own discussion of Paul's style is generally quite perceptive.'^ He also takes into 
account the various rhetorical figures used by Paul, although he attributes them not to 
knowledge of school rhetoric, but to the Asianist style (in his view) so preponderant in 

^ It IS, perhaps, worth mentioning that this point appears to have escaped E. von Dobschutz in his 
otherwise interesting study on Paul's style in the letter to the Romans (1934, "Wortschatz"). Dobschutz' 
study is more linguistically onentated, although he rather all too briefly passes off the "rhetoric" in 
Paul's style as rooted in Old Testament forms (64-65). 
" 1898, Kunstprosa, 2.492-98. 
' 1900, Brief, 436-57. 
'" In a later book (1908, Charakter, 66-69), Heinnci speaks generally of Paul's style, relating it espe
cially to the so-called dtatnbe (a companson also made earlier in his commentanes on the Corinthian cor
respondence). In terms of rhetoncal theory he cites Aug. Doct. 4, and also goes on to speak of "die 
zahlreichen rhythimschen Anklange" (p.68, cf. 1900, Brief, 314) in Paul's language, but no proof is 
offered. 
" 19\5, Kunstprosa, Nachtrage pp.3-4. 
12 1898, ATu/w/prora, 492-510. 
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the contemporary world. Norden also provides a very interesting summary of com
ments from the church fathers on Paul's style.•' 

The beginning of the twentieth century saw a decline in the general teaching of 
rhetoncal theory in schools and universities. Already in 1913 F. H. Colson complained 
that ancient rhetonc was a subject "forgotten and ignored by the average classical 
scholar."''' Studies applying ancient rhetoncal theory to the Bible dunng the first part 
of this century are therefore few. We may note, however, two articles by Amencan 
classical scholars. T. S. Duncjin in 1926 published an article entitled "The Style and 
Language of Saint Paul in his First Letter to the Connthians." Duncan first treats 
Paul's style in general, largely basing his discussion upon Norden. He then provides a 
listing of vanous figures found in 1 Ep.Cor.. This list of figures is used to support 
Norden's contention that Paul's rhetonc is influenced by Asiamsm. In fact he goes so 
far as to say that "it seems most likely that his [sc. Paul's] rhetoncal training was 
received from the Asianic schools" (143). In the 1948/49 issue of The Classical 
Journal, W. A. Jennnch published a short article on "Classical Rhetonc m the New 
Testament." Jennnch's article is basically a plea for more appreciation of the rhetoncal 
element in the New Testament, particularly in the letters of Paul. He supports this plea 
by arguing that the New Testament language must be viewed within the context of a 
tradition of literary koine in the first century AD, and not against the background of the 
lacklustre papyn. Interestingly, the editor of the journal notes that "the rhetoncal 
aspects of the New Testament have been one of his [sc Jennnch's] special interests." 
Unfortunately, I am unaware of anything else Jennnch may have wntten on this sub
ject. In any event, his plea appears to have fallen on deaf ears among the New Testa
ment scholars of the time. Not untü the late 1960's does it appear that interest in 
rhetonc among Bible scholars underwent a revival. 

2 The "Muilenburg School" 

In 1968 the retired, but still active. Old Testament professor James Muilenburg 
delivered what was to be a very influential, even programmatic, address to the Society 
of Biblical Literature. It was subsequently published in 1969 as "Form Cnticism and 
Beyond" and contained a plea for a new direction in scholarly research, namely, what 
Muilenburg called "rhetoncal cnticism " He began by voicing his discontent with the 

'3 Op at , 501-506 
"* 1913, TalEi, 62 
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emphasis in Old Testament scholarship on form criticism.'' Not that MuUenburg was 
opposed to form criticism as such. As a student of Gunkel, he had great praise for the 
achievements of form criticism and Gattungsforschung.^^ But MuUenburg had also been 
led to see certain limitations in the approach. Firstly, form criticism tends to define a 
general Gattung without dealing with the stylistic and rhetorical uniqueness of various 
examples of the same Gattung. Thus "the individual, personal, and unique features of 
the particular pericope are all but lost to view" (5). Secondly, form criticism often dis
regards the concrete historical context, and doesn't allow "biographical or psychologi
cal interpretations" (5). This can be explained "in part as a natural, even inevitable, 
consequence of its disregard of literary criticism" (6). 

MuUenburg went on to discuss with approval the emphasis by some on what has 
been called stylistics, a form of literary criticism.'' He went on to formulate his new 
proposed approach, adding: 

What I am interested m, above all, is in understanding the nature of Hebrew literary composition, 
in exhibiting the structural patterns that are employed for the fashiomng of a literary umt, whether 
in poetry or in prose, and in discerning the many and vanous devices by which the predications 
are formulated and ordered into a umfied whole. Such an enterprise I should describe as rhetonc 
and the methodology as rhetoncal priticism. (8) 

With these words Muilenburg verbalised a concern and a challenge to direct bibli
cal (particularly Old Testament) studies in a new way. That is not to say that studies 
engaging in this sort of approach did not exist before then, but from that time on many 
scholars consciously began to work with this new perspective, seeing themselves as 
engaging in what MuUenburg had coined "rhetorical criticism." A number of scholars 
who began to show this emphasis in their studies are referred to as "the MuUenburg (or 
Berkeley) school."" 

But the influence of MuUenburg's address was by no means limited to Old Testa
ment scholars, for many New Testament scholars saw application to their own field of 
study as well, particularly in relation to the form criticism of the Gospels. The new 
"method" of rhetorical criticism as such was also eventually applied even to the letters 

" Also known as Formgeschichte, i.e., the discipline whereby various irreducible umts (forms) m a 
literary or oral tradition are isolated and classified. Such conventional "forms" are considered to have 
had their origin in vanous concrete sociological contexts. 
'* Muilenburg spent his sabbatical of 1929-1930 at Marburg, Germany, where he had much contact 
with Gunkel. 
" For example, the work of L. Alonzo-Schokel. 
'* Scholars such as W. Wuellner, W. J. Brandt and E. P. J. Corbett. 
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of Paul, and Pauline scholars interested in this method continue to acknowledge the 
address of Muilenburg as programmatic for their discipline. 

It ought to be noticed, however, that what is termed "rhetorical criticism" by 
New Testament scholars today, is slightly different from what Muilenburg himself 
envisaged. Muilenburg saw rhetorical criticism as a form of literary criticism that dealt 
with stylistics, whilst New Testament scholars, as we shall see, have tended to empha
sise rhetoric in terms of argumentation. Another work published (in translation) in 1969 
significantly helped to bring about this new emphasis, for New Testament scholars 
anyway. 

3 The "New Rhetoric" 

In 1969 there appeared an (American) English translation of Ch. Perelman and L. 
Olbrechts-Tyteca's book La Nouvelle Rhétorique: Traite de I'Argumentation ("The 
New Rhetoric: A Treatise on Argumentation"), first published in Belgium in 1958. 
This translation was to prove very influential in areas probably never envisaged by its 
authors, as it gave great impetus to the development of the movement of rhetorical 
criticism in biblical studies. 

Yet the book itself is not written as a guide to rhetorical or literary criticism, 
whether ancient or modem. It is rather a philosophical work on argumentation; its 
structure, premises, and techniques. Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca place themselves 
in the tradition of Aristotle's Rhetorica.^^ 

Aristotle's Rhetorica was, in large part, also a work on argumentation conceived 
philosophically. This was probably a contributory factor in its neglect in ancient 
schools of rhetoric. Particularly important for Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca is the 
way in which Aristotle set his work on rhetoric apart from his work on formal logic by 
arguing that rhetoric deals with probabilities and not with certitudes. It is precisely 
within this context that Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca conceive their work. 

They argue that the history of philosophy, especially since Descartes, has tended 
to embrace the science of formal logic and neglect and even look down upon rhetoric. 
In fact formal logic with its mathematical precision and certainties has been considered 
the only foundation for true philosophy. "A rational science cannot indeed be content 
with more or less probable opinions; it must elaborate a system of necessary proposi
tions which wül impose itself on every rational being" (2). Beginning from so-called 

Cf. F. H. van Eemeren/ R. Grootendorst, 1993, "Invloeden," 176-78. 
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self-evident premises, a philosophical system can be built up that, if properly based 
upon the rules of formal logic, must be accepted. This emphasis upon formal logic has 
only increased in our century, but this concentration upon purely formal logic, a logic 
with mathematical certainty, has resulted in a great restnction and reduction to the 
scope of philosophy. Such logic is restncted to those things that can be determined with 
mathematical precision, leaving out "questions of a moral, social, political, philosophi
cal, or religious order" (512). This Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca term "a perfectly 
unjustified and unwarranted limitation of the domain of action of our faculty of reason
ing and proving" (italics theirs, 3). They thus part ways here with this emphasis in 
modem philosophy. Their re-emphasis upon informal logic/ argumentation, or rhetoric 
as classically conceived, marks for them a "break with a concept of reason and reason
ing due to Descartes" (1). 

Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca make it quite clear that they are supporting a 
philosophy of reasoning or argumentation that is by nature relative, without absolutes. 
"We do not believe in definitive, unalterable revelations, whatever their nature or their 
ongin And we exclude from our philosophic arsenal all immediate, absolute data, be 
they termed sensations, rational self-evidence, or mystical intuitions." (510) Rhetonc is 
the art of inducing or increasing the mind's adherence to the theses presented for its 
assent (4). As such, in the line of Anstotle, it has inherently to do with probabilities, 
not certainties. 

Now Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca do not mean to deny that argumentation 
always begins with premises assumed to be held in common. In fact this question forms 
an important part of the book's discussion (pp.63-114). But as with ancient rhetonc, so 
also here, argumentation is closely related to the audience at which it is directed (a cen
tral concern of the first section of the book). In fact "it is in terms of an audience that 
an argumentation develops'' (italics theirs, 5). They show that vanous audiences can be 
shown to hold different "agreements" in common. Even a "universal audience" as con
ceived by one person or group wül differ from that as conceived by others (i.e., when 
one believes he is presenting arguments acceptable not just to his particular audience, 
but to anyone). Herein lies their relativism. But it is just this relativism which they 
extol as giving "meaning to human freedom" which they define as "a state in which a 
reasonable choice can be exercised." (514) 

Having descnbed the philosophical context and approach of their work on 
argumentation, something should be said of its relation to classical rhetonc. Unlike 
most of classical rhetonc, they do not restnct themselves to oral discourse, but their 
work aims to analyse verbal argumentation wherever it occurs, and thus also literary 
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argumentation. In their terms, they do not restrict their audience to a crowd gathered in 
a public square. In this sense their scope is broader. But at the same time they limit 
themselves as well, in that, unlike ancient rhetoric, they do not discuss memoria or 
delivery. This different scope is much like the scope of biblical rhetorical criticism, 
which in the nature of the case must also deal with literary documents. 

In their analysis of argumentation Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca frequently take 
a different approach than ancient rhetoric. They reject the basic division of rhetoric into 
three broad genres: forensic, deliberative, and epideictic (21). Yet they do discuss the 
epideictic genre, viewing it as the most significant (in stark contrast to ancient rhetori
cal theory). Whilst ancient rhetorical theory tended to define the epideictic genre in 
terms of a speech for the enjoyment of an audience consisting of praise or blame, 
Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca insist that there is much more to it than this. It is also 
argument designed to strengthen "the disposition toward action by increasing adherence 
to the values it lauds" (50).2° It is thus "educative," which they define as supporting 
traditional values. Thus "the purpose of an epidictic [sic\ speech is to increase the 
intensity of adherence to values held in common by the audience and the speaker" (52). 
This (re-)definition of the epideictic genre is important, as it has tended to function in 
the discussion and analysis of Paul's letters in relation to ancient rhetoric. 

Yet on the whole Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca are not concerned with rhetori
cal form or genre (structural rhetoric). They are rather concerned with techniques of 
argumentation and their effectiveness. It is also in this respect that they deal with 
stylistics. In their words: 

"We refuse ... to study stylistic structures and figures independently of the purpose they must 
achieve m the argumentation." (142) 

As such they explicitly add that their work is not concerned with forms of 
expression solely designed to produce an aesthetic effect (142-43). 

It should be noticed at this point that terminology designating different aspects of 
rhetorical analysis is not standardised. A distinction is frequently made between i) 

2" "Unlike deliberative and legal speeches, which aim at obtaimng a decision to act, the educational 
and epidictic speeches create a mere disposition toward action, which makes them comparable to 
philosophical thought." (54) Here, despite their rejection of rhetorical gemes on p.21, they reason as if 
these genres are accepted. Perhaps their ambivalence at this point explains why biblical scholars using the 
Perelman/ Olbrechts-Tyteca approach still see the need to categorise Paul's letters m terms of one of 
these three gemes, cf., for example, F. Siegert, 1985, Argumentation, 111-12. 
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Structural rhetoric (concerned with form or genre and its formal division into parts), 
and ii) textual rhetoric (concerned with stylistics and the progression and analysis of 
argumentation). This distinction is sometimes indicated by the terms macro- and micro-
rhetoric, or architectonic and stylistic rhetoric. 

4 The Influence of the "New Rhetoric" 

The influence of this book on biblical rhetorical criticism has been considerable. 
In the first place, it dove-tailed well with the desires outlined by James Muilenburg's 
presidential address to the Society of Biblical Literature in 1968 discussed above. 
Muilenburg wanted an analysis of the structural patterns, the stylistics of various 
pencopes or literary forms (Gattungen). The work of Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca 
gave biblical scholarship a new approach in dealing with these phenomena, namely, 
setting them within the framework of argumentation. 

New Testament scholarship, frequently also influenced by Muilenburg's program
matic address, has seized upon this work, and begun to utilise it for its own rhetorical 
criticism. A dedicated example of this is F. Siegert's dissertation Argumentation bei 
Paulus, 1985. After giving a lengthy précis of Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca's book, 
illustrated from the Septuagint, he analyses the argumentation of Ep.Rom. 9 - 11. He 
then uses this as a basis upon which to draw more general conclusions as to the nature 
of Paul's argumentation. It is a striking fact that this work hardly utilises ancient 
rhetoric at all. It is true that Siegert is of the opinion that the letter to the Romans is an 
epideictic speech (111), and he notes formal divisions of this letter made on that basis 
(113-14), but as his interest is in textual rhetoric these are only introductory questions 
for him. Siegert's analysis of the textual rhetoric of Ep.Rom. 9-11 is based thoroughly 
upon Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, and he does not analyse textual rhetoric from the 
perspective of ancient rhetoric.^' 

But such a pure "new rhetoric" approach has been unusual in biblical studies. 
Many studies concerned with rhetorical criticism have combined the new approach of 
Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca with the study of ancient rhetoric. ̂ 2 It is thought that 

^' A similarly based analysis of Ep.Rom. 1 - 8 is provided by G. Bouwman, 1980, Paulus. A modern 
rhetoncal analysis of Ep. Gal. is worked out by G. W. Hansen, 1989, Abraham, 79-93 For other studies 
based on a modem rhetoncal approach see: D. Fraikin, 1986, "Function"; A. H. Snyman, 1988, 
"Style"; N. Elliott, 1990, Rhetoric; J. N. Vorster, 1993, "Strategies"; K. A. Plank, 1987, Paul; W. 
Wuellner, 1986, "Paul." 
22 Cf. G. A. Kennedy, 1984, New Testament; B. L. Mack, 1990, Rhetoric; J. D. Hester, 1986, 
"Use"; W. Wuellner, 1976, "Rhetonc." 
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ancient rhetonc itself could not really be neglected, since the literature under considera
tion belonged to ancient society. The claims for ancient rhetonc wül be examined 
briefly below (chapter one, § 6). 

The fact that rhetoncal criticism has proceeded to work upon the New Testament 
from both the perspective of ancient rhetonc and the new rhetonc, has also meant that 
there has been an emphasis on evaluation of argumentation. (Of course that is not to 
say that ancient rhetonc did not also wish to evaluate argumentation.) But rhetoncal 
cnticism seems to have concentrated not on the histoncal discipline of evaluating New 
Testament argumentation within its own time framework, but on evaluating it for our
selves today Of course we no longer have access to the onginal audiences of the New 
Testament documents, so it is impossible to survey their reactions. Yet modem evalua
tion is quite possible. The only problem here is that modem evaluation all too fre
quently uses modem canons of acceptability determined by modem philosophy Thus, 
for example, B. L. Mack's evaluation of New Testament rhetonc in general (particu
larly Paul) IS quite negative, pnmanly because of the use of harsh rhetonc based on 
non-negotiable claims to authonty.̂ ^ jjjis appears to reflect the philosophical back
ground of Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca (by whom Mack is heavily influenced). 

5 Kennedy's Methodology and Approach 

It was some time before a work finally appeared that was once again to direct 
New Testament rhetoncal cnticism in a definitive way. Such direction was eventually 
provided in 1984 with the publication of New Testament Interpretation Through 
Rhetoncal Criticism by the classicist specialising in rhetonc, G. A. Kennedy. Kennedy 
had expenenced a line of students of biblical literature who wished to study ancient 
rhetonc under him, and much as a result of this expenence he produced this book. 
Having come into contact with biblical, and particularly New Testament, rhetoncal 
cnticism, he noticed the lack of a "ngorous methodology" and sought to supply such in 
his book. 2'' 

Kennedy's methodology is in fact quite simple, although it has proved difficult to 
outline (33-38). Subsequent scholars have sought to summanse it in five steps, but the 

^' Cf B L Mack, 1990, Rhetonc, 102 
^^ For another (modem) methodology see E Schussler Fiorenza, 1987, "Situation " 
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division into five seems to differ with each attempt.^' Without numeration, the basic 
steps are: 

- Determination of the rhetorical unit which must have a beginmng, middle, and end. The umt 
should not be too large. Understanding of a large rhetoncal umt (e.g., lengthy epistle) should 
be "built up from an understanding of the rhetoric of smaller umts" (33). 

- Determination of the rhetoncal situation. What situation invited the utterance? Examine the per
sons (esp. audience), events, objects, relations, time, place. 

- Determination of the ovemdmg rhetoncal problem (e.g., ill-disposed audience), of stasis (in the 
classical sense), and of the species ofrhetonc. 

- Determination of the arrangement of matenal, i.e., division into parts and their working 
together towards some umfied purpose. In short an analysis of the argumentation, including 
styhstics, keeping in mind the pnnciple of linear development. 

- Review of the success of the argumentation in meeting its (histoncal) goal. What are the imphca-
tions for the audience? 

Such a method seems virtually self-explanatory, but one thing is startlingly lack
ing. There appears to be no distinction made between the study of the rhetoric or 
argumentation of a unit in general, and the relationship or contribution of ancient 
rhetoric to the unit. This fact has to do with Kennedy's understanding of the discipline 
of rhetoncal criticism as a whole, and with the part that classical rhetoric plays in it. 

Kennedy sets out to define rhetorical criticism by setting it off from form 
criticism and redaction criticism (which, he rightly observes, has more to do with the 
work of an editor, especially his theological intent). He then proceeds to contrast 
rhetorical criticism with literary criticism (meaning what is generally known as new 
criticism)^^ This is done in two ways. Firstly, he notes that literary criticism, whust 
also concerned with rhetoric (at least stylistics), is generally more concerned with the 
text's interaction with the modem reader and not with its effect upon the ancient 
audience. Rhetorical criticism is then concerned with: 

... reading the Bible as it would be read by an early Chnstian, by an inhabitant of the Greek-
speaking world in which rhetoric was the core subject of formal education and in which even 

2̂  Contrast for exan^le W. Wuellner, 1987, "Cnticism," 455-58; and D. F. Watson, 1992, 
"Cnticism," 699. Compare also A. H. Snyman, 1988, "Style," 218 who summanses the method m four 
steps, and C. C. Black, 1989, "Cnticism," 254-55 who outlines six steps! 
^* "Literary criticism" is, unfortunately, a rather vague term. In older works this term is used in a 
very general sense, which would mean that rhetoncal cnticism would be a sub-disciplme of literary 
cnticism. More recent scholarship has developed literary cnticism in two directions, namely, (literary) 
structuralism, and what is known as the new cnticism. In some ways the attempt to classify all 
argumentation into one of three species (forensic, deliberative, and epideictic), each with a characteristic 
division into parts, can be considered as a form of (rhetoncal) stnicturalism, cf. G. Bouwman, 1980, 
Paulus, 23-24. 
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those without formal education necessarily developed cultural preconceptions about appropnate 
discourse (5) 

What he means here by "Bible" as opposed to New Testament is not immediately 
clear, but this wdl become more obvious below 

Secondly, Kennedy states that even though we are concerned with texts and not 
oral communication (as is literary cnticism), nevertheless, the New Testament docu
ments were conceived orally and thus "the Bible retained an oral and linear quality for 
Its audience" (5). This linear quality is important for Kennedy He admits that Chnstian 
communities heard (and read) the same documents over and over again and thus were 
eventually able to easily recall what had gone before and what was to come But his 
emphasis is on the impact of these documents upon their first hearing, and this was 
completely linear The letters of Paul, for example, were read out loud to their 
audiences This means analysis must bear in mind the linear nature of the argumenta
tion The audience could not flip back and forth between pages, as it were (and rolling 
a scroll back and forth is not that simple) They heard the argumentation in a straight 
line This further distinguishes rhetorical cnticism from literary cnticism 

Kennedy's justification for rhetoncal cnticism of biblical literature in general is 
twofold There is, firstly, for the New Testament in particular, an historical justifi 
cation Here arguments such as the following are presented the extent of the Hellemsa-
tion of Jewish culture by the first century AD, the fact that rhetonc was "universally 
taught throughout the Roman empire", that in fact several important rhetoncians came 
from Syna and Palestine, and that Paul must have had some exposure to rhetonc, even 
(ƒ he didn't have a rhetoncal education (8-10) The New Testament documents were 
orally (and thus rhetoncally) conceived 

Secondly, he approaches the discipline from a more philosophical viewpoint As 
Anstotle argued, rhetonc is a universal phenomenon applicable to all ages and 
societies Anstotle's Rhetonca was meant to descnbe this universal phenomenon of 
rhetonc, not Greek rhetoric (though it uses Greek examples) Specific to Greek rhetonc 
IS Its anangement and style (as opposed to "basic devices of invention") (8), the struc
tured system which the theoreticians put together and which was taught and learned 
(11) In fact, Kennedy defines classical rhetoncal theory as the "structured system 
which descnbes the universal phenomenon of rhetonc m Greek terms" (11) As far as 
the Old Testament is concerned, although no theory of rhetonc existed in those times 
(just as for early Greek history), yet "the importance of speech among them is every 
where evident" (11) They learned rhetonc by imitation He concludes "In understand-
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ing how their rhetoric worked we have little choice but to employ the concepts and 
terms of the Greeks." 

Kennedy clearly views ancient (Greek) rhetoric not just as something we may use 
to illucidate aspects of the rhetoric of its time, but as a universal system, in theory 
appropriate for analysing the rhetoric of any age or culture (10-11). 

6 The Place of Ancient Rhetorical Theory 

This brings us to the question of the place of ancient rhetoric in rhetorical 
criticism. Kennedy's approach to this discipline is unsatisfactory. He is sensitive to the 
criticism that his approach sets up classical rhetoric as a standard by which the Bible is 
to be judged. But he argues that when rhetoric is seen as more than just stylistics, and 
when due account is taken of traditions, for example, of Jewish speech (e.g., chiasm), 
then this criticism disappears (11-12). 

Yet Kennedy does not address what seems to me to be a more pertinent problem, 
namely, whether classical rhetoric as a system is really sufficient to use as a universal 
tool for analysing rhetoric in various cultures and times (which is what is implied). 
Would we not then be better off refining that system and using the benefits of modem 
research in creating a universal grammar of rhetoric? Is not this in fact what Perelman 
and Olbrechts-Tyteca have attempted in their New Rhetoric! This would seem to be a 
much better universal tool than a Greek system written c. 2,000 years ago. If we are 
only interested in an ahistorical rhetorical framework for the Bible (or New Testament), 
then something like the New Rhetoric is probably a far better tool. The work of F. 
Siegert (1985, Argumentation) noted above has shown how this can be used with good 
sensitivity to the historical context and situation of the original audience, and this is 
precisely the interest of Kennedy: "The ultimate goal of rhetorical analysis, briefly put, 
is the discovery of the author's intent and of how that is transmitted through a text to an 
audience" (12). Although verbalised differently, this is virtually identical to the goal of 
Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca. ̂ '̂  

What then is the place of ancient rhetoric in biblical studies? Here I believe B. L. 
Mack (1990, Rhetoric) has a better approach. Mack is a hearty supporter of the direc
tion of thinking shown by Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, and thus a proponent of the 
use of their work in terms of biblical rhetoncal criticism. Yet Mack also sees an impor-

^̂  Kennedy is not unaware of their work, although it is not used in his text. He lists it in his biblio-
gra )̂hy of books "likely to be of interest to the practiboner of rhetorical cnticism" (162). 
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tant place for the study of classical rhetoric. For him the classical tradition provides the 
cultural context for a rhetorical study of the New Testament. He gives three reasons for 
the usefulness of a knowledge of classical rhetoric: 

First, one needs some sense of the place of rhetonc, its importance, and its pervasive influence in 
first-century society and culture. This is important in order to understand how early Christian 
authors came into contact with rhetorical practice. Second, one needs some knowledge of the 
forms of rhetoncal speech and their several patterns of argumentation. This is important in order 
to discern umts of rhetoncal composition in the New Testament. Third, it is necessary to grasp the 
principles of rhetoncal proof (in distinction from philosophical demonstration). This is important 
in order to evaluate the New Testament use of maxims, metaphors, examples, and scnptural cita
tions as proofs that count in a pattern of argumentation. (25) 

Although not entirely clear, the context of Mack's remarks would seem to imply 
that what he means by "the forms of rhetorical speech," "patterns of argumentation" 
and "principles of rhetorical proof" are those forms, patterns, and proofs specific to 
ancient rhetoric, and not necessarily utilised or viewed in the same way by modem 
society. 

Such a historically conditioned application of ancient rhetorical theory would 
indeed be a valid and significant contribution to biblical studies. Does ancient rhetoric 
supply us with specific forms, patterns of argumentation, and proofs that show up in 
the New Testament and therefore help us understand its rhetoric in its own historical 
setting? This to my mind is the question that application of ancient rhetoric should ans
wer, and it is precisely this question that a universal rhetoric cannot be expected to 
satisfy. Despite the fact that all societies to some extent engage in "rhetoric," use meta
phors, similies, etc., our interest here must be not in these general phenomena them
selves, but in the specific ways in which they are used and applied in ancient rhetoric.2* 

Yet even apart from the need to distinguish between modem and ancient rhetoric, 
Kennedy's methodology has not proved to be a sufficient guide to biblical scholars. As 
we shall see when reviewing the secondary literature on certain letters of Paul, there 
are several major methodological problems which occur time and again. 

A fundamental question concerns the most appropriate sources for determining 
the kind of school rhetoric taught in the first century AD. Here, as we shall see in the 
following chapter, it is important to clearly distinguish between philosophical rhetorical 
theory and school rhetonc. In this respect, for example, it will be shown that a treatise 
such as Aristotle's is not a helpful source for our purposes. 

*̂ The distinction, for example, between the use of figures anyone (even untrained in rhetonc) might 
use by nature and the more methodical, continual and vibrant use of a trained rhetoncian was correctly 
recogmsed even in ancient rhetoncal theory, cf. Caecilius of Calacte, Fr. 103 Ofenloch. 
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There is also the question as to how the rhetoncal treatises were to be used in 
terms of writing a speech. An understanding of this can go a long way towards ensur
ing an appropnate use of the various elements of the theory itself. All too often biblical 
scholars have been pulling concepts out of treatises (for example, the "three" rhetoncal 
genres) without properly understanding how they functioned in the theory itself, and 
how they were used as aids when wnting specific speeches. 

Coupled with these questions is the need to discern which aspects of rhetoncal 
theory might be most applicable to Paul. The nature of Paul's wntings (i.e., letters) as 
well as the subject matter need to be borne in mind. 

In the following chapter an attempt will be made to answer the questions concern
ing the rhetoncal sources themselves. The relation between epistolography and rhetonc 
will be more fully discussed in chapter three. Thereupon, after a review of the relevant 
secondary literature, a cautious application of ancient rhetoncal theory will be made to 
Paul's letters to the Galatians and Romans, and a discussion on certain themes from the 
first letter to the Connthians. 

We cannot, however, just assume that Paul used ancient rhetoncal theory The 
approach taken, therefore, will be to apply rhetoncal theory to certain letters from the 
perspective of a contemporary professor of rhetonc. How might a contemporary, who 
was well-versed in rhetoncal theory, have looked at Paul's letters? The results gained 
from this analysis will enable us to make certain comments on the question of Paul's 
own consciousness of rhetoncal theory (or not) in the final concluding chapter, as well 
as an assessment of the value of the approach. 



II. The Sources for Ancient Rhetorical Theory 

We turn now to look at the sources of ancient rhetoncal theory itself. It is at this 
point that we encounter a number of complexities. 

Firstly, we must understand that "ancient rhetoncal theory" is an inexact concept. 
There was no uniform systematic set of dogmata in antiquity. Rhetoncal theory 
developed over the centunes in vanous ways. The rhetoncal theonsts often differed 
from each other, sometimes even forming nval schools propagating their own peculiar 
doctnnes. Therefore someone wishing to apply ancient rhetoncal theory needs to have 
some grasp of the kind of vanation possible within theoretical doctnne. It is thus quite 
insufficient to restnct oneself to one or two theonsts alone. An important consideration 
here is the distinction between school rhetonc and rhetonc as found in the 
philosophers. Whilst there are a number of sources of rhetoncal theory which exhibit 
the influence of philosophical rhetonc, such philosophical rhetonc was hardly popular 
in the rhetoncal schools, nor does it appear to have had much influence on regular 
rhetoncal practice. It is therefore important that we understand this distinction, and also 
some of the most important ways in which school rhetonc differed from philosophical 
rhetonc. Not only are we then able to lay specifically philosophical treatises aside, but 
we are also in a better position to judge what is and is not relevant to school rhetonc in 
a hybnd treatise such as QuintUian's Institutto. 

Secondly, there is also the question as to how far the theoretical doctnne was 
actually applied in practice. Rhetoncal theory often tended to supply seemingly endless 
rules and distinctions. Actual rhetoncal practice, however, was frequently more supple 
- a fact sometimes admitted by the theonsts themselves. Whilst this book is pnmanly 
concerned with the (possible) application of rhetoncal theory to the letters of Paul, 
certain comments with regard to the relation of theory to practice are made where 
pertinent. 

Thirdly, there is the unfortunate fact that there are very few sources of Greek 
rhetoncal theory extant from the Hellenistic penod through to the end of the first 
century AD. Our knowledge of Hellenistic rhetoncal theory is largely dependent on 
Latin rhetoncal theonsts from the first centunes BC and AD. 

Particularly in view of the first and third considerations, a review of possibly 
relevant sources of rhetoncal theory is a desideratum 
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As will be seen in our evaluation of recent scholarship with respect to Paul and 
ancient rhetorical theory, this is an area where New Testament scholars have paid pre
cious little attention, although some have noted the problem. In short the question is: 
Where is suitable rhetorical theory to be found for application to a writer of Greek in 
the mid first century AD? 

Due to the dearth of Hellenistic sources we are forced to make a fairly wide 
sweep of rhetorical theory throughout some 500 years. The following presentation is a 
limited overview.^' The detail and kind of discussion given is based on three factors: i) 
relevancy to the kind of school rhetoric taught in the first century AD and possibly 
applicable to the writings of Paul, ii) helpfulness in terms of understandmg a back
ground against which either school rhetoric, or Paul's writings, may be contrasted, iii) 
attentiveness to treatises which, whilst less helpful, have been (mistakenly) extensively 
used in recent scholarship.'o 

We begin with the first extant rhetorical treatises at the close of the classical era, 
namely, Anaximenes and Aristotle. These treatises may be separated from later Hel
lenistic rhetorical theory which, as we shall see, developed in a way quite different to 
Aristotle, and much more complex than Anaximenes. We then take a brief look at 
philosophical rhetorical theory as well as the outlook of the main philosophical schools 
on rhetoric. This outlook, and the controversy between philosophy and school rhetoric, 
is important background to much recent literature concerning Paul's own statements 
about his "rhetoric" (particularly in the Corinthian correspondence). We then proceed 
to look at various Hellenistic rhetorical treatises, before finally dealing separately with 
some of the later works of Cicero as well as the mammoth Institutio of QuintUian. 

What follows is not intended as a history of rhetorical theory in this period. An 
overview of such history may be found in the books of G. A. Kennedy, The Art of Per
suasion in Greece (Princeton, N.J.: University Press/ London: Routledge & Kegan 
Paul, 1963); The Art of Rhetoric in the Roman World (Princeton, N.J.: University 

^' The vanous fragments of treatises no longer completely extant (e.g., the lost rhetorical works of 
Anstotle, Fr. 68-69, 125-41 Rose; Theophrastus, Fr. 666-713 FHS&G; Hermagoras, ed. D. Matthes; 
Caecilius of Calacte, the attnbuted fragments in ed. E. Ofenloch; ApoUodorus and Theodorus, ed. R. 
Granatelli) have been read in order to determine relevancy, but have proven of little value for the pur
poses of this book. 
^ In the discussion Iwlow I have attempted to utilise the most important literature on the subject, 
however it ought to be realised that there has been a veritable explosion of research on many aspects of 
ancient rhetoncal theory in recent years, both in Amenca and Europe. The literature has become 
extremely vast. An overview of some of this literature (including relevant reviews) can be found in the 
volumes of L'Année Philologique. Bibliographic Critique et Analytique de l'Antiqmté Gréco-Latme 
(Pans: Les Belles Lettres). 
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Press, 1972); and more recently, a revised and abridged overview, A New History of 
Classical Rhetoric (Princeton, N.J.: University Press, 1994). Our purpose is to provide 
a review and evaluation of relevant sources, particularly with respect to the areas most 
applicable to the letters of Paul, namely, general theory of argumentation and style.'' 
Each source is briefly placed within its own context and comments are made on its 
specific trends and approach. Relevant textual editions and commentaries on the various 
treatises are also noted. It is hoped that this overview may prove helpful to New Testa
ment scholars seeking a brief orientation in the rhetorical sources. 

1 The End of the Classical Age 
1.1 Rhetorica ad Alexandrum 

Editions: The standard cntical edition is M. Fuhrmann (ed.) Anaximems Ar^ Rhelonca (BSGRT; 
Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1966). A companion volume is Untersuchungen zur Textgeschichte der 
pseudo-aristotelischen Alexander-Rhetonk (der TE'XIT; des Anaximenes von Lampsakos) (Akademie 
der Wissenschaften und der Literatur: Abhandlungen der geistes- und sozialwissenschafthchen 
Klasse 7, 1964). Translation (not always accurate) by H. Rackham in Works of Aristotle (vol. 16; 
LCL; Lx)ndon: Heinemann, 1937). 

The Rhetorica ad Alexandrum is the sole surviving rhetorical treatise before 
Aristotle.'2 That this tract in its original form dates to the last part of the fourth century 

' ' For a justification of this restnction, see the discussion on rhetoncal method at the end of this chap
ter (§ 5). In addition, it should be noted that prose rhythm has not been dealt with in this study. The 
complexity of the subject (which really requires a separate investigation) combined with the unlikelihood 
that the apostle Paul engaged in it (see the comments m chapter three on his careless language), is suffi
cient cause for omission. Particularly with respect to Greek prose rhythm, scholarship still confronts a 
number of difficult problems relating to the conflicting and not always very lucid views expressed in our 
sources. Although most rhetoncal treatises treat briefly of prose rhythm with respect to the ends of 
clauses, Dionysius of Halicarnassus developed a (not always consistent) theory embracing the "rhythm" 
of whole sentences. A knowledge of contemporary music theory is an important prerequisite to serious 
study of his rhythmic theory (see below § 3.4 for a few bnef comments on it). It should be remembered 
that the ancient notion of rhythm depended on relative syllable length, a fact not always taken into 
account by New Testament scholars venturing comments on Paul's use of "rhythm." 

The modern trend of syllable counting in exegesis has really nothing to do with ancient rhetorical 
theory, despite claims to the contrary (cf. J. Smit Sibinga, Literair Handwerk in Handelingen [Leiden: E. 
J. Bnll, 1970] 14-16). Smit Sibinga's pupil, M. J. J. Menken {Numerical Literary Techniques in John 
[Leiden: E. J. Bnll, 1985] 13-16), although referring to the same sources as his mentor, nghtly notes 
that syllable counting in ancient rhetoncal theory is restncted to the figure of iaÓKuXoi', applied only to a 
senes of successive short clauses. Even then, an identical number of syllables per clause is not required, 
cf. Rhetorica ad Herennium 4 27-28 who also bnngs the matter of syllable length to bear on this figure. 
(In this respect, note that Menken cites Alexander, de Figuris 2.26 inconectly. Alexander's example 
does not contain equal numbers of syllables. Furthermore, Menken [14-15| overlooks the textual problem 
caused by aXKa ye which seems to suggest that the onginal text allowed for an unequal number. See the 
cntical notes m Spengel's edition.) 
'^ There were of course many treatises wntten on the subject before then. For the collected fragments 
of these works (there are 38 of whom the author is known!) see: L. Radermacher, 1951, Artium 
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BC IS now undisputed. 33 However, its present form and authorship have been debated. 

The tract as we have it is supplied with a cover letter purportedly from Aristotle who 

dedicates the work to Alexander the Great (his former pupil). There is, however, no 

doubt that this letter is a forgery,^'i and the work is probably to be attributed to 

Anaximenes of Lampsacus. 

The case for attnbution is complex and in itself not very important, yet it points to an impor
tant problem with the treatise, namely, the poor state of the textual tradition. Briefly put, the 
forged letter is known to have existed as early as the second century AD (Athen. 508a) which 
explains the fact that Synanus in the fifth century AD thought that the treatise came from the hand 
of Aristotle Although clearly refemng to this treatise at in Hermog. 2, p. 11 R. (Synanus gives a 
direct quotation at p.11,24 - 12,2 R.), yet he states that it taught two yéyq as well as the seven 
EX&r\. The later mss of this treatise (the earliest is 14th century) speak of three yéyi) and seven s'CiT]. 
A third 7eVog would appear to have been added sometime after the fifth century to bring the work 
more into line with the genuine Rhetoric of Anstotle. That the treatise before this time only spoke 
of two '^étni] IS confirmed by a sinking parallel in Quint. Inst. 3.4.9. Quintilian says that 
Anaximenes (of Lampsacus) distinguished seven species (cHSr/), and he goes on to list them. The 
list and its order is identical to Rh.Al. 1.1. He then adds that Anaximenes distinguished two gen
eral parts of rhetonc, judicial and public.-" Given the umque nature of this genre analysis there 
must be little doubt that Quintilian is refemng to our treatise. On his authonty, therefore, the 
treatise may reasonably be attnbuted to Anaximenes. 

The textual state of the treatise as we have it is unfortunately quite poor. Some 

grasp of the nature of this problem is necessary so as to alert the reader to exercise 

appropriate caution with the text. 

Fuhrmann has shown that all our codices, of which the earliest date from the 14th 

century, go back to one medieval archetype.'* Earlier suspicions that this textual tradi

tion had been variously tampered with were finally confirmed with the discovery of 

substantial fragments of the tract on papyrus dating to the first half of the third century 

BC. Although it contains just less than 10 percent of the entire work, the papyrus evi

dence has adequately shown just how poor the textual condition of the codices is (omis

sions, additions, disturbed word order, etc.). For example, at Rh.Al. 4.1 the papyrus 

33 A terminus post quem is provided m Rh At. 8.8 by the mention of the Corinthian aid rendered to 
Syracuse against the Carthagimans in 341 BC. 
3'' Apart from the consideration that the style and content of the tract itself are not remimscent of 
Aristotle, there is also the fact that the letter reflects a student/ teacher relationship that was no longer 
operative at the time when it was supposed to have been wntten. 
3' Quintilian adds concermng the list of seven species: quarum duae pnmae deliberativi, duae 
sequentes demonstrativi, ires ultimae ludicialis genens sunt partes. This appears to be his own comment 
based on the later (Anstotelian) division of rhetonc into three broad genres. Rh.Al. (1.1; 37.1) in fact 
states that the last species {ÈisTaaTiKÓf) can stand either on its own or in combination with another. 
3* 1966,/4naximeni.s, xxxviii. 
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shows how a reference to rhetorical genres has been added to the later mss tradition.^'' 
From this Fuhrmann rightly argues that many other such terms or even sentences refer

nng to rhetorical genres may be later additions.'* There is no escaping the conclusion 
that there are interpolations in the codices, and we have already noted one such exam

ple above in the discussion on the attribution to Anaximenes. Fuhrmann concludes that 
since we do not really know what the author actually wrote, it is best not to attempt to 
emend the text.^' We therefore need to be cautious when reading this tract. In sections 
where there is no testimony from the papyri, there is no guarantee that the text we have 
has not been altered in some way.''" 

That Anaximenes' work was still consulted and used in the first century and later 
is clear from the citations noted above in Quintilian, Athenaeus and Synanus. The 
probable additions and changes to the text also bear witness to its popularity in later 
times.'" 

The treatise is divided into three main sections (15, 628, 2938). The first 
undertakes general definitions of the seven fitêjj of rhetoric. It is the second section that 
should be of most interest to scholars wishing to apply rhetorical theory to the letters of 
Paul. Here we find a description of arguments and figures common to all the forms of 
rhetoric (although Anaximenes notes that some are more common in certain forms than 
others). He mentions seven topics to be used in conjunction with the protreptic and 
apotreptic species (that the matter be shown to be just, lawful, beneficial, etc., fully 
discussed at § 1.424). Such topics as these became standard for deliberative rhetoric in 
later treatises. Next come seven methods of magnifying or diminishing one's topic 
{av^r]oi<; and rairsiv(amg, fully discussed at § 3.614).'•^ Such methods are also a 
standard part of later treatises. Anaximenes then provides a discussion of the various 
kinds of proofs {■Kiarei.q, §§ 717) divided into two groups (later called evrexvoi and 

3' 1964b, Untersuchungen, 150. 
^̂  A suggested list is supplied in, 1966, Anaximenis, xli; cf. 1964b, Untersuchungen, 15052. 
^' The only emendation he has accepted is that of the corrupt number at § 17.3 already noted by 
Spengel (cf. 1964b, Untersuchungen, 15354, 158). It should also be noted that Fuhrmann demonstrates 
that a number of terms in the tract are quite late and thus evidence of later alteration (1964b, 
Untersuchungen, 15871). 
''*' The papyrus contains (with some lacunae) sections 1.13  2.3; 2.15  2.28; and fragments from 
3.84.4. 
"" Marginal notes could be responsible for some of the additions/ alterations. Other reasons may have 
been the desire to keep it up to date or bnng it into line with the (later) supposed authorship of Aristotle. 
'^^ Anaximenes seems to have had a particular penchant for the number 7, and possibly also the num

ber 3. 
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arsxi'OL).'*^ There follows a discussion of TpoKaTa\ri\l/EL<; (anticipating the arguments 
of an opponent, § 18, cf. 12), airritiaTa (requests the speaker can make of the 
audience, § 19), various ways of recapitulating (both at the end of a line of argument 
and at the end of a speech, §§ 2021), and several comments on prolonging or shorten

ing one's speech and other matters of style and expression (§§ 2225). Finally, several 
Gorgianic figures are discussed (though they are not called such, §§ 2628). The third 
part of the treatise discusses the seven sï8r} according to the parts of a speech, and is of 
less interest to the Pauline scholar. 

In general, Anaximenes is not afraid of teaching what we might call sophistic 
argumentation. He quite blatantly shows how one might argue for or against any given 
matter, and how various kinds of arguments can be both effectively used and refuted. 
Further, although the treatise is much simpler than later school rhetoric, many of the 
concepts and TÓXOI (see select glossary s.v.) did not undergo serious change in later 
times. Anaximenes is, however, unfortunately often rather brief, merely describing a 
particular figure or way of reasoning without suggesting why or when one might use 
this.''^ This is less helpful for our application of rhetorical theory to Paul. It is very 
easy to label a particular passage or argument in Paul's writings by some Greek techni

cal term, but unless rhetorical theory enables us to say something relevant concerning 
its use and function at that point, our analysis is pretty worthless. This does not mean to 
say that Anaximenes never says something valuable regarding function, and the rele

vant portions of his treatise are well worth studying. 

1.2 Aristotle, Rhetorica 

Editions: Greek text editions and translations abound. The most recent edition is R. Kassei (ed.) 
Anstotehs Ars Rhetonca (Berlin/ New York: de Gruyter, 1976).^^ An older but still helpful com

mentary IS that of E. M. Cope, The Rhetoric of Aristotle with a Commentary (Revised & ed. J. E. 
Sandys; 3 vols; Cambndge: Umversity Press, 1877; repr. Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown, n.d., 

The first group consists of eUÓTa, napabEiyiuxTa, TCKfiripia, èvBvuijjiaTa, ypüiiai, arnicïa, and 
ëXcyxoi. A couple of points are worth noticing here. Firstly, he defines e'lKOra as statements of which the 
audience know examples in their minds. That is why the statement is "probable" to them. When this is 
not the case, the orator must provide examples (■KapaSeiyiJ.aTa) himself. Secondly, it becomes clear 
throughout the treatise that èvOvjiyjiwiToi (short considerations) and yvOinai are considered to be the 
standard kinds of arguments used when bringing a line of argument to a close. 
^ Note that Dionysius of Halicamassus {Is. 19) did not think much of any of the wntings of 
Anaximenes. 
*' This IS based on his study, Der Text der anstotelischen Rhetorik: Prolegomena zu einer kntischen 
Ausgabe (Berlin/ New York: de Gruyter, 1971). D. C. Innes in her positive review noted that Kassei has 
for the first time provided a reliable stemma of the Greek mss of this work (1976, Review). Kassei is also 
quite cntical of previous text editions. 
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and Hildesheim: Olms, 1970). A more recent commentary on books one and two of the treatise is 
W. M. A. Gnmaldi, Anstotle, Rhetoric. A Commentary (2 vols; New York. Fordham Umversity 
Press, 1980/88).'" G. A. Kennedy has provided a recent translation (with extensive notes) main
taining Anstotle's techmcal tenmnology (Aristotle, On Rhetoric: A Theory of Civic Discourse 
[New York/ Oxford. Oxford Umversity Press, 1991]). 

Apait from Anaximenes, Aristotle's treatise is the only comprehensive rhetorical 
treatise extant in Greek in the period examined in this chapter (i.e., up to the end of the 
first century AD).'''' Nevertheless, as we shall see, both the inherent difficulty of this 
work and its completely different approach to the subject made it of little value to later 
rhetorical theorists. Hence the value of this treatise is severely limited for those wishing 
to apply ancient rhetorical theory to the apostle Paul. Despite this fact, the popularity 
of this treatise among New Testament scholars demands a somewhat fuller presentation 
of Its contents if only to show more clearly how the work differs from later school 
rhetonc. 

We ought to bear in mind that the Rhetoric was almost certainly never prepared 
for publication. It belongs to that group of works known as esoteric. The original func
tion of these works is open to question. The Rhetoric, just as the other esoteric works, 
is written in very elliptical, almost shorthand, language, which makes it often rather 
difficult to ascertain precisely what Aristotle is trying to say."" It has been surmised that 
they were either lecture notes or perhaps summaries of lectures for students who may 
have missed classes. 

The notorious difficulty of the Rhetoric combined with the apparent existence of a 
number of contradictions has meant that its essential unity has not always been 
accepted. For this reason it had been popular towards the end of last century to view 
the Rhetoric as having been altered by subsequent editors. Later F. Solmsen, following 
the approach of W. Jaeger, postulated that a development of Aristotle's thought could 
be seen in the treatise.'" Despite the influence this theory has had, modern scholarship 
is inclined to accept the general unity of the work.'o 

^* Due to Gnmaldi's early death, an added volume on book three is not to be expected. This com
mentary propagates the controversial views on the Rhetonc propounded m Gnmaldi's earlier work, 
1972, Studies. 
' " Aristotle's interest in rhetoric is shown by the number of works he devoted to this subject (e.g., 
avfciyiiiyri T£X>'WC - a collection and explanation of earlier treatises on rhetonc, Gryllus, Theodectea), but 
our treatise is unfortunately his only work extant on the subject. 
^^ One may sympathise with A. D. Leeman's comment, even if it is somewhat overstated (A. D. 
Leeman/ A. C. Braet, 1987, retonca, 10): "Het werk is vol onduidelijkheden, herhalingen en 
tegenspraken en stelt de moderne verklaarder voor een aantal vrijwel onoverkomelijke moeilijkheden." 
"̂  Die Entwicklung der aristoteb^chen Logik und Rhetonk (Neue philologische Untersuchungen 4; 
Berlin- Weidmann, 1929). 
^ E.g., W. M A. Gnmaldi, 1972, Studies, 49-52. Por a short summary of approaches to the 
Rhetonc, see J. Wisse, 1989, Ethos, 9-13. Wisse also accepts the general umty of the Rhetoric, although 
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In any event, by the first century BC the Rhetoric was clearly approached as a 
unity, although book three may also have been available separately (see below). For 
our purposes, we must also attempt to read it as such. 

Aristotle's treatise is divided into three books in which the structure is organised 
according to what were later called the officia oratoris, namely, the duties of the 
orator. Aristotle discusses three such duties: svpeaLg (the invention and arrangement of 
matenal, bks 1 and 2), Xs^iq (style, bk. 3.1-12) and Ta^it; (the arrangement of the 
parts of the speech, bk. 3.13-19).'' 

Aristotle's fondness for analytical classification clearly shows through in the 
treatise as a whole. After the introduction and general definitions (Rh. 1.1-2) where he 
lays out his views on the various means of persuasion and their classification, he laun
ches into the main subject of books one and two, namely, the means of persuasion. The 
organisation of Rh. 1.3 - 2.26 is essentially constructed around Aristotle's conception 
of svOvuri^aTa. 

In Rh. 1.2.20-21 Aristotle distinguishes between two kinds of èv9vfirj(iaTa, 
namely, those whose TtpoTaaeiq (premises) are founded upon established views or facts 
and those which rely on particular methods of argumentation (TÓTOI). Only the latter 
are proper rhetorical syllogisms {èv9vfir\pLaTa.). The former actually engage one in other 
disciplines to establish the necessary TrporaasLq.^^ Nevertheless, Aristotle deals with 
these first (Rh. 1.3 - 2.17), distributing them under three headings; those concerned 
with the matter itself (TO irpayiJia), those concerned with the trustworthiness of the 
speaker's character {i]Ooc;), and those concerned with the emotional swaying of the 
audience {-KÓiOoq).^^ Those relating to the matter {TO irpayfj.a) are discussed under the 

not in the same way as Gnmaldi. 
" This arrangement is very similar to that of Anaximenes (rhetoncal genres 1-5; proofs 6-21; Xe^tq 
22-28; ralig 29-38), even though Anaximenes' own identification of his structure is a httle different. He 
considers sections 6 through 28 to form one whole consisting of matters common to all the rhetoncal 
genres and does not identify XE'IH; as a separate structural portion of his treatise Yet the basic idea of 
first dealing with matters particular to the vanous genres and then with those common to them all is also 
the structural pnnciple behind Aristotle's arrangement of the means of persuasion. It is noteworthy that 
Aristotle has relegated the arex^'Oi narciq to the discussion of the óiKanKÖf yévoq-
5̂  W. M. A. Gnmaldi (1972, Studies, cf. 1980, Anstotle, on 1 2 20-21) argues that Aristotle means 
to say that the specific matenal for èv6v\ii\ti.aTa will be discussed first, and then the forms of inference in 
which this matenal may be cast. On his interpretation there are not two distinct kinds of e^^u^ij/iara. 
Whilst this interpretation seems attractive, for my part, I cannot but think that Anstotle is indeed dis
tinguishing two kinds of cvêvfirniara here. 
'^ Note that the three terms irpayjia, ïfBoq and iraSoq retain their regular meamngs (matter, character, 
emotion) in Anstotle (and most later treatises) and are not used as techmcal terms descnbing the kinds of 
proofs with which they are associated, see J. Wisse (1989, Etho^, 60-61). 
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heads of three kinds of rhetoric {avfi^ovKsvTiKov, èinSeiKTiKÓv, and biKctviKÓv), Rh. 

1.3-15. Then follows the material needed for persuasion in respect of the trustworthi
ness of the speaker's character {Rh. 2.1.5-7) and that needed for the emotional swaying 
of the audience or judge (Rh. 2.1.8 - 2.11.7).''* An appendix analysing the various 
characters of people is added (Rh. 2.12-17).^' 

At Rh. 2.18-26 Aristotle finally comes to the rhetorical proofs proper 
(irapa6siynaTa and èvOvfirniaTct, i.e., inductive and deductive proofs). After an intro
ductory chapter (Rh. 2.18) he first, however, separates out three Koiva, i.e., "necessary 
preconditions to all rhetorical discourse. "'* 

Thereupon he deals with TrapaSsiyiiara (as inductive reasoning, Rh. 2.20.2-9) 
and rhetorical ècöu/mj^ara (Rh. 2.21-25 - the yvCinai of 2.21 are treated as a part of 
sv6vy.r\i).oiTa). 

It IS well known that Anstotle developed his own theory concerning the evBiii-qy-a by basing 
himself on an analogy to his Analytics. It is not necessary to describe the theory in full here, suf
fice It to say that at Rh. 1.2 an èv6virr\iwi is described as the rhetoncal equivalent of the 
avXKoytaiióq (syllogism) in dialectics just as the irapci&etyiJia (example) is equivalent to the 
èirayüiyri (induction) (Rh. 1.2.8). The èvdiia)jj.a is thus a deductive process of reasoning, a ver
sion of the three step syllogism (major premise, minor premise, conclusion). ïlapabELyfWi and 
èi>6vnriijia are the two kinds of logical proofs (moTeiq) available to the orator. The rhetoncal 

'^ There is some tension with the opemng paragraph of the Rhetoric. Anstotle accuses his predecessors 
of not paying proper attention to the central matter of proof/ means of persuasion (ffoi^a Tijg iriaTeac;), 
namely, what he calls èv6vtir\ii.oiTa (rhetoncal syllogisms, Rh. 1.1.3, 9-11). Those considerations relating 
to the audience or the speaker, being È'|U TOO itpaynaroi; are mamfestly not the main point (i.e , what he 
later speaks of as inciting irdfl?; in the audience and displaying the appropnate TfOoq in the speaker). 

W M. A. Gnmaldi (1972, Studies) has attempted to overcome this tension by a not entirely suc
cessful reinterpretation of the text. A better discussion is provided by J. Wisse (1989, Ethos, 13-29). 
Wisse cogently argues that Anstotle's opemng discussion should be viewed as polemical overstatement. 
A solution in terms of Anstotle 's proposed developing thought is offered by W, W. Fortenbaugh (1992, 
"Anstotle," 232-40). 
'^ J. Wisse (1989, Ethos, 36-43) in discussing the place oiRh. 2.12-17 (an analysis of the vanous ijfli) 
of people) conjectures that this section may have been Anstotle's imtial attempt at fulfilling the 
programme of \iivxctyij}yia laid out in Plato's Phaedrus (cf. 271a4 - b5; 271cl0 - 272b4; 277bS - c6). 
The analysis of various ijor; may have been retained by Anstotle as a sort of appendix to a later discus
sion of persuasion through character and emotion (Rh. 2.1.5 - 2.11). W. W. Fortenbaugh (1992, 
"Anstotle," 238) has recently suggested that Rh. 2.2-11 (on emotions) be read against the background of 
Plato's Philebus. Wisse (46-47) has shown how easily the whole anangement here may have been ims-
read by later readers m antiquity (as also modems), who probably overlooked the very short section on 
persuasion through character at/?/!. 2.1.5-7 and considered/?ft. 2 12-17 as (/le section on this matter. 
' * The descnption comes from W M. A. Gnmaldi (1980, Anstotle, 1.349). I follow Gnmaldi 's inter
pretation of Anstotle 's terminology here Cope inconectly called the three miva, the KOIVOI TÓITOI. But 
the Koiml TÓitoi are quite clearly those TÓTTOI oiRh. 2.23. The three Koiva are common aspects necessary 
to any argumentation, namely, that one must know 1) whether something is possible or impossible, 
2) whether something did/ will occur, and 3) whether it is great or small. 

Gnmaldi's view is, however, not umversal. Contrast, for example, A. D. Leeman/ A. C. Braet, 
1987, retorica, 13-14. 
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EvSijiriiia, however, is nol a (wXXoyiaiióc; in the technical sense. An orator hardly ever spells out 
a formal syllogism, but the elements should all be present or at least clearly implied. With this 
defimtion Aristotle is able to effectively orgamse vanous kinds of proofs (which in rhetoncal 
theory are usually treated separately) under the head of the ét^vfiriiia. Thus probabilities (e'lKOTO), 
signs (ffij/iela), evidences (jcKiiijpia, i.e , necessary signs) are all materials of èv9vj).Tiii.aTa. At 
Rh. 2.21 even yv&iwii are classified as parts of epOv/jiriiiaTa. At Rh. 2.23 Anstotle discusses 28 
different TÓTOI or OTOIXECOI, by which he means the forms of argumentation which an èv9iiir)ij.a 
may take, e.g., arguing from opposites (if x is good, the opposite of x is bad). This is followed in 
Rh. 2.24 by 10 fallacious róiroi and finally in Rh. 2.25 by some remarks on refutation. 

In all of the detailed argumentative analysis of these sections, however, virtually 
nothing IS said about the function and placement of various arguments. This fact, apart 
from the distinctly philosophical nature of this approach (see below), makes Aristotle's 
analysis of little value for historical rhetorical analysis.''^ 

The third book, after an introduction, deals firstly with 'ké^iq (Rh. 3.2-12). Here 
Aristotle deals with many subjects which would become traditional in rhetorical 
treatises though his terminology is often idiomatic. He begins with the aperq of speech 
(clarity and propriety, Rh. 3.2-4),** then comes the apxf) of speech, which amounts to 
a proper (and especially clear) use of language {Rh. 3.5), the 'óyKoq of speech (by 
which he means expansiveness, Rh. 3.6), propriety {Rh. 3.7), and the axfjfia of speech 
(by which he means rhythmical form, Rh. 3.8). This section closes with a discussion of 
paratactic {elponsvq Xe|i?) and periodic {KareoTpaiJLfiévq Xs^ig) sentence structure 
{Rh. 3.9). 

The final section of the treatise deals with ra^Lg {Rh. 3.13-19). It is interesting to 
note that Aristotle, in evident opposition to others, maintained that the only essential 
parts of a speech were the irpóOemg and the mareu;, although Aristotle does not hereby 
mean to say that a normal speech ought only to contain these two parts. 

Having outlined the contents of the treatise, a few words on its availability and 
use in the first centuries BC and AD are in order. Despite the ancient story of the loss 
and eventual recovery of Aristotle's esoteric works culminating in their republication 
by Andronicus (c. 40 BC), modem scholarship is virtually unanimous that many of 

^' Logical analysis of the forms of argumentation can be better approached from modem rhetoncal 
theory. The prime use of ancient theory is to help us understand what may have been histoncally condi
tioned ways of using vanous argumentative forms. But it is this that is lacking in the treatise. Rh. 2.21 
on yvüiiaL is, however, an exception. 
'* I accept the view that Anstotle only distinguishes one aperTJ of speech, even if it does have multiple 
charactenstics, cf. D. C. Innes, "Theophrastus and the Theory of Style," in Rutgers University Studies in 
Classical Humanities 1 (New Brunswick, N.J.: Transaction Publishers, 1985) 255-56; and 1995, 
"Demetnuj," 326; contra F. Solmsen, 1941, "Tradition," 43. 
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these works must, to some extent, have been available during the Hellenistic period.'' 
In any case, the situation for each work must be considered on its own merits. In the 
case of the Rhetoric there are reasonable grounds for supposing that it was generally 
available before Andronicus (even if it was not commonly read), cf. Cic. Inv. 2.7; de 
Oral. 2.160.**' From the two related catalogues of Aristotle's works which seem to go 
back to the third century BC we may conclude that the Rhetoric may have been known 
in two ways, either as two works, namely, books one and two together and book three 
separately, or as one work containing the three books together.*' Given that books one 
and two are the most removed from later rhetorical theory (see below), the availability 
of book three separately may have been more attractive to later readers. 

The question in how far the Rhetoric was actually read is more difficult. Scholar
ship, influenced by questions on its availability, has tended to doubt that the Rhetoric 
was widely read, and has frequently (in many cases probably correctly) attributed allu
sions to the Rhetoric to secondary sources. Recently, J. Wisse has made a probable case 
for the hypothesis that Cicero had read the Rhetoric by 55 BC (the date of the de 
Oratore).^^ 

However, a more pertinent question for us concerns the relevance of the Rhetoric 
for rhetorical theorists of the first centuries BC and AD. Compared with what we know 
of the school rhetoric of this period, Aristotle's treatise must have seemed rather 
strange and out of step with tradition in many respects. On three important counts 
readers would have had a sense of familiarity, namely, the division of the genres of 

" The following story is told in a number of ancient sources (Str. 13.1.54; Plu. Suil 26; cf. D.L. 
S.52; Porph. Plot. 24; Ath. 214d; Luc. Ind. 4; Suid. s.v. EüXXac). Many of Aristotle's works together 
with those of Theophrastus were lost to the world after his death. These manuscnpts passed into the fam
ily of Neleus in Scepsis where they were eventually significantly damaged by moisture and moths (other
wise Ath. 3ab). This collection was purchased by Apellicon of Teos (died 84 BC) who brought it to 
Athens and had it edited and published with the lacunae conjecturally emended. But this edition was 
apparently of very poor scholarly quality. When Sulla took Athens in 84 BC he brought the library of 
Apellicon back to Rome with him. This library was later worked upon by Tyranmo (the elder), who 
amved in Rome in 67 BC. Tyranmo edited most of Aristotle's (and Theophrastus') works. His edition 
was obtained by Andromcus of Rhodes, who published it (probably c. 40 BC) and wrote a tract of five 
books concermng the cataloguing of Aristotle's works. 

On the difficult question of the transmission of Aristotle's works see O. Regenbogen, 1940, 
"Theophrastos," 1370-79; 1. Dunng, 1950, "Notes," 37-70; and C. Lord, 1986, "History," 137-61 and 
other literature cited there. 
*0 See discussion in J. Wisse, 1989, Ethos, 155-56. 
*' Books one and two, D L. 5.24 title 78; book three, D.L. 5.24 title 87 (the two books mentioned 
would be the XE'IK; and the ra^i?), cf. Vita Menagiana # 79; books one, two and three together. Vita 
Menagiana It 72 (though this may be an emendation, cf. D.H. Comp. 25.198; Amm 1, 8; Quint. Inst. 
2.17.14). 
«"̂  1989, Ethos, 105-89. 
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rhetonc into the three standard classes, the broad structure of the treatise according to 
the officia oratons (although by the Hellenistic penod it had become customary to deal 
with five such officia in place of Aristotle's three), and the distinction between arexvot 
and svTsxvoi proofs. 

Apart from such points of recognition, the treatise must indeed have appeared 
quite strange, particularly the set-up of the first two books. A number of important dif
ferences (by no means comprehensive) are itemised below: 

First, Hellenistic rhetonc did not take up Anstotle's view of the Ev6vjj.r)y.a. 
Certain aspects of syllogistic reasoning were incorporated into Hellenistic treatments of 
the è-inxsipr)na, but discussion of this matter was generally bnef - a stark contrast to 
the pnde of place which the èuOviirjfia takes in Anstotle's Rhetonc. 

Second, Anstotle's tnad of proofs through emotion, through character, and 
through the matter itself, is not reflected in later tradition. Considerations related to 
proof through character were found as comments appropnate to the xpoot/zioj' of a 
speech, and exciting emotion was similarly dealt with in respect of the 8x1X070?. 

Third, Anstotle's separation of the three KOLfa (Rh. 2.19) from the other TÓ-KOI. is 
not found elsewhere Furthermore, his provision of KOIVOI TÓTTOI in the sense of abstract 
argumentative patterns was only taken up in philosophical rhetoncal treatises (Rh. 
2.23). School rhetonc generally ignored such abstract TÓTTOI, in favour of specific TÓTTOI 
(specific arguments on particular matters) or generalised TÓTTOI. (e.g , on virtues and 
vices). 

Fourth, Anstotle's treatment of evpeaig lacks two important items invanably 
found in Hellenistic treatises, namely, a treatment of OTaaig theory (which became 
important after Hermagoras' work in the second century BC), and the treatment of the 
parts of a speech. ̂ ^ The latter consideration leads us to the next difference-

Fifth, Anstotle deals with the parts of a speech not under svpemg, but under 
Ta^Lq. Later school treatises would often discuss these parts under svpsmg and reserve 
the section on Ta^ig for a short discussion on the ordenng of arguments. 

Sixth, with respect to Xe'ln;, Anstotle's classification of only one oipeTrj Xs^ewg 
was not accepted by later tradition. Theophrastus' division into four virtues became 
popular, but there were also other vanants of multiple virtues. Such virtues were fre
quently used as an organising pnnciple for the discussion of Xe^tc-

*̂  See below, § 3 on Hellenistic rhetoncians, and also the entry for ffraaic m the select glossary at the 
end of this book. 
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From the above list we can see that even in the unlikely event that a Hellenistic 

teacher of rhetoric would take the trouble to read Aristotle, the books on evpeaiq in 

particular would have had quite limited value. *'' At the most, he may have used such a 

work for information on proofs through character or emotion, or on any of the other 

eiSrj or specific topics. Further, he may have gleaned some relevant information on par

ticular kinds of proofs, e.g., -KapabeVytiara or especially the helpful section on 

yvSiiim. But all this information would have been much easier to obtain from other 

contemporary treatises. The book on Xeji? and ra^ig, apart from its structure, would 

probably have been of more value. It shows less deviation from later theory and may 

therefore be useful as a supplementary source in applying rhetorical theory to Paul.*' 

But our conclusion must be that Aristotle's treatise as a whole should be used with 

extreme caution, and is probably better just left aside. 

2 Hellenistic Philosophers 

2.1 Peripatetics 

Whilst Aristotle's treatise may not have had much direct impact on later rhetoric, 

yet its influence was felt indirectly, particularly through his most famous student 

Theophrastus. Theophrastus is known to have written many rhetorical works, however 

only a few fragments remain.** It is clear that Theophrastus expanded and developed 

*̂  The general neglect of Anstotle by professors of rhetonc is echoed in Cicero, Topica 3. It is true 
that Dionysius of Halicamassus had read Anstotle and was to a certain extent influenced by him, but C. 
Wooten (1994, "Tradition") has shown that this influence is diminished in the more mature works of 
Dionysius. 
*' Certain comments on style may profitably be compared with Paul, cf. the warmng at Rh. 3.5.2 
against inserting too many intermediate clauses before completing one's main thought, transgressed espe
cially at the beginmng of Ep.Eph. 2 and again in Ep.Eph. 3. On a more positive note, with respect to 
propnety, Anstotle argues that appropnate language also makes the matter persuasive (Rh. 3.7.4). For 
example, if dealing with matters that are aaeffrj Kai aiaxpó then the language ought to be of someone 
indignant and cautious even to speak of these things (SvaxEpaii>ono<; Kal evKaffovfiémv Kal \éyci.i>, Rh. 
3.7.3), cf. Ep.Eph. 5.12. Another example is Anstotle's notice of how orators, if they were about to 
exaggerate, would first reprove themselves for this; SOKEÏ yap a\-q$è(; sicai, ével oü Xai^afet ye S iroiel 
TOP Xéyovra (Rh. 3.7.9), cf. (Theodectea) Fr. 131 Rose, which sums the matter up' ij yap vvoniiriaiq 
iarai ra ToXnijpcc. Compare 2 Ep.Cor. 10.13-18. But these are all elements also to be found in later 
rhetorical theory. 

One ought to remain wary of aspects specific to Anstotle or Anstoteliamsm, cf. Anstotle's latent 
ideas on the argumentative value of the y.eTa4>opa, and his negative assessment of vTrep0o\ri (see the 
respective entnes in my forthcoming Glossary). 
** For the rhetoncal firagments see Theophrastus ofEresus: Sources for his Life, V/ritings Thought and 
Influence, ed. W. W. Fortenbaugh, P. M. Huby, R. W. Sharpies and D. Gutas (Leiden: E. J. Bnll, 
1992) Fr. 666-713. Older attempts to reconstruct the treatise nepl XEJEO)? have not been successful, e. g. 
H. Rabe, De Theophrasti Libns Uepl Ae'leuq (Bonn, 1890); A. Mayer, Tlepl Aéisox; Libn Fragmenta 
(BSGRT, Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1910). Although a number of fragments concerning style are extant, 
the title of this work is only mentioned by Diogenes Laertius and Dionysius of Halicamassus (Thphr. Fr. 
666 [17a], 688, 692). 
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the systematic arrangement of Xefic as found in Aristotle's third book on Rhetoric. He 
appears to have distinguished three ièéai of speech, namely, TO cra4>s<;, TO 
fisyaXoirpsirsg, TO ij5i) /cat TiOavóp (Fr. 683 FHS&G = Simp, in Cat. p. 10 K.). Fur

ther, J. Stroux showed that Theophrastus also spoke of four ctpeTai Xs'leajc as opjx)sed 
to Aristotle's one, namely, sWr\vianóq, aa4>s<;, ■Kpsitov and KaTaaKevr\ (Fr. 684 
FHS&G = Cic. Orat. 79).*'' The fourth virtue very probably dealt with ÈKkoyr), 
apuovia and axqiiaTa.^* This structural division into four virtues was later revived by 
Cicero who influenced Quintilian (Cic. de Orat. 3.37212; Qumt. Inst. 8  11.1), but 
does not appear to have been influential in Greek rhetorical theory.*' In many respects, 
however, it seems clear from the rhetorical fragments that Theophrastus, although 
having restructured matters and sometimes disagreeing with Aristotle (cf. Quint. Inst. 
3.8.62), often simply handed down his mentor's doctnnes. Although insufficient 
material from Theophrastus' work is available to be of help in terms of analysmg 
Paul's rhetoric, we at least learn of an important mediator of Aristotle's views on 
Xe'fig. 

It is fairly clear that the Peripatetics continued to write on rhetoric down through 
to the begmning of the second century BC (cf. Qumt. Inst. 3.1.15).™ At that time the 
great controversy between philosophy and rhetoric flared up and the Peripatetic school, 
under the leadership of Critolaus of Phaselis, took sides with philosophy against 
rhetoric.'" This antirhetorical stance was continued by Critolaus' pupils Ariston the 
younger and Diodorus of Tyrus.^^ Even so, we do possess a later treatise on rhetorical 
style which is at least under Peripatetic influence (cf. Demetrius below).''^ Peripatetics 

*̂  1912, Theophrasti, 913. F. Solmsen (1931, "Demetnos," 24142) preferred the terra Kemajiqiiefov 
to KaTaOKBvri. A more recent discussion is D. C. Innes, "Theophrastus and the Theory of Style," in Rut

gers University Studies in Classical Humanities 2 (New Brunswick, N.J.: Transaction Publishers, 1985) 
25167, although I have not seen this myself, cf 1995, "Demetnus," 326. 
** J. Stroux, 1912, Theophrasti, 1828, esp. 19, cf Fr. 691 FHS&G. 
*' See F. Solmsen, 1941, Tradition, 18186. 
™ See also J. M. van Ophuijsen, 1994, "Topics," 13134. The fragments of Demetnus of Phalerum 
(another pupil of Aristotle) on rhetonc are collected and commented upon in Wehrli (Fr. 15673). There 
IS, however, little here of interest to this investigation. Eudemus (fr. 2529, Wehrli) and Hieronymus of 
Rhodes (Fr 5052, Wehrli) also appear to have wntten on style. 
■" Critolaus, Fr. 2539 (Wehrh). 
''^ Anston, Fr. 15; Diodorus, Fr. 6 (Wehrli). 
^̂  The practice in Béaeiq (treatments pro and contra on general subjects) said to have begun with 
Aristotle (Cic. Orat. 46; de Orat. 3.80; D L. 5.3), clearly remained an important part of their activities 
(Str. 13.1.54, see also J. M. van Ophuijsen, 1994, "Topics," 14857 who also cites evidence from 
Alex.Aphr. in Top.). Such Béazic;, however, were more distinctly philosophical than rhetorical. The 
bicoBéaEiq on (relevant) concrete subjects were the province of rhetonc. Cicero attnbutes Anstotle's use 
of Oéaeiq to a rhetoncal rather than philosophical purpose, but this seems more to reflect his own view 
on the usefulness of the tradition of 8éa£i.<; for a rhetor (Orat. 46; cf. Cic. Orat. 12). Diogenes Laertius 
quite properly distinguishes exercise in BéoBiq from rhetorical practice: KOI Trpd? Béaiv avi/e^iinva^E [sc. 
'AptCTTOTfiXt/g] Tovq iiaSrjTÓq, a/ta Kai pTjTopiKoiq èiraanGiV (5.3), 

J. M. van Ophuijsen presumes that rhetoncians (in Athens at least) from the penod following 
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probably continued to write treatises on róiroi (in the Aristotelian sense of abstract 
argumentative patterns), and in this context we may consider the Topica of Cicero.'"* 

2.1.1 Cicero, Topica 

Editions: A. S. Wilkins in Cicero, Rhetonca (vol. 2, OCT; Oxford: Clarendon, 1903) A new 
edition by G. Di Mana is now available, Topica (Bibliotheca Philologica 1; Palermo: L'epos, 
1994). Translation by H. M. Hubbell in Cicero (LCL; vol.2; Cambndge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1949). 

Cicero's Topica is a work, composed in 44 BC, professedly explaining Aristotle's 
disciplina (§ 2) of TÓTOL. The work is certainly not a translation either of Aristotle's 
Topica or of the appropriate section of his Rhetonca. Nevertheless, it does present a 
detailed analysis of those kinds of róiroi which Aristotle presented, namely, abstract 
patterns of argumentation. However, the classification upon which the work is based 
differs from Aristotle. The work divides its loci into those which are intrinsic to the 
matter in hand (containing the Aristotelian kind of loci) and those which are extnnsic 
(containing specific loci based on the arexvoi. proofs), a distinction already known 
from Cicero's treatises de Oratore 2.164-73 (55 BC) and Partitiones Oratoriae 5-8 (54-
52 BC).' ' In fact the list of loci is identical to that contained in de Orat. and related to 
the loci in Part. .'* Furthermore, the presentation of loci in these three treatises is also 
related to the TÓTTOI; theory of Themistius (most likely independent of Cicero), a fourth 
century AD Aristotelian commentator and rhetor.'" The philosophical origin of the 
abstract argumentative patterns (which form the bulk of the work) is confirmed at § 3 
where Cicero notes that the rhetorical teacher whom his friend Trebatius consulted was 

Aristotle's death had great interest in BCOCK; and on this basis contends that Peripatetic interest in BéaeiQ 
also had important rhetoncal application (loc. cit.). Apart from the highly questionable interest of 
rhetoncians in Beaeiq at that time (see my discussion below, pp.49-50), such a phenomenon could hardly 
be decisive for the question as to whether Penpatetic exercise in Bcaciq was rhetorically motivated or not. 
'* We at least hear of third century BC activity in this area, e.g., Theophrastus (D.L. 5.45, title 92; 
5.50 title 294), and Straton (D.L. 5.59, title 35, cf. Fr. 19-31 Wehrh) 
'^ On the dating of the Partitiones see below. A relationship between the Topica and the Partitiones is 
also apparent in the discussion of quaestiones closing the treatise 
'* Part. 7 clearly contains two interpolations (bracketed text in most editions) listing loci identical to 
those in Top. and de Orat. (the first interpolation contaimng the first four loci, and then a complete list) 
After the interpolations a third list is presented which, although clearly related to the list from Top. and 
de Orat., is not identical. We may assume that this is the list originally belonging to the treatise. 
' ' Themistius' róirog theory is explained in the second book of Boethius' de Topicis Differentiis, see J. 
M. van Ophuijsen, 1994, "Topics," 146-47. 
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ignorant of "these Aristotelian matters" (haec Aristotelia). Indeed, such abstract loci do 
not figure anywhere in the rhetorical school treatises extant. The evidence may suggest 
a Peripatetic origin for Cicero's system of abstract loci, although the Partitiones show 
that such loci were also used in the Academy.''* 

Following the detailed analysis of the loci, the treatise includes a short section, 
very similar to Cic. Part. 61-138, on the various kinds of inquiries {quaestiones)J^ 

Apart from the fact that the tradition of loci in terms of abstract argumentative 
patterns is a philosophical phenomenon, we should also note that such abstract loci do 
not easily lend themselves to an historically based rhetorical analysis. For this reason 
they are of little value for this investigation. 

2.1.2 Demetrius, de Elocutione 

Editions; The two standard editions are L. Radermacher (ed.), Demetni Phalerei Qui Diarur de 
Elocutione Libellus (SWC; Leipzig- B. G. Teubner, 1901; repr. Stuttgart, 1966) with (Latin) 
notes, and W. R. Roberts (ed.), Demetrius on Style: The Greek Text of Demetrius de Elocutione 
Edited After the Pans Manuscript (Cambridge, 1902; repr. Hildesheim: Olms, 1969) with transla
tion and commentary.*'* A synthetic commentary is provided by D. M. Schenkeveld, Studies in 
Demetnus "On Style" (Amsterdam: A. Hakkert, 1964). The text used here is that of Radermacher. 
The Loeb edition has recently been revised by D. C. Innes, who also provides an excellent intro
ductory essay, mAnstotle (LCL; vol. 23; London: Heinemanu, 1995). 

The last extant rhetorically related treatise associated with the Peripatetics (within 
our time frame) is this work on style by Demetrius. Although the treatise is clearly 
under Peripatetic influence, it is not certain that Demetrius himself belonged to this 
school.*' Equally uncertain is the vexed question of date. Scholarship has reached no 
unanimity on this question, although a date somewhere between the second century BC 
and first century AD seems most probable.*^ 

'* For a good brief discussion of the Topica and its relationship to the other treatises mentioned here, 
see J. Wisse, 1989, Ethos, 133-42. 
' ' As in the Partitiones, quaestiones are separated into two groups, those concerned with a general 
inquiry (déaciq), and those concerned with a specific inquiry (i.e., concerrung specific person(s), place, 
time, etc., known as viródeaEi-q). The Béasii; BIS further divided into those which are cognitionis and 
those which are actionis, two categones which are again subdivided. In Top. 87-90, however, Cicero 
goes beyond what is treated in the Partitiones by suggesting which loci are most suited to the three kinds 
of flfi'cTEif cognitionis (contrast Part. 68). See further, § 2.2.1 below. 
*" Roberts' edition, and particularly his translation, received a very critical review from W G. 
Rutherford (1903, "Roberts"), to which Roberts replied (1903b, "Roberts"). 
*' See D C. Innes, 1995, "Demetrius," 316. 
*2 Note that LSI list the treatise as authored by "Demetnus Phalereus" and date it to the fourth century 
BC despite the fact that Roberts' edition is used for citation (of whose dating see below). Yet nota bene a 
separate entry is given for the (genuine) historical fragments of Demetnus Phalereus. No modification is 
suggested in the supplement. 
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Both Radermacher and Roberts, arguing primarily from considerations of language, postu

lated a late date in their respective editions. This essentially agreed with the consensus of late 
mneteenth century scholarship.'' Radermacher postulated a date after Dionysius of Halicamassus, 
i.e., first century AD or thereafter, and Roberts eventually agreed.** A first century AD date has 
not, however, been the unammous opimon of scholars. F. Boll argued, against Radermacher, that 
the date of the treatise does not have to be late, and W. KroU, assessing the research on the matter 
up to his time, considered it still conceivable that the author could be Demetrius of Phalerum, 
despite the odd indication that might suggest a later school rhetoric.*' More recently G. M. A. 
Grube has made an interesting, but not conclusive, case for a date in the third century BC, 
although in his view the work is probably not to be attnbuted to Demetrius of Phalerum (on 
grounds of language).** This dating is maintained by Grube against cntics, and was at first 
accepted by Kennedy'^ who now, however, tentatively mentions a first century BC date.** D. M. 
Schenkeveld has also provided a refutation of Grube, arguing for a date in the first century AD.*' 
D. C. Innes tentatively argues for the second century BC.'" 

Demetrius' tract is concerned with spuqveia in the sense of literary expression. 

His work is not restricted to spixqveia in oratory and thus not directly concerned with 

rhetoric, although it overlaps in the treatment rhetorical writers gave to style. The work 

begins with an introductory section on the various constituents of prose expression, 

namely, Kuika, KÓnfiara, and TrspiodoL. Demetrius then moves to the burden of his 

treatise, the explanation of the four "simple" or, perhaps better, "basic" characters or 

styles. This discussion is introduced in §§ 3637. Demetrius indicates that knowledge of 

these basic styles is essential for a proper analysis of the style of both prose and poetry. 

Of course style is often rather complex and cannot always simply be put into one of 

four categories, but according to Demetrius style is often a mixture of these four com

ponents (of which nota bene certain mixes are not possible)." Demetrius oppwses those 

who reduce the number of simple components to two (cf. Cic. Brut. 201). 

*̂  For an annotated bibliography on this point for that period see G. M. A. Grube, 1961, Greek, 22

23n. 
*" Radermacher, 1901, Demetni, 11; Roberts, 1927, "Demetrius," 27077. 
*5 Boll, 1917/18, "Demetrius," 2533; KroU, 1940, "Rhetonk," 107980. 
*6 1961, Greek. 
*■' Grube, 1964, "Date", Kennedy, 1963, Art, 28586; 1972, Art, 120n. 

Grube's appeal to the socalled "late" terminology in the text of the Rhetonca ad Alexandrum 
(firmly dated as early as the late fourth century BC) has, however, been greatly weakened by the research 
of M. Fuhrmann into its textual tradition (see Grube, 1961, Greek, 47, 15663; Fuhrmann, 1964b, 
Untersuchungen, 15864). 
** 1994, History, 88 
*' 1964, Studies, 13548 
* 1995, "Demetnus." In 1972 ("Demetnus," 172) she had suggested a century earlier. 
" The words bpoijiEV ... iravraq ni^vvfiévovq, Traffic at § 37 should not be taken to mean that style is 
invariably a mixture of these components, but only that any kind of mixture may take place (apart from 
the exceptions). This interpretation is supported by the opemng sentence of § 36, which enumerates the 
four basic types of style and then adds mixtures as a continuation of the enumeration. 
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The early origin and development of the division of style into several character
istics is controversial. In any case, Aristotle himself would appear to have opposed 
such an analysis {Rh. 3.12.6). Demetrius' organisation into four xo'paKTfips<; does not, 
however, really reflect either earlier or later rhetorical theory. Later rhetorical theory 
often spoke of three xapaKrfjpeq KS^SOK; (types of style), not infrequently classifying 
various writers by them (plain, ornate/ grand and middle styles). But Demetrius does 
not necessarily mtend his x<^poi'"'VPs<; to be used as categories with which to classify 
various authors. Rather, they are four basic styles which often appear in literature m 
various mixed forms. *2 

He describes his four styles (in order: èpfi-qveia fieyaXoirpsirric;, y\a4>vpa, 
laxvij, and Ssivri, i.e., the grand, elegant/ smooth, plain, and forceful style) by discuss
ing the appropriate figures and methods to use in each of three traditional areas,' ' 
namely, a\iv6eai<; (composition), Xsftg (word-choice), and Tpayfiara or Siavoia (sub
ject matter). A digression here or there is not infrequently added. The treatment of each 
style is completed by a brief description of its adverse counteipart.''' 

Demetrius' descriptions and definitions are quite short and yet they can also be 
quite helpful in that he often tries to show (with examples) how certain figures or 
methods are appropriate to certain contexts. He realises that the same kinds of figures 
can often be used in various different contexts and to various different effects; however 
we look here in vain for an in-depth analysis of why this is so. 

It seems clear that Demetrius relied heavily on secondary sources to write his 
work. This much is clear from § 179 where he admits difficulty with his subject 
because he could find no earlier treatment of it. Literary citations are frequently bor
rowed from other treatises. Many of them, for instance, clearly derive from Arist. Rh. 

'^ It has been not infrequently noted that this makes Demetrius' xöpaicT^pe? seem somewhat more 
akin to apcTai (virtues), cf. F. Solmsen, 1931, "Demetnos," 242. Yet I believe this statement goes too 
far. Demetrius is clearly dealing with stylistic analysis in the same sense as other writers, but simply 
takes a different approach. That the concern addressed in his approach was not umque is clear from 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus who seems to have been aware of similar criticism of literary analysts (like 
himself) who classified authors according to various styles Yet at de Demosthene 37 Dionysius also 
admits that no author uses any one style {xapaicTfjp) completely purely. There are always mixtures. It is 
rather a matter of the dominance of one particular style. Similarly Cicero, whilst agreeing that whole ora
tions could be classified in one or other style, also stated that it was often necessary for several styles to 
be used within one oration (Oral. 74). See my further comments in the section on Cicero's Orator (§ 
4 1) Similarly, Quint./n« 12.10.66-72. 
" Cf. D. C. Innes, 1995, "Demetnus," 323n. 
' ' ' See F. Solmsen, 1931, "Demetnos," for a helpful article in understanding the orgamsation of the 
treatise and a good analysis of its sources and in particular the relation to Aristotle's rhetoric (even if 
secondary). 
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3. Yet it is not certain that he knew Aristotle's work first hand.'^ Among his sources 
are most probably Arist. Rh. 3 (probably via some other source); a work of 
Archedemus (possibly just the preface to his edition of Aristotle's letters);'* and per
haps the third century BC Peripatetic grammarian Praxiphanes (cf. §§ 56ff). But it 
could be, as F. Solmsen suggests, that Demetrius took these three sources in quotation 
from some later work.'^ 

Despite the fact that this tract appears to have been little used by later rhetorical 
theorists (according to D. C. Innes it is cited in Syrianus, Ammonius and Phoebam-
mon),'* it shows much in common with traditional rhetorical theory. The strong 
Peripatetic influence is, in Innes' words, "often adapted and supplemented to fit 
standard later theory."'' For this reason the treatise may be considered quite useful for 
rhetorical analysis of Paul. 

2.2 Academicians 

As was to be expected from Plato's own attitude. Academic philosophy did not 
contribute much to rhetoric. Although with the turn to scepticism in the third century 
BC it came into vogue to be able to debate both sides of an issue, this must not be con
sidered in terms of rhetorical practice. '0° The Academy only seems to have taken up the 

' ' Demetrius never explicitly indicates which book any given citation comes from. Furthermore, his 
citations not infrequently vary from what we find in Aristotle's Rhetoric. Grube, however, in line with 
his theory on the dating, disagrees. He argues that Demetrius at times deliberately disagreed with 
Anstotle and altered what he taught. For Grube, Demetnus although thoroughly Peripatetic, wrote at a 
time before Anstotle was virtually canomsed by his followers. See, however, my comments on the 
ciiSifirjiia in Demetnus in the select glossary appended to this book, where Demetrius' discussion is 
traceable to a post-Anstotelian source used in common with Qumtilian {Inst. 5.14.1-4). 
'* An umdentified Peripatetic whose edition of Anstotle's letters is also mentioned in Andromcus' list 
of Anstotle's works (first century BC). Roberts would identify him with a Stoic philosopher of Tarsus 
who probably lived around 130 BC, author of irepi <^u)^? and irEpi ffroixe"»"' (cf. D.L. 7.40, 55, 68, 
84, 88, 134, 136). Was he also the common source of Demetnus, de Elocutione 30-33 and Qumtilian, 
Institutw Oratoria 5.14.1-4 (cf. Demetr. Eloc. 281 and Quint. Inst. 9.2.92)? 
'^ 1931, "Demetnos," 265. He points to L. Radermacher's comment on § 34 (1901, Demetni, 75-76) 
as evidence that Demetrius probably did not himself read Anstotle's treatise. 
'8 1995, "Demetnus," 312-13n. 
" 1995, "Demetnus," 320. Innes refers to traditional elements of rhetoncal theory throughout her 
introductory essay. 
"* This IS not to say that a later orator such as Cicero could not find the practice helpful for the train
ing of an orator (cf. Cic. Orat 12, N.D. 2.168). Certain rhetoncal implications were later seen in the 
visit of Cameades (214-129 BC) to Rome in 155 BC as member of a political embassy on behalf of 
Athens. Cameades achieved notonety by delivenng a public speech on justice and then the following day 
another speech against justice (Lact. Inst. 5.15; cf. Plu. Cat.Ma. 22). At this time, however, the 
Academy was still negatively disposed to rhetonc (cf. Cic. de Orat. 1.45-46). 
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teaching of rhetoric under Philo of Larissa (c. 159/58-84/83 BC)>o>, head from 110/109 
BC.'°2 In 88 BC Philo fled to Rome where he continued teaching both rhetoric and 
philosophy (cf. Cic. Tusc. 2.9). Here Cicero became one of his pupils. In the 
Partitiones Oratoriae Cicero provides us with what is essentially an Academic rhetori
cal treatise.'"^ 

But the Academy's surprising turn to rhetoric under Philo (was it only PhUo?) 
seems to have been somewhat controversial. We know at least that Philo's con
temporary Charmadas disparaged rhetoric as mere aptitude and practice (cf. de Oral. 
1.84-93, esp. § 90, and S.E. M. 2.20)."*^ In addition, Antiochus, Phüo of Larissa's 
rival, does not appear to have taught rhetoric (cf. Cic. Brut. 315).'°^ 

2.2.1 Cicero, Partitiones Oratoriae 

Edition: The standard text is still that of A. S Wilkins m Cicero, Rhetonca (vol 2, OCT, 
Oxford: Clarendon, 1903). The translation by H. Rackham (Cicero [vol.4; LCL; London: 
Heinemann, 1942]) is based on an older Latin text. 

The Partitiones Oratoriae is a very simple short treatise in catechism form 
embracing the whole system of rhetoric. The two personae of the dialogue are Cicero 
and his young son Marcus Tullius. At the opening we are told that what follows is a 
Latin translation of what Marcus has learned in Greek. At the end we learn that what 
has been taught comes from the Academy. In fact Cicero even adds that rhetoric cannot 

10' See J. Glucker, 1978, Antiochus, lOOn. 
'02 The scanty fragments extant preserve virtually nothing of specifically rhetoncal teaching (see H. J 
Mette, 1986/87, "Philon," 14-20). 
'0-' At de Oral. 3.75 Cicero mentions a certain Metrodorus with whom he studied in Asia. This 
Metrodorus is said to be ex Academia rhetor, but we learn elsewhere that he transferred from the 
philosophical to the political life, although he mostly wrote speeches (Str. 13.1.55). 
'0^ Charmadas' critique at Cic. de Oral. 1.87 seems to be couched in terms remimscent of Plato, 
Phaedrus llXm if, cf. 277bc. J. Wisse (1989, Ethos, 165-75) has cogently argued that the allusion to 
reputable character and swaying of the emotions here is deliberately worded in such a way as to reflect 
Cicero's own discussion of these matters later in the treatise. It should not be taken to mean that 
Charmadas was influenced by Anstotelian doctrine on this point. Charmadas' claim that the rhetors 
lacked the necessary knowledge concermng character and emotion is meant as an argument against 
rhetonc per se. It cannot be interpreted (against the rest of our evidence as to his views) to mean that he 
accepted a philosophical kind of rhetonc. Of course Cicero uses this point to holster his own synthesis of 
philosophy and rhetonc. 
'05 See also J. Wisse, 1989, Ethos, 170-71 
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be understood or applied without the Academy.'"* The treatise is to be dated 5452 BC, 

when Marcus was 1113 years old.'°^ 

The Partitiones are divided into three separate sections, the first dealing with the 

ipya Tov pqropoq (so briefly as to be of little value for this study). The second is 

organised according to the parts of a speech with a natural emphasis on the confirmatio, 

which is, however, oriented towards judicial rhetoric and structured according to the 

OTaaeu;. The final section analyses the quaestiones, distinguishing between Oéasiq 

(abstract questions) and viroOéasic; (concrete questions) (similarly, Cic. Top. 7999), a 

distmction which has been used by scholars discussing Pauline rhetoric, particularly in 

connection with the letter to the Romans. The somewhat expanded treatment of the 

6éasi<; may reflect the philosophical background of this treatise. 

Certain Hellenistic rhetoncal theonsts since Hennagoras had incorporated Séaeiq into their 
systems, but there is evidence that $éaei<; were sometimes httle more than mentioned (cf. Cic. Inv. 
1 8; de Oral. 2.78).'"* Rhetoncal theory was more concerned with vvodcacK; Cicero, in accord

ance with the attempt to synthesize rhetoric and philosophy in his later rhetoncal treatises, 
championed the value of Béaeii; for the traimng of the orator. He also incorporated a discussion of 
the analysis of feVetg into Part. 6168 (similarly, de Oral. 3.10919)."'' He nghtly pointed out 
that Béaeiq had a long tradition in the Penpatetic and (especially since the turn to scepticism) 
Academic schools."" The inclusion of BÉasiq into rhetorical theory from the second century BC 
on was probably to deliberately incorporate philosophy into the scope of rhetoncal education. 

Although we cannot be sure how school rhetonc dealt with Séaeiq in the first or second 
centunes BC (did they do anything more than mention them?), by the first century AD we find the 
6émq grouped among the vanous preliminary exercises commonly known as Trpo^uficda^ara.'" 
That déoEiq became a standard exercise among the vpoyviivaaiiaTa is clear from Quint. Inst. 
2.4.2432 and Theon Prog. 12. Theon's treatment of OÉOEK; IS quite clearly very rhetoncal, and 

'"* See also O. Angermann (1904, Anstotele, 45) and W. Kroll (1940, "Rhetonk," 1088 where other 
studies are cited) who argue that it is simply a translation (possibly reworked) of a Greek work from 
"Middle Platomsm." That is not to say that Cicero may not have included here and there something 
gleaned from his own Roman expenence, cf. § 118. 
'"■' See B. B GiUeland, 1961, "Date." 
" " Cicero, de Inventione 1.8 is itself evidence that this trend of incorporating Béaeic; was not umversal. 
He demes that 6éaei(; have a place in rhetoncal theory. ApoUodorus (c. 10422 BC), who taught at 
Rome, IS also known to have cnticised Hermagoras on this point, arguing against the distinction 
VTfóBeaiql Béaiq altogether (Fr. 2 Gran., = Aug. Rhet. 5). On the other hand, we know that Athenaeus 
(second century BC, a nval of Hermagoras) emphasised the close connection between the inróBemi; and 
9ém<; by calling it pars causae (cited in Quint. Inst 3.5.5). Theodorus of Gadara (fl 33 BC) called the 
fe'aig, Ke<t>ciXaiov èv viroOéaet (Fr. 9 Gran., cited in, e.g , Theon Prog, ii, p.120,19 Sp.). This is proba

bly to be coimected with Theodorus' aTaai<; theory (see Fr. 4 Gran., = Quint. Inst. 3.6.2, 3.11.3 [cf. 
3 11.27]; Aug. Rhet. 12; J. Adarmetz, 1966, Qmntiliam, 113). 

On the place of the BéaiQ in the rhetoncal education of the Roman republic, see M. L. Clarke 
(1951, "Thesis") who provides a good discussion of many of the sources. 
' " ' Cicero's discussion in de Oratore differs m one respect, in that he asserts that his analysis applies to 
both consultationes (BéaeK;) and causae (viroOéacig), de Oral. 3.11112. 
'1° See further, H. Throm, 1932, Thesis, 17183. 
' " On these exercises see § 3.3 of this chapter. 
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also polemical against philosophy He divides $éaci<; into those which are BeoipriTtKai and those 
which are irpaKTiKai (Prog, ii, p 121,6-17 Sp.). Although this seems to reflect the division in 
Cic. Part. 62 into the Sémq cogmtwms and actionis, the analysis is quite different Theon refers 
to the 6£wpi\nKai as philosophical and the upaKTLnai as rhetoncal. However, he goes on to argue 
that rhetoric is just as able to treat of philosophical as rhetoncal déoEiq. He provides a detailed list 
of TÓTroi for dealing with Oéaeiq and adds remarks on the ordenng of matenal, avirjOK;, and other 
typical rhetoncal methods. The Partuiones, on the other hand, deal with the 6éai.t; cognitioms in 
terms of a simple application of araaiq doctnne. The Seffiq actioms is divided into that concern
ing instruction in duty (e.g., to parents) and that concermng the calming or arousing of emotions 
(explained as incorporating various kinds of consolation or exhortation m Cic. de Oral. 3 118)."^ 
Clearly both kinds of SEVEH; in the Partitiones are philosophical m ongin. 

The Partitiones go on to discuss the b-KoOéaeiq according to the three rhetorical 
genres (cf. Cic. de Oral. 3.109; Top. 91-99), by far the most space being given to judi
cial rhetoric where aramg doctrine (precise analysis of the kind of case) is more fully 
explained. An interesting passage in the discussion of deliberative rhetoric (§§ 89-97) 
seems to be an attempt to follow through the programme of xj/vxayotyia outlined in 
Plato's Phaedrus llUA - b5; 271cl0 - 272b4; 277b5 - c6.'i3 

The structural arrangement of the treatise is not mirrored in the extant rhetorical 
treatises, and may be peculiar to Academic rhetoric. 

The brevity and simplicity of this rhetorical catechism, coupled with its distinct 
philosophical emphases (e.g., arrangement of róiroi §§ 6-7,"'' more detailed handling 
of Oéaeu; §§ 62-68), renders it rather less useful for our purposes, as also its (typical) 
concentration upon judicial rhetoric in connection with arótaK; doctrine. 

2.3 Epicureans 
2.3.1 Philodemus 

Our knowledge of Epicurean attitudes to rhetoric is largely based on the sig
nificant papyrus fragments of Philodemus' irept pTjTopt/cr)?."' Philodemus, an avid 

'12 Compare Sen. Ep. 94-95. 
" ' The subordination of all the arguments listed under the araaiQ coniectura to the pnnciple of 
probability (§§ 34-40) may also be influenced by PI. Phdr. 272el - 273al. 
' ' ' ' For the TÓVOL see above pp.43-44. 
' " Extensive fragments from this work were found dunng the excavations at Herculaneum in the eight
eenth century The treatise, in seven books, concerns itself more with a cntical discussion of vanous 
views on rhetonc, rather than a positive presentation of rhetoncal theory. The fragments were gathered 
and published by S. Sudhaus, Volumina Rhelonca (3 vols; BSGRT; B G. Teubner; Leipzig, 1892-96) 
Sudhaus' ordering of the books is, however, out of date. For the structure of the treatise see T. Dorandi, 
1990, "ricomposizione." A new edition of books one and two (with Italian translation) was published in 
1977, *UOAHMOT HEPl PHTOPIKHE Libros Pnmum et Secundum (F. L. Auncchio ed., Ricerche 
sui papiri Ercolanesi 3; Naples: Gianmm, 1977). For other recent textual emendations and edited por
tions of the text see the bibliography on Philodemus' De Rhetonca in D. Obbink (ed.), Philodemus and 
Poetry. Poetic Theory and Practice in Lucretius, Philodemus, and Horace (Oxford: Umversity Press, 
1995) 276-78. A synopsis of the work in English was published by H. M. Hubbell in 1920, "The 
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Epicurean of the first century BC, sought to follow his mentors, the great fathers of 
Epicureanism, namely, Epicurus himself, Metrodorus and Hermarchus, all of whom 
had written on rhetoric. From Philodemus we learn of a dispute among Epicureans of 
his day concerning the views of Epicurus et al on rhetoric. PhUodemus maintains that 
Epicurus in his irepi prjTopiKrjg had restricted the notion of rhetoric as a TSXVTJ to writ
ing (as opposed to speaking) speeches and producing epideictic. This rhetoric is termed 
sophistic {réxvrjv [etc]at rijc ao(j)LanKriv T[OV XIÓ70U1; avyypa4>SLV /cat sTr[t5s]t|sic 
Tcoisiadcn, [TOV 5BJ b'lKaq XéysiV Kal 5ri[iiri]yopelv OVK aivai Té{xvri\v, Rh. p.95,1-7 
Auricchio). Deliberative and forensic rhetoric was thus not considered a Tcxcr)."* This 
restrictive view of rhetoric represents general Epicurean antipathy to rhetoric in public 
life."^ Yet we learn of other Epicureans who went even further and argued that 
Epicurus had denied that any form of rhetoric could be considered a Texcij."* 
Philodemus' work is also helpful in terms of his critique of the ideas of Peripatetics and 
Stoics, thereby adding to what little we know of these schools during Hellenistic times. 

Philodemus himself favoured a simple and natural style {TO Kara <l>\jaw dv 
fiDcrxi/^oi', Rh. 1.163 S.) instead of biiOMTéXevTct, Ó/HOIÓTTCOTÖ, e t c . ' i ' In terms of 
style, he clearly accused the rhetorical theorists of being overly interested in classifica
tion. In his view they do not properly define cases when certain figures (in a general 
sense) may or may not be used, but rely on subjective criteria (e.g., if it sounds good 
to the ear, e.g., Rh. 1.163 [hiatus], 172-73 [metaphors], 176 [TO SV XeXsKfisfa]). 

Rhetonca of Philodemus: Translation and Commentary" m Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of 
Arts and Sciences 23 (1920) 243-382. The title is somewhat misleading as no runmng commentary is 
given The "translation" is more of a précis. Hubbell's presentation is, nevertheless, very helpful, the 
more due to the very confusing nature of Sudhaus' arrangement of the fragments and their inherent diffi
culty. Nevertheless, Hubbell's "translation" is inadequate for scholarly citation and recourse to the Greek 
IS essential for any serious consideration of what Philodemus says. 
" * According to Ammianus Marcellinus (30 4.3), Epicurus called forensic oratory a KanoTEXfioi. We 
learn elsewhere that Epicurus apparently made aa^rjceia the sole requisite (apenj?) of rhetonc (D.L. 
10.13), and also that he condemned the use oi eipaveiot (Cic. Brut. 292). 
" ^ It would seem that Epicurus was reactmg against the views of his teacher Nausiphanes, a 
philosopher who also taught rhetoric and held that the study of natural philosophy (<j>vaio\oyia) was 
necessary for traimng in rhetonc. Nausiphanes also held that the philosopher should engage in the politi
cal life (contrast Epicurus). For discussion of Nausiphanes' views see H. von Anum, 1898, "Sophistik," 
43-62, and for discussion of Epicurus, pp.73-77. 
" ' Of the views of Epicureans: Rh. p.21,9-29 Auncchio (cf. Suppl. p.8,5-13 S.): TOZC S' rineTépoic; 
/iE/Jirreoc av so; Kal 7repirTÓTE[p|oi' TOI[<;] yé TOI Toiov{To\iq, 'óaoi Kcii T^C ao<t>ia{T\iKT\v pi)Topi.ia)v OV[K\ 
Eivai Téxvt)V biEi\T\<i>aai KOU. TOOTOU ovaTaTiKoix; \oyovc; ireirotij/cotat. ei yap ^EIC[L]KOVPO(; Kal M-qTpo-
biiipoq En &' "Ep/iapx"? aito<t>aimin-ai TÉxyi" üirópxc"' '"?' ' TOLavTrj[i'] oig en Toiq t^y\q imoiiirqaofiEv, oi 
TOVTOK; aimypa4>ovrEq ov iravv n jiaKpav T^S TÜV iraTpaXom» KaTaSiKriq a<t>EaTi\Kamv. Cf. Quint. 
Inst. 2.17.15. 
' " A not uncommon sentiment among philosophers generally, cf. Sen. Ep. 40. 

file:///oyovc
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Philodemus surely has a point here and it is to be regretted that we do not possess 
treatises with more in-depth explanations in this regard. What is left of Phuodemus' 
work does not provide us much help in this respect either.'^" 

2.4 Stoics 

Despite evidence that Stoics included rhetoric into their philosophical system 
(D.L. 7.41; Quint. Inst. 3.1.15), there is unfortunately very little on this subject 
extant. '^' They seem to have paid no attention to Oéaeiq and v-KoOéaeiq nor to abstract 
TÓTTot (as the Peripatetics and later Academics did, Cic. Fin. 4.7; Top. 6; Cic. de Oral. 
2.159), and rejected the use of emotions in attempting to sway the judge(s) {SVF 3, Fr. 
451; cf. Quint. Inst. 6.1.7; 11.1.33). Although we hear of the odd Roman influenced 
by such Stoic theory {de Orat. 1.227-30; Brut. 113-17), it cannot be said that the Stoics 
influenced rhetorical theory in these respects. From Diogenes Laertius we also learn of 
a number of books devoted to Xsft? (probably, "style"), e.g., vrept Ké^Eox; slaaywyq 
{Fr. 44 EK) of Posidonius (of whose writings on literature and rhetonc, see Sen. Ep. 
95.65-66 and Qumt. Inst. 3.6.37). It is fairly clear that with respect to style they dis-
tmguished five apsral Kóyov (virtues of speech): éXXr/wa^ó?, aa4>rjveia, avvronia, 
TrpeVoc, KUTaaKevri (i.e., correct language, clarity, brevity, suitability, ornamentation, 
D.L. 7.59).'^^ Whilst the number of items classified as aperai is peculiarly Stoic, none 
of the items themselves are especially surprising. All of them can be found in the third 
book of Aristotle's Rhetoric. '̂ 3 

Their main interest, however, seems to have been dialectics, not rhetoric (cf. 
e.g., Cic. Brut. 119). Rhetorical theorists generally recognised that Stoic dialectics had 

'̂ '̂  For an attempt to read a positive theory of evpEOLq into Philodemus' text see, R, N. Gaines, 1985, 
"Philodemus." 
'^' The rhetoncal fragments of the Stoics are meagre and do not offer much of help to our investiga
tion. See H. von Amim, Stoicorum Veterum Fragmenta, Zeno, vol. 1, Fr. 74-84; Cleanthes, vol. 1, Fr 
491-92; Chrysippus & Stoicism generally, vol. 2, Fr. 288-98; Diogenes of Babylon, vol. 3, Fr 91-126, 
and the discussion in von Armm, 1898, "Sophistik," 77-80. We do learn that Diogenes of Babylon (c. 
240-152 BC) taught that only (Stoic) philosophers could be real rhetors, i.e., men able successfully to 
advise the state, since only philosophers mastered the truth and were fit to fill all the offices of the states
man. Furthermore, only Stoicism made good citizens (Fr. 125). On Stoic rhetoncal theory (especially as 
regards style) see C. Atherton, "Hand Over Fist: The Failure of Stoic Rhetonc," Classical Quarterly 38 
(1988) 392-427. 
•22 On the last, see J. Stroux (1912, Theophrasti, 35-36) for a clear interpretation. Stroux (37) sees the 
influence of Theophrastus in this enumeration of apsral. 
'23 K. Barwick (1957, Probleme) has researched several elements related to Stoic rhetonc, especially 
word-coinage and tropes. He, however, nghtly admits that for the Stoics such matters had more beanng 
on poetry than prose (p.93, cf. Quint. Inst. 10.1.84). 
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httle to offer them (cf. Cic de Oral. 2 157-59; D.H. Comp. 4 [pp.21-23 U.-R.]), nor 
was Cicero impressed with Stoic rhetoncal theory {Fin. 4.7). 

2.5 The Controversy Between Philosophy and Rhetoric 

We have now bnefly reviewed the extant sources of rhetoncal theory which have 
their provenance in the philosophical schools. Along the way we have noted a varying 
attitude to rhetonc. It is, therefore, appropnate to bnefly sketch the relationship 
between philosophy and rhetonc, as far as our sources allow us to reconstruct this.'^'' 
Some understanding of this relationship is important for the discussion which has taken 
place around Paul's own understanding of his preaching in the letters to the 
Connthians. 

Both rhetoncal and philosophical training in the fourth century BC were generally 
concerned to prepare their students for public life, which included public speaking. The 
common conception of 4>iKoao4>la at this time included rhetonc and general education 
for public life. It was here that Plato objected, desinng to reserve philosophy for 
abstract research into the truth. Plato's concept, however, did not catch on in his own 
time, but It was furthered m the work of Anstotle. From the third century BC on 
philosophy was generally distinguished from rhetonc. Von Amim (68) makes the point 
that the practical result of this change was that rhetorical and philosophical education 
no longer nvaled each other in the stnct sense, in that they no longer had the same 
aims. Rhetoncal education prepared students for public life. Philosophical schools be
came institutions of research where students later became researchers, remaining in the 
school to continue the quest for true knowledge. Although von Amim descnbes the 
change which took place in the philosophical schools in quite anachronistic termino
logy, his main point is valid, namely, that they generally became more interested in 
theoretical problems than in the provision of an education directed to public life. He 
concludes that in this new scenano, rhetoncal education would really only have nvaled 
the training in rhetonc which was possibly still provided by a few Penpatetics '̂ ^ Von 
Amim (80-81) goes on to argue that the status of the philosophical schools (particularly 

'^'' Although in some respects dated, an important essay on this subject is still the first chapter of H 
von Armm's Leben und Werke des Dio von Prusa (1898, "Sophistik") 
'^' See above, p 42 
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in Athens) was very high in the early Hellenistic period, and contrasts this to the little 
we hear of rhetorical schools and tutors. '̂ ^ 

From the second century BC on we find Roman interest in the Greek schools.'^'' 
Von Amim posits that it is this Roman interest that provoked rivalry between the 
philosophical and rhetorical schools. Further rivalry between rhetorical and philosophi
cal schools was probably engendered by Hermagoras' inclusion of OSCBK; into his 
rhetorical system (cf. Cic. Inv. 1.8; de Oral. 2.65-66; Plu. Pomp. 42.5). Rhetoncal 
theory was thereby encroaching upon the domain of philosophy.'^^ A controversy was 
hereby bom. Added fuel for the controversy was provided by the question, already 
posed by Plato, as to whether rhetoric was a TSXCI? or not.'2' It is at the advent (around 
the beginning of the second century BC) of this controversy, centering around the 
respective domains of rhetoric and philosophy, that we have noted that the Peripatetics 
seem to have dropped their direct associations with rhetoric. The Stoics naturally main
tained that only a Stoic sage could ever be a true rhetor. The animosity to rhetorical 
schools was, therefore, maintained right across the philosophical spectrum. Only in the 
first century BC Academy, under PhUo of Larissa, do we hear of a return to general 
rhetorical theory. Philo, however, seems to have been alone in this reversal. In addi
tion, he appears to have kept the two disciplines apart, teaching philosophy and rhetoric 
at separate times (Cic. Tusc. 2.9).'^^ He may well have been motivated by the desire to 

126 Nevertheless, anyone interested in a public career would have likely elected for rhetorical training. 
Only those interested in the rather ascetic life of research would take training in a philosophical school 
instead. Of course, there was always the possibility that someone trained for public life (i.e., in rhetoric) 
could later broaden his education in the field of philosophy. Such a step become common later on for 
wealthy Romans who were inevitably first trained in rhetoric. 
' " S. F. Bonner, 1977, Education, 65-66, cf. 90-96. 
'2* J. Wisse (1989, Ethos, 80n) argues that Quint. Inst. 3.1.15-16 suggests that Hermagoras was the 
first sigmficant rhetoncian after the dominance of the philosophical schools m the third century, and 
therefore suggests a date around 150 BC or even earlier (answering the arguments of D. Matthes, 1958, 
Hermagoras, for a later date). Elsewhere (A. D. Leeman et al, 1981-96, Tullius, 4.96) he notes Phld. 
Rh. 1.201, xx"12 - 225,11 S. as further evidence that rhetoncal theory was claiming a very broad ter
ritory. We may note Theon (see above, pp.49-50) as a late (probably first century AD) reflection of this 
trend (without necessanly implying an active controversy in his time) 

It should, perhaps, be noted, e.g., that H. Throm (1932, Thesis, 89-104) argued on the basis of 
Hermagoras' defimtion of rhetonc in terms of the -noKiTinbv ^-q-njiia, that Hermagoras' 0éaei<; were 
restncted to those elsewhere labelled itpaKTiKai, and that therefore Cicero's critique of Hermagoras' 
position was unfair {Inv. 1.8) He further suggests that the work mentioned by Quint. Inst. 3 5.14 may 
have concerned Hermagoras' contention that 9Ebipr]Ti.Koii 6Éam<; do not belong to rhetoric. This latter 
view IS speculative, but interesting. 
'^ ' For a discussion of these arguments see H. Hubbell, 1920, "Rhetonca," 364-82. 
130 \yg may assume that Cicero's Partitiones represents the kind of rhetoncal teaching he gave (whether 
or not this treatise depends directly on him). Although it is umquely structured and shows defimte 
philosophical influences, it still follows the broad outlines of school rhetonc. 
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cater to more students and to the popularity of rhetorical training among Romans. 
Romans, at least from the first century BC on, considered a rhetoncal education highly 
desirable and generally preferred Greek tutors. 

We should bnefly note the differences between Roman and Hellenistic Greek "pretertiary" 
education. M. P. Nilsson (1955, Schule) has shown, mostly from inscnptional evidence, that Hel

lenistic Greek schooling often divided the children into three broad groups (frequently with their 
own gymnasia): Traïêe? (up to 14 years), ë^rj^oi (1517, not to be confused with the more specific 
Atheman 'é(t>r]0oi), and oi véoi (18 years old and higher, probably till about 2122). The education 
offered in these schools emphasised physical exercises and music. Tutors in language and litera

ture were often of inferior quality and probably only provided the elements of reading and writ

ing. Homer was, of course, a standard text. There is, however, evidence that schools not 
infrequently made use of itinerant experts by paying them to give courses to their students for a 
set period. One interesting inscnption mentions the engagement of both a rhetor and a heavy

weapons expert to teach their respective disciplines to all the age groups ' " Only wealthy Greeks 
could have afforded to send their ce'oi out of town to any of the famous schools for a more dedi

cated "tertiary" education (e.g., in philosophy, rhetoric or medicine), or perhaps to the famous 
Epheby at Athens, which by the first century AD was an allround fimshing school, teaching 
philosophy (from various schools), grammar, geometry, rhetoric and music.'^^ 

Roman education was more directly literary and rhetoncal. One attended the grammaticus 
from about 1215 years and then the rhetor from about 16 and above, but arrangements were pn

vate and much depended on the wealth and desires of the family concerned. Further higher educa

tion could be attained abroad (e.g., Athens, Rhodes or Asia Minor), whether in rhetonc or 
philosophy. 

J. Wisse has suggested that the controversy between rhetoric and philosophy must 
have lasted until the 40's of the first century BC and thus forms the backdrop for 
Cicero's attempted synthesis of philosophy and rhetoric in the de Oratore.^^^ The con

troversy does not appear to have functioned after that time, a development, in Wisse's 
view, connected with the general demise of philosophical schools."'' This fact may also 

'■" IG. 12.9.234,812. nal irapcax^" (.^^ ó yviinaaioipxoQ) ÈK TOV i&iov pijTopa re /cat óiXo/iaxoi', 
omyeq èaxóXa^on év TCO yvfinaaia TOÏQ re ■wmaii' Kal è<t>ri0oi.<; KW. TÓiq ciKKoiq TOIC; ffovKonévoiq TT]V cfKo 
Tüiv TotovTdif <Jxi>E>dav CTndcxeaöai. 
132 See M. P. Nilsson, 1955, Schule, 2627 (esp. the inscnptional evidence cited on p.26 note 2) and 
also Plutarch, Moralia 736d. An eclectic philosophical education seems to have become more popular in 
this age. An inscnption (tentatively dated to 122/1 BC) shows the é'(̂ r;/3oi engaged in philosophical 
courses from vanous different philosophers and schools: IG. 2.2.1006,1920, irpo(7s/capT[e]pt)<7ac 5è Kal 
ZijvobÓTm axo\l(if\omel<; tv TJE rail IlToXc/iaïui KOL \ èv AvKcloii., bnoiüiq bè Kal TÓiq aXKoiq 
[<̂ iXo](TÓiAon; aT!aaL[v\ rol? TE èv AVKÜUH KOI èv 'AKaSrin[iac 61 fa'Xou TOÜ èlwauToO One is reminded of 
the later stones of vaned philosophical education told of ApoUomus of Tyana (Philostr. VA 1.7), Galen 
(Amm.Pass. 1.8, §§ 4142), Justin Martyr (dial. 2), and Hermogenes of Pontus (Him. 14,2324). Com

pare also Josephus (Vit. 10). 
' " In A D. Leeman era / , 198196, Tullius, 4.96; cf. 1994, Welsprekendheid, 1417. 
13t 1994, Welsprekendheid, 17. On pp.1617 (cf. A. D. Leeman et al, 1996, Tullius, 4 96) he argues 
that the controversy must have been over by the time that Dionysius of Halicamassus had wntten the 
preface to his work on the ancient orators (Orat.Vett., c. 25 BC). We may add that D.H. 7?!. 50 also 
implies that little fundamental discord was felt between the schools of rhetoric and philosophy by 
Dionysius. He wntes concermng those men who have come hia T&V ÈyKVK\iii)v naSiniaTuv ETTI pT)TopiKyjv 
TE <Kal> <j>t,Xoao<j>iai'. 
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explain the absence of the controversy in the first century AD. If this is correct, then 

we should be cautious against all too easily referring Paul's negative comments on per

suasion to a contemporary philosophical animosity to rhetoric. 

According to Eunapius (455) the penod of philosophy from Plato onwards eventually expen

enced a rupture or break due to certain public calamities (an evident reference to the disruptions 
during the late Roman republic). A new penod began with the influx of philosophers in the time 
of Claudius and Nero."^ The demise of philosophy towards the end of the first century BC is 
reflected in the general languishing of the once famous schools of philosophy in Athens. The 
Academy seems to have become defunct after Philo of Lanssa, who spent his last years in Rome 
(died c. 84/83 BC)'^*. The rival "Old Academy" of Antiochus of Ascalon seems to have ceased 
after the death of his successor (and brother) Anstus. The Penpatetic school also appears to have 
closed about the time of Sulla's siege of Athens '^^ 

2.6 Overview 

Our survey of rhetorical theory among the philosophers has shown that although 

we have Peripatetic and Academic sources of rhetorical theory, we need to carefully 

note the differences these sources exhibit from school rhetoric (e.g., the use of Oéasiq, 

abstract TOVOI, Aristotle's views on portrayal of characters and swaying of emotion, 

etc.).''* Given that school rhetoric did not generally incorporate these aspects of 

philosophical rhetorical theory into their teaching, and also the fact that the philosophi

cal schools no longer appear to have taught rhetoric in the first century AD (nor do 

they appear to have been very important in and of themselves), we should be very 

reticent in applying any of their rhetorical theory to the writings of Paul. Effectively, 

'^^ Eun. 454 mentions Ammomus of Egypt (Plutarch's teacher); Plutarch; Euphrates of Egypt; Dio 
Chrysostom; Apollomus of Tyana; the Cymes Cameades, Musomus, Demetrius and Memppus; and 
Demonax. 
'36 See J Glucker, Antiochus, lOOn 
''■^ See J. P. Lynch, Aristotle, 163207, and J. Glucker, 1978, Antiochus. Glucker (36473) goes on to 
argue that the Stoic school also ceased to exist in this penod, and makes fiirther suggestions concermng 
the evidence of Epicurean succession. He attributes the decline of philosophy in Athens to the trend for 
foreign philosophers (who traditionally trained in Athens and tended to remain there) to remain in the 
East (or at least return after study). The centre of philosophical learmng thus shifted from Athens to Asia 
in particular (see pp.37379). 

After the close of the famous Atheman schools, the most common form of higher education in 
philosophy was to hire a philosopher as tutor, or at least attach oneself to a philosopher as a feepaymg 
student. This new scenano seems to have led (in some instances at least) to philosophers being at the 
beck and call of their students (cf. A. Gellius 1.9.811). 
" ' Although as far as the Academy is concerned, probably the only figure interested in rhetonc was 
Philo of Lanssa, I use the broader term "Academic" with reference to Cic. Pan. (cf. § 139). 
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this means that works such as Aristotle's Rhetoric should be avoided. Of course where 
such theory seems not to have been too different from school rhetoric (e.g., many 
aspects of the third book of Aristotle's Rhetoric), it may be used, but with caution. A 
non-philosophical treatise such as Demetrius' de Elocutione may also be helpful, 
although the reader needs to keep an open eye for the author's Peripatetic leanings. 
Furthermore, knowledge of the distinctive characteristics of Peripatetic rhetorical 
theory will help the reader to nghtly discern where aspects from such Peripatetic 
rhetoric have influenced Cicero's later rhetorical treatises, and how, in turn, elements 
from Cicero's later treatises have found their way into the Institutio of Quintüian. In 
this way, elements foreign to school rhetoric in these later treatises may be properly 
identified and set aside when attempting to apply rhetorical theory appropriate to the 
apostle Paul. 

3 Hellenistic Rhetoricians 

The general layout of a typical Greek rhetorical treatise became somewhat 
standardised during Hellenistic times. Two forms of layout appear to have been used: 
that organised according to the parts of a speech, and that organised according to the 
five duties of the orator (the most common form, cf. Quint. Inst. 3.3.1). Only the latter 
kind of treatise is extant in our penod.'^' A summary view of such a treatise is given in 

' ' ' On these two forms, see K. Banvick, 1922, "Ghederung," 1-11. That treatises organised according 
to the parts of a speech must have existed is clear from the existence of such a treatise as the Ars 
Rhetonca of Apsines and Ps.-Hermogenes' de Inventione. One might compare [Com.] Rh. (= 
Anonymous Seguenanus) and Rufus Rhetor, but these treatises are relatively short and not as com
prehensive. Consequently they may only have been intended as specialised treatises on the parts of speech 
within the broader scope of an ars rhetonca m general. [Corn.] Rh., for example, is quite clearly aware 
of the importance of aTaat<; doctrine (§ 170, 214), but this subject is nowhere discussed in the treatise. 
Apsines, on the other hand, whilst telling us that aTÓaic; doctnne will not be discussed because it has 
been sufficiently dealt with by predecessors, by virtue of this remark shows us the point at which such a 
discussion belonged in his (rather comprehensive) treatise (Rh. p.291,4-5 Ham.). Ps.-Hermogenes clearly 
refers the reader to his (lost) treatise on the division of the araaeK; (Jnv 3.4, this reference shows by its 
description of the treatise on oTÓaei-q that it cannot be refemng to extant treatise on this subject by 
Hermogenes). 

J. Wisse (1989, Ethos, 89-90) has argued for the contemporaneous existence (at least until the first 
half of the first century BC) of treatises orgamsed according to the five duties of the orator where the sec
tion on Ta^i<; deals with the parts of the speech (as m the case of Anstotle's Rhetoric). He refers to A 
D. Leeman and H. Pinkster's interpretation of de Orat. 1.138-45, that the parts of the speech discussed 
in 1.143 refer to the ordo of 1.142 (see 1981-96, Tullius, 1.232-33 for arguments). Leeman and 
Pinkster, however, consider the orgamsation here (on their interpretation) to be Cicero's own. Wisse 
(correctly I think) argues that Cicero is merely describing traditional school rhetoric. 

The merging of the five officia oratons and the partes orationis did naturally cause a problem as to 
where to place the partes orationis. It seems as if there may also have been treatises which solved this 
problem by expounding six officia oratons. In Philo we find the departments of rhetoric listed as: 
evpeaiq, (jipaaiq, rajtc, oi/coco/ita, f^t^lirj and virÓKpiaic; {Som. 1.205). In later rhetorical treatises 
o'lKovonia IS a synonym for T(i|ig. Here, o'lKovofiia would appear to concern the right ordenng of argu-
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Cic. de Oral. 2.7880. It tended to begin by dividing the whole subject into déasiq 
(generalised subjects) and viroOéaeiq (subjects with concrete particulars). A treatise is 
then divided into five branches: svpscnq (discovery of appropriate arguments), raftc 
(putting the arguments in an acceptable order), Xê Kj (style), fJvviJV (memory) and 
inrÓKpLCK; (delivery). By far the most emphasis was laid upon eïipeaiq and Xé|t?. 

Since Hermagoras (mid second century BC), an important part of the section on 
evpsoi<; concerned aracrt? theory, an intricate way of analysing the differences between 
various forms of judicial disputes. Each kind of judicial controversy {araaiq) was pro

vided with a list of appropriate TÓKOI, (i.e., readymade arguments). Whilst this general 
approach became standard, the nature of such lists, their organisation within a treatise, 
and the classification of the ardcrei? themselves varied.''"' Given that the kind of róiroi 
provided for the oraasii; are related to typical judicial disputes, they are not actually 
very relevant to an analysis of Paul's letters. For this reason no extended analysis of 
aTaaiq doctrine has been included in the following discussion, nor are the significant 
fragments concerning the work of Hermagoras of Temnos (fl. c. 150 BC) dealt with. 
These fragments almost all pertain to the section of his rhetorical work dealing with 
evpeaic; and expound his detailed systematic analysis of the kinds of controversies 
(commonly called araaeiq, though Hermagoras uses the term in a more restricted 
way). I'll 

Within a typical treatise the division of a speech into its parts would also be dis

cussed. This division (such as outlined below) was often made the organising principle 
within the section of the treatise on evpsaiq. In such an arrangment, each part of the 
speech would be discussed in turn with respect to the discovery of arguments 
appropriate to it. The precise number of parts belonging to a speech was a controversial 
subject, but a fairly typical division is summed up in Cic. de Oral. 2.80 as follows: 

exordium (■Kpooiiuov)  to win goodwill and make the listener receptive and attentive 
narratio (Siriyr]ai.<;)  a statement of the case 
propositio (irpóScoig) and divisio  proposition and heads 
confirmatio {naTEiq)  proofs 
refutatie (sXeyxo'i)' refutation of the opponent 

ments, whilst Ta|ig probably refers to the partes oratwms. 
'^^ For an extensive discussion on alternate views of araaic; classification see Quint. Inst. 3.4.2962. 
Even the classifications in the Rhetortca ad Herenmum and Cicero's de Inventione vary considerably, 
although they probably represent modified versions of the same ultimate source. For discussion on the 
orgamsation of the proof section of the treatises see the discussion on rhetoncal method below (§ 5). 
'"" Fragments ed. D. Matthes (Hermagoras Fragmenta |BSGRT; Leipzig; B. G. Teubner, 1962]), dis

cussed by M. Fuhrmaim, 1964a, "Review." 
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[possibly a digressie (irapaffamq) for the sake of embellishment and elaboration] 
peroratio (éiciXoyoq) - [summing up, final swaying of the emotions or plea for mercy] 

Unfortunately no general Greek Hellenistic rhetorical treatises are extant. We 
rely, therefore, on a number of Latin treatises which are essentially adaptations from 
Greek works and several Greek treatises on more specialised subjects. 

3.1 Cicero, de Jnventione, and the Rhetorica ad Herennium 

Editions: The standard edition of Cicero's de Inventwne is still that of E. Strobel, Rhetonci libn 
duo (BSGRT; Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1915; repr. 1991). The text is slightly modified m the 
Loeb edition of H. M. Hubbell Cicero (vol. 2; LCL; London: Heinemann, 1949). 
The standard edition of the Rhetonca ad Herennium is still that of F. Marx, Rhetonca ad Heren
nium (BSGRT; Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1923; 2nd ed., corrected cum addendishy W. Tnllitzsch, 
1964; repr. 1993). This text is slightly modified m the Loeb edition of H. Caplan Cicero (vol. 1; 
LCL; London: Heinemann, 1954). Caplan supplies helpful notes.'^^ A more recent edition with 
(Italian) commentary by G. Calboli is Comifici Rhetonca ad C. Herennium (2nd ed.; Bologna-
Patron, 1993). 

Cicero's de Inventione and the Rhetorica ad Herennium are the two earliest extant 
rhetorical treatises preserving Hellenistic rhetorical theory. That there is a distinct rela
tionship between these two works and that they both ultimately go back to a Greek 
tradition is not doubted. The precise relationship between them has, however, been a 
matter of some debate. It is now generally accepted that the de Inventione of Cicero 
predates the Rhetorica ad Herennium, but that the latter is not directly dependent upon 
the former despite the close (often verbal) relationship. It seems most probable that 
they have some Latin (as opposed to Greek) source in common. This would explain the 
verbal identity between the two in several places and the not infrequent use of the same 
Roman examples. D. Matthes argues for a Latin source common to the respective 
teachers of Cicero and the anonymous author of Rhet.Her.A*^ This Latin source 
appears to have been in essence a translation of a Greek work probably originating at 
Rhodes (given the various Rhodian examples present in our two works).''''' The source 
was clearly influenced by, but also at times critical of, Hermagoras. Matthes concludes 
that Cicero gives a more faithful picture of this Latin source than the Rhet.Her. (a con-

'^^ Caplan's suggestion of Greek equivalents for the Latin terminology, however, is not always 
demonstrable from extant sources. For a list of reviews see G. Calboli's edition, p.442. 
'"•̂  1958, "Hermagoras," 96. See his whole discussion on this point, pp.81-100. For an alternative 
reconstruction of the sources see G. A. Kennedy, 1972, Art, 126-38. 
'^^ That one simple Latin source common to both treatises cannot explain the diversification was 
already recogmsed by F. Marx (Proleg.) and reiterated by H. Caplan (1954, Cicero, xxviii). 
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troversial point), although he also appropriately notes that it is not really feasible to 
attempt a reconstruction. 

Marcus Tullius Cicero (106 - 43 BC), who went on to become Rome's greatest 
orator, received as a youth a thorough education in rhetoric. It was at this youthful 
period in his life, by his own confession, that he wrote the de Inventione (properly, 
Rhetorici libri duo). The work can be dated sometime between 91 and 88 B C ' ' ' Cicero 
himself later characterised the treatise as youthful and lacking practical experience. We 
learn that it basically consists of his school notes written up for publication (cf. de 
Oral. 1.5; Quint. Inst. 3.6.59). Although the original plan was for a work structured 
upon the five spya TOV prjropoq (tasks of the orator, see below on Rhet.Her.), only the 
section on evpsaic; (invention) was completed (hence the popular title de Inventione). 
Cicero's emphasis is clearly upon judicial rhetoric. In fact deliberative and epideictic 
rhetoric receive only a few short (and insignificant) sections at the end of book two. 
Book one, after a short introduction, takes up evpeaiq in general terms. After a general 
discussion of araasic;, the rest of the book deals with general argumentation ordered 
according to the divisions of a speech (cf. Rhet.Her.). Book two analyses argumenta
tion in more detail, this time ordered according to the various aTÜaeig and their sub
divisions. 

A valuable analysis of Cicero's earliest speech, the pro Quinctio, in relation to 
the de Inventione is to be found in G. A. Kennedy, 1972, Art, 138-48. Kennedy shows 
something of the limitations of the rhetorical theory, and where it is and is not most 
applicable.'*^ Despite some helpful comments in book one regarding general 
argumentation, the strong judicial emphasis of this work and its alignment to ardmc; 
doctrine do not render it particularly suitable for application to the writings of the 
apostle Paul. 

The Rhetorica ad Herennium (probably to be dated between 86-82 BC)''''' is the 
first extant rhetorical work organised according to the five 'épya TOV prJTopog (evpsaig, 
ra^tC) vTcoKpiaic;, fxinnxri, Xé^iq). However, what goes by the name of ra^tg in 
Aristotle (namely, the division of the speech) is here the organising principle within the 

'"5 Cf. G. A. Kennedy, 1972, Art, 106-110. 
i*6 Sge also the studies of F. Rohde {Cicero, quae de inventione praecepent, quatenus secutus sit m 
orationibus generis ludicialis [Diss.; Konigsberg, 1903]) and R. Preiswerk (De inventione orationum 
Ciceromanarum [Basel, 1905]). 
' ' " D. Matthes, 1958, "Hermagoras," 82n. 
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section on svpsmc;. For Rhet.Her., ra^iq concerns the proper order of argumentation. 
The discussion on svpsau; devotes by far most attention to the judicial genre of rhetoric 
{Rhet.Her. maintains the typical threefold division of rhetorical genres). Of this discus
sion most space is devoted to the analysis of the araaBiq. There is also an interestmg 
discussion on argumentative method (i.e., èmxsipr\iia).^** The sections on delivery and 
memory are naturally of little interest for someone wishing to analyse written docu
ments. 

The last and longest of the four books is devoted to the section on Xe t̂? (style). 
It begins with a short description of the three kinds of style {gravis, mediocris and 
adtenuata, i.e., grand, middle, and plain)''" and their faulty counterparts. The rest of 
the book is structurally organised under three apsrai of speech, a modification of the 
four aperai of Theophrastus. Of these "virtues," the last (dignitas) receives by far the 
most space. It is in fact a lengthy listing of the various figures of speech (including 
tropes). Each figure is briefly described and illustrated with examples. There is often a 
helpful comment on the effect(s) of any given figure, though little is said in relation to 
argumentative method.'5° This last section is the first extant theoretical discussion of 
figures of speech. Treatises icepl <rxr\fiaToiv {On Figures) and irept rpóiroiv {On Tropes) 
abound in the later literature, and there is evidence that it was a popular form even in 
Hellenistic times. 

3.2 P. Rutilius Lupus, Schemata Dianoeas et Lexeos 

Edition: G. Barabmo, P. Rutilii Lupi Schemata Dianoeas et Lexeos (Genova: Istituto di Filologia 
Classica e Medioevale, 1967). This edition contains an Italian translation and an extensive intro
duction amounting to a commentary on the work. Barabino discusses both the figures and the 
exemplary citations.'" 

'''* W. Kroll (1940, "Rhetonk," 1101) speaks of the "arg verballhomte Lehre vom Epicheirema" in 
this treatise. The discussion m this treatise is not representative of discussions of the e-Kixeiprjiia which 
largely replaced that of Aristotle's èv9iiir)iia in later rhetoncal theory. 
'"" This IS incidentally the first extant mention of this threefold division which became a commonplace 
in rhetoncal theory. 
'^^ In terms of the stylistic and argumentative analysis of ancient documents we need to be careful not 
to fall into the trap common to so many of the ancient theorists in thinking that it is sufficient to identify 
and label various figures. It is the effect of such figures, both stylistically and argumentatively, that is 
important. It is unfortunate that no extant treatise deals with this aspect in any great detail. We are left to 
glean suggestive comments here and there. In this respect we may be thankful that the Rhet.Her. does 
offer some suggestions m this regard. 
' " The edition by E. Brooks Jr. (P. Rutiln Lupi de Figuns Sententiarum et Elocutioms [Leiden: Bnll, 
1970]) can, unfortunately, not be recommended. See the review by M. E. Welsh (1972, "Review"). 
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This treatise, according to the title in the mss, is a Latin translation of Gorgias 
the Younger's irspl axTjuarwv {On Figures). This is confirmed by Quintilian's state

ment that RutUius (a contemporary of Gorgias) incorporated the four books of Gorgias' 
work into one of his own {Inst. 9.2.102). Quintilian's knowledge and use of RutUius' 
translation is evident from Inst. 9.2.101106 (see also the references in the index 
nominum of Winterbottom's OCT ed. of Quint. Inst.). Rutilius refers to Gorgias' work 
at 2.12 for a more detailed treatment of a particular point. 

Of Gorgias himself we know little. In 44 BC he was a tutor (in Greek rhetoric) of 
Cicero's son at Athens, but upon Cicero's instructions was dismissed for leading his 
son into a dissolute lifestyle (Plu. Cic. 24; Cic. Fam. 16.21.6). 

The treatise as we have it is unfortunately not complete.'^^ jt ^ extant in two 
books which present the various figures in no particular order. Each figure is briefly 
defined and examples are given from the Greek orators (mostly, but not exclusively, 
Attic). Little or nothing is said concerning the function or value of the various figures, 
which effectively limits the value of the work (for our purposes) to determining con

temporary terminology. 

3.3 Theon, Progymnasmata 

Edition: L. Spengel (ed.), Rhetores Graeci (3 vols; Leipzig. B. G. Teubner, 18536) ii, pp.59

130. More recent is the work of James R. Butts, The Progymnasmata of Theon. A New Text with 
Translation and Commentary (Diss.; Claremont Graduate School, 1987) to which I unfortunately 
did not have access."^ 

From the Suda we learn of the rhetor Aelius Theon from Alexandria who wrote a 
number of rhetorical works including a ^Epl TtpoyvnuaafiaToiii.^^^ His dates are diffi

cult to determine, but he must have lived either in the first or in the second century 
AD.'55 If he is to be identified with Theon the Stoic mentioned by Quintilian {Inst. 

' '^ There is also disagreement among scholars as to whether the text which we do have is an epitome of 
the original work or not, of. E. Brooks, 1970, Rutilii, xiv. 
"■^ An indepth study of the transmission of the text has been provided by I. Lana, I Progimnasmi de 
Elio Teone: Vol. 1, La Stona del Testo (Tonno: Umversitil di Tonno, 1959). A fourth to fifth century 
AD papyrus fragment has been published by M. Groenewald, 1977, "Fragment." The papyrus shows no 
major deviations from Spengel's text. 
'*■* The entry reads: Qéoiii, 'AXelacêpeüc, ao<t)i.aTi}<;, Sc exprjiianaEii AiXio?, 'éypa\l/c Tex>T)i', Ilepï 
■wpoyviiaanóiTüip, 'T7ró;tiT)/xa eiq Sefoifiüi^oi, ei? TOV 'laoKpantf, eig ArmoaOéi^i', 'PrjTopiKa^ uiro

BéaeiQ' Koi Zrjnj/xara nEpi avina^EUK; Xóyov, Kal öXXa TrXsïoca. 
"5 For a summary of older views on the datmg of this treatise, see W. Stegemann, 1934b, "Theon," 
203738. 
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9.3.76; cf. 3.6.48), then he must be placed within the first century.'^* This would also 
seem to fit with Theon's comments against Asianism (Prog, ii, p.71 Sp.), if they are 
taken to be relevant to his own time. Asianism as a stylistic trend was radically opposed 
by the socalled Atticists, who strove for a simple, economical style modelled after the 
great Attic masters. Atticism arose in Roman circles during the first century BC (D.H. 
Orat.Vett. 23) and continued to exist until at least the end of the first century AD, 
although there does not appear to have been much left of it (cf. Quint. Inst. 12.10.14

15).'" 

The TrpoyviimcafiaTa were rhetoncal exercises set at the begiiming of one's rhetoncal train

ing, graded according to difficulty."' Although our first extant treatise on these exercises (i.e., 
Theon) dates from the first century AD at the earliest, we know from references in Roman authors 
that such exercises must have been a regular part of the Greek rhetoncal curriculum by the 
beginmng of the first century BC. Cic. Inv. 1.27 and Rhet.Her 1.1213 deal with the narratio as 
a rhetoncal exercise, subdivided into ibsfabula, histona and argumentum. Further, in Cic. Inv. 
1.76 exercises on eTttx^iprjuara (rhetoncal syllogisms) are mentioned, cf. Cic. de Oral 1.154 
which mentions both paraphrasing of poets and translation from Greek to Latin. In addition both 
Quintilian and Suetomus provide us with lists of exercises {wpoyvuvaanaTa) (to be) used by the 
grammarian and rhetoncian respectively. The lists are as follows:"' 

Grammar: Rhetoric: 

Quint. {Inst. 1.9) Suet. {Gram. 4) 

paraphrasis of 
Aesop's fables 

sententiae 
chnae 
aetiologiae 
narratiunculae 

a poetis 

problemata {6éaci<;'') 
paraphrasis 
allocutiones (ijSo

troüa) 
aetiologiae 
(atque aha) 

Quint. (Inst. 2.4) 

narratio 
fabula 
 argumentum 
 histona 
 afalKarauKevri 

laudare/ vituperare 
comparatio 
communes loci 
theses 
legum laus ac 

vituperatio 

Suet. {Rhet. 1) 

dicta (xpeiai) 
apologi (fables) 
narrationes 
Graecorum scripta 

convertere 
Béaeig (pro and 

contra) 
laudare/ vituperare 
apalKcnaaKEvai of 

fabulae 

"* The words Theon Stoicus at Quint. Imt. 9.3.76 (text: Winterbottom) are a generally accepted con

jecture first suggested by Halm (in the form Theo Stoicus). The text tradition (A) reads cheo^tolcus. 
Certain expressions from Stoic philosophy have been detected in Theon's work, cf. W von Christ, 1920

4, Geschichte, 2.1 p.461. 
'S'' Cf J. M. Crossett/ J. A. Arieti, 1975, Dating, 4142, and the excursus below, pp.6667. 
"* For a good introductory discussion of the itpoyviifaafiaTa and how they functioned in the educa

tion system, see S. F. Bonner, 1977, Education, 25076. 
' " The following should be noted regarding the listed itporfVuvaojUXTa'. 

Re: Quint. Inst. 1.9, paraphrasis of Aesop's fables: F. H. Colson (1924, Fabti, 11617) separates 
the paraphrasing of poetry as a distinct exercise. See also the comments of S. F. Bonner, 1977, Educa

tion, 25556. Others view this as an elaboration of (a poetical version of) Aesop's fables. 
Re: Suet Gram. 4, problemata: These problemata may be simple forms of 9e(jei<; Compare the 

ÖEffiïlike character of the subjects called irpo/3Xr)̂ aTa in Plutarch's Quaestiones Convivales (specifically 
called a [rhetoncal] Séatt; at 2.741d). Note also the comment of Alexander Aphrodisiensis (early third 
century AD) in Top. p.82,1923 W. roix; yovv ei? ■KpoffkijiiaTa Xéyovraq eig Béoiv \éyELV ijmaiv. rjêr; bé 
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The lists of both authors are quite obviously not comprehensive. Elsewhere Quintilian men

tions several other items used as school exercises: irpoawTtoTtoüa (Inst. 3.8.49), fjSfj (Inst. 
6.2.17)'*"; fe'acig, destructio et confirmatio sentenharum and loci communes (Inst. 10.5.1112). 
Neither do the lists agree in all particulars. The placement of both xp«ic" and $éaei(; vanes.'*' 
Suetonius' reported placement of irpoffkfinaTa (if they are a form of Beaeiq) and ijBoiroüa in the 
hands of the grammanans seems strange. Both exercises are rather advanced. Among the Greeks 
the TrpoyvfivaanaTa appear to have remained a standard part of rhetorical education, but it is 
clear from Qumtilian and Suetomus that by the first century AD it was not uncommon m Roman 
education for some or even all of these exercises to be handled by the grammanans (the preceding 
phase of a boy's education).'*^ Quintilian bemoans this fact at the beginmng of book two of his 
Institutio and then comes with his recommendation as listed above. It is interesting to note that 
Suetomus (Gram. 4), writing at the beginmng of the second century AD, states that, due to the 
sloth and inarticulateness of certain teachers, the use of Trpoyvf/nxiofiaTa by grammanans and 
rhetoncians had mostly been given up m his time.'*^ Nevertheless, the vpoyviivaofiaTa remained 
a popular educational tool in antiquity.'*^ 

When the students had completed their course in irpoyviifaaiunTa, they proceeded to 
declamations (Theon Prog, u, p.59,810, 135 Sp.; Quint. Inst. 2.10.1). Declamation was thus 
the goal to which the itpoyvuvaaiwiTa were designed to lead. As a rhetoncal exercise, declama

tions were traced all the way back to Demetnus of Phalerum (cf. Quint. Inst. 2.3.4142) or even 
Aeschines (Philostr. V5 481), and became very popular (cf. Quint. Inst. 10.5.1423).'*' 

nvei; Béaecg Kal ra pijTopiKci /caXoüai irpo/JXij^ara, é<t>' oji' TÖ rijg viroBeaewq öro/xor avm^OéaTEpov TÜ 
boKciv Tcc TotavTa éitl vTOKeifieifOLg Tial Kal (joptofiéfoci; ovitioTctoBai' Kotfórepa yccp Tct duxXeKTiKÓc Kal 
KaOoXiKÜTEpa. However, given that the exercise falls under the domain of the grammanan, the term may 
have a more general meamng. 

Re: Suet. Rhet. 1: The translation of J. C. Rolfe (1914, Suetonius) is quite plainly inconect at this 
point. I have followed R. A. Raster's text (1995, Suetonius). This edition is also provided with a better 
translation. 
160 jjjg term seems to be used in the sense of abstract ifSowoiiai. (charactensation of kinds of people, 
e.g., the miser), see my forthcoming Glossary, s.v ifBoTtoua II. 
'*' It IS interesting to note that the order xpeia, iwBoq, 5iiJ7r//ia evidenced in Suet. Rhet. 1 is identical 
to the onginal order (see below) of the first three TrpoyvjivaaiiaTa of Theon. This is the more striking 
because of the fact that all the later treatises on itpoyviivaaiiaTa present the order' fivBoq, &irjyriiia, 
Xpeta. R. F. Hock/ E. N. O'Neil's claim (1986, Chreia, 66) that Theon's ordering of these three 
exercises may have been an innovation fails to account for the evidence of Suetomus (not noted by them). 
'*2 Note that M L. Clarke (1951, "Thesis," 16465) has reasonably argued that Suet. Rhet. 1.5 only 
means to say that the ■KpoyvjivaaiiaTa have disappeared from the rhetoncal schools (and thus been trans

ferred to the grammatical schools), cf. R. A. Raster (1995, Suetomus, 280). 
'*^ Compare Theon (Prog u, p.59,810 Sp.) who complains of students rushing off to declamations 
before having been exercised in the ■wpoyvjimaii.ciTa. 

Concermng Suet. Gram. 4, R. A. Raster (1995, Suetomus, 103) has cogently argued that the 
words: quae quidem omitti lam video desidia quorundam et infantia refer to teachers and not to pupils 
(contra J. C. Rolfe's translation [1914, Suetomus]). Suetomus' comment refers to Roman schools, and 
for all we know Theon may have been a Greek tutor to Romans. 
'*^ Witness the number of works extant from late antiquity on this subject: [Hermog.] Prog.; Aphth. 
Prog.; Lib. Progynmasmata (in vol. 8, ed. Forster); Nicol. Prog.; Pnscianus, Praeexercitamina ex 
Hermogene Versa; Emponus, de Ethopoeia; de Loco Communi. For further works, consult the first two 
volumes of C. Walz, Rhetores Graeci (9 vols; Stuttgart: J. G. Cottae, 18326). 
'* ' Plb 12.25a.5 compares the way Timaeus composed speeches for his History to the method used in 
school (sv Starpifffi) for attempting to argue for some policy (ÜTTÓÖSOT?). Whilst the term inróÖEffig is 
probably not used in the techmcal sense of a declamation here, one may well see an allusion to the com

position of speeches in schools. The idea that declamations only became common in Roman rhetoncal 
education after Cicero, and that they replaced earlier exercises in Oeaeiq (based on Sen. Con. 1, pr. 12; 
Quint. Inst. 2.1.9; and Suet. Rhet. 1.5) is quite properly refuted by M. L. Clarke, 1951 "Thesis," cf. 
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Apart from these scattered references, Theon's work is the first extant treatise on 
■KpoyviivaaiiaTa ■ That the tradition of such works goes back much earher is stated by Theon him

self (Prog, u, p.59,1516, 18 Sp.).'** 

Theon's treatise is clearly intended as a handbook for teachers (cf. Prog, ii, 

pp.7072 Sp.) His are the only extant treatise on irpoyviMPaaixaTa to contain an 

extended introduction in which he sets out his views on the literary education of youth. 

The treatise as we have it, however, is not quite in its original form. The order of 

the sections has evidently been disturbed.'*'' There is a significant lacuna at the end 

where the section on vóixoq is broken off and several further sections seem to be miss

ing [avayvwaig^^*, aKpoaaiq, ■Kapa4>poiaiq, è^epyaaia, avrippr\aiq). Extant are the 

general introduction and the sections on fiWoq, SLrtyrma, xpeta'*', TÓirog (a discussion 

of methods of aufrjat?),'™ syKÜiyLiov Koii ij/oyoq^''^, avyKpLOig, TpocrüJiroiroita, SK

4>paai,q, Oéaiq and có/iog.'^^ 

Such exercises formed practice in the building blocks of speeches generally (of 

whatever genre) and such material (e.g., instances of xpstai, Trpoaoiiroirodai, or 

extended compansons  avyKpiaeiq) can, not infrequently, be found buut into the 

speeches and other forms of literature of the time. In this respect a knowledge of the 

TrpoyviMvaa^ara may be helpful in terms of the analysis of literary letters. 

Quint. Inst. 2.4.42 re: Plotius and Crassus. 
'*' [Anst.] Rh.Al. 28.2 mentions irpoyviimaiiaTa but this is suspect, cf. cntical apparatus (ed. 
Fuhrmann) and M. Fuhnnann, 1964b, Untersuchungen, 162. Philostr. 1̂ 5 481 attnbutes the beginmng of 
KOLVol TÓiroL to Aeschines. 
"^ This is clear from the list of examples from the ancients which Theon provides for his exercises 
{Prog. 2). The order of the examples here differs from that of the exercises themselves. For example, in 
the catalogue of examples from the ancients the xpeia is dealt with first. Yet the first exercise descnbed 
is the jivBog, although this description presupposes that the description of the xpeia (the third exercise in 
the current arrangement) has already been read (cf. Prog, u, p.74,89 Sp.). It is commonly supposed that 
the rearrangement of the sections was to bring the treatise in line with the order of (Ps.) Hermogenes' 
Progyrrmasmata (written sometime between the second and fourth century AD, cf. H. Rabe, 1913, 
"Praefatio," ivvi). For a probable reconstruction of the original order, cf. W. Stegemann, 1934b, 
"Theon," 2042. 
'*' For this exercise see O. Schissel, "Synesios von Kyrene erganzt den Aihos Theon," Berliner 
Philologische Wochenschnft 52 (1932) 111720. 
'* ' A cntical text and translation with notes (taken from the preliminary work of Butts, see above) for 
this exercise is pnnted (not without typographical errors) in R. F. Hock/ E. N. O'Neil, 1986, Chreia, 
82112 
'™ This contrasts with the two kinds of loci discussed by Quintilian under the irpoyviivaofiaTa. Quint. 
Inst. 2.4.2223 concerns the loci of virtues and vices, whereas Inst. 2.4.27 concerns loci pro and contra 
the ÖTEXi'oi proofs which are discussed under Oéaeiq. 
'^' That exercises in ÈyKÜiua and xj/irfOL were common and considered generally helpful is due to the 
fact that short eyKuijxioi were often used within a deliberative or forensic speech (cf. D.H. hoc. 17). For 
examples of such exercises see Lib. Enc.. 
'̂ ^ For defimtion and brief discussion of these terms see my forthcoming Glossary. 
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3.4 Dionysius of Halicamassus 

Editions: The standard edition of Dionysius' rhetoncal wntings is H. Usener, L. Radermacher 
(ed.), Opuscula (2 vols; BSGRT; Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 18991929; repr. 1985). Editions with 
commentary are provided by W. Rhys Roberts, Dionysius of Halicamassus, The Three Literary 
Letters (London, 1901); Dionysius of Halicamassus, On Literary Composition (London, 1910). 
These works are also available in the Loeb series, S. Usher (transl.) The Critical Essays (2 vols; 
LCL; London: Heinemann, 1974/85). A good overview and analysis of these works is provided 
by S. F. Bonner, The Literary Treatises of Dionysius of Halicamassus: A Study in the Develop

ment of Critical Method {Csünhndge University Press, 1939). 

Dionysius of Halicamassus was a rhetor and historian who lived and worked at 
Rome from c. 30 BC. He was author of a number of rhetorical works of which the 
most important for our purposes are those on the ancient orators, and the de Com

positione Verborum. The Ars Rhetonca going under his name is, however, falsely 
ascribed and probably to be dated to the beginning of the third century AD. 

We learn from the preface to his works on the orators {de Oratoribus Veteribus) 
that Dionysius was a convinced Atticist and as such strongly opposed the Asianist style 
which he argues took over after the death of Alexander the Great. Asianism is vaguely 
descnbed in the sources as a rather overdone flamboyant singsong style known particu

larly for its emphasis on certain prose rhythms. Dionysius refers to Atticism as some

thing that had come about in his own times and now held the upper hand. This turn of 
events is attributed to the world domination of Rome. 

That Atticism as a movement began in Rome dunng the first century BC becomes clear from 
Cicero's works (cf. Opt. Gen.; Brut. 28491; Orat. 2332, 75ff). Its roots may, perhaps, be 
attnbuted to Greek tutors favouring a return to a more Attic style.'^' In Cicero's works we learn 
of a brand of Atticism which appears to have ansen in Rome dunng Cicero's later life, a brand of 
Atticism which extolled the plainness of Lysias' language as its ideal.'^^ We also learn that Cicero 
himself was criticised for exhibiting Asian qualities (cf. Quint. Inst. 12.10.12 where he is specifi

cally said to have been called "Asian") Against this Cicero wrote in favour of the "Atticism" of 
Demosthenes In Brut. 325 he also distinguished two forms (genera) of Asiamsm common in his 
day, namely, that which is sententiosum et argutum, sententiis non tam gravibus et sevens quam 
concinnis et venustis; and that which is non tam sententiis frequentatum quam verbis volucre atque 

'■̂ 3 Cf. T. Gelzer, 1978, "Klassizismus," 1819; G W. Bowersock, 1978, "Problems," 63. See, 
however, J. Wisse, 1995, "Greeks," 7481 who provides several important considerations for viewing 
Atticism as a "movement" (the term is used in a loose sense) begun by Calvus in Rome which eventually 
influenced Greek rhetoricians. 
'̂ '̂  I do not go into the modem controversy here as to the size, background and history of this Roman 
"Atticism." See J. Wisse, 1995, "Greeks," 6769; G. W. Bowersock, 1978 "Problems"; A. E. Douglas, 
1973, "Background" 11931, and for a summary of scholarship on this issue in the first half of this 
century: S. F. Bonner, 1954, "Oratory," 36368. 
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mdtatum, and has an adrmrabilis orationis cursus (rush/ running of admirable speech). He notes 
that both kinds were more suitable for youth than the digmty appropriate to older men. This rather 
positive analysis of Asiamsm should be balanced by his harsh cnticism of the style of Hegesias of 
Magnesia et al (Brut. 287; Orat. 230-31). Hegesias is often singled out in the sources as the fore
most (negative) example of Asiamsm. 

Asiamsts are generally negatively portrayed in the sources and often associated with a 
profligate lifestyle. A good example is Plutarch's description of Antony (Ant. 2.5). Quintilian also 
speaks of the difference between the Atticist and Asiamc schools, but he introduces the con
troversy as a past phenomenon and no longer current (Inst. 12.10.16-26). Following Cicero he 
favours a broad Atticism, despising those dry Atticists who stick ngidly to the ultra plain style of 
Lysias (Inst. 12.10.14-15). He thus adopts the Ciceroman vision of a broadly defined Atticism 
including the famous Greek orators of fourth century BC. Asiamsm is cnticised for its bombast, 
and a kind of rmddle form in the Rhodian orators is also noted '^ ' Of interest is Quintilian's cita
tion of Santra (a contemporary of Cicero) who apparently argued that Asiamsts overused 
penphrasis. U. von Wilamowitz has, however, argued that the increased use of periphrasis was 
common to Koiiri) Greek as a whole.'^* As Wilamowitz (41) nghtly stated. Atticism's enemy 
really ended up being, not Asiamsm, but normal everyday Hellemstic language. 

Dionysius' works on the various ancient orators must be seen in the light of his 
emphasis on the importance of ^tfijjaig, i.e., imitation of the great Attic orators. This 
was the central thrust of his rhetorical teaching method. Those treatises that survive {de 
Lysia, de hocrate, de Isaeo, de Demosthene) occasionally provide us with insights into 
the application of certain forms of rhetorical argumentation. The de Demosthene is 
important for the fact that Dionysius sets out his stylistic theory there. 

In terms of style Dionysius developed two threefold analytical schemes, both of 
which are presented in his work on Demosthenes. In terms of language (Xeft?), and 
particularly word-choice, he held on to the common division into the plain, grand, and 
mixed styles. '" This division is summarised in Dem. 33 (p.203,8-10 U.-R.): 
èisKófievo^ (lev rifv Xé^iv elq rpelg x<^POtK-n\paq rovg ysviKunaTovc; TOV re iaxvop /cat 
Tov v\prj\bv Kal TOV fisra^v TOVTWV. The plain style is described in terms of bare and 
simple language which seems to have the elaboration and vigour of everyday speech (17 
\é^iq i] \^Tf| Kal a<^eX^g Kal SoKOvaa KUTaaKSvqv TS Kal l(rx.vv Tr)v Trpoq l&iéTriv ëxsLV 
XÓ70C Kat ófjLOLÓTriTa, Dem. 2, p. 130,6-8 U.-R.). Its pnme representative is Lysias. 
The grand style is further described as lofty, extravagant and varied language (ü^r/XJj 
Kat TTspiTTTj Kal È^rfKKay^iévr] Xs'^tc, Dem. 34, p.204,6-7 U.-R.). Thucydides is the 
main representative here. The middle style is descnbed as a combination of the other 
two (57 niKrf] TS Kal avvOeToq SK TOVTWV TCIV Svelv, Dem. 3, p. 132,3-4 U.-R.). It is 

But contrast the remark on Rhodian orators in D.H. Din. 8 (p.308,5-10 U.-R.). 
1900, Astamsmus, 4. 
Already noted mRhet.Her. 4.11-16, cf. also p.46. 
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represented by Plato and Isocrates, though the representative par excellence is 
Demosthenes.'™ 

At § 36, however, Dionysius turns to a new question concerning Demosthenes' 
style. He asks: riq he b TTJC apfioviac; avrov XöPöfnjp? By apiiovia Dionysius is 
clearly thinking of the musical quality in terms of the linear progression of the text. ' ' ' 
His analysis centres around a discussion of the juxtaposition of harsh or smooth com
binations of letters and syllables, and of rhythms and metres. For this discussion 
Dionysius uses a different threefold analytical scheme. Whereas the division into plain, 
grand and middle styles centred on the question of language (Xfi|tc)"°, in terms of 
apfiovia Dionysius speaks of the rough, smooth and mixed style. The discussion of 
these harmonic styles in the treatise on Demosthenes is similarly presented in his 
treatise on composition (§§ 21-24). 

The rough style (Dem. 38-39; Comp. 22, represented by, e.g., Pindar, Aes
chylus, Thucydides) is charactensed as avart\pa (rough), óiKÓnij/evTot; (unrefined) and 
4>CKapxoiioc; (old-fashioned), having the qualities asixvÓTtjc; (solemnity), ^apog 
(gravity) and rópoq (intensity). It uses ordinary language often with clashing sounds 
(letters) and simple uneven periods without the more flashy figures or fullness of parti
cles. Its figures are described as TO apxoii.oTrpsTrsaTspa oxijfiaTa (old-fashioned) and 
as ol ysvvaioi KUI a^ico/ianKOi axofianaiioi (noble and dignified). Its rhythms are 
descnbed as vyprfKol (lofty), avèpCihBLq (masculine) and fisyaXoirpsirslq (grand). At 
Dem. 47 its réXog is said to be TO /caXoc. 

The smooth style (Dem. 40; Comp. 23, represented by e.g., Hesiod, Sappho, 
Euripides, Isocrates) is described as y\a4>vpa (smooth/ polished) and OearpiKri 
(showy), preferring TO Koufóv (refinement) to TO aeyivóv (solemnity). It strives to be 
smooth (avoiding hiatus), uses many particles, carefully balanced periods, rhythmic 
clausulae and the more showy, poetical figures, e.g., avTiOeaii;, Trapoiioio^mc;, 
xapiacoatg, vapovofioiaia, avn(JTpo(j)ri, èTtavoi<j>opa (i.e., those suited to epideictic 
rhetoric, Comp. 23) . ' " Its rhythms are not a^MixaTiKoi (dignified) but xapisoraToi 
(most graceful), and its TeKoq is TO rjSv (Dem. 47). 

The mixed style {Dem. 41-42; Comp. 24, represented by, e.g., Homer, 
Sophocles, Herodotus, Demosthenes and Plato) is termed svKpaTog (well-blended) and 

' '* Compare Ps.-Plu. Vit.Hom. 72 who categorises Thucydides, Lysias and Demosthenes in precisely 
the same way. 
" ' Musical harmony in the ancient world was always thought of in terms of linear progression. Music 
was always monophomc. 
'*0 But the word XE'|I<; can easily have a wider meamng in Dionysius, cf. Amm. 2, 2 (p.425,8 U.-R.) 
where it appears to include all aspects of style. 
'*' On these figures, see my forthcoming Glossary. 
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said to be the best kind of style. It is thus a mixture of the best qualities of the other 
two. 

In introducing his discussion of the harmonic styles at Dem. 37, Dionysius makes 
an important concession with respect to his analytical treatment. He admits that no one 
style is to be found in any one given author in pure form. There is always some mix

ture. This reminds one of the comments of Demetrius prefacing his fourfold analysis of 
style (Demetr. Eloc. 36). 

Connected to the question of harmonic styles is another important aspect of 
Dionysius' work which surfaces in his treatise de Compositione Verborum. At the 
beginning of this work, Dionysius explains how he classifies the study of literature. He 
divides it into two main classes, irepi vor\^aTa and Trept ócó/iara, of which the latter is 
further divided into ■Kepi rijg èKXoyijg rCiv OVOHÓLTWV and irept rr^q avvOéaeuiq 
èuonaTüip. We see here once again the three elements which formed the basis for 
Demetrius' discussion of spixrjvsia, namely, subject matter (Stdrata; or Trpayfiara), 
word choice (Xs|tc), and composition {avvOsoK;). Dionysius' treatment of composition 
differs from that of Demetnus however. Dionysius is mostly concerned with aiivBeaiq 
in terms of ap/xoj'ta.'*^ In this respect he provides us with a very interesting discussion 
on the qualities of the various letters and how they can be combined to provide 
smoother or rougher combinations. This is an important building block for his later 
classification of various harmonic styles. Prose rhythm also forms an important part of 
this process  a subject that is unfortunately still problematic for modem scholarship.'^^ 
Dionysius' harmonic theory, whilst highly mteresting, did not, however, catch on.'*'* 
Nevertheless, a cursory knowledge of the literary concerns which his theory attempted 
to address may function as a backdrop to our analysis of Paul's style. Demonstration of 
the contrast between such highly developed literary concerns and Paul's style helps us 
to place Paul in an appropriate context. 

One final aspect of Dionysius' literary theory deserves comment, namely, his 
analysis of the virtues {aperai) of style (to be found in Pomp. 3.1620). Dionysius 
shows an idiomatic approach to this subject as well. Whilst prior discussion often seems 
to have been based upon the four aperat probably going back to Theophrastus 

182 fjofg that at Dem. 37 the hannomc styles are called rpeïq avi/Béaeuq airovSaiaQ xapaicTijpEg. 
'*3 On Dionysius' seemingly arbitrary analysis of prose rhythm, see S. F. Boimer, Treatises, 7374. 
'*'' Qumtilian shows some knowledge of Dionysius' works (Inst. 3.1.16; 9.3.89; 9.4 88), but does not 
appear to use them in any meamngful way. The one exception may be Dionyius' itepl /ii/iTJaeu?. A rela

tionship between this work and book 10 of the Institutio has long been recogmsed, although the exact 
nature of the relationship is disputed (do they have, for example, a common source or did Quintilian rely 
on Dionysius?), cf. S. F. Bonner, 1939, Treatises, 39. 
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{sWrjnanóg, aa4>Bc;, ■Kpé'Kov and KaraaKËvri), sometimes slightly modified, Dionysius 
developed a new system of multiple virtues. He distinguishes between necessary and 
supplementary virtues (at avayKulaL and at èKiBsroi aperai, cf. Th. 22, p.358,1922 
U.R.) There are three necessary virtues, 17 KuOapa èiaXsKToq, aa4>r\veia, and 
(jvvTo^ia. The supplementary virtues are manifold, but it should be noted that they 
mclude both itpéKov and what Dionysius calls at Tr\q KaraaKsvijc; aperai (i.e., those 
producing TO jxsya KOI Oavnaaróp). 

In none of his extant works does Dionysius provide us with an analytical discus

sion of rhetorical argumentation, nor does he ever discuss the matter of rhetorical 
figures in any detail, although according to Quint. Inst. 9.3.89 Dionysius did write a 
book on this subject. '*' In these respects the works of Dionysius are not so helpful for 
our investigation. 

3.5 Ps.-Longinus, de Sublimitate 

Editions: The standard edition is that of D. A Russell, Longmus (OCT; Oxford: Clarendon, 
1968); translation On Sublimity, 1965. The edition of O. Jahn (Dionysii vel Longini de Sub

limitate Libellus [4th ed. rev. by J. Vahlen; SWC; Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1910; repr. Stuttgart, 
1967]) contains a running commentary of helpful citations from ancient authors. Textual com

mentaries (among others) have been published by W. Rhys Roberts (Longinus on the Sublime, 
[2nd ed.; Cambndge, England, 1907]); J P. Hoogland {Longinus "over Hel Verhevene": Vertal

ing met Inleiding en Opmerkingen [Gromngen: M. de Waal, 1936]) and D. A. Russell (Longinus 
on the Sublime [Oxford: Clarendon, 1964]) A commentary on §§ 3336 may be found in U. von 
WilamowitzMoellendorff, Gnechisches Lesebuch (vol. 2 "Erlauterungen" pp.23741; Berlin

Weidmann, 1902). The commentary of J. A. Aneti and J. M. Crossett (Longinus on the Sublime 
[Texts and Studies in Religion 21; New York: Edwin Mellen, 1985]) is designed for nonGreek 
readers and more concerned with modem literary application. Their translation is the most literal 
available and generally very good, though suffenng occasionally from idiosyncratic tenmno

logy.'** A new Loeb edition is also now available, revised by D. A. Russell, m Aristotle (LCL; 
vol. 23; London: Heinemann, 1995). 

This little treatise of which about two thirds has come down to us has been popu

lar in critical literary circles since the end of the seventeenth century. The author sets 
out in his work to provide a set of notes (viro/icij/iara, 1.2) on v\l/o(;, sublimity. The 
raison d'etre is the dissatisfaction felt upon reading the tract irept v^ovq of Caecilius. It 
is addressed to the author's friend Terentianus (otherwise unknown) with whom he had 
originally read Caecilius' work. 

The authorship of the work is unfortunately unknown. Certain medieval mss sug

gest Dionysius {sc. of Halicamassus) or Longinus {sc. Cassias), but modem scholarship 

'*5 See H. Usener/ L. Radermacher, Dionysius, 2.252. 
186 poj example, the insistence on "development" as a translation for aüf ijfftg. 
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is virtually unanimous that neither of these suppositions can be correct.'*'' Scholarly 

consensus has settled upon a date somewhere in the first century AD. '* ' 

The mss handed down to us are all based upon one 10th century ms (Parisinus 

2036) which is itself, unfortunately, of poor textual quality and contains a number of 

significant lacunae (about a third of treatise is missing). Attempts at scholarly emenda

tions abound and it is imperative that the reader have an edition with a good textual 

apparatus (if not textual commentary).'*' 

The work is cast in the common form which M. L. Stirewalt termed the Greek 

letter-essay,'* but Ps.-Longinus typifies it himself as viroixvriiiaTa (1.2) or "notes." 

After an introduction (1-2) and a brief description of various styles to be avoided (3-6) 

he proceeds to outline the main subject of his work at § 8 where he states that he will 

discuss five sources of vtpriyopia {TO irepl rag vo'Tjasiq aSpeirij^oXoi', TO a(t>o5pbv KUI 

svOovaiaaTiKOv iraOog, r\ irota TCIV axr\f).óiT<jiv icKaaiq, r\ ysvvaia 4)p6iai(;, i) èv 

a^LÓinan KUL Siapasi ffucöfiffti;).'" His discussion is often insightful, particularly with 

regard to the effects of various figures, yet unhelpfully subjective. 

'̂ '̂  G M. A. Grube, On Great Writing (The Library of Liberal Arts Press: Bobbs-Memll, 1957), has 
argued for the authorship of Cassius Longinus, but his thesis has not gained general acceptance. 
" ' J. M. Crossett and J. A. Aneti (1975, Dating) argue for a probable date around the middle of the 
century under Nero. They place especial weight on situating § 44 (on reasons for the decline in sublime 
oratory) m its most likely historical context, a consideration also deemed important by D, A. Russell 
(1964, Longinus, xxv; 1995, "Longmus," 146-47). 
'*' For an overview of some of the extensive literature see, Bibliography of the "Essay on the Sublime" 
fllEPl T*OT£) compiled by D. St. Marin (pnvately printed: Netherlands, 1967). 
^'^ See 1991, "Form." Stirewalt gives several examples from the first century BC and AD, analysing 
each. J. A. Arieti/ J. M. Crossett's structural analysis of the work as a speech, divided into exordium, 
narrative, proof, and peroration is rather forced to say the least (1985, Longinus, xi-xv). 
' " Despite this clear outline, the structure of the treatise can be confusing to readers, and is con
troversial. Due to the second lacuna of six folia it is not entirely clear where (or even if) Ps.-Longinus 
begins discussion of the second source. D. A. Russell (1964, Longinus, xii-xiv), pnmanly on the basis 
of § 44 12 has suggested that Longinus did not include a separate discussion of the second source He has 
even suggested that the treatise as a whole has somewhat of a hidden agenda outside of these five sources 
(see discussion in 1981, "Longinus"). Recently, J. A. Aneti/ J. M. Crossett (1985, Longinus) have 
argued that the second source begins at § 10 and that this is indicated by ÖTspog which they explain as 
"the other of two" indicating the other of the first two sections which concern natural talent as opposed 
to skill that can be learned. Several considerations tell against this analysis, however, and in favour of 
positing the beginmng of the discussion on the second source in the lacuna. 1) Ps.-Longmus says: eï n 
Kai 'sTEpov ExoijiEv üi/TjXoüg TtoiEiv Toiq Xóyovq Sucti/xei'oi', ÉiriffKeî ü/iEÖa ("Let us examine if we might 
also have some other means able to make writings sublime"). Arieti ignores the effect of the n Kai both 
in his reasomng and in his translation. The statement more suitably introduces the beginning of a new 
sufesection. 2) The point of the row of examples from 9.4 through 9.15 would seem to fit quite well with 
TO a<t>o&pöii Kai épOovmaaTLKèf TraBoq (the title given at § 8 to the second source) In 9 11 Homer is 
descnbed as experiencing madness as he wntes of the Trojan war, at 9.13 éi> èiKufi TtnEijwiToc;. Ps.-
Longinus then goes on to note that the composition of the Odyssey by contrast is more narrative-hke, yet 
concludes that it may be said of Homer that bixa rit(; a<t>o&pÓTqToq itapajiévEi TO jiéyEBoq (9.13). 3) In 
addition it should perhaps be noted that 'ÉTEpoq, especially in later Greek, may quite simply substitute for 
bevTEpoi;, not necessarily implying one or the other of two things. This is certainly the sense at the open
ing of 4.1. 
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Ps.-Longinus couples the term v\pog with TO fiéysOog, a connection also known 
from D.H. Lys. 13. This causes one to think of the grand style, known from the com
mon classification of literary style into three groups (grand, mixed, simple), although 
his discussion sometimes transcends purely stylistic considerations. His own various 
definitions of vipog within this treatise remain rather vague and lofty. This could char
acterise his work as a whole, and although the treatise may remain stimulating reading, 
this fact makes it less useful as a source for pinpointing concrete argumentative or 
stylistic rules and traits in rhetonc."^ The author correctly realised that style cannot be 
reduced to a set of rules, and, further, gave attention to the psychological reactions to 
literature in the audience."' His own literary style is rather verbose if not bombastic, 
although quite varied. He deliberately seeks variety of expression and carefully crafted 
composition. At many places he is clearly attempting by his own style to emulate the 
stylistic effects he is describing. This does not make the tract easier to read and in fact 
points to a departure from the accepted stylistic norm in technical treatises. Most Greek 
treatises are deliberately written in simple, clear language, without attempts at carefully 
crafted periods. 

Despite the fact that this tract has had considerable influence in modem Western 
literary thought, it is never cited in the extant ancient literature until John of SicUy (c. 
eleventh century AD). 

4 Roman Rhetorical Theory 

As may be deduced from the Latin adaptations of Greek rhetorical works already 
handled above, Roman rhetorical theory leaned heavily upon the Greeks. Greek 
teachers of rhetoric flourished in Rome and Roman teachers of rhetoric really only 
began to arise by the first century BC. Even then they were generally considered 
second rate. Wealthy Romans would normally employ Greek tutors for the education of 
their sons, including rhetorical tutors for more advanced training. Good students would 
often go on to complete higher education in Athens itself, or perhaps Rhodes or Asia 
Minor. But in this matter of dependency upon earlier (Greek) treatises, Roman rhetoric 
did not really differ from contemporary Greek rhetoric which also relied heavily on 
earlier works. 

"^ This does not mean that no concrete advice is given at all, cf. especially the third section on figures 
(§§ 16-29). 
"^ Certainly a contributing factor to his populanty among modems. 
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Roman rhetorical theory is, therefore, often no more than an adaptation of Greek 
rhetorical theory. Differences tend to emerge only in terms of the different Roman 
situation. Romans were generally not interested in rules for epideictic oratory (cf. 
Quint. Inst. 2.1.2). In fact Roman rhetorical theory maintained the Greek trend of 
laying great stress upon judicial rhetoric.'''' 

Roman adaptations in terms of judicial rhetoric naturally had to do with the dif
ferent way Roman law courts functioned. One of the most obvious factors was that in 
the Roman situation, orators were generally advocates leading a defence or prosecution 
on behalf oi a client. In the Greek system one was expected to make one's own defence 
or prosecution, though even then the parties involved often employed orators to write 
their speeches for them.'*' 

Under the emperors, Roman rhetoric changed somewhat. The great political trials 
of the late republic were a thing of the past, though judicial rhetoric remained impor
tant. A tradition of fictitious declaiming became very fwpular not only among students 
but among rhetors in general. Certain rhetorical teachers even seem to have gone so far 
as to have only taught via dedamütiones, abandonmg the dry theory, cf. Quint. Inst. 
2.10.2; 2.11.196 

One final influential factor in the development of Roman rhetorical tradition was 
the importance and standing given to the orator Cicero. His speeches became models 
and even his rhetorical writings were to become standard works for later Roman 
rhetorical tradition.'*'' Later theory, however, tended to prefer the de Inventione to the 
more difficult de Oratore. Perhaps even Quintilian did not always rightly understand 
the latter work. 

The treatises to be discussed in this section are those Latin works which cannot be 
said to be direct adaptations of Greek treatises, namely, certain later works of Cicero 
and Quintüian's Institutio. The reader should be warned, however, that these works 
cannot be said to be typical of Roman rhetorical theory. In the de Oratore and Orator 
Cicero developed his rhetorical theory in ways quite different from the school rhetoric 

"^ Greek rhetors teaching in Rome also evidenced this trend. Quintihan, for example, reports that 
Apollodorus (c. 104-22 BC) restncted himself to judicial oratory (/n«. 3.1.1, = Fr lb Gran ). 
" ' On this whole matter see G. A. Kennedy, 1968, "Rhetoric of Advocacy." Kennedy traces the dif
ferences between the situation in ancient Greece and Rome, discussing how this affected contemporary 
speeches. In addition he notes how the rhetonc of advocacy is accounted for in Cicero's de Oratore and 
Quintilian's Institutio. 
"* The populanty of dedamationes under the empire (in both the Greek and Roman situation) meant 
that rhetorical theory also began to address itself to this (cf. Quint. Inst. 2.10; 10.5.14-23). 
"^ For Cicero's prevailing influence among Romans after his death, see M. Winterbottom, 1982b, 
"Cicero." 
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of the time. These works, in turn, influenced Quintilian to some extent. But the sheer 
scope of QuintUian's mammoth-sized treatise puts it outside regular school rhetonc to 
begin with. Unfortunately, no other Latin rhetorical treatises are extant from this 
period. 

4.1 Cicero, de Oratore and Orator 

Editions: De Oratore: The standard text edition is that of K. F. Kumaniecki (Ciceroms de Oratore 
[BSGRT; Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1969; repr. 1995]). Note that the Loeb text (trans, by E. W 
Sutton and H. Rackham, Cicero [vols 3 & 4; LCL; London: Heinemann, 1942]) is based on the 
antiquated Latin edition of Bétolaud (1845). The translation unfortunately leaves much to be 
desired."* Commentaries are available by K. W Piderit (German), Cicero, de Oratore (3 vols; 
6th ed. rev. by O. Hamecker; Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1886-90; repr. Amsterdam: A. M. Hak-
kert, 1965); by A. S. Wilkins (English), De Oratore Libn III (Cambndge, 1892; repr. Amster
dam: A. M. Hakkert, 1962). A good new commentary by Dutch scholars (in progress, wntten in 
German) is M. Tullius Cicero, De Oratore Libn 111: Kommentar by A. D. Leeman, H. Pinkster, 
H. L. W. Nelson, E. Rabbie and J. Wisse (4 vols to date; Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1981-96)."' 
Orator: The standard edition is that of R. Westman (M. Tullius Cicero: Orator [BSGRT; Leipzig: 
B. G. Teubner, 1980]). Commentanes by J. E. Sandys (English), Orator (rev. text with intro
ductory essays and critical and explanatory notes; Cambndge, 1885; repr. Hildesheim: Olms, 
1973); and W. KroU (German), M. Tullii Ciceroms Orator (Berlin: Weidmann, 1913; repr. 
1961). 

Those rhetorical works of Cicero which appear to be adaptations of Greek 
treatises have been discussed above, i.e., the youthful de Inventione and the more 
mature Partitiones and Topica. Cicero's other mature rhetorical works are reviewed 
here. By the time these mature works were written Cicero had become somewhat 
embarrassed by his youthful work, no longer desiring to present a technical treatise 
compounded with lengthy lists of rules. In this sense, as A. E. Douglas has correctly 
noted, none of the three late rhetorical works of Cicero is a rhetorical treatise in the 
traditional sense.̂ ^^ 

"* The Loeb edition is discussed by B. L. Ullman, 1943, "Review." The translation appears to be 
based on a more current text, cf. 3 202 where the older reading (huic contrana saepe) praecisio is 
pnnted, but the translation (without explanation) follows the more modem reading percumo. The trans
lation Itself IS not always accurate. 
' " The first three volumes are discussed by M. Winterbottom, 1983, 1986 and 1991, "Review." 
200 1973^ "Background," 122. Only the de Oratore and the Orator are dealt with here. The de Optimo 
Genere Oratorum, wntten m 46 BC, is a short introduction to a proposed translation of speeches by 
Demosthenes and Aeschines (not extant and probably never completed). The Brutus, also wntten in 46 
BC, IS a work giving a bnef historical review of Roman orators from the begmmng of Roman oratory 
down to the time of Cicero. There is little of importance in either of these works for our investigation, 
although they are both of interest for the development of Atticism in Rome. 
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For our purposes it is the de Oratore and the Orator which are important. The de 
Oratore is a dialogue in three books written in 55 BC (cf. Att. 4.13.2; Fam. 1.9.23).̂ **' 
According to the latter reference it was written Aristotelio more. This phrase has gener
ally been interpreted as a reference to the method of Aristotle's dialogues. His 
dialogues are believed to have differed from Plato's by allowing the interlocuters to 
expound developed dogma instead of seeking for the truth by question and answer. ̂ "̂  
In any case, this difference from Platonic dialogue is apparent in those of Cicero. But 
this is not the only Aristotelian feature of this treatise, which seeks to present a 
synthesis of rhetoric and philosophy, two disciplines which, as we have seen, had been 
at loggerheads since early in the second century. It was especially by taking up what he 
considered Aristotelian principles that Cicero sought both to distance himself from the 
typical school rhetoric of his day, and provide a truly practical philosophical 
approach.203 Several other Aristotelian features not generally traceable to typical Hel
lenistic theory thus appear. 

Firstly, there is the division of the means of persuasion into rational argument, 
self-recommendation (character portrayal), and the arousal of the emotions.̂ O"* School 
rhetoric had generally relegated considerations of character pwrtrayal and arousal of the 
emotions to the Ttpoolfjuov and sirikoyoq (respectively) of a speech. But although Cicero 
once again took up Aristotle's threefold division of the means of persuasion, his defini
tion of persuasion by character portrayal and persuasion by arousal of emotions is 
slightly different. Following the trend of school rhetoric, he defined persuasion by 
character portrayal in terms of the effecting of those mild emotions which produce 
benevolenna (goodwill or sympathy) in the audience with respect to either the character 
of the orator or his client (reflecting the Roman practice of advocacy). Persuasion by 
arousal of emotions refers to the effecting of the violent emotions. Note, however, that 
Cicero studiously avoids the use of technical terms in this treatise, and never even spe
cifically uses the terms ijöoc or iraOoc; or any technical Latin equivalent. 

Secondly, in his discussion of loci for rational argumentation {de Orat. 2.130-77) 
Cicero provided a list of loci which reflect the KOLVOI TÓTTOL of Aristotle, i.e., set pat
terns of argumentation (2.163-73), instead of the specific loci of school rhetoric. 

™' For an interesting discussion of the dating see A. D. Leeman ef a/., 1981-96, Tullius, 1.17-21. 
^°^ Cf. R. Y. Tyrrell and C. C. Purser, 1885-1901, Correspondence, 2.179, and D. R. Shackleton 
Bailey, 1977, Cicero, 1.315. An alternative explanation has been offered by A. D. Leeman et al (1981-
96, Tullius, 1.67-69) to the effect that Anstotelio more should be interpreted here as referring to "die 
anstotelische Untemchtsmethode," that is, the exercise of m utramque partem disputare (debating both 
sides of the argument). 
2"' There are also other differences from school rhetoric, e.g., the incorporation of a discussion on wit 
(deOrat. 2.216ff). 
2"^ For an expanded discussion of this point see J. Wisse, 1989, Ethos. 
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Thirdly, we may also note that Cicero chose to discuss the parts of a speech 
under the heading dispositio {TÓ^K;) where Aristotle had discussed them {de Orat. 
2.315-32), instead of using the parts of a speech as an organising principle for the sec
tion on inventio. But Cicero also discusses the order of arguments here (which was the 
regular treatment of dispositio in Hellenistic rhetorical theory, de Orat. 2.307-314).^°' 

Apart from these specifically Aristotelian features, the treatise also differs from 
typical Hellenistic rhetoric in its fundamental concern that the true orator be a man of 
vast learning and experience. Cicero's emphasis is somewhat reminiscent of the old 
ideal of Isocrates. The thrust of this work is to get away from the hackneyed rules of 
school rhetoric and to see the orator as an experienced wise man, knowledgeable in 
many areas, who can speak well. In fact, Cicero attributed the greatest influence on his 
formation as an orator to the Academy {Orat. 12). Greek rhetorical theory is at times 
roundly ridiculed for its overdose of rules and classifications formulated by men who 
have no real experience in the law courts, although the rules themselves are not con
sidered to be totally without value (cf. 1.145-46; 2.74-84). 

The thrust of this work being as it is, the kind of detailed discussion on 
argumentation and style which would be helpful for our purposes is quite lacking: this 
despite the fact that ultimately all the five duties of the orator {officia oratoris) dis
cussed in a typical Hellenistic treatise are dealt with. In his discussion of loci {KOIVOI 
TÓTTOL) the speaker, Antonius, is quite brief and does not go beyond the kind of skeletal 
definitions with examples we have seen elsewhere (2.130ff). Relation of the arguments 
to their function and place within any given speech is neglected deliberately as some
thing which even a mediocre mind may judge for itself (2.175; cf. 3.119). 

Figures of thought and speech are dealt with at the end of book three (3.200-
208), but we unfortunately only find a list of figures with little or no comment. The dry 
definitions provided in typical Hellenistic treatises were precisely the kind of thing 
Cicero wanted to avoid in this treatise. Comparison with the equally meagre list of 
figures in Orat. 135-39 shows that these lists were probably based upon the same 
(presumably Greek) treatise. With few exceptions the order of figures is identical in 
both works, although the Orator (139) provides a more select list and adds a separate 
short-list not present in de Oratore (already noted by Quint. Inst. 9.1.36). A careful 
analysis of these may show us the kind of figures generally recognised in Greek 
treatises of his day, but they do not much further our knowledge of their definition or 
application.2"^* 

^'^^ A more detailed analysis of similanties and differences between Anst. Rhet. and Cic. de Orat. is 
provided by J. Wisse, 1989, Ethos, 105-45. 
^^^ For Cicero's treatment of Béaeig in book three, see pp.49-50 above. 
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The Orator was written in 46 BC, some years after the de Oratore, as a letter-
essay in reply to Brutus who desired to learn from Cicero which genus eloquentiae he 
most approved (3). Cicero replied with a tract on the ideal orator, centering his discus
sion on style, although not neglecting to speak on other duties of the orator as well. 
Cicero's disapproval of the rigorous form of Atticism (which was opposed to his own 
rhetorical style) is evident, and the treatise is a defence of his own views. Much atten
tion is paid to the difficult problem of prose rhythm. 

Of particular interest is Cicero's discussion of style. At § 69 he appears to con
nect the three Aristotelian modes of proof (rational argumentation, self-recommend
ation, arousal of emotions), with three types of style (plain, middle, grand). Yet the 
terms probare, delectare, flectere (to prove, to charm, to influence) are here defined 
not as modes of proof for persuading which come under invention, but as the tasks of 
the orator {officia oratoris) in connection with style.'^^'' Probare should be done in the 
plain style, delectare in the middle style, and flectere in the vigorous style. Although it 
may be that Cicero does not really intend to associate the three modes of proof with the 
three styles here,^°* Quintilian certainly made this connection later on (Quint. Inst. 
12.10.59-61, 69-70).2O9 

Cicero goes on to make a connection between the three kinds of style and three 
kinds of subject matter (Orat. 100-101). Here the plain style is connected with lowly 
subject matter, the grand style with lofty subject matter, and the middle style with mod
erate subject matter. At Orat. 102 he gives examples of how he has composed several 
of his speeches in one or other of the three styles, but in the ensuing sections his con
cern is to advocate a varied use of style, even within the confines of one speech. 
Demosthenes in particular is extoUed for his ability to use and alternate the various 
styles in an appropriate way. 

207 These three tasks also appear in Brut. 185, 187-88, 198, 276, 279, 322. 
20* For objections to this identification see, J. Wisse, 1989, Ethos, 212-20. 
20' In this respect it is also interesting to note what D.H. Dem. 4 (p.135,12-18 U.-R.) states. In a dis
cussion of the middle style of Isocrates, Dionysius notes that Isocrates takes elements from the plain style 
of Lysias and the grand style of Thucydides and Gorgias. He then adds a descnption as to how Isocrates 
uses these elements: Kal eig fibv TO bLba^ai TOV aKpoaTT\v aa<t>éaTaTa, o n /SoüXocro, rrji' airXijc Kal 
dKÓaiir\Tov Ép^rjeetac cinTri&EVCi Tfiv Avaiov, dq be TO KaTairX-q^aaOat TW KaXKei TWP bvofwiTijiv 
aEjivbrqTa TE KOI iiEfa\r\yopiav TrEpiBeivai Tolq irpayfiaai T^C eiridETOf Kal KaTEOKEvaafiÉiirii' <l>paow 
TÜV TTEpl Topyiaf eKiLEjuaKTai ("And in order to teach the hearer most plainly whatever he wishes, he 
uses the plain and unadorned style of Lysias, but in order to astound him by the beauty of the words and 
to bestow solemmty and grandiloquence upon the matter he has moulded the artificial and elaborate 
speech of the followers of Gorgias.") 
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In general, we must conclude that, in spite of Cicero's achievements in these 
treatises, for our purpxjses they are of less value than his earlier work. Some knowledge 
of their idiosyncracies is, however, necessary in order to use Qumtilian's Institutio with 
discernment. As we shall see, when reading the Institutio we need to be able to 
determine when Quintüian is following Cicero instead of traditional Hellenistic rhetori

cal theory. 

4.2 Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria 

Editions: The standard edition is by M Winterbottom (Qmntihan: Institutio Oratona [2 vols; 
OCT; Oxford: University Press, 1970]). A companion textual commentary is M. Winterbottom, 
Problems in Qmntihan (University of London Institute of Classical Studies; Bulletin Supplement 
25, 1970) A translation (based on the text of Halm, 1868) is provided by H. E Butler, 
Qmntihan: Institmw Oratona (4 vols; LCL; London: Hememann, 192022). 
Commentaries F. H. Colson, M. Fabii Quintihani Institutionis Oratonae Liber I (Cambridge: 
Umversity Press, 1924); J. Adamietz, M. F. Qmntiham Institmionis Oratonae Liber III Mit 
einem Kommentar (Munchen: Wilhelm Funk, 1966); W Peterson, Qmntihanus, Institutionis 
Oratonae Liber X (Oxford. Clarendon Press, 1891; repnnt Hildesheim: Olms, 1967); H. S 
Fneze on books 10 and 12 (2nd ed.; New York, 1888);2'0 R. G. Austin, Institutionis Oratonae 
Liber XII (3rd ed.; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965). 

Quintüian, bom in Spain in the late 30's of the first century AD, received a 
rhetorical education at Rome, having chosen the orator Domitius Afer as his mentor. 
At some point he returned to Spain, but came back to Rome with the new emperor 
Galba in AD 68 at about which time he began a highly successful teachmg career in 
rhetoric. After twenty years dedicated to this profession he retired and was persuaded 
to begin work on a rhetorical treatise. 

Quintilian's massive work on the education of the orator, Institutio Oratona, 
represents the zenith of Roman rhetorical theory. QuintUian sought to discuss how the 
orator ought to be educated in a most comprehensive way, from the cradle to maturity. 
His Institutio was published in 12 books towards the end of AD 94 or early 95.2" Book 
one takes the reader through the preliminary education of the budding orator, whilst 
book two discusses the choice of a rhetorical tutor, preliminary rhetorical exercises, 
and the elements and essence of rhetoric. Both these books contain brief but helpful 
comments on various preliminary exercises known as ■KpoyvfivaafiaraJ^'^ Books three 
to eleven take the reader through the wellknown fivefold division of a rhetorical 

2'" I have not seen this work 
2 " G. A Kennedy, 1972, Art, 493. 
2'2 On the TtpoyviiiiaaiiaTa and their usefulness see § 3.3 above. 
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treatise: inventio (bks 3-6); dispositio (bk. 7); elocutio (bks 8-11.1); memona (bk. 
11 2); and pronuntiatio (bk. 11.3). The final book (12) deals with a discussion of the 
perfect orator, relying heavily on the concept as presented in Cicero's de Oratore and 
Orator. 

Quintihan wrote this work whilst in retirement, taking out two years for research 
and wnting {the introductory letter to Trypho, 1). The work is thus based both on this 
research in various Greek and Latin treatises as well as on the material he had used in 
his teaching career as professor of rhetonc in Rome. What helps to make the work 
interesting (as well as bulky) is Quintüian's frequent citation of the views of his 
predecessors, often with cntical comment. In addition, whilst the treatise covers all the 
normal departments of rhetonc (and more), Quintilian constantly attempts to give a 
practical bent to his advice. The work is thus not the dry highly technical treatise so 
common in his age. This is, however, not to say that there is no technical discussion. 
The familiar emphasis on forensic oratory pervades the treatise, as does the typical 
emphasis on araaK; doctnne. Epideictic and deliberative rhetonc are briefly dismissed 
in two chapters (3.7 and 3 8). The rest of the treatment of inventio is devoted to judi
cial rhetonc (3.10 - 6.5), essentially organised under the vanous parts of a speech 
Here, of special interest to us, is his discussion of proofs in book five. They are 
divided into the common categones of otTExvoi (5.2-7) and SVTSXVOI (5.8-12). Under 
the section refutatio Quintilian discusses the use of the èvOvix-qua and èirixeiprjua 
(5.13-14), that IS, rhetoncal syllogistic reasoning. 

The arrangement of the section on inventio reflects Quintilian's special partiality 
towards Cicero, in particular his later works. Quintilian, however, did not wish to 
abandon the regular methods of rhetoncal theory to quite the extent which Cicero did. 
What we have, therefore, is an attempt to combine traditional rhetoncal theory with the 
(philosophically influenced) ideas of Cicero's de Oratore. The result is an organisa
tional mélange Quintilian's basic organising pnnciple for inventio is the parts of a 
speech Like Cicero's de Inventione (book one), his plan does not incorporate a discus
sion of oTaasLq and their relevant loci Instead, the vanous proofs are discussed and 
the typical rhetoncal loci are listed. But Quintilian adds to these loci of school rhetonc, 
a list of loa communes in the philosophical sense (argumentative patterns), a list clearly 
dependent upon Cicero's later work. Quintilian is left with the problem of where to 
place a discussion of the araaeLc; and their loci. Unlike Cic. Inv., he does not place 
them in a separate chapter under inventio, but cunously inserts them into the section on 
dispositio, after the regular discussion on the order of arguments. 

Under the influence of the de Oratore is also the extended treatment given to self-
recommendation and arousal of emotions (where the terms lyöo? and -KaOoq come up for 
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discussion), although the content of this treatment differs. '̂̂  Quintilian's placement of 
these two concepts under the èmXoyog is due to the influence of traditional rhetorical 
theory. The Aristotelian idea, taken up by Cicero, of three means of persuasion 
(rational, self-recommendation and arousal of emotion) is abandoned.^''' As in Cicero's 
de Oratore, QuintUian appends a discussion on jesting to his treatment of self-
recommendation and arousal of emotions. 

The books concerning elocutio are organised around the four virtues Latinitas 
(8.1), perspicuitas (8.2), omatus (8.3 - 9.4), and dicere apte (11.1), which probably 
go back to Theophrastus, although Qumtilian himself is following Cicero here. Omatus 
receives by far the most extended treatment, with a lengthy discussion of tropes and 
figures. Book ten, occurring between the discussion of the third and fourth virtues of 
style, discusses the facilitas of the orator. This facilitas is developed by imitating the 
great writers of the past (chapter 10.1 is famous for its review of Greek and Latin liter
ature) and by well organised writing practice, thought, and the abUity to improvise. 

Another way in which Quintilian's organisation reflects that of Cicero's de 
Oratore is in the placement of the discussion of amplificatio {Inst. 8.4).2i5 gQfjj 
Rhet.Her. and (with different terminology) Cic. Inv. discuss amplificatio as a method 
belonging to the èitiKoyoq. Here it concerns the stirring up of the audience. Cicero in 
the de Oratore, however, introduces a discussion of amplificatio in book three under 
elocutio (3.104-108), and it is precisely in this context that Quintilian addresses 
amplificatio. Cicero's placement of amplificatio here has to do with a complex digres
sion and should not be interpreted to mean that he viewed amplificatio as a stylistic 
phenomenon. Quintilian, however, deals here with amplification by means of style 
{Inst. 8.3.90). He does note that there is also amplification in terms of matters {res) 
and states that he has already covered this {Inst. 8.3.89-90). It is true that QuintUian 

^'^ QuintUian appears to go one step further than Cicero in terms of definition by defining Trafloq and 
i]So<; as violent and mild emotions respectively, without any fiirther delimitation (Inst. 6.2.9). He adds 
that some authonties (unnamed) further define r]6o(; as continual and vadoq as temporary (Inst. 6.2.10). 
Quintilian also mentions the common defimtion of rjSri as mores, and at times seems to combine this with 
his defimtion of t/flij as mild emotions (of. Inst. 6.2.8-9, 17-18). 
^''' Quintilian knew of Aristotle's Rhetoric, but does not appear to have used it systematically. Quint. 
Inst. 2.17.14 mentions both the Gryllus and the Rhetoric in three books, noting information from Rh. 
1.1. Quint. Inst 4.2.32 appears to refer to Rh. 3.16.4, and Quintilian (or his source) clearly refers to the 
third book at 3.8.8-9, although in a confused way. He refers comments Anstotle makes about epideictic 
speeches to demonstrative rhetoric. However, he does not appear to have used this treatise in his treat
ment of f̂lo? and itaBoc; in 6.2. These terms are there defined quite differently, although at 6.2.25 he 
intimates that he has discussed everything contained in the treatises he has read. 
^'^ The content of Quintilian's discussion, however, is unrelated to any extant treatise prior to his 
work. 
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has discussed the stirring up of the audience under the snXoyog when he deals with 
appeals to the emotions (Inst. 6.1.14-18). However, amplification is nowhere sepa
rately dealt with there or elsewhere. 

The final book on the perfect orator sums up Quintüian's vision of rhetoric as 
speaking well (of. Inst. 2.15) and the perfect orator as being a virtuous man with a 
well-rounded education (Inst. 12.1-4).^i* It is also within this final book that Qumtilian 
comes to a discussion of kinds of style (Inst. 12.10). He mentions two forms of a 
threefold division of style (Inst. 12.10.58-59). Both included the plain style (iaxvóu -
suited for teaching) and the grand style (abpov - suited for moving). He then adds that 
some teach a middle style (for conciliating), whilst others teach a flowery style 
(acorjpoc - for charming). These comments are interesting in that they show that the 
threefold division of style into plain, grand, and middle was perhaps not so widely 
accepted as scholarship sometimes likes to think.^''' Quintilian (Inst. 12.10.59, 70) con
nects the use of these three styles with the concepts of proving (plain style), conciliat
ing (middle style), and stimng emotions (forceful style). But like Demetr. Eloc. 36-37, 
Quintilian realised that in practice there are many mixed or intermediate forms of style 
(Inst. 12.10.66-68). 

In general, Quintilian's work shows a deep respect for and not infrequent reliance 
upon Cicero. Equally important, however, (particularly for the sections on elocutio, 
style and rhetorical syllogisms) is his clear reliance upon Greek rhetorical theory. 
Quintilian remains, therefore, an important source in these areas for our consideration 
of the application of ancient rhetoncal theory to Greek writings of the first century AD. 
The reader of the Institutio must, however, exercise discernment in order to distinguish 
philosophically influenced discussions (usually taken from Cicero) from those parts 
which more properly rely upon Hellenistic rhetorical theory. 

5 Overview and Rhetorical Metliod 

Our review of rhetorical theorists over a period of some 500 years leads us, per
haps, to consider how much we are missing more than what is stUl extant. We have 
seen that some rhetorical theorists are not as relevant for our purposes as others. We 

^'* For the background to this emphasis see M. Winterbottom, 1964, "Quintilian." 
^'^ It IS interesting to compare the theory of style in Ps.Plu. Vu.Hom. 73-74 (second century AD). The 
first half of this work is dedicated to an analysis of the language of Homer using rhetoncal categones At 
§ 73 Ps.-Plutarch speaks of three xapaicrijpeg, the adpóp, iaxfóp and fiéaof represented by Thucydides, 
Lysias and Demosthenes respectively. However, at § 74 he goes on to speak of TO apOyipov ei&<x;. 
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began our survey with the treatises of Anaximenes and Aristotle. Due to ease of access, 
and also probably to the fact that it is the only major complete rhetorical treatise extant 
in Greek, many New Testament scholars have made use of Aristotle in attempting to 
apply rhetorical theory to the New Testament. The analysis of Aristotle's work, there

fore, received considerable attention in section 1.2, as did the question as to how much 
this treatise was actually read in later times. This was necessary in order to show just 
how much Aristotle's approach differs from later Hellenistic rhetorical theory. His 
treatise was not generally read in later times, perhaps partially because of its scarcity 
and inherent difficulty, but no doubt also because it was quite out of date (for the 
reasons we have outlined above). 

Typical Hellenistic rhetorical theory is best represented in two treatises, the 
Rhetorica ad Herennium and Cicero's de Inventione, although the latter is not complete 
(treating only inventio) and concentrates on judicial rhetoric. Despite the fact that there 
are obvious connections to earlier rhetorical treatises, Hellenistic rhetorical theory was 
structured and approached quite differently. Cicero's later rhetorical treatises are not 
really representative of the typical school rhetonc of his times. In this respect, the 
mammoth work of QuintUian can be of more help. Despite its unusual size, its 
coverage of a whole educational life, and its special devotion to Cicero, it is structured 
along more traditional lines. In addition, Quintilian provides a wealth of information on 
the views of earlier (mostly Hellenistic) rhetorical theorists. With regard to matters of 
style we are better provided for by a number of additional Hellenistic treatises devoted 
to this subject, though once again several of them are not really typical of the period 
(e.g., Ps.Longinus' approach, or Dionysius' theory of harmony). 

At this point some comment on the matter of rhetorical genres is warranted, par

ticularly given the use made of them by recent Pauline scholarship. The classification 
and definition of rhetorical genres among the theorists is not as uniform as is sometimes 
thought. Although Aristotle's threefold classification (deliberative, judicial and epideic

tic) seems to have dominated rhetorical theory, there is evidence of alternative clas

sifications.^i* Even this popular threefold classification is not free of problems. The 

2'* Roughly contemporary with Anstotle is the treatise of Anaximenes which still seems to have been 
circulating in the first century AD. Anaximenes appears to have distinguished only two genres (cf PI., 
R. 365d refemng to iretêovg SiSao/caXoi ooif'ioii' STin'qyopiKiji' re Kal èiKaviKr)!' bibóirreq, and Phdr. 261d

e), orgamsing them into seven species (Qumt. Inst. 3.4.9, see discussion above and M. Fuhrmann, 
Untersuchungen, 15456). After Anstotle, his pupil Demetnus of Phalerum argued for four genres: 
SriUriyopiKÓi', diKaviKÓf, ao<j>i,aTtKÓi' (= epideictic) and èrrevKTi.KÓi' (petitionary genre), Fr. 157 (Wehrli). 
Max.Tyr. 31.6 also speaks of four genres: èv CKKXrialaiq, éf biKaartipioic;, sp ■Kdvyiyipsaiv, èv Traiheia, 
as does Ruf Rh. 2 (p.399 Sp.H.) adding iaropiKÓv to the three generally accepted genres. For general 
comment on the classification of genres see Quint. Inst. 3.4. 
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three genres lent themselves to various methods of definition. Aristotle chose to define 
them according to the task of the audience (to deliberate about the future, judge the 
past, or be a spectator). Alternatively they could be defined by the occasion (in court, 
m a political assembly, at a festival). One could even, at least partially, attempt to dis
tinguish them in terms of style. Hence Dionysius of Halicamassus terms Isocrates' 
speeches fit only for the epideictic genre or private study {Isoc. 2; Dem. 4), although 
he admits that Isocrates compnased many as deliberative or forensic {Isoc. 3). The three 
ways of definmg the genres are more or less reflected in the variant terminology for the 
epideictic genre: syKuifiiacmKÓv (of praising), iravriyvpLKÓv (a festival speech), 
èin.èsiKTLKÓi' (demonstrative - i.e., a rhetorical display). The variation in definition gave 
certain problems in terms of genre classification. For example, it was popular among 
some in classical Athens to present deliberative speeches (i.e., speeches offering advice 
on the political situation) at the festivals (of. Lys. 33 and D.H. Lys. 29). The scope of 
the epideictic genre also varied. It could be defined narrowly, inclusive only of orations 
in the form of syKwiJiLa or xj/óyoi (i.e., encomia or their opposite). Alternatively, it 
could be used as a catch-all to include whatever did not fit into the other two genres, 
whether in terms of oratory, or even in terms of history and poetry (cf. Cic. Oral. 37; 
de Orat. 2.43-64; Hermog. Id. 2.10, p.389,7-9 R.). 

The question before us is the possible usefulness of classification according to 
rhetorical genres.2" It is pretty jxjintless to say that such and such an oration is 
deliberative or epideictic and leave it at that. Such classification must be coupled with 
an investigation of the argumentative techniques specific to each genre. It is here that 
the threefold genre classification has its value. Rhetorical theory provided a distinct 
methodology for dealing with the respective genres. Ultimately, it all came down to 
certain kinds of TÓ-KOL {loci) which were specific to the various genres. In the treatises 
these TÓiro6 are generally discussed in connection with the proof section of the speech 
(in a sense, the heart of the matter). 

^ " It should be remembered that the genre classification of rhetoncal theory was not the only kind of 
classification available. Cic. de Orat. 2.104 gives a fivefold classification of causae (judicial is divided 
in two, and the philosophical disputatio is added). In addition, philosophical theory generally adopted its 
own forms of geme classification, cf. for example, Sen. Ep. 95.65-66 (genres accepted by Posidomus); 
Philo of Lanssa, Fr. 2 Mette (= Stob. 2.7.2); Arr. Epict. 3.23.33-38. Prose was sometimes classified in 
a threefold way (cf. Cic. Orat. 180; Ps.-PIu. Vit.Hom. 74-174): genus narrandi (ó laToptKoq XÓYO?), 
genus persuadendi (ó troXiTiKÖq Xóyoq - includes both forensic and deliberative), and genus docendi (ó 
BeuprjnKog Xóyog = philosophy). The geme classification of epistolary theory will be dealt with below 
(chapter three, § 2). 
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How then did the ancient orators approach writing the proof section of a speech? 
We shall begin with a consideration of judicial rhetoric, since it is here that the treatises 
generally devote systematic discussion to argumentation. 

Going by the varied structure of our extant treatises, there appear to have been 
certain methodological problems. A major structural problem seems to have been 
caused by the advent of the importance of arami; theory (systematised and popularised 
by Hermagoras in the second century BC).̂ 2o jf ^^ j^ay take Anaximenes as somewhat 
representative of pre-Aristotelian rhetorical theory, then we may suggest that school 
rhetoric before this time generally listed relevant TÓTTOI in the form of both subject areas 
for concern and set arguments. Thereupon various forms of argumentation were dis
cussed (e.g., TrapaSsiynaTa, euBvuijuaTci, arifieïa etc.).^^' The procedure presupposed 
by this structure is quite clear. The orator, having scemned the various TÓXOI for useful 
material for his speech, would then work this material out according to the relevant 
forms of argumentation.22^ Such a procedure is also reflected in Cic. Inv. 1.34-96, 
which probably gives us a good idea of what the section on proofs of a pre-trracrt? 
orientated Hellenistic rhetorical treatise looked like. First of all, a list of róirot indicat
ing relevant subject areas is given {materia omnium argumentationum) divided into 
TÓiroi concerning -n-póaoiira {Inv. 1.34-36, e.g., the name of the person[s] involved, 
their nature, situation in life) and those concerning Trpaynara {Inv. 1.37-43, e.g., 
place, opportunity, time, occasion). Next the various forms of argumentation are dis
cussed {Inv. 1.44-50), and divided into necessary and probable forms of argumenta
tion.^^^ Finally, Cicero deals with the treatment of argumentation {Inv. l.Slff) which 
he divides into argument by induction (i.e., leading to a conclusion via examples or 
analogies) and argument by rhetorical syllogism {ratiocinatio = sitixEiprina). Here it is 
envisaged that the various forms of argumentation be put together into a structured (in 
the case of the ratiocinatio, semi-syllogistic) whole, forming a carefully constructed 
piece of argumentation. 

^^^ I do not touch upon the similar problem concerning treatises which attempted to mtegrate two quite 
separate structural principles, namely, the partes orationis and the officia oratons. This problem is less 
relevant to the question of the apphcability of rhetorical theory to the apostle Paul in that the whole treat
ment oipartes orationis is of little relevance to an analysis of his letters. 
^^' Note that the term èi^ü/xtj/ia is not used here in the sense of a rhetorical syllogism. 
^^^ Such procedure is, of course, only a rough sketch. The forms of argumentation would often have 
suggested new material for one's argumentation, whether specific -wapaSEiyiiaTa or various forms of 
arexwi proofs. 
^^' An example of a necessary form of argumentation would be the enumeratw which occurs when 
several possibilities are listed and all but one are eliminated (cf. select glossary s.v. Siaipcai<;). Probable 
forms of argumentation include examples, comparisons, signs (e.g., traces of blood), etc.. 
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However, the advent of araaiq theory (see select glossary s.v.) meant that the 
various cTdasLg also had to be discussed, and it is clear that it very quickly became 
popular to list relevant TÓTOL (in the form of set arguments) under each of the aTaaetg 
(of. Cic. Brut. 263). The procedure for the orator presupposed here was that he first 
analyse the proposition to be debated and determine which oTaoLq it belonged to. 
Thereupon he could look up the checklist of specific arguments (TÓTTOI) able to be used 
with that particular araau;, choose what suited his case, and set to work.224 -j^jg pj-Q. 
cedure is to be found in book two of Cicero's de Inventione. Cicero, in this treatise, 
has evidently set the two methods side by side.^^' 

The treatise Rhetorica ad Herennium, whilst ultimately based upon the same 
source, provides a different approach. Here, an integration of the two methods is 
attempted (Rhet.Her. 2.3-46). The section on argumentation is organised accordmg to 
the various araaeiq, but instead of just listing specific róxot, the various forms of 
argumentation also find a place here (especially within the discussion on the OTÓiatq 
coniecturalis).'^'^^ In addition, a separate discussion is added on the treatment of 
argumentation {Rhet.Her. 2.27ff), i.e., a discussion of the snxeipritia (rhetorical syl
logism), for which the author does not appear to have found a place midst the various 
(TTdffet?. 

One may well question how successful such an integrated approach could have 
been. The organisation here tends to be somewhat confusing as respects considerations 
touching the forms of argumentation. Nevertheless, we find another example of such an 
attempted integration in the treatise based upon Academic rhetorical theory, namely, 
Cicero's Partitiones Oratoriae. Again it is the OTaaiq called coniectura which is used 
to integrate the various forms of argumentation {Part. 34-40). Another reflection of this 
method may be deduced from the brief description provided in Cic. Orat. 45. Here the 

^̂ ^ For example, the araaig termed OTOXCIOIUX; (constitutio comecturalis) concerned the factuality of 
the matter, e.g., did the person actually commit the murder? Cicero begins his treatment here by discuss
ing arguments (loo.) arising from the cause, i.e., possible motives for the cnme. The options open to 
both the prosecutor and the counsel for the defence are discussed as well as considerations they may bring 
into play m order to support their position. Similar arguments are discussed related to the person of the 
accused, and the alleged cnme. Finally a short list of common loci which are often applicable to this 
ffraaif IS provided (e.g., whether or not one should believe suspicions). These loci are, however, not 
detailed. It is assumed that the reader can refer to an appropnate list of them elsewhere. 
^̂ ^ Cicero indicates, however, that his more specific treatment of arguments related to the araaeiq m 
book two belongs with the more general discussion of argumentation in book one §§ 34ff (cf. Inv. 1.34; 
1.49; 2.11). 
^̂ ^ Rhet.Her. 2.3-12 uses forms of argumentation (e.g., probability, companson, sign) as his orgams-
ing principle for the specific TÓTTOI listed under coniectura (<rroxoioiióq). 
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main concern of coniectura (indicated by the words sitne) is described as the signum (a 
form of argumentation).227 

The argumentative method of the Partitiones is, however, also in other respects a 
hybrid. Apart from the integrated treatment of OTaaeic; and forms of argumentation, the 
treatise also provides a separate chapter on the officia oratoris. Here, the section on 
inventio lists the two kinds of róirot which we have also found elsewhere in philosophi
cally influenced treatises,22* the extrinsic (arexvoi) and intrinsic TÓTOI (argumentative 
patterns, e.g., argument by similarity, dissimilarity, antecedents, consequents, etc.).22» 

This philosophical tradition of róirot is also found in the de Oratore where Cicero 
makes his method explicit {de Oral. 2.132ff). Upon determining the proposition and its 
(Traffic, the orator, instead of going to specific TOTOI listed under the appropriate 
(TTctaLg, should take note of the abstract question underlying his proposition and go to 
the intrinsic TOTOL consisting of abstract argumentative patterns. The use of araau; doc
trine is thus effectively restricted to helping one pinpoint the issue at stake in his case. 

Finally, we must address the method presupposed in Quintilian's Institutio. 
Quintilian's approach reflects both his background in school rhetoric and his predilec
tion for the works of Cicero. As noted above, Quintilian does not integrate aTaaiq 
theory with forms of argumentation, but like Cicero's de Inventione keeps the two quite 
separate. However, his discussion of argumentation is set up rather differently. Instead 
of the progression: TÓXOI {materia); forms of argumentation (example, comparison, 
etc.); treatment of argumentation (induction vs enxBt-PVt'-oiTa), Quintilian (in the con
text of the probatio of a speech, Inst. 5) isolates three kinds of proofs which he dis
cusses in order: signa (signs, Inst. 5.9), argumenta (rhetorical syllogisms, e.g., 
èinxsiprina, Inst. 5.10), and exempla (kinds of examples, Inst. 5.11). Quintilian's 
structure, therefore, does not make the distinction between forms of argument which 
are then used in the treatment of argumentation. For Quintilian, the use of various 
kinds of signs and examples are co-ordinate with the use of rhetorical syllogisms. The 
material for rhetorical syllogisms is supplied by the TOTOL which are incorporated within 
the discussion on argumenta. Quintilian begins by listing the kind of TÓxot found in 

22' That the signum is chosen as the main form of argumentation appropnate to this araaii; is reflected 
in its importance in Rhet.Her. 2.6-8 where signum, argumentum and consecutio are all related to that 
form of argumentation traditionally known as the ar})ieioi>. 
228 See above §2.1.1. 
229 Such argumentative patterns go back to the kind of Kotml TÓWOI discussed by Anstotle in Rh. 2.23 
In practice there is some overlap between/ormj of argumentation (example, companson, etc ) and pat
terns of argumentation. For example, the biaipeaiq (see select glossary s.v.) is discussed as a form of 
argumentation in Cic. Inv. 1.45 and as a pattern of argumentation in Anst. Rh. 2.23.10; Cic. Top. 10, 
33-34; and de Oral. 2.165. In Rhet.Her. 4.40-41 it is treated as a figure of speech! 
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Cic. Inv. 1.34-43, making the same subdivision into those concerning persona {Inst. 
5.10.23-31) and those concerning res {Inst. 5.10.32-52). Whilst Cicero had called such 
TÓTot the materia argumentationum {Inv. 1.34), QuintUian terms them the sedes 
argumentorum {Inst. 5.10.20). At this point, however, he does not stop at providing a 
list of the TÓTToi concerned with possible relevant subject areas (the sedes 
argumentorum). He also adds a list of abstract TÓTTOI based on the intrinsic róiroi famil
iar from Cicero's de Oratore and Topica {Inst. 5.10.53-93). Both the presence of such 
abstract TÓ-TTOI and the general structure of his section on rhetorical syllogistic reasoning 
may be attributable to (indirect) Aristotelian influence.^'" 

A discussion of the araosic; together with their specific TOTOI is provided later 
under the treatment of dispositio. This is rather a strange place to locate such specific 
TÓTToi, for methodologically one would assume that by the time the orator came to a 
consideration of dispositio, he had already worked out his proposed lines of argumenta
tion. Nevertheless, Quintilian strives to provide some justification for placing these 
TÓToi here by emphasising considerations concerning the disposition (i.e., order) of 
arguments within his discussion. 

These methodological aspects of tackling the proof section of a judicial speech in 
our extant treatises are summarised in the table on the following page. 

230 Quintihan's subordination of both specific and abstract róiroi under rhetoncal syllogistic reasoning 
reminds one of Gnmaldi's interpretation of the broad setup of Aristotle's Rhetoric, see above, footnote 
52. Although I do not agree with Gnmaldi's interpretation at this point, it is possible that one of 
Qumtilian's sources understood Aristotle in this way and hereby influenced Quintilian. 
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Aspects of Rhetorical Method 
for Proofs 

Pre-ffTttffi? Method 
(Cic. Inv. 1, cf. [Anst.] Rh.Al.) 

1) selection of róiroi from relevant subject areas 
2) working out of selected TÓTTOI. according to 

forms of argumentation 
3) putting the forms of argumentation into a 

structured whole (treatment of argumenta
tion: by induction or rhetoncal syllogism) 

^7aaig Method 
(Cic. Inv. 2) 

1) determination of araatq 
2) selection of TÓTTOI belonging to selected 

(Traffic 

Integrated Method 
(Rhet.Her., cf. Cic. Part , Orat.) 

1) deterrmnation of araaiq 
2) selection of TÓTTOI and/or forms of argumentation 

belonging to selected aTaaiQ 
3) putting the forms of argumentation into a structured 

whole (treatment of argumentation) 

Philosophically Influenced Method 
(Cic. deOrat.) 

1) determination of proposition and oTaaiQ, and 
thus the Béaiq underlying the proposition 
(uTTÓÖEffig) 

2) knowledge of abstract argumentative patterns 
(jÓTToC) as prerequisite to working out the 
proofs 

Hybrid Method 
(Quint. Inst.) 

1) selection oi signa (signs) 
2) selection of argumenta (rhetoncal syllogisms) 

i) TÓiroi from relevant subject areas 
u) abstract TÓTTOI (argumentative patterns) 

3) selection of exempla (examples) 

(TÓXOI for specific aTaaetq are provided under 
disposttio [ordenng of argumentation]) 

Having reviewed the rather complex methodology with respect to the proof sec
tion of a speech, we are in a position to make some comments relevant to application to 
the letters of the apostle Paul. In the first place, as already noted, the intricate details of 
araaiq doctrine and its use to pinpoint the precise issue at stake is of little relevance to 
Paul's letters. Discussion of araaic; doctrine in the treatises is invariably specifically 
related to the kind of complex (legal) questions arising in the courts. In this respect, the 
lists of specific TÓTTOI which are provided for the various ffraffetg are also of little help. 
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Such TÓToi are directly related to judicial disputes and have little in common with the 
kinds of subjects dealt with in the letters of Paul.2^' 

Secondly, the philosophical tradition of abstract TÓITOI of argumentative patterns 
is not very helpful for our purposes either. Paul's argumentation may certainly be 
analysed in terms of abstract argumentative patterns, but because ancient rhetorical 
theory generally did not discuss how, when or where these róiroi were to be used in 
specific instances, an analysis based on such ancient abstract TÓ-KOL will not tell us much 
about the relation of ancient theory to practice. For this reason such analysis of 
argumentative patterns is probably better approached via modem rhetorical theory. 
Modem rhetorical textbooks will often provide a better system for analysing 
argumentative patterns than those of ancient rhetorical theory. 

Respecting proofs, we are therefore left with those aspects of school rhetonc 
common to the pre-ffTaatc method, namely, TÓXOI from relevant subject areas {materia/ 
sedes), forms of argumentation, and treatment of argumentation. The róiroi may be dis
missed for the same reason as the TÓTTOI for OTaaic; doctrine. There is little m common 
between them and the kind of subjects dealt with in Paul's letters. We are then left with 
forms (examples, comparisons, etc.) and treatment (induction vs rhetorical syllogism) 
of argumentation. It is here that the treatises provide hints on how to use these various 
forms and methods which may then be applied and tested with respect to written works. 
For our purposes, therefore, the non-integrated approach of both Cicero's de Inventione 
and Quintüian's Institutio provides the most promising source of relevant information, 
namely, Cic. Inv. 1.44-96 and Quint. Inst. 5P''-

We may be more brief in consideration of the methodology employed with 
respect to deliberative or epideictic speeches. The treatises are quite simple in their 
approach to these forms of rhetoric. Each genre is provided with a list of appropriate 
TÓToi to which the orator could turn. In the case of deliberative speeches the TÓITOI 
were organised under the so-called TEKIKCH Keiióikaia (arguments related to such con
cepts as justice, legality, advantage, etc.).^^^ xhe respective sections of the extant 

^ ' ' Good examples of the direct use of these araai^-related loci are to be found in the Minor Declama
tions of (Ps.?) Qumtilian. See M. Winterbottom, 1982a, "Schoolroom," 65-66. 
^^^ The treatise of Anaximenes may, of course, also be helpful, although its arrangement and discussion 
IS less complex than the school rhetonc of later times. 
^'^ As to be expected, many of the suasonae (deliberative speeches produced in the schools) orgamsed 
their presentation of arguments around these reKiKa icE<t>a\aia, cf. S F. Bonner, 1977, Education, 281. 
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treatises are, however, generally quite brief in their discussions.^'* The TOTTOL provided 
are quite specifically related to the standard kinds of speeches occurring within these 
genres and are not generally applicable to the letters of the apostle Paul. 

Given that the specific TÓITOI allocated to the three genres of rhetoric have little in 
common with the arguments and TÓITOI used in the letters of Paul (a fact mainly due to 
the entirely different subjects dealt with), we must conclude that rhetoncal genre analy
sis of Paul's letters has little value. Nevertheless, as noted above, the work of the 
orator was not complete once he had selected suitable TÓTOL, and it is in the task of 
selecting and using suitable forms of argumentation that the proof sections of the 
treatises may be of use to us. We should, however, realise that the usefulness of such 
portions of ancient treatises wül stUl be limited. The treatises were written in order to 
aid an orator in the preparation of speeches, and were not designed as an analytical 
tool for speeches already written. This fact is important, for we are confronted with the 
difficult problem of attempting to read a given text with a view to reconstructing the 
argumentative processes with which the author may have been at work. Such processes 
wül really only be evident to us in such cases where rhetorical theory is quite explicit 
and where this theory has been carefully followed by the author of the writing under 
examination. Even then we need to ask whether the argumentative process(es) followed 
might not be attributable to common sense. This caveat naturally also apphes to the fol
lowing steps in the production of a speech. 

Having a general picture of the proofs to be used in his case, the orator would 
next need to turn to the question of r a | t ? , namely, the order in which the various argu
ments should be presented. Rhetorical theory actually gives very little advice on this 
question and these sections of the treatises are generally very short. Typical advice 
would be to place one's strongest arguments at the beginning and end, and those of 
medium force in the middle (cf. Rhet.Her. 3.18; Cic. de Orat. 2.307-314; Orat. 50; 
Quint. Inst. 5.12.14). In writing up the proof section attention would also be paid to 
ways in which arguments could be expanded (aü^ïjai?) and to the use of 7ca)/xai and 
short considerations (the specific sense of evOv^rma) at appropriate places (e.g., at the 
end of a round of argumentation). Use of such methodology may often be detected in 

234 Cf. Cic. Pan. 70-97; Inv. 2.157-78; Rhet.Her. 3.3-7, 10-11; Quint. Inst. 3.7.7-28 for epideictic 
TÓirot which he terms malena and Insl. 3.8.22-25 for the TEXDCÓ (te^aXaia of deliberative rhetonc which 
he calls partes suadendi and out of which loci anse, cf. 3.8.27. In addition, TÓTTOI for epideictic rhetoric 
are provided by Theon/"rog. u, pp.109,28 - 111,11 Sp.. 
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various writings, and in cases where reliance upon rhetorical theory is demonstrable, 
one may even make a reasonable conjecture as to how the writer may have weighed his 
arguments (based upon their order). 

Of course the orator would also need to be pay attention to style. Hellenistic 
rhetorical theory began to pay considerable attention to matters of style. The whole 
question of style was often handled in separate treatises. Broadly speaking there were 
two approaches. One could organise his discussion under a number of apeTai (e.g., the 
Theophrastian four), briefly addressing general matters such as correct language, clarity 
and appropriateness and then dealing with tropes and figures under the aperq of embel
lishment (cf. Rhet.Her. 4; Quint. Inst. 8 - l l . l ) . ^ ' ' it is this approach which also 
encouraged the separate publication of treatises defining and illustrating tropes and 
figures (Rut.Lup., Caecüius, and many later treatises). 

A second approach was to organise one's whole discussion of style around a set 
number of stylistic types (e.g., Demetr. Eloc; [Longin.] who discusses one type of 
style only, i.e., v\poq; the general approach in the rhetorical works of Dionysius of 
Halicamassus). These types would be defined and then frequently discussed in terms of 
their word choice {sKkoyr) ovofiaTuiv), matter (jot TpayiiaTa) and word combination 
{avvöemg 6VO^ÓIT(JIV). Within this discussion the tropes and figures appropriate to each 
kind of style would be addressed. 

Sometimes treatises principally based on the first approach (organised according 
to various virtues) added an extra section defining the various types of style (e.g., 
Rhet.Her. 4.11-16; cf. Quint. Inst. 12.10). 

Ancient rhetorical theory, however, did not really develop any uniform approach 
to the analysis of types of style. We have already noted considerable variation. 
Rhet.Her. and Cicero speak of the three-fold plain, grand and middle styles; Demetrius 
of the four-fold grand, elegant, plain and forceful styles; Dionysius of Halicamassus 
proposed a double threefold analysis, the plain, grand and middle styles of speech in 
general, and the smooth, rough and mixed styles of harmony (i.e., styles relating to 
avvOeaiq); Demetrius mentions those who advocate a twofold style (cf. Cic. Brut. 201); 
and Quintilian mentions those who speak of a three-fold style in terms of plain, grand 
and flowery. 

^^^ Cic. de Oral. 3.19-212 on elocutio is also broadly organised around the four Theophrastian virtues 
(cf. Latine dicere § 38, plane dicere § 49, omatus § 53, aptum § 210). However, the discussion is highly 
discursive and the internal organisation is quite complex. Whilst Cic. Part. 16-24 gives an important 
place to the discussion of virtues of style, they are not the organising pnnciple here. 
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The lack of a standard stylistic gauge in antiquity shows us that comments on 
types of style could also in antiquity be rather subjective. Nevertheless, many of the 
specific pomts mentioned in the treatises may be of help in judging how rhetorical 
theorists generally viewed various specific uses of language. It is particularly helpful 
for us when the theorists themselves rewrite various literary passages they are discuss

ing in order to illustrate their point.̂ ^e of course, our approach is rather more complex 
than that of the ancient critic. An ancient critic could reasonably apply his own theory 
to various writings and be satisfied. An analysis of ancient writings from the perspec

tive of ancient rhetorical theory is confronted with the much more difficult question as 
to whether the writing under examination shows any influence of one or other stylistic 
theory. We need to be very cautious in making judgements in this area. '̂̂  However, 
another approach is to ask how the ancients may have applied their own theories to any 
given writing (e.g., the letters of Paul). When the question is put in this way, we do 
not need to assume that the writer (Paul, in this case) had any knowledge of the theory 
concerned. Our conclusions, then, tell us more about how ancient critics might have 
viewed Paul's literary abilities, than about what Paul himself may have thought. 

A general caveat needs to be sounded, however, in discussing style. In isolating 
forms of argumentation and figures, rhetorical theory attempted to cover every possible 
form of expression. This fact makes it a rather simple process to analyse and label an 
extant speech or letter by these various terms. Such labelling, however, does not really 
help us much unless we can say something about the use and function of such argu

ments or figures. But it is precisely at this point that the extant treatises are weakest. 
Discussions of style and figures often seem divorced from considerations of persuasive 
effect. This is not to say, however, that the treatises never make any suggestions in this 
area and it is important that we not neglect those suggestions which are indeed made.^'* 

2^* Such a method was especially popular with Dionysius of Halicamassus, but also among the other 
theorists specialising in style We even find an example in Quint. Inst. 4.1.67. A good illustration of the 
method is to be found in [Longin.] 2021. Here he first explains how (among other figures) aaii'deToi' 
contnbutes to the Bî o? in a passage from Demosthenes. He cites it as follows. iroXXa yècp av TtotiiaEi.ep b 
TVVTWi', iof Ö ■waOwf 'evict oiiS' ai/ airayyEÏXai SivaiTO éTÉp(f, T& axÏM<*"> rö jSXfi'/i/ian, rfj <l>ayfi. 
Having explained the effect of the passage he goes on to show how an Isocratean might ruin its effect by 
adding conjunctions as follows: Koi nrfv ov&è TOVTO XPV TtapaXiTrEÏf, aq TTOXXÜ: SC iroii]aeiev b TVTTTÜII', 
■Kp&TOV jiiv Tw axillicm, eira Si TÜ /SXe'/i/iari, EITÓ 7e /liji' aiirfi rfi <)>ü>i^. 
■̂'̂  G. M. A. Grube (1967, Greeks, 15) makes some pertinent comments. The Greek theonsts tended to 

be too theoretical "in that they state their theories of style and then apply their formulae to particular 
authors (as Dionysius does) or, worse, use their authors merely to illustrate their theones and categones. 
Even Aristotle does this in his Rhetoric." He reiterates this on p. 17 where he adds that the ancient critics 
"were at times inclined to approach literature as a treasure house of illustrations of their own theones." 
^ ' ' Defimtions and comments on devices of argumentation and style by the ancient rhetorical theonsts 
dealt with here are generally taken up in my forthcoming Glossary. An appendix at the end of this book 
contains several select entnes from this glossary relevant to the analysis of Paul's letters below. 



III. RELATION OF RHETORIC TO 
EPISTOLOGRAPHY 

Before proceeding to actual letters of Paul it is incumbent upon us to address, 
albeit bnefly, ancient epistolary theory We also need to address the possible relation of 
both ancient letters and epistolary theory to rhetonc Rhetoncal theory was, after all, 
developed to aid the wnting of speeches and not letters. We begin with the nature of 
letters in antiquity 

1 Letters or Epistles? 

G. A. Deissmann, in his deservedly celebrated book Licht vom Osten (4th ed , 
1923), argued for a basic distinction between two kinds of letters which he called the 
letter and the epistle respectively.̂ ^^ By "letter" he meant a non-literary document with 
a particular real addressee Letters are "geschaffen nicht von der Kunst, sondem vom 
Leben, bestimmt nicht fur die Offentlichkeit und die Nachwelt, sondem fur den Augen-
blick und den Alltag" (118) By epistle he meant a "literansche Kunstform, eine Gat-
tung der Literatur, wie zum Beispiel Dialog, Rede, Drama." (195) An epistle is thus a 
piece of literature written for a wider public cast in the form of a letter. Deissmann 
recognised that there could be inbetween forms, and suggested the "epistolary letter" 
(196), I.e., a real letter, but wntten with an eye to publication Yet to Deissmann such 
letters were simply "schlechte Bnefe und konnen uns mit ihrer Frostigkeit, Geziertheit 
Oder eitelen Unwahrhaftigkeit lehren, wie ein wirklicher Brief nicht sein soil." His 
definition of "Literatur" on p 118 gives us the two elements that in his view separate an 
epistle from a letter Literature is "das fur die Offentlichkeit (oder fur eine 
Offentlichkeit) und in einer bestimmten Kunstform abgefaBte Schnfttum." Thus for 
Deissmann the term "literary" not only has to do with artistic or stylised language, but 
also with intended audience 

It was Deissmann's research into the papyrus letters found in the rubbish tips of 
ancient villages in Egypt that led him to define this distinction between letter and 
epistle in the way that he did (212). However, he classifies more than just papyrus let-

Deissmann had already pleaded for this distinction in 1895, "Prolegomena " 
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ters as "letters" proper. Deissmann also considered the letters of Anstotle, the genuine 
letters of Isocrates and Plato, certain (fragmentary) letters of Epicurus and those of 
Cicero to be "letters" in the proper sense. "Epistles" he termed those of Dionysius of 
Halicamassus, Plutarch, Seneca and Pliny the Younger. These were not real letters, but 
publications dressed in letter form. He went on to classify the letters of Paul, and the 
second and third letters of John as "letters" in the proper sense (the rest of the New 
Testament letters being cast in the literary form of "epistles"). 

But Deissmann's schema was never totally followed and has met with criticism 
ever since its publication.̂ ''o His division into two kinds of letters does not really work. 
It is clear that the basic intention was to separate letters intended for publication (and 
thus unreal) from letters genuinely written and sent as such, and only preserved for us 
because of extraordinary circumstances. His defmition of "Literatur" also reflects this, 
but is it helpful? When, for example, Cicero's letters are classified as "letters," does 
this mean that their language can never have an "abgefaBte Kunstform"? Herem lies the 
problem. It is one thing to separate genuine letters from literary fictions, but it is quite 
another to suggest that genume letters cannot be written in affected or literary style (or 
that if they are, then they are a mixed form and must be written with an eye to publica
tion). The correspondence of Cicero, a well known orator, (especially that to Atticus) 
is a prime example of private correspondence from someone of high social standing 
(and thus literary abilities) who was at least careful in the way he wrote.2'" But this in 

240 See W. G. Doty, 1969, "Classification," 189. 
My cnticism here is narrowly focused on those elements affecting a possible relationship between 

rhetonc and epistolography. A more general three point critique is offered by S. K. Stowers (1986, Let
ter, 18-20). He argues; i) we need to remember that the papyn come from small provincial towns in 
Egypt and would not necessarily be representative (in terms of epistolography) of what might have been 
found in a trash heap of large cities like Ephesus or Connth (this was a point made earlier by H. Kosken-
memi, 1956, Studiën, 12); ii) the distinction made between pnvate letters and public epistles ignores the 
importance of friendship and family in ancient politics, and is thus more appropriate to a modem situa
tion than an ancient one; ill) "the distinction between warm, personal, spontaneous, artless, common-
pnvate-fnendly letters and impersonal, conventional artificial literary letters ... was typical of mneteenth-
and early twentieth-century Romanticism." Modem theonsts of literature and culture see a conventional 
dimension to all intelligible human behavior. 

For an excellent review and critique of Deissmann's i^proach see W. G. Doty, op. at., 183-92. 
Doty sets Deissmann's letter/ epistle distinction against the background of Deissmann's general struggle 
against i) the theological dogmaticism of his day, ii) the classicists who tended to compare Paul's lan
guage against Attic (literary) models, and in) the dogmatic notion of inspiration and canon. 
^^' Cicero says of his letters (Fam. 3.11.5): Sed si, ut scribis, eae litterae non fuerunt disertae, scito 
meas non fuisse. In Fam. 16.17.1 he writes to Tiro admomshing him for his incorrect use of language 
Sed heus tu, qui Kaviiv esse meorum scnptorum soles, unde Mud tarn ampov, "valetudini fideliter 
mserviendo"? Yet in Fam. 9.21.1 he wntes: Quid libi ego in epistulis videor? nonne plebeio sermone 
agere tecum? nee enim semper eodem modo. quid enim simile habet epistula aut ludicio aut contiom? ... 
epistulas vero cottidiams verbis texere solemus. Remember that already by the first century AD, Cicero's 
letters had become models of literary form! 

It should be noted that Deissmann's article in Bibelstudien (1895, "Prolegomena") is more careful 
on this question of literary style, cf pp.218 (on Isocrates), 221 (on Cicero). 
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no way implies that Cicero ever wrote his letters with a view to eventual publication.̂ '•2 
The fact that some letters in antiquity may have been written with a view to publi

cation, or even as complete literary fiction, does not necessarily make them any dif
ferent from many a private letter written by a person well-educated in letters. In the 
first place, the literary published letter as a prose form was generally used as a sub
stitute for another form that would have required much stricter adherence to literary 
conventions.̂ ''̂  A letter, even as a published literary form, was supposed to be wntten 
in plain, simple style.̂ ""̂  And in the second place, supposed literary fictions were often 
written in such a way as to suggest that they were real correspondence. '̂'̂  

Deissmann's characterisation of the fresh, living character of the (real) papyrus 
letters also needs to be qualified. In 1956 Heikki Koskenniemi published a study on the 
notion and phraseology of Greek letters (1956, Studiën). His major focus was upon the 
papyrus letters.^''* Koskenniemi showed how there were quite a number of formulae 

'̂'̂  Cicero himself would have liked to correct his letters before publication (Att. 16.5 5), but it is 
uncertain whether he ever did revise any at all 
"̂3 Cf. Sykutris, 1931, "Epistolographie," 200. 

^*'^ This rule was a commonplace expressed by many m antiquity, cf. H. Koskenniemi, 1956, Studiën, 
27-30 It seems related to the idea that a letter was merely one half of a conversation (which defimtion 
also became a commonplace in ancient thought, cf. [Demetr.] Typ. 223-235; [Lib.] Ep.Char. 2; Philostr. 
Dial. 1). Of course this was not always the case. Seneca for example certainly claims that his style was 
plain and simple: quae ventan operant dat oratio, inconposita esse debet et simplex (Ep 40 4); Oratio 
certam regulam non hahet (Ep. 114 13); qualui sermo meus esset, si una sederemus aut ambularemus, 
inlaboratus et facilis, tales esse epistulas meas volo, quae nihil hahent accersitum necfictum (Ep. 75.1, 
cf. 1-4). But his style was hardly plain, and received considerable criticism even by the ancients, cf. 
Quint. Inst. 10.1.125-31 who cnticises his style, e.g., for unnatural expressions, cf. also the discussion 
in E. Norden, 1898, Kunstprosa, 306-13. 

Pliny the Younger makes a similar claim: pressus sermo purusque ex epistults petitur (Ep. 7 9 8). 
Commenting on this, S. K. Stowers (1986, Letter, 35) remarks: "The paradox is that Pliny employs 
elaborate structure and studied prose rhythm in order to achieve this simplicity and directness " It should 
be noted that Pliny adds elsewhere est mihi cum Cicerone aemulatio, nee sum contentus eloquentia 
saeculi nostn (Ep. 1.5 12) and descnbes his letter writing as curatius (Ep. 1.1). 
'̂** This fact, of course, makes it difficult to distinguish literary fiction from real letters. See the discus

sion of Sykutns, 1931, "Epistolographie," 212-13. Seneca's letters to Lucihus are usually (though not 
umversally) considered literary fiction, yet his letters are full of comments suggesting a real letter 
exchange. There is a tendency among contemporary biblical scholars to take a less critical view with 
respect to the authorship of letter collections in antiquity than classical scholars have traditionally done. 
They are more often considered to be real letters in the first place, even if wntten with an eye to publica
tion. Cf M L. Sirewalt Jr. (1991, "Form," 147-71) who accepts as real the three doctrinal letters of 
Epicurus, those of Dionysius of Halicamassus, and of Plutarch; Stowers (1986, Letter, 19) appears to 
accept the letters of Seneca as real, though perhaps edited for publication, although he is elsewhere 
ambivalent (40). On pp.99-100 he appears to be saying that if scholars considered Seneca's letters in the 
light of "the paraenetic letter tradition," they would be more likely to be judged authentic. 
^^^ Incidentally, Koskenmemi also found reason to cntique Deissmann's distinction between Brief tmi 
Epistel, cf. pp.89-91. 
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(fixed expressions) in use for the opening and closing of Greek letters.̂ '•^ The termino
logy and formulae are often so common and rigid that they lose much of their original 
meaning. Occasionally such formulae are expanded or substituted to avoid this prob
lem, but at this jx)int a letter writer often succumbs to a degree of rhetorical flourish (at 
least in terms of style). Koskenniemi noted that the (published) letters of philosophers 
and orators tended to avoid the kind of fixed expressions found in the papyrus letters. 
But he also noted the existence of two papyrus letters that are profoundly rhetorical in 
their language (57-59). These letters {UPZ 144 and 145) were shown by U. WUcken to 
be most probably excerpted school copies of real letters (for exercise).^'" Their lan
guage is characterised as striving for carefully crafted periods and avoidance of hiatus 
(623-24). The sentences are lengthy and complex and the vocabulary is rather florid. 
Interestingly, Deissmann published the first of these among his sample collection of 
papyrus letters in the "Prolegomena" of 1895, yet omitted it in Licht vom Osten 
(1923). Their evidence, again, belies an oversimplified characterisation of real letters. 

How do the letters of Paul fit into all this? Given that Paul's letters do not reflect 
an "Atticising" or "Asianising" literary style, nevertheless their style and language is 
still a far cry from the vulgar language of many of the papyrus examples Deissmann 
himself provides. Further, whilst the basic structure of Paul's letters is in conformity 
with Greek tradition as shown by Koskenniemi, and whilst traces of various epistolary 
formulae are also to be found, Paul has frequently expanded and varied them. His 
expansions, at least on a stylistic level, often show some degree of rhetorical flour-
ish.249 

Another interesting comparison of Paul's letters with those letters preserved in the 
literary tradition on the one hand and the papyrus letters on the other is found in the 
dissertation of E. R. Richards midst an appendix on 'The "Literary or Non-Literary" 
(Deissmann) Debate.'^'^ He provides a simple comparison based on length: 

In the approximately 14,000 pnvate letters from Greco-Roman antiquity, the average length was 
about 87 words, ranging in length from about 18 to 209 words. ... Cicero averaged 295 words per 
letter, ranging from 22 to 2,530 words, and Seneca averaged 995, ranging from 149 to 4134. By 

^*'' Cf. chapters four to seven. For example, formulae regardmg: longing for letter-correspondence 
when such is lacking, prayer for a letter response, motivations for wishing a letter, comments on the 
reception of a letter, motivation for one's own letter, etc.. 
"̂8 1927, Urkunden, 622-24. 

2'" Paul's expansion of such fixed formulae is certainly more than stylistic. Apart from the christianis
ing of many formulae, the very fact that he expanded or modified them means that the expressions were 
no longer in danger of losing semantic content because of a fixed formulaic character. 
" 0 1991, Secretary, 213. 
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both standards, though, Paul's letters were quite long. The thirteen letters bearing his name 
average 2,495 words, ranging from 335 (Philemon) to 7,114 (Romans). 

Whilst this fact appears to bring Paul closer to "literary" letters, yet at the same 
time it shows that Paul thereby flaunted one of the cardinal literary rules for writing 
letters, namely, that letters should be brief (cf. Isoc. Ep. 2.13; Demetr. Eloc. 228; 
[Lib.] Ep.Char. 50) - a rule closely followed, for example, by Pliny (cf. Ep. 2.5.13; 
2.11.25). 

The question of intended audience is not so simple either. In the first place, did 
Paul really never intend his letters to be copied and distributed? Was this only a func
tion of the canonical work of the early church (cf. 1 Ep.Thess. 5.27; Ep.Col. 4.16; 2 
Ep.Pet. 3.16 - implying that Paul's letters were widely read, cf. v.l)?^" We may note 
that it was normal practice in Roman society to copy private letters received, in order 
to share them around (especially from well known or important persons).^'^ 

The basic point is that the characterisation "literary" is relative - in both its 
aspects. There is a great spectrum of possibility between the unpolished (and 
ungrammatical) style of many of the papyrus letters, and literary letters written in 
polished poetry.̂ 53 In fact some of the examples of real letters cited by Deissmann were 
already in 1919 shown to be highly rhetorical and conforming to a definite rhetorical 
genre. ̂ ''* 

251 Deissmann, 1923, Licht, 205. 
252 Cf. E. R. Richards, 1991, Secretary, 4-5, 79 note 45. A fnendly letter by a high society Roman 
was at the same time a very political (or at least potentially political) document (cf. S. K. Stowers, 1986, 
Letter, 28-31). 
253 This thought was written before 1 read the nearly identical conclusion of E. R. Richards, 1991, Sec
retary, 215 (based on W G. Doty, 1973, Letters, 26). Yet despite this, Richards still speaks of Paul's 
letters as "hybrids," a "metamorphosis." This language seems to imply that Paul was stuck between two 
basic forms, literary and non literary (or "occasional") letters. We are led to suppose that Paul, brave as 
he then was, forced himself out of this mold to forge new Gattungen, to metamorphise a new hybrid. To 
suppose that someone wishing to wnte a letter in the first century was really placed in such a form-
cntical dilemma if he wished to wnte a real letter contaimng some "literary characteristics" is hardly 
realistic. See my discussion below, § 2. 
25"* 1 am thinking of the work of J. Klek (1919, Symbuleutici) discussed below (§ 4). Klek deemed 
Plato, Ep. 7 and 8, Isocrates, Ep. 1, 3, 6 and 9 (although Deissmann demed the authenticity of 3 and 9. 
1895, "Prolegomena," 219) and Q.fr. 1.1 of Cicero to be examples of deliberative rhetonc. It should be 
admitted that Klek does in fact seem to be somewhat influenced by Deissmann (on p.39 Deissmann's 
"Prolegomena" is cited), but instead of making a distinction between letters that are published ("epistle") 
and those that are real and not for publication ("letter"), he only distinguishes private letters: "Tales 
epistulae pnvatae a rhetonca forma distant pnvatoque quasi stilo compositae sunt." (39) For Klek, only 
(non-private?) letters conforming to rhetorical rules count, but this does not make them any less real let
ters with real concrete situations - a point Klek emphasises greatly in connection with his defimtion of the 
deliberative genre (cf. 41). He appears to be thinking pnmanly of letters to prominent public persons. 
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2 The Question of Gattungen 

Modem research on ancient epistolography tends to classify ancient letters into 
various forms or Gattungen, e.g., amtliche Brief, Lehrbrief, Zauberbrief, etc.^'S xhis 
is indeed a very handy way of presenting an overview of the different forms ancient let
ters could take. But it must be realised that these kind of Gattungen were generally not 
discussed (or distinguished) by the ancients themselves. That is not to say that there 
were no ancient epistolary theorists, nor that these theorists did not attempt to 
categorise letters into various Gattungen. Yet they did so in a very different way than 
modems. Ancient epistolary theorists were not concerned with the structural form of a 
letter, nor with appropriate formulaic expressions. Rather, they categorised letter types 
into what we would today call various "rhetorical situations."^'* 

There are two such handbooks of epistolary theory extant which attempt to 
categorise various letter types, namely, the TVTTOI sinaTokiKoi of Ps.-Demetrius (c. first 
century BC) and the è-KLOTÓkifjiaioi xoiPoiKTrjpsg of Ps.-Libanius (fifth century AD). 
Ps.-Demetrius isolates 21 types (ysvr]) of letters, and Ps.-Libanius 41 kinds (irpoa-
ayopiai).''-^'' Ps.-Libanius appears not to have known of Ps.-Demetrius.^'^ That there 

"^ Sykutns (1931, "Epistolographie") discussing "literary letters," for example, lists: der amtliche 
Brief, literarische Pnvatbnef, publizistische Brief, Lehrbnef, wissenschafthche Literatur in Briefform, 
Widmungsbnef, Himmelsbrief, Zauberbnef, poëtische Bnef, fingierte Bnef (divided in various sub
categories). Recent research by biblical scholars has come up with more, e.g., the Greek letter-essay (M. 
L. Stirewalt, 1991, "Form"), the ambassadonal letter (R Jewett, 1982, "Romans") 
^'* Most (but not all) of the relevant texts have been handily gathered together with an English transla
tion in A. Malherbe, Ancient Epistolary Theorists (Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, 1988). 

Ps.-Demetnus: <t>iXi,KÓq, avaraTiKÓi;, fiCfiirnKÓq, èi>ciSi.anKÓ(;, irapaiJivBrjnicóq, émnixriTiKÓq, 
mvBcTTijnKÓq, ÓTrEiXijTi/cóc, i/KKTiKÓq, èitaivsTiKÓq, avfi^ovkcvTLKÓq, ót^iw/ianKÓq, èpuTTiiiomKÓq, èiiro-
4}amiKÓq, aXKTjyoptKÓq, alTLoXojLKÓq, KaTqyopLKÓq, ctTToXoyqTiKÓq, ovyxctp^TLKÓq, eipwi'iKÓq, aireu-
XapioTiKÓq. Ps.-Demetnus adds: aXKoq Sè Taf naB' rinaq ovdelq èirUaipoq eiq èTnaToXi.Kèi> Tpóirov 
avrjKüiv Tviroq (p.2,11-13 W.). Nevertheless, Ps.-Libamus managed to find 20 more! He lists: 
irapaivETiicfj, fiEji.'KTiK'fi, irapaKXrjTLKri, avoTaTiK-q, elpüiniaj, EvxapiaTiKri, <t>iXiKr\, eüicTi/crj, airEiXijnici), 
ÓTrapjT/TJKi;, itapayyeXnanKri, /ieTa/ieXrjn/ci;, óceiSiffTim;, aviiiraB-qTiicii, BepaitevnKr\, avyxap^TiKr], 
irapaXoyianKiij, airrEyKXrinaTiKiij, arrBiriaTaXTiKi], itapo^vvriKr], irapa/iuÖTjn/o;, vffpiariKij, ciirayyEX-
nicrj, axErXiaOTiKri, irpEafiEVTCKri, éirmi'EnKii, êiêaa/caXt/crj, EXEY/CTI/OJ, SiaffXrjnKrj, èinnfiriTiKri, 
ÈpwnjpaTKOJ, napaBappvvTiKT], avaBeriKT], cnftxtmiTiK-q, OKüiimK-rf, iiETpiaanKri, ainyixanKri, vwo-
IxinjanKri, XumjnicTJ, èpunicri, IUKTTI. 
^'* R. Forster (1927, "Libami," esp. pp.1-3) argues that this work, whilst it shows no knowledge of 
Ps.-Demetnus' kindred tract, does show acquaintance with the letters of Philostratus to Aspasius; 
Gregory of Nazianzus, ep. 51 to Nicobulus; and with Synanus' commentary on Hermogenes' de 
Statibus He concludes that the work was wntten in the mid fifth century by a Christian author. It should 
be noted, however, that the author has no scruples against speaking of pagan gods, cf § 75 (in a sample 
letter). KpelTTOf yap rjfilf TÜ UXovToifi IIDTUXEIC rj ra Tolq Sediq èxBpSi-
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were more Greek epistolary theorists in antiquity is clear. ̂ ' ' 
Underlying this kind of categorisation is the basic sentiment that a letter should 

confine itself to one theme only (although Ps.Libanius adds a mixed form). Such a 
literary letter rule is followed closely by Pliny the Younger. It is interesting to note 
how many of the short papyrus letters also confine themselves to one theme, and many 
can thus be categorised.2*° Perhaps this is attributable to letter training in schools (for 
professional secretaries?). We may note that the treatise of Ps.Demetrius (and proba

bly that of Ps.Libanius) were intended as textbooks for secretaries.^*' It is further 
notable that this classification into "rhetorical situations" is similar to the basic criteria 
involved in the division of rhetoric into three classes, namely, forensic, deliberative, 
and epideictic. Ps.Demetrius, in fact, includes the deliberative type (avn^ovXsvnKÓg) 
among his 21 fold epistolary classification. That this is related to the rhetorical genre of 
the same name is clear from his division of it mto irporpoirij (exhortation) and 
airoTpoirri (dissuasion), the standard division for the equivalent rhetorical genre (cf. 
[Arist.] Rh.Al. 1; Arist. Rh. 1.3.3; Rhet.Her. 1.2.2; Cic. Part. 91; Quint. Inst. 
3.8.15). Although Ps.Demetrius does not mention the epideictic genre as such, he lists 
its two main divisions according to rhetorical theory as separate types (praise and 
blame). Ps.Libanius also includes praise and blame in his classification into 41 letter 
types. This relationship to rhetorical genres shows that epistolary theorists did not feel 
themselves bound to the three broad categories of rhetorical theory. It would seem that 
whilst rhetoncal theory early on developed a standardised threefold categorisation, such 
was not the case for epistolary theory which does not appear to have reached any 
standardisation of genre classification at all. Many of the types separated by Ps.

Demetrius and Ps.Libanius are mentioned as subdivisions in rhetorical theory. Fur

ther, as we might expect, a distinct forensic type is missing among the epistolary clas

sifications. Finally, we should note that the epistolary theorists never prescribe a strict 
argumentative order or divide any genre into various parts (contrast the partes orationis 

^ " The excursus of Demetr. Eloc. 22335 on epistolary style was clearly based on the work of someone 
else (probably Artemon's introduction to his edition of Anstotle's letters, cf. Eloc. 223). Demetrius is 
extremely cautious when he writes about a subject without reliance on other sources, cf. § 179, 186 See 
in addition Philostratus (third century AD), Dial. 1, who alludes to seven types of letters (also in terms 
of "rhetoncal situations"). Ps.Libamus refers to other theoreticians at § 5 when he notes that some 
wrongly confuse irapcxii'ETLKrj with ffun/SouXEUTuci;: TaiiTqn Sc rivzq Koi avn0ov\EVTiKrjii cinov oiiK ev, 
■napaifsaiq ■yap avn0ov\rjg bia<i>ÉpEi 
^^ Cf. S. K. Stowers, 1986, Letter, 49173. 
2 " Ps.Demetnus writes in his introduction that he has written his work because in his view letters 
ought to be wntten iiq TexfiiatiTara Yet he has noticed that "those who undertake services for men 
appointed to office" tend to write indifferently (ii^ ËTVxev). 
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in rhetorical theory). The fact that many of the epistolary types (or "rhetorical 
situations") do not really correspond with rhetorical theory plainly indicates that a 
rhetorical situation for the presentation of a speech is quite a different scenario to that 
of writing a letter. We may at this point already tentatively suggest that it is vain to 
attempt to strictly apply a scheme of classification designed for speeches, to letters. 
Whilst there may be a relationship and some degree of overlap, the general picture is 
quite different. This warning needs to be sounded as there has been a tendency in 
Pauline scholarship to want to classify Paul's letters in terms of one of the three estab
lished genres from rhetorical theory.2*2 

The fact that there was no standard classification in ancient epistolary theory also 
suggests that we need to be careful when thinking about ancient letters in terms of 
modem Gattungen. It is not so that when someone wished to write a private or personal 
letter that he first had to consider which fixed form he would use, and was then bound 
to a fixed structure or rules of composition. The Gattungen of modem research are de
scriptive and were, in most cases anyway, never prescriptive in the ancient world.^^^ 

3 Recent Justiflcation for Rhetoric 

Biblical scholars interested in applying ancient rhetorical theory to the letters of 
the New Testament have paid surprisingly little attention to the relation between 
epistolography and rhetoric. Apart from H. D. Betz, whose work on Paul's letter to the 

2*2 E.g., G. A. Kennedy (1984, New Testament, 19f, 36 and passim), and B. L. Mack (1990, Rhetonc, 
49ff). The same point is made by the classicist C. J. Classen (1993, "Epistles," 289) He suggests that 
ancient rhetoncal theory will really only render service (and then within limits) in the areas of inventio 
and elocutio. 
2*3 Of course men such as Pliny the younger, who sought to revise his letters for publication in literary 
form, paid great attention to certain literary and epistolary rules, e.g., one subject per letter, relatively 
short length. But such rules apply to the form of a (literary) letter as letter, and not as a particular/orm 
or Gattung of letters. Such rules were in any event never binding. The requirement of short length, for 
example, was not infrequently violated among the literate. The purist approach of the theorists and some 
practitioners only proves that "violaUons" of such rules were common enough. Witness Demetnus' com
ments against those (he names Plato and Thucydides) who dress treatises (avyypaniiaTa) in the form of 
letters (Eloc. 228). Such a practice, in fact, became much more common, cf the letters of Dionysius of 
Halicamassus, many of Plutarch's writings and the letters of Epicurus (preserved in Diogenes Laertius). 
Such theoretical epistolary rules were merely what was considered proper for a literary letter among the 
cultured elite of society. Such concerns could hardly have womed the ordinary man, unless concerned 
with pretentions to literary ment. 

The similarity of many adnumstrative papyrus letters have shown that there were probably set forms 
and formulae for certain adnumstrative types of letters, but these are not mentioned by the epistolary 
theorists. Common formulae for the opemng and closing of private letters do not receive much attention 
either (cf. the research of H. Koskenniemi, 1956, Studiën), though ApoUomus Dyscolus, Synt. 1.65-68; 
2.42; 3.63-66, 77, 79 is an exception. This fact does not radically affect the point in question. 
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Galatians was built upon the premise that this letter was written in "the apologetic letter 
tradition, "26̂  many scholars appear to have gone to work with little consideration of 
this relationship. This is the more surprising given that ancient rhetorical theorists paid 
virtually no attention to letter writing before the fourth century AD (when a short 
appendix on this subject was sometimes added).^*' The only work on rhetoric to take 
account of letters before then (and this is more a treatise on style) is Demetr. Eloc., 
which includes a digression on letter writing (22335).̂ ** Ancient opinion judged the 
letter to be a different thing than a rhetorical speech, cf. Cic. Fam. 9.21.1, quid enim 
simile habet epistula aut iudicio out contioni? (For what does a letter have in common 
with a speech in court or in an assembly?)^*' Such a situation makes the following 
simple and unsupported remark of G. A. Kennedy, for example, prima facie suspect: 

2fr» See below, pp. 106108. 
2*^ See lul.Vict. Rhet. 27, and the de Epistulis from Anon. Excerpt.. By the fourth century the writing 
of letters had blossomed into a very popular and stylised literary form. The passage from Julius Victor is 
most probably a quotation or abbreviation from a (lost) work of Julius Titianus who lived late second 
century AD (see R. Giomim/ M. S. Celentano, 1980, "Praefatio," xxiixxiii, and L. Radermacher, 
"lulius," 87778). 
^** In addition to the fact that Demetnus' treatise only deals with style (one aspect of a rhetorical 
treatise), there is also the consideration that, given his Penpatetic inclination, he would seem to have 
been led to digress on epistolary style by the fact that he had m his possession a collection of the letters 
of Aristotle with an introduction by Artemon covering this subject (cf. Elot. IIY). 
^^7 W. von Christ et al. (1920, Geschichte, 301n) have suggested that letter wnting was early on a 
standard part of rhetoncal schooling, coming under the progymnasmata. Theon Prog, u p 115,22 Sp. is 
cited, but all that may be meant here is that vpoaonroiroüai are generally used in panegync speeches, 
protreptic essays, and letters. 

It IS also appropriate here to note that H. Probst's translation of Philostr. Dial. 1 is rather mislead

ing (1991, Paulus, 99). He translates: "Der Bnef soil gegliedert sem nach Art der offentlichen Rede, 
aber durch Eleganz gefallen." This renders the Greek (re: epistolary style): avvKEiaOai. jièv TTOXITIKCK;, 
Tov dc (X0pov firj air<^6EÏv. It is rather far fetched to construe aviKeloBon ■ÏÏOKLTI.KÜK; here as "laid out in 
the manner of public speaking." A cursory reading of Philostratus' own letters should have put paid to 
that. A better translation would be: "(Letters) should be composed in an official style, but not without 
gracefulness." Probst continues by arguing that ancient letters in general were based upon the divisio of 
an ancient (deliberative) speech: exordium, narratio, argumentatio, and peroratio. His analysis, 
however, empties these terms of their rhetoncal meamng. He maintains that this division, although 
denved from ancient rhetonc, has become distinct in ancient epistolary tradition (i.e., it does not follow 
"ancient school rhetoric"). Given this analysis, I have not deemed it fair to comment critically upon 
Probst's division of 1 Ep.Cor. 8  10 in chapter six. His treatment of Paul's first letter to the Connthians 
IS therefore not dealt with in this book. 

The only work on epistolary theory which appears to interpret letter writing in terms of oratory is 
the appendix de epistohs in lul.Vict. Rhet 27. Here it is said that letters should be written using omnia 
oratona praecepta, although this is mollified by the following words; una modo exceptione, ut aliquid 
de summis copiis detrahamus et orationem propnus sermo explicet. Precisely what is meant by omnia 
oratona praecepta is not made clear, but it is extremely doubtful that the use of rhetoncal genres or the 
divisions of a speech are intended. The appendix is probably a quotation from Julius Titianus (late second 
century AD, see above) who was an orator wellknown for deliberately imitating the style of Cicero (a 
fact which shows through elsewhere in the appendix itself). In any event, the comment on the use of 
oratorical precepts in letters is umque. 
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"The structure of a GrecoRoman letter resembles a speech, framed by a salutation and 
complimentary closure. "̂ ^̂  The Greeks and Romans themselves appear to have thought 
otherwise! Certainly most ancient letters do not structurally resemble formal speeches. 
Yet as we shall see below there were exceptions. 

The first to properly address this relationship, as far as I am aware, was H. 
Hübner.2'' Hübner takes account of the separation between rhetoric and epistolography 
in ancient theorists but appropriately remarks that, in addition to theory, we must also 
take account of practice. Unfortunately, Hübner himself doesn't do much with this. He 
continues by noting the definition of an ancient letter (as derived from the sources by 
H. Koskenniemi, 1956, Studiën), that is, to bridge physical absence and turn it into 
presence. To put it otherwise, that a letter is one half of a conversation. For Hübner, 
"so ist dadurch die Diastase von Brief und Rede im Grundsatz durchbrochen."2™ But if 
by "Rede," rhetoric is meant in the ancient technical sense (the art of public speaking), 
then this does not necessarily follow. A personal conversation is quite different from a 
public speech, and this was precisely one of the points of the ancients in differentiating 
letters from speeches.^^' With respect to Paul, Hübner makes an interesting suggestion 
that bears some consideration. He remarks that Paul was in essence a preacher, and 
"sofem er schreibt, 'redend schreibt.'" In other words Paul's letters were substitutes 
not for a conversation, but for a sermon/ speech.^^^ There is some point to this. After 
all, Paul wrote most of his letters to Christian churches, i.e., groups of people, and not 
individual friends. Of course Hübner assumes, but does not prove, that early Christian 
sermons could be classified in terms of GrecoRoman rhetoric. ̂ ''̂  

But more recently, due to the interest in rhetorical exegesis in recent years, bibli

cal scholars concerned primarily with epistolography have also addressed this relation. 
So it IS that S. K. Stowers devotes some attention to the matter. Stowers argues that 
ancient letters must be approached with a knowledge of both ancient epistolary and 

2** 1984, New Testament, 141. 
26̂  1984, "Galaterbnef." 
270 1984, "Galaterbnef," 245, cf. G. A. Kennedy above. 
^''l Cf. Cic. Fam. 9.21.1 cited above. 
■̂'̂  Cf. J. White (1983, "Paul," 439) who also references H. Thyen, Der Stit der judisch

hellemsttschen Homilie (FRLANT 47; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1955) who argues that the 
body of Paul's letters is influenced by synagogue homily (5963). 
^'^ This question would seem to me difficult to prove. If by other means, some of Paul's letters could 
be shown to have the structural form of a GrecoRoman speech, then it could be perhaps concluded that 
he preached using such a structure. The only other way to determine the structure of early Christian 
preaching would perhaps be to analyse some of the early Chnstian letters which appear to be essentially 
sermons in form. Note, for example, Van Unmk's analysis of the first letter of Clement mentioned below 
(§4). 
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rhetorical theory. He views the letters of Paul as examples of paraenetic rhetoric, that 
is, hortatory argumentation as was developed in Greco-Roman rhetoric."'' He proceeds 
(27f) to associate most types of ancient letters with epideictic rhetoric, which was often 
defined by the ancients in terms of praise or blame. Stowers makes the connection here 
by arguing that social relationships and structures were very important in the Greco-
Roman world, and most letters had to do with these relationships. Further, "the giving 
of praise and blame was essential to the working of these institutions in antiquity" (27). 
Here is thus the connection he makes. One must ask whether such a general observation 
proves that the methods of rhetorical theory for epideictic speeches are relevant to let
ters. On pp.51 f Stowers discusses this relationship in more detaü. There he notes that 
there are letter types that would fit in each one of the traditional three types of rhetoric 
(forensic, deliberative, epideictic) and there are some that do not seem to fit any. He 
correctly adds that rhetorical theory tended to neglect discussion of the epideictic type 
which itself could become a catch-all category for whatever did not fit into the former 
two categories. 

But in all this a crucial step has been missed. Is it correct procedure to apply 
rhetorical genres (i.e., genres formulated to apply to public speeches, e.g., forensic, 
deliberative, epideictic) to letters? Stowers (52) proceeds to acknowledge the independ
ence of letter writing and rhetoric in antiquity and adds that because of this, 
"classification of letter types according to the three species of rhetoric only partially 
works." Another reason is the relation of many letters (including those of Paul in 
Stowers' opinion, 42f) to ancient paraenetic tradition, which is "only tangentally 
related to rhetorical theory." Elsewhere (93, cf. 107) he adds: "Exhortation transcends 
the rhetorical categories." Nowhere does Stowers discuss the all-important question as 
to whether ancient letters, even if they may loosely be categorised as epideictic or 
deliberative, use the methods prescribed for these genres by rhetorical theory. If the 
categorisation of ancient letters according to rhetorical genres is to have any real mean
ing, then these rhetorical genres must not be divorced from the methods associated with 
them in rhetorical theory. 

On a different level, Stowers (56) also argues that the fact that letter writers gen
erally had a rhetorical education means that they would have been well provided "with 

^''* 1986, Letter, 23. Stowers relies here upon the work of Abraham Malherbe. In fact, Stowers is 
inclined to classify most Christian letters of the first and second centunes as hortatory (43). Christian let
ters of the fourth and fifth centuries became more stylised and can more frequently be classified m terms 
of rhetoncal genres. Stowers nghtly adds that Paul's style would have been deemed unacceptable in the 
fourth century (46). Letters such as those from Basil the Great are full of (at least stylistic) rhetoncal 
flounsh, and greatly influenced by Atticism. 
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techniques for the endless elaboration and development of the basic ideal captured in 
the handbook descnptions " By "handbook descnptions" he is refemng to the sample 
letters provided with the epistolary types in [Demetr.] Typ. and [Lib ] Ep Char 
Stowers thus means to say that even apart from the question of rhetoncal genres, letter 
wnters in antiquity may have been more generally influenced by rhetoncal methods of 
elaboration and development 

4 Ancient Letter-Speeches 

Despite the fact that ancient letters cannot automatically be classified into one of 
the three rhetoncal-speech genres, there were letters in antiquity that were essentially 
rhetoncal wntings given an epistolary frame This fact was already recognised by 
Dionysius of Halicamassus in the first century AD Dionysius, in a discussion of 
Plato's scanty rhetoncal speeches, says' èrmrjyopia Ss ovSe/iia, irXiji» ei n? apa TO? 
einaTÓkaq fiovXerai br\^riyopiai; KoKsiv (But there is not one deliberative speech, 
unless perhaps someone wishes to call his letters deliberative speeches, Dem 23, 
p 180,4-6 U -R ) Dionysius definitely relates Plato's letters to deliberative rhetonc in 
some kind of way ^ '̂ Further in Th 42 he lists a number of 5rjnr]yopiKoi XÓ701 in 
Thucydides which he particularly admires Among these is a letter sent by the general 
Nikias to the Athenians (Th 7 11-15) 

Sykutns has argued that the casting of a formal speech in letter form enabled the 
author to avoid stnct conformance to the formal rules applying to the speech-genre.^^* 
Sykutns in fact refers to the open letter as a kind of letter-speech "Der Inhalt eines 
publizistischen Bnefes 1st fast derselbe wie der einer Rede" (201) It was a type of lit
erature using the letter form as a cloak He gives as examples Demosthenes' letters 
from exile and the letters of Isocrates He notes further that open letters became quite 
popular among the Romans, especially in the first century BC, but that under the 
monarchy the practice declined (but of ApoUomus of Tyana, Ep 103, 109, and 
Anstides, Or 19 for Greek examples from the impenal penod) 

An interesting point is hinted at by Sykutns here, namely, that we may dis
tinguish between letters which are nothing but a speech with a letter-opening and clos
ing, and letters which, whilst clearly rhetoncal, are not exactly constructed according 
to the form of a speech 

275 
275 

See the discussion of Plato's letters below 
1931, "Epistologr^hie," 200 
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Letters of the latter kind are dealt with in the work of J. Klek (1919, Sym-
buleutici). In defining the deliberative genre, Klek places it within the context of 
literary genres in general (29-41) and does not limit his definition to the boundaries of 
rhetorical theory. This is because he sees the origin of symbouleutic (deliberative) in 
the ancient poets (e.g., Hesiod's Opera et Dies). Thus by the time rhetorical theorists 
began using the term it was already an established genre. Klek's analysis of deliberative 
rhetoric is not at all bound to the divisio of a (deliberative) speech. Nevertheless, what 
he defines as deliberative rhetoric is broadly what rhetorical theory also meant.^'''' His 
definition of the symbouleutic (deliberative) genre in general is: that genre in which 
"'certae personae, cuius voluntas regatur, et certae condicionis exstant vestigia atque 
artis rhetoricae leges cemuntur" (41). By "laws of the art of rhetoric," he clearly 
means the kinds of arguments and advice prescribed by the rhetorical theorists, cf. 79. 
Of the letters belonging to this genre (and therefore conforming to rhetorical laws), he 
analyses Plato, Ep. 7 and 8; Q. Cicero, Pet. (a letter to his brother M. T. Cicero); 
Cicero, Q.fr. 1.1; Pliny, Ep. 8.24; 9.5; Isocrates, Ep. 1, 3, 6, 9; Socraticorum 
Epistula 30; and Sallust, Rep.. All these letters are defended as real and rhetorical, 
although he admits some were also written with a view to publication (e.g., PI. Ep. 8, 
p.72). 

There are, however, certain letters from antiquity which may profitably be 
analysed in terms of a rhetorical speech. J. A. Goldstein has shown, for example, that 
the first four letters of Demosthenes, written in exile to the assembly in Athens, are 
effectively deliberative speeches.^''^ Demosthenes states that were he present he would 
address the Athenians himself, but because of his situation he must write his thoughts in 
a letter, Ep. 3.35 ravra 5', si /lèc iraprjv, Xéywv ai> iifiag eSi&aoKOP' èireiS^ ê' èv 
TOLovTOL^ ei/xï, ... -^paipaq sTéaTakKa. What is important is the fact that the letters he 
wrote are structured using rhetorical methodology. Demosthenes might just as easily 
have made the same points in a more informal and epistolographical way. He didn't. 

^ " Klek discusses the particular use of the deliberative gerure by rhetoncal theoreticians and schools on 
pp. 157-62. Here he argues that rhetoncians treated deliberative speeches as a kind of exercise to build up 
to the more difficult (and for a rhetor much more important) judicial speeches. Because of this fact the 
nature of deliberative rhetonc amongst the rhetoncians underwent some modifications. 
2^' 1968, Letters; see also the appraisal by D. M. Macdowell, 1970, "Review." Goldstein prefers the 
term "demegona" which properly denotes political speeches, but in terms of rhetorical theory is equi
valent to the term "deliberative speech." Goldstein's book has made a convincing case for the 
authenticity of the first four letters of Demosthenes. An important part of his case is the rhetoncal analy
sis of these letters in terms of demegonae conforming to the rhetoncal rules and practice of fourth 
century BC Athens (133-81). For our purposes the question of authenticity is less important than the fact 
that such rhetoncal letters were accepted as authentic in antiquity. 
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Early Christian tradition has also been clearly shown to utilise this way of letter-
writing. W. C. van Unnik, for instance, has carefully analysed the form of the first let
ter of Clement.2^' Van Unnik shows beyond reasonable doubt that this letter con
sciously conforms to the deliberative genre.^*'' 

H. D. Betz was the first New Testament scholar who sought to place a letter of 
Paul in terms of an ancient Greek tradition of letter-speech.2*' In his commentary on 
Paul's letter to the Galatians he introduces the "genre of the apologetic letter. "̂ ^̂  He 
does this with reference to comments made by A. Momigliano, 1971, Development. 
Betz explains that this genre arose in the fourth century (Momigliano, p.62 is 
referenced) and that Momigliano "makes the Socratics responsible for creating the 
genre of the apologetic letter. "283 Thus via this authority in classics, Betz attempts to 
establish a backdrop for his analysis of the letter to the Galatians. 

Yet there is a problem with Betz' literary analysis. Momigliano not once speaks 
of a "genre" of the apologetic letter! In his discussion of the development of Greek 
biography he mentions vanous examples of autobiographical literature in the fourth 
century BC. Among these examples is Plato's 7th letter. Now on page 60 Momigliano 
happens to call Plato's 7th letter "apologetic." But this is a far cry from saying that it is 
the first of a new genre for which the Socratics were responsible! Unfortunately, Betz 
only makes the misconstrual worse when he adds that the subsequent history of this 
genre is difficult to trace "since most of the pertinent literature did not survive." He 
immediately cites Momigliano (62): 

"We cannot, therefore [italics mine, R.D.A.j, see the exact place of Plato's letter in the history of 
ancient autobiographical production. But one vaguely feels the Platonic precedent in Epicurus, 
Seneca, and perhaps St. Paul." 

^'^ 1970, Studies. 
2'" This letter even calls itself i-̂ c avtiffovXijp rjnüp (58), and at 63: ... rfiv ênev^w [i.e., "speech"] iji» 
èiroiriaaiicBa irepl Eiprjiniq /cat bfiovoiaq èv TpSs rfi ÈiriffToXf). Van Unmk shows that deliberative 
speeches concerning peace and concord were a commonplace in antiquity. The clanty of (rhetoncal) form 
in such a letter as this is prima facie nowhere to be seen in the letters of Paul. On rhetonc in the first let
ter of Clement see also B. E. Bowe, A Church in Cnsis: Ecclesiology and Paraenesis in Clement of Rome 
(Harvard Dissertations in Religion 23; Memphis: Fortress Press, 1988). 
2 " He IS also one of the few New Testament scholars who have paid attention to the relation of rhetonc 
to epistolography in a rhetoncal analysis of Paul's letter. His student M. M. Mitchell has produced a 
interesting dissertation on Paul's first letter to the Connthians with careful attention to (among other mat
ters) epistolary rhetonc. See the discussion below, chapter six, § 1.2. 
2*2 1979, Galatians, 14-15; cf. 1975, "Composition," 353-79. 
^'^ Momigliano, pp.60-62. 
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It seems as if Momigliano is speaking in reference to the apologetic letter genre, 
however in context Momigliano is, in fact, referring to "autobiographical letters." Betz 
goes on to say that his analysis of the letter to the Galatians now shows that 
Momigliano's cautious "perhaps" is no longer necessary. Betz appears to mean that the 
letter to the Galatians is also apologetic, but Momigliano was referring to the element 
of autobiography!^*'' 

D. E. Aune in his appraisal of Betz' work also noticed this discrepancy in 
argumentation and asked further how one can maintain that a particular composition 
belongs to a genre in which most of the examples from antiquity are no longer 
extant.2*' He has a point here, though for Betz this is overcome by the idea that the 
apologetic letter in its body conformed to the genre of the judicial speech. Aune goes 
on to ask how one can properly determine the genre (of apologetic letter) when those 
examples that have survived (and here he appears only to be thinking of the 7th letter 
of Plato) "have not been subjected to an intensive generic analysis?" His point is well 
taken, namely, that Betz does not analyse any examples of such letters to determine if 
the letter to the Galatians falls into the same category. He assumes that reliance on 
rhetorical theory is sufficient and proceeds to analyse Paul's letter as a formal defence 
speech complete with the partes orationis. In fact, had Betz attempted to analyse 
Plato's letter, he would have soon found that this letter defies any analysis in terms of 
rhetorical partes orationisl'^^^ But Aune is further apparently unaware of the genre 
analysis of Plato's 7th letter by J. Klek. 

Klek, writing in 1919, realised that many scholars tended to typify Plato's 7th let

ter as apologetic, yet he argued forcefully that whilst the letter certainly had an 
apologetic strain, the genre of the letter itself was clearly deliberative.̂ *^ 

^'* Betz' use of sources does not always appear to be the most careful. For a similar case detected by J. 
F. M. Smit, see 1989b, "Letter," 2n. 
285 1981, "Review," 324. 
2** It should, perhaps, be noted that Betz did not see fit to alter this section in the German translation of 
1988. The cntique at this point is also not mentioned in his new preface, although a list of cntical essays 
on the American edition is given m an appendix on p.574. 
2*^ One of the difficult features, structurally, of Plato's 7th letter is the fact that it contains mostly nar

rative. The broad structure includes an introduction, narrative of Plato's first sojourn in Sicily, narrative 
of his second sojourn, advice concerning the correct constitution of a state, and narrative of his third 
sojourn in Sicily. Plato opens the letter by stating that Dio's friends (the addressees) had wntten to him 
for advice (on the state). Plato agrees to give this if they are of the same mind as the late Dio. Plato pro

ceeds to offer this advice by relating the (same) advice which he gave to Dio and Dionysius in Sicily. In 
the middle section where this advice is given, an important part is put in the mouth of Dio himself. 
According to Klek, the first narrative functions as the necessary background to support this. It shows 
how Plato and Dio came to the advice that he now offers. The second and third narratives are additions to 
which there is a distinct measure of selfdefence, yet they are clearly not the main point of the letter, 
which IS to give advice, cf. 330c viilf irpürov nèv muffovXcOaaQ a XPV "■otEÏx ÈK TSII' fif yeyovóruf, 
vaTEpov Ta irepl raOra [i .e. , that what he did on his second sojourn was clKÓra TE Kal B'lKaia] èLÉ^Eim, 
TGSV ÈTtavEpüyTÓivTwv ËVEKa ri &T] 0ov\óii.Emq ijXfloc TO bEVTEpov, 'Cva lu] ra irapEpya iig Ëpya iioi ou/i
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It is unfortunate that Betz is apparently unaware of the study of Goldstein on the 
letters of Demosthenes (cited above). Goldstein has shown that Ep. 2 of Demosthenes 
is apologetic. Yet Goldstein also shows that this letter is not forensic, but deliberative. 
It is not addressed to a court, but to the assembly of the people who are at the same 
time his opponents. Therefore the proposition is not related to a point of law (namely, 
that Demosthenes be allowed to return from exile). Goldstein calls it an example of an 
apologetic bT)nr\yopia. In a detailed rhetorical analysis he shows how the letter con
forms to the rhetorical rules and expectations of deliberative rhetoric, as opposed to 
forensic rhetoric (157-66).^*' 

Goldstein makes a good case for the existence of apologetic Srifxriyopiai, i.e., 
apologetic defence speeches intended not for the court but for the assembly. He 
analyses Andocides' de Reditu m this vein (166-69) and concludes: 

"The appeals of Demosthenes and Andocides are apology throughout and bear considerable resem
blance to forensic speeches. Nevertheless, their structure differs sigmficantly from that of a 
defence before a court. .. there is no detailed discussion of the events which lay behind the 
accusations. The exact nature of the accusations is nowhere stated, and the opposition is nowhere 
named. Neither work contains personal invective. [Goldstein has argued that this was conven
tionally avoided in Srjiiriyoplai.] ... Both orators begin with argument under the heads of the telika 
kephalaia [i.e., deliberative method of argumentation]." (169) 

Demosthenes' 2nd letter would prima facie appear to be a much closer example 
to Paul's letter to the Galatians than Plato's 7th letter. It is both apologetic, and 
addressed to an assembly of people who are at the same time, in a manner of speaking, 
the writer's opponents. Betz' desire to place his vision of the letter to the Galatians 
within a classical letter-tradition that was both apologetic and related to the rules of 
rhetoric (includmg the divisio of a speech), would have been well served by 
Demosthenes Ep. 2.^8' 

^aifjl XeyóixEfa. 
Interestingly, a recent analysis by H. Probst (1991, Paulus, 63-70) also argues against an apologetic 

interpretation. Probst does not seem to have been aware of Klek's work. 
^'* For example, the charges against Demosthenes as such are nowhere menUoned as would be expected 
in a forensic defence (159). As arguments the reXiKa KE<l>aXaia, typical of drinriyopiai, are used first and 
only later does he take up a defence of his innocence in the Harpalus affair (cf. 164). 
^*' For a critique of Betz' vision of the letter to the Galatians as a letter-speech, see the section on this 
letter below (chapter four, § 1). 
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5 Summary 

We have seen above (§ 1) that to categonse Paul's letters onesidedly as fresh and 
real, thereby implying that they must be devoid of rhetonc, cannot be justified If any
thing, there are various arguments which point to Paul's letters as being more closely 
related to the so-called literary letters of antiquity than those discovered among the 
papyn 

Yet we have also seen (§§ 2-3) that ancient letters cannot simply be forced into 
the threefold structural categonsation of ancient rhetonc. Letters could be classified in 
a vanety of ways as they were in antiquity £md still are in modem epistolary scholar
ship. This merely reflects the vanety of forms letters could take But this does not 
mean that letters can never be classified in terms of structural rhetorical categones (§ 
4) Nevertheless, the first thoroughgoing attempt to do this in New Testament scholar
ship has nghtly met with substantial cnticism. 

But this does not mean that Paul's letters may not have been influenced by 
rhetoncal methods of style and argumentation more generally We have indicated above 
several factors that suggest this to be likely. In fact, New Testament scholarship has of 
late devoted considerable attention to this aspect of Pauline studies. In the following 
section we shall attempt to review some of the work done in this area on Paul's letters 
to the Galatians, Romans, and the first letter to the Connthians These letters, particu
larly that addressed to the Galatians, have been the main focus of attention in recent 
years. Their generally accepted structural integnty and authorship make them quite 
suitable for a study on ancient rhetoncal theory and Paul In addition to the review of 
recent scholarship, we will also provide our own rhetoncal analysis of the argumenta
tive portions of the letters to the Galatians and Romans The first letter to the 
Connthians, as we shall show, is not suited to such an analysis. 
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1 Recent Scholarship 

With respect to Paul's letter to the Galatians, we have already made reference to 

the work of H. D. Betz-^*" Betz (unsuccessfully) attempted to place this letter in a so-

called "apologetic" letter tradition. This aside, his analysis of the letter to the Galatians 

in terms of a forensic defence speech has merited further consideration. In fact his 

commentary has been the springboard for considerable debate as to the rhetorical genre 

of the letter. As far as rhetorical analysis is concerned, however, apart from a rhetori

cally based forensic outline, Betz does not make much use of ancient rhetoric in the 

actual text of his commentary. Although some have accepted his general analysis, most 

scholars have seen inescapable weaknesses in his use of the forensic model.^^ One 

obvious weakness is the difficulty of incorporating the paraenesis of Ep. Gal. 5-6 into a 

forensic scheme. Betz himself admitted that his exhortatio was not discussed by rhetori

cal theoreticians.^*^ 

290 1979, Gatom«.f. See pp.106-108. 
^" It has been accepted (with minor modification) by J. D. Hester, 1984, "Structure"; cf 1986, 
"Use", and also apparently (I have not seen this book myself) by B. H. Bnnsmead, Galatians - Dialogi-
calResponse to Opponents (SBLDS 65; Chico, Calif.: Scholars Press, 1982). 

For criticism of the forensic structure see, e.g , P. W. Meyer (1981, "Review"); D. E. Aune 
(1981, "Review"), G. A. Kennedy (1984, New Testament, 144-52); G. W Hansen (1989, Abraham); J. 
F. M. Smit (1989b, "Letter"); J. Schoon-Janssen (1991, "Apologien," 70-82); C J. Classen (1993, 
"Epistles," 286-88). 

R. N. Longenecker (1990, Galatians) criticises aspects of Betz' proposal on pp.cix - cxni, espe
cially the notion that Paul might be genealogically dependent upon rhetorical theory. He prefers to speak 
of an "analogical" approach. Rhetonc was "in the air " He also attempts to pay more attention to 
epistolographic formulae. Despite this, in the text of his commentary Betz' basic rhetoncal scheme is 
maintained, although slightly modified Longenecker includes a narratio (Ep.Gal. 1.11 - 2.14), 
propositio {Ep Gal. 2.15-21) and probatio (Ep Gal 3 1 - 4 11). Even though he notes that exhortatio 
has no place in rhetoncal theory, yet he classifies Ep.Gal. 4.12ff as exhortatio and states that Paul shifts 
here from judicial to deliberative rhetonc. 
^'2 Betz attempts to answer his cntics on this point in the German translation of his commentary (1988, 
Galaterbnef). There he suggests that one should not expect paraenesis to be discussed m rhetoncal hand
books. "Die Paranese findet sich ja in erster Lime bei den Philosophen und deren Rhetonk, angefangen 
nut Plato und Anstoteles. Die philosophischen Apologien, wie etwa Platos Apologie oder Bnef Vll, 
enthalten auch Paranese und sind insgesamt paranetisch ausgenchtet ... Trotz der hier noch zu leistenden 
Arbeit kann jedoch schon jetzt gesagt werden, daC die Paranese des Galaterbnefes mcht in 
grundsatzlichem Widerspruch zur apologetischen Rhetonk steht" (2-3). 

Betz, however, confuses two separate things, namely, philosophical discussions and treatises, and 
rhetorical theory and practice Of course Anstotle was concerned with ethics and paraenesis. Yet even in 
Anstotle's Rhetoric there is no place given to paraenesis. That Betz finds paraenesis in Plato's 7th letter 
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In an attempt to overcome the problem, D. E. Aune suggested that the letter to 
the Galatians should be viewed as a mixture of forensic and deliberative rhetoric. '̂̂  He 
was followed in this suggestion by G. W. Hansen.^''' However, such a classification 
seems, rather, to suggest that the standard rhetorical genres don't exactly fit this letter. 
And this is precisely the point made by the classicist C. J. Classen.̂ ^s 

Others have argued that the letter to the Galatians fits quite simply into the 
deliberative genre. So, for example, G. A. Kennedy, and his former student R. G. 
Hall. 2'* Hall (277) insists that any rhetorical analysis of a document must first 

may be true (not, however, the kind of general paraenesis found in Ep. Gal. 5), but then Plato's 7th letter 
IS not organised according to the divisio of a forensic speech - even if one would allow that it may be 
considered an apologetic letter (see above, chapter three, § 4). With respect to the Apologia of Socrates, I 
presume he is refemng to the advice Socrates offers his friends upon pronouncement of the penalty of 
death. At this point, however, Socrates' rhetoncal speech has ended and his advice is added as a personal 
comment to his fnends. It has nothing to do with rhetoncal theory or practice. 

One may also comment on Betz' insistence that Ep Gal. 1.12 - 2.14 is the narratio of the defence 
speech. Were it a narratio, we should at least expect something like a description of how the Judaisers 
came into being, something of their history of trouble making, and how they came to Galatia and what 
damage they did there. For further comments on the rhetoncal genre of the letter to the Galatians see 
p . l 66 . 
293 1981, "Review." 
29* 1989, Abraham, 58-59. Hansen, however, uses a modern rhetorical approach in his analysis. He 
attempts to combine an epistolary analysis with a rhetorical analysis. His epistolary analysis is interest
ing, highlighting many epistolary conventions in the letter to the Galatians. He views the basic structure 
as that of a rebuke-request letter and uses this to explain the different use of Abraham in Ep. Gal. 3 and 4 
(each has a different function). Behind both he understands a background known to the Galatian 
Christians, hence their vagueness to us today. 

The attempt of W. Harmsch (1987, "Einubung") to argue that the paraenetic section takes the form 
of the deliberative genre (i.e., TrpoTpexTiKÓ?/ aTroTpeTrruó?, citing Arist. Rh., see pp.286-87) fails to 
understand the nature of a rhetorical deliberative speech. 
295 1993^ "Epistles," 286-88. 
29* Kennedy, 1984, Testament, 144-52; Hall, 1987, "Outline." Apparently N. Dahl had already sug
gested in 1973 that the letter to the Galatians "showed signs of fitting the symbouleutic or deliberative 
genre of speech" (in a paper submitted to the Paul Seminar of the Society of Biblical Literature, vid. W. 
Wuellner, 1991, "Rhetonc," 130). In addition, see M. Bachmann, 1992, Sunder, 156-60, and C. D. 
Stanley, 1990, "Curse," 491. Stanley's article makes little use of ancient rhetoncal theory as such. His 
interpretation hinges on an incorrect interpretation of Ep.Gal. 3.10 which he paraphrases as follows: 
"Anyone who chooses to abide by the Jewish Torah in order to secure participation in Abraham's 'bless
ing' IS placed in a situation where he or she is threatened instead with a 'curse, ' since the law itself pro
nounces a cur.se on anyone who fails to live up to every single one of its requirements." This interpreta
tion IS defended on the basis of the so-called conditionality of öcroi. Stanley has failed to notice that the 
"conditionally" (if one wishes to use that term) of oaot refers to those who may or may not live "by the 
works of the law." The connection between those who live "by the works of the law" and those "under a 
curse" IS fixed (by the verb cicTiV), and not conditional. Paul's point is that if you live by the works of the 
law, then you are (certainly) under a curse. Stanley's interpretation would require something like: öaoc 
yap ci 'épyu>v m/iov eiaii', uxó nciTapav eluai KIV&VVSVOVOL. It is, perhaps, worth noting that Stanley has 
also rmsconstrued Calvin's paraphrase of the same verse. The translation "liable to the curse" in context 
quite clearly means "guilty" and is not intended to be conditional (Calvin's latin is maledictiom 
obnoxtos). 

http://cur.se
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determine the rhetoncal species (i.e., judicial, deliberative, or epideictic). As far as the 
letter to the Galatians is concerned, he argues that if the so-called exhortatio is to be 
explained, the letter must be considered deliberative (281), and he goes on to provide 
his own outline for the letter on this supposition. This is, however, no solution. 
Rhetoncal theonsts never discuss general exhortatio at all, whether the genre is 
deliberative or not. 

In an article published in 1991 Hall focuses on an interesting aspect of rhetoncal 
theory, namely, the histoncal value of a h^qytfoiq {narratio) in a speech.^''' He quite 
correctly shows that rhetoncal theory allowed the orator to carefully invent matter for 
inclusion in the narration of a speech in order to make it more persuasive (310-14). In 
other words, rhetorical theory permitted the creation of a fictionalised account, provid
ing It was crafted in such a way so as not to arouse suspicion What Hall does not say, 
but ought to be added, is that the context of such advice in rhetoncal theory is that of a 
narratio in a defence speech This was the usual place for a narratio, since a defence 
lawyer would normally be expected to review the events of the alleged crime, interpret
ing them in his favour, or, as opportunity presented itself, inventing a version of the 
story that supported his client. It is important to note that such activity was not really 
considered morally wrong. The defence of a man, even if considered guilty, could be 
considered virtuous conduct (cf. Cic. Ojf. 2.51; Vat. 5; Quint. Inst. 12.1.33-45). In 
terms of application to the letter to the Galatians, Hall evidently does not wish to argue 
that Paul invented material, but he does wish to issue a caution as to the histoncal 
nature of what is said. By comparing Ep.Gal. 1.11-12 and 1 Ep.Cor. 15.1-3, he quite 
rightly demonstrates that Paul presents and interprets his material in accordance with 
the point he is making (314). He also argues that the journey to Jerusalem mentioned in 
Ep.Gal 2.1 ("after fourteen years") does not have to mean that Paul was not more fre
quently m Jerusalem. But his argument here does not really depend on his analysis of 
rhetoncal theory (i.e., that the truth may be stretched to make an argumentative point) 
for he argues that this whole passage is not apologetical, and that Paul's argumentative 
point IS not that he did not ever visit Jerusalem between the stay mentioned in Ep. Gal 
1.18 and that in 2 1. In any case, it should be remembered that Hall wishes to view this 
letter as a deliberative speech/ letter. The character of a deliberative narratio should not 
simply be equated with that of a judicial defence speech. 

W. B Russell has also provided a general rhetoncal analysis of the argumentation 
in this letter.2'* Russell follows Kennedy's methodology and consequently makes no 

'̂'̂  1991, "Inference " 
2'* 1993, "Analysis " 
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real distinction between ancient or modem rhetoric.^" He also chooses for the delibera
tive genre (351), arguing that the paraenetic section of the letter should be viewed as a 
separate argument, namely, that only Paul's Gospel gives true deliverance from sin's 
power through the Holy Spirit. This suggestion, however, belies the point that Paul 
does not present his paraenesis as deliberative argument. Russell's analysis of the 
argumentation of the letter to the Galatians (416-39) is mostly concerned with the 
arrangement of the arguments (part of raft?), although he does not present much in the 
way of specific application of rhetorical theory. 

Another scholar who considers the letter to the Galatians to be deliberative 
rhetoric is J. F. M. Smit.'"" Yet Smit's analysis and outline of the letter is considerably 
different to that of Hall. Furthermore, Smit is of the opinion that the exhortatio cannot 
be fitted into any traditioneil rhetorical genre. He argues that it is in fact a later inter-
polation(!). 

The studies of Smit are interesting in several respects. He is one of the few 
scholars who has seen the need to discern which are the most appropriate sources of 
ancient rhetorical theory to utilise with respect to the letters of Paul. He stresses the 
need to use sources more directly related to Hellenistic rhetoric and suggests that the 
Rhetorica ad Herennium and Cicero's de Inventione meet this need.'O' 

Smit's own interpretation of the letter to the Galatians is also rather interesting, 
especially that of 4.12 - 6.18 as more fully worked out in 1986, "Redactie." He pro
vides a persuasive case for the fact that a hortatory section such as 5.13 - 6.10 does not 
fit in a rhetorical analysis of the letter - not even as deliberative rhetoric. He attempts 
to make a case for viewing this passage (5.13 - 6.10) as a later redactional addition by 

^^ See above, chapter one, § 5. 
300 1989b, "Letter." Smit's essay is based on four other publications in Dutch: 1984, "Benadering"; 
1985b, "Heidenen"; 1985a, "Paulus"; but especially 1986, "Redactie." 
301 1989b, "Letter." He adds that Cicero's later work de Oratore is ba.sed on his later expenence (and 
thus not on Hellenistic Greek sources). However, because of the fact that these sources concentrate 
heavily on judicial rhetoric, Smit adds that the Rhetorica ad Alexandrum of c. 300 BC (which does not 
exhibit this lopsided concentration) can also be useful. In (1991) "Genre," 194-95 he inadvisedly adds 
Cicero's Partuiones Oratonae as an acceptable source (on the philosophical nature of this treatise see 
above, chapter two, § 2.2.1). 

Smit also argues that the use of Quintilian ought to be avoided as a later Roman development of 
Greek rhetonc (but see p.79 and p.82 above). Quintilian is said to be too encyclopedic to be u.sed with 
profit and therefore introduces the danger of eclecticism. What precisely this danger amounts to Smit 
does not say, but the comment occurs in the context of the observation that Betz often uses incidental 
remarks from Quintilian (frequently interpreted in a strange way) to justify his rhetorical interpretation 
(1989b, "Letter," 6) It is interesting to note that in 1991 ("Genre," 194-95) Smit states of Quintilian: 
"Because of the encyclopedic character of this work I shall use it mainly to control whether the views, 
brought forward in the other handbooks, are indeed generally accepted." 
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arguing that various concepts in this section are used in a way contradictory to the rest 
of the letter. As far as his rhetorical analysis itself is concerned, he makes a good case 
prima facie for viewing 4.12  5.12 as the peroratio/ ST'CKoyoq of the speech/ letter.'o^ 
This peroratio is said to be made up of three sections typically found according to 
rhetorical theory, namely, conquestiol ekeoq (arousal of pity, 4.1220), recapitulatie I 
a.vaKe<i>oikai<jiai,q (summary, 4.21  5.6) and indignatiol bsivu>ai.<; (arousal of hostile 
emotions against some person or matter, 5.712). Having excised 5.13  6.10 he goes 
on to argue that 6.1118 forms a fourth part oi the. peroratio, namely, the amplificatiol 
av^rjmq. Smit, whilst noticing that Cic. Inv. 1.100105 on indignatio is equivalent to 
the section entitled amplificatio in Rhet.Her. 2.4749,303 nevertheless states that 
amplificatio is elsewhere presented as a fourth part of the peroratio, next to the three 
abovementioned. However, he offers no proof of this apart from an irrevelant citation 
from J. Martin's Rhetorik (1974).'O" 

Smit's characterisation of the conquestio is further interesting in that he too, just 
as Betz, sees here a series of róiroi. Betz had characterised 4.1220 as a series of 
(epistolary) friendship TÓTOI and argued that this solved the problem of the rather loose 
thread that seemed to run through these verses, ̂ ô  Smit, however, argues that we have 
loci misericordiae here, i.e., TÓTTOI designed to evoke sympathy.'o^ He provides a 
rhetorical connection by showing that such róirot belonged to the conquestio section of 
a peroration. His citation of Cic. Inv. 1.107 seems appropriate (the locus whereby one 
compares former prosperity with present evils). 

According to Smit, Paul enlivens his recapitulatio by utilising the device of 
■wpoawvoKoda, meaning that he personifies the law and brings it on stage, as it were, 
to argue for him. Smit notes that the use of this device is warmly recommended by the 

302 1986, "Redactie," 12527. 
303 Both treatises present a tnpartite division of the èir'iXoyoc;, and although the second section goes 
under a separate name in the respective treatises and is to some extent treated differently, both are very 
clearly based upon the same source. 
Ô** 1986, "Redactie," 136 note 65. One might, however, think of Anst. Rh. 3.19 where the éi!l\oyo<; 
IS divided into four parts, 1) influencing the audience to think well of oneself and negatively of the 
opponent, 2) aülrjaig, 3) exciting the emotions of the audience, 4) avaiximjai.';■ 
305 Betz (1975, "Literary Composition," 372) also attempted to provide rhetorical precedence by refer

ring to Quint. Inst. 5.11.41 where Qumtihan discusses the use of umversal sayings and gives as an exam

ple: ubi amici, ibi opes. Yet Quintilian's point (in context) is that such sayings can function as a kind of 
authoritative precedent to be used to bolster a particular argument This has nothing to do with a passage 
where vanous friendship sayings are supposedly linked together to form an argument all on their own. 
Betz has appropriately omitted reference to Qumtihan in his commentary on this passage. 
306 1986, "Redactie," 117. 
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rhetorical theorists for the summary in the conclusion of a speech (121).'O'' He also 
characterises the questions in 4.21-22 as the device of communicatio (120).'"* Inter
estingly, in 1989b, "Letter," although retaining his pwint with respect to irpoaü>Troiroda 
(but dropping this technical term), he omits any mention of communicatio.^"^ 

Smit's article of 1989 provides a rhetorical analysis of the section he defines as 
the confirmatio (i.e., the proof section, 3.1 - 4.11), based upon Cic. Inv. 1.47ff 
(Cicero's section on arguments from probability in a confirmatio)?^" Here he sees an 
introduction (3.1-5) using the reception of the Holy Spirit as a signum, followed by 
three rounds of arguments (3.6-14; 3.15-29; 4.1-7). Each argument is said to begin 
with a comparabile. The first is basically a iudicattim (based on authority), and the 
second and third are characterised as credihile which Smit defines as "a conviction 
which is shared by the audience and which does not need corroborating evidence." The 
argument of 3.6-14 is "the confession of the oneness of God," and that of 4.1-7 "the 
faith that God, by sending his Son, has achieved the eschatological revolution." These 
arguments are followed by an emotional conclusion (4.8-11) evoking Traöo? because of 
the use of correctio and dubitatio. 

Smit has certainly seen that Paul's argumentation is well structured, and his anal
ysis highlights this fact. Certainly 3.15; 4.1 and 4.8 are transition points of sorts. Yet 
the analysis seems to me to over-compartmentalise what is essentially one long con
nected argument of the apostle (see my analysis below, § 2.4). Further, his references 
to rhetorical devices are sometimes questionable. A credihile as defined by Cicero {Inv. 
1.48) is one of several arguments based on probability.'" It is the use of an opinion 
thought to be generally shared by the audience. An argument by appeal to an agreed 

307 f^e cites Cic. Inv. 1.100; Quint. Inst. 1.52.99 and adds that -upoauTroiroua is the first of nine róiroi 
for a conclusion mentioned by Apsines. Smit's identification of irpoawTTOiroüa here is, however, some
what far-fetched. 
308 Whilst the notation of the figure is appropnate (in Greek, cci'aKoii'oyai.q, see the select glossary s.v.), 
Smit rather inappropnately cites Quint. Inst. 6.1.5 on p.126. Quintilian is here dealing not with rhetori
cal questions, but with actual questions the opponent will be expected to answer. 
309 Did he, perhaps, review his previous argumentation m the light of his criticism of Betz with respect 
to the eclectic use of Quintilian? It is noticeable that he al.so swapped the term peroratio (cf Quint. Inst. 
6.1.1) used in 1986, "Redactie," for the synonym conclusio (cf. Cic. Inv. 1.98; Rhet.Her. 2.47). 
310 1989b, "Letter," 13-16. 
3 " Smit al.so cites [Anst.] Rh.Al. 7, but Anaximenes' EIKÓC; IS defined somewhat differently to Cicero's 
credihile. Anaximenes states' Eitó? jièv ovv éafiv oil Xeyoiiémv itapaieiyiiaTa èv ralq êiaraïöK; 'éxovoiv 
oï aKoiovTEq. By means of examples he explains that he means arguments that refer to the kinds of expe-
nences (sorrow, pain, desire etc.) which everyone knows and can sympathise with. Clearly, common or 
shared (dogmatic) convictions (as, e.g., oneness of God, eschatological revolution m the sending of 
Christ) do not fall into this category. 
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dogma based on religious conviction would not be considered as merely probable 

(granting for the sake of argument that this is what Paul is doing)!''^ 

In 1986 J. D. Hester published an article entitled "The Use and Influence of 

Rhetoric in Galatians 2:114."^'^ Hester, strongly influenced by Ch. Perelman/ L. 

OlbrechtsTyteca, seeks to identify the use of Toiroi and figures in this passage and 

relate them directly to their function in terms of argument (the emphasis of Perelman). 

Hester's analysis of róiroi follows Perelman's New Rhetoric (1969) and is thus of little 

interest for us here. He does, however, identify a number of figures with the help of 

ancient rhetoric, although his identifications are sometimes dubious.^''' His analysis of 

2.1114 as a xp^ia and 2.1521 as its development is an interesting suggestion. The 

passage, however, is not properly a chria since Paul is simply describing an incident 

related to his argument that happened to him personally. The point of a chria is to 

introduce an action or saying of a famous person.'" 

At the conclusion of his article (408) Hester makes the interesting suggestion that 

Paul may have left the composition of this letter to "one carefully versed in rhetoric." 

This brings up the difficult question of the place of a secretary in the letters of Paul, a 

point we shall briefly return to in the conclusions (chapter seven). 

^'^ For my own analysis of the relevant passsages see below, § 2.4. 
' " This substitutes an earlier suggestion made by Hester in 1984, "Structure." 
^''' Take, for example, his identification of TrapaXeti^i? in 2.35 (398). IlapaXeti/'K; is the deliberate 
mention of something whilst stating that you will not mention it but pass it by. Cf. Demetr. Eloc. 263 
who explains with respect to an example of irapaXet^tg: ev yap TOVTOK; Kal eïpriKev Trai^a, 'óaa 
é^oiXcTo, Kal T!apa\ntEÏv avra <t>r]aiv, Ciq beifÓTEpa EITTEÏI' Ëxdif 'ÉTEpa Hester suggests that the intro

duction of the controversy over the circumcision of Titus doesn't really flow smoothly in the argument 
and this motivates his admittedly cautious (cf. note 43) identification of xapaXeii/̂ K;. Yet his defimtion 
of It ("to introduce a matter that one proposed to pass over but managed to slip in anyway") omits to 
mention that this device always includes a statement to the effect that what the orator is speaking about, 
he will pass by or refuse to speak about. Incidentally, two good New Testament examples of this device 
are to be found in Ep.Phdem. 19 and Ep.Hebr. 11.32ff. 

Another example is the identification of airoffiaJTnjfft? at Ep.Gal. 2.3. According to Hester the 
thought breaks off at the end of the verse What should follow is not implied by the context and therefore 
It is not an example of ellipsis but a'Komün7rj(n<; ■ But otTroatoïTrijcrt̂  as a rhetorical (and not grammatical) 
figure also involves the orator letting his audience know that he is deliberately breaking off his thought. 
Even the passage cited by Hester (Rhet.Her. 4.41) makes this clear (cf. Quint. Inst. 9.4.5457; Demetr. 
Eloc. 103, 253). 

Hester validly points to considerable use of (the rpóiroq) fiETüimiiia (metonymy) and also 
irEpi(t>paai.(; (periphrasis), although with respect to the latter he tends to exaggerate. It should be borne in 
mind that ■wEp'Kppaoic; was generally considered to be verbal decoration by rhetorical theorists and thus 
inessential to the argument (see select glossary cf. s.v.). One ought to be able to substitute a simple word 
(cf Rhet.Her 4.43). 
' " Hester as much as adimts this in note 70 (404405). Nevertheless, perhaps Paul's use of this inci

dent and his development of what he at that time said (v. 14) in verses 1521 could be likened to a chna 
and its development. Yet I doubt this interpretation. That v. 15 begins a development of the statement of 
v.14b seems most unlikely (see my analysis below, § 2.3) 
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The identification of a "chreia" was included by Hester in a broader article deal
ing with the epideictic character of Ep.Gal 1 and 2 ' " He begins by having us 
understand Ep.Gal. 1.11-12 as the ""stasis statement" of Paul's letter.^''' He notes ear
lier cnticism of his speaking of a "stasis statement," but defends himself by saying that 
he means that it was in this statement that the Galatians discovered the stasis upon 
which Paul was to build the elements of his argument This, however, still shows that 
Hester has not quite understood the nature and purpose of arami; doctnne Rhetoncal 
theonsts taught their students about ardaig doctnne to enable them to focus shaiply on 
the jx)int at issue. Treatises generally listed loci or ready-made arguments that could be 
used for each different aTÓim<; It was never the intention to include a "stasis 
statement" in one's speech so that the audience would recognise which 0T(i(nc the 
orator had used (e g , whether it was aroxoiafióg, /xeraXrj^t^, 8t.Kaio\oyLKÓ(;, etc.) 
This would have been a well-nigh impossible task anyway since there was no unanimity 
on the classification of araaeiq among the rhetoncal theonsts (see Quintilian's over
view of his predecessors on this point, Inst 3 6 29-62) Of course, a statement clanfy-
ing the issue at stake was often made in conjunction with the proposition, and an 
orator's own thinking regarding the araaK; of his speech would surely lie behind such a 
statement. But the point of such a statement was to clarify the issue to be addressed, 
and not to tell the audience anything about the orator's own ardaic; theory. 

Having categonsed the araaLg of the letter to the Galatians as one of qualitas, 
Hester notes that it is this 5tovK "that is associated with the epideictic genre " Although 
he does not say so in so many words, Hester distinctly implies that the stasis of quahtai 
belongs with epideictic rhetonc and not forensic rhetoric. His analysis of the "stasis 
statement" functions as the motivating factor for analysing Ep Gal 1 - 2 as epideictic 
rhetoric (281, 297). Unfortunately his only reference to prove this connection is from 
modem rhetoncal theory In ancient rhetorical theory, despite the occasional insinua
tion to the contrary, araaig doctnne was effectively only applied to judicial rhetoric î» 
Moreover, qualitas was a standard araat? for judicial rhetoric Discussion under this 
araaLi; generally concerned various means of justifying one's actions Hester's confus
ing mix of ancient and modem rhetoncal theory here is typical of his whole article. 

3'6 1991, "Blame " 
" ^ Hester is building upon his analysis in 1984, "Structure," 226-28 On araOK;, see the entry in the 
select glossary appended to this book 
" * See Quint Inst 3 6 1 Hermagoras seems to have applied his analysis of oTCcaiq doctnne to all the 
kinds of speeches covered by the three common genres (forensic, deliberative, epideictic), although he 
does not appear to have used this genre classification, see Fr 3 Matthes, and A D Leeman/ A C 
Braet, 1987, retonca, 78-79 However, even Hermagoras appears to have worked his oTaaiq doctnne 
out with a clear emphasis on judicial rhetoric 
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He goes on to classify the letter to the Galatians as an epideictic blame letter It 
should, however, be noted that blame m epideictic rhetonc was not usually (was it 
ever?) the blaming of the audience! Moreover, did an orator ever present an syKuifiiov 
of himself as Hester suggests for Ep.Gal. 1 11-2.21? He goes on to give a rather poor 
descnption of epideictic rhetonc in general, unfortunately confusing the picture by 
reference to the modern theory of Ch Perelman/ L. Olbrechts-Tyteca.'" My most sig
nificant cnticism would be his insistence that "the basic arrangement of an epideictic 
speech followed that of the other genres." He proceeds to list a fourfold scheme: intro
duction, narrative, proofs, conclusion. Apart from the fact that deliberative rhetonc 
hardly ever used a narrative, there is little evidence that standard epideictic rhetonc 
ever used such a scheme. Of course it could have an introduction and a conclusion, but 
the methodology described by the ancient theonsts for the arrangement of an epideictic 
speech is quite different. Quint. Inst 3 7.15, for example, offers two methods, i) trace 
the life and deeds of the person to be praised in chronological order, ii) organise one's 
praise under the vanous virtues exhibited. Hester himself shows knowledge of such 
schemes (gleaned from T C. Burgess, 1902, "Literature") on pp.295-97, but he 
emphasises the fact that such an èyKÓi^iwu could form s. part of a speech. Nevertheless, 
the kind of fully developed arrangement he gives on p 296 was hardly intended to be 
used for an encomiastic passage within a speech. His application of such a scheme to 
Ep.Gal. 1 11 - 2.21 IS not convincing. 

In general, Hester is yet another example both of those who tend to confuse 
ancient and modem rhetoncal theory, and of those who show no real grasp of ancient 
rhetorical theory itself. 

L Wierenga's study of Paul's use of rhetonc in the letter to the Galatians is 
unfortunately rather thin on specific reference to ancient rhetorical theory.^20 There is 
in general a rather too heavy reliance upon Aristotle (no other rhetorical author is cited 
in his bibliography), especially in ordering his discussion of argumentation under 
"ethische," "logische" and "pathetische" means of persuasion (ethos, logos, pathos) In 
discussing ethos, for example, it is one thing to argue that the use of sententiae can 
have a good effect upon the image of a speaker's character, but quite another to con
clude that because Paul supposedly uses many sententiae (he cites sententiae in 3 7, 9, 
10, 11, 12, 13, but these are hardly statements of communis opiniol), these are auto-

' " See pp 291-95 Epideictic rhetonc is, for example, defined as educational and concerned with the 
future behaviour of an audience This hardly does justice to the varied nature of ancient epideictic, but 
does reflect the theory of Perelman/ Olbrechts Tyteca 
"0 1988, "Paulus " 
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matically evidence of the "ethical" character of his argumentation In each case it needs 
to be shown that the use of the so-called sententia positively contributes to the speaker's 
image. Further, his classification of rhetorical questions under "ethical" persuasion is 
also not really demonstrable from ancient rhetoncal theory. 

Wierenga (30-32) goes on to give an analysis of Ep.Gal. 3 1-10 in terms of a 
gradual shift from quaestw fintta to quaestio infimta Unfortunately, his discussion 
does not properly take account of how rhetoncal theory dealt with this matter To make 
but two points: firstly, discussion of a quaestio in terms of its finite and infinite form 
goes back to Cicero's attempt to synthesize philosophy and rhetoric in the de Oratore 
This kind of analysis was probably not common to contemporary school rhetonc. 
Secondly, Wierenga's analysis proposes a shift in the opposite direction to that recom
mended by Cicero (and following him, Quintilian), and further, they never speak of a 
gradual shift.'^i There is, however, something to be said for the suggestion that the 
biaipeoLq which Paul sets up between justification by works of the law or faith in 
Christ322 IS presented in general terms and thus could be likened to a ÖEVI? {quaestio 
infimta). Paul's specific concern (cf. viróOemg = quaestio finita) is that the Galatians 
turn from the Judaising doctnne back to Paul's Gospel, but what Paul sets out to prove 
is that no one can be saved by works of the law and that everyone needs to be saved by 
faith in Christ (cf öeat? = quaestio infimta) That Paul takes this line of reasoning, 
however, probably has more to do with the all-encompassing nature of his Gospel than 
that he was thinking in terms of Oéaig/ vTÓÖeaiq 

The ensuing analysis of Ep.Gal 4 21-31 (34-38) does not really follow rhetorical 
theory as such, except to say that Paul is using an exemplum.^^^ 

In 1992 J. S Vos published an interesting article on hermeneutical antinomy in 
Paul.32'' Vos presents an interesting attempt to apply certain KOIVOI TÓTOL from araaiq 
doctrine to two passages in Paul's writings. He is here pnmanly concerned with 
Ep.Gal. 3 and Ep.Rom 10 where Paul confronts his readers with at least two citations 
from the Torah which pnnui facie appear to be in opposition to each other It is Vos' 
contention "da3 Paulus in Gal 3 in starkem MaBe, in Rom 10 in genngerem so 
argumentiert, wie es in den rhetonschen Handbuchem im Falle der leges contrariae 
empfohlen wird " He also backs this up with reference to a similar procedure amongst 

' 2 ' See further my cntique of Hellholm, p 171 f, and also chapter two, § 2 2 1 
322 Seep 135 below 
323 Wierenga's analysis of the allegorical method is based on a later Christian method of dealing with 
allegory and has little m common with allegorical method in the first century AD 
324 i992_ "Antinomie " 
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the Rabbis (concerning contradictory halakoth resting upon different texts from the 
Torah) and Philo. 

Vos shows that in ancient rhetoncal theory separate attention was given to the 
status legum contrariarum (e.g., Cic. Inv. 2.144-47; Rhet.Her. 2.15; Quint. Inst 7 7) 
Among common arguments (KOICOI TÓTTOI) suggested to overcome a possible contradic
tion between two laws he highlights the arguments utra lex antiquior and utra lex 
potentior He also notes the common attempt to get at the voluntas or intent of a law, if 
there seems to be a contradiction at the level of its letter. Finally, there is also the point 
that the advocate ought to try to put such a construction on the law used by his 
opponent that it conforms to his point, and, if possible, show that the two laws in ques
tion do not really contradict each other. 

Vos goes on to apply this to Ep.Gal. 3, basing his division of Paul's argument 
upon the schema suggested by late rhetoncal theoreticians such as Sulpicius Victor. He 
suggests that Paul first discusses the Scnpture supporting his f)osition (3 6-9), and next 
that of his opponents, giving his own interpretation (3.10-11) He then proceeds to dis
cuss the voluntas of the promise to Abraham (the point concerning airépfia, 3 15-16), 
the comparatio - utra lex antiquior (3.17-18), the voluntas of the Mosaic law (why was 
the law given?, 3.19-20), and finally the comparatio - utra lex potentior (the law did 
not give life, 3.21-22). Paul then adds several images to help explain his point. 

Vos' analysis seems at first sight attractive. Yet, as the analysis of Paul's 
argumentation below shows. Vos' presentation does not really capture the essence of 
the argument. Nevertheless, it is true that in Ep.Gal. 3.19-22 Paul is concerned with 
the intent (voluntas) of the Mosaic law and interprets it in such a way that it does not 
contradict God's promises to Abraham. This concern that two laws or contracts should 
not contradict each other is reflected in rhetoncal theory, as well as the consideration 
that one should examine the intent of the law as well as its letter. Yet these similanties 
are not sufficient to suggest dependence upon CTTacrt? doctrine. The concern that Scnp
ture not contradict itself was widespread among the Jews (cf the evidence cited from 
rabbinical sources and from Philo by Vos himself, and also Ev.Jo. 10 35).'^'' 

Vos' case with respect to Ep.Rom. 10 is less strong, which he himself also 
admits 326 

'2'' Already above, I have suggested that the detailed TÓTTOI, of OTÓait; doctrine are not really relevant to 
the letters of Paul, see pp 58 and 88 89 
2̂6 See pp 267 68 Ep Rom 10 is much less clearly dealing with i prima facie contradiction between 

two laws or Scripture passages Paul's argumentation here is intimately connected with his reasorang 
begun at 9 1 and continuing through to 11 36 It is difficult to envisage the beginmng of chapter ten as a 
digression designed to resolve an apparent discrepancy within the law of Moses 
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C. H. Cosgrove has also attempted a rhetoncal explanation of Ep Gal. 3;IS
IS.^^' Cosgrove argues that Paul, taking the premises of his opponents (which Paul 
himself does not accept), argues that God, who gave the covenant to Abraham as a 
promise, later tried to amend that covenant by bringing in the Mosaic law as a condi
tion and thereby profoundly altering the terms of the original agreement. Yet God's 
attempt to do this fails because no one can add stipulations to a ratified covenant. Cos
grove argues on the basis of the phrase "(cara audpoiirou" that Paul does not accept the 
premises of his own argument (which involves a characterisation of his opponents' 
position), but concedes the premises hypothetically. He further argues that this was a 
standard rhetoncal technique, refemng to Quint. Inst. 9.2.51. Two considerations 
show the weaknesses in Cosgrove's position Firstly, his interpretation demands 
understanding v 17 to be indicating that there is a fundamental conflict between the 
introduction of the law and the Abrahamic covenant. This is supjxjrted by interpreting 
the words OVK uKvpol ("does not invalidate") as "is not able to invalidate." A 
straightforward reading of these words, however, renders perfectly good sense Paul's 
point IS then not about the introduction of the law per se, but its function It is this 
function which is addressed in v. 19. Furthermore, Cosgrove has misread the import of 
the word "videmur" in Quintilian When Quintilian states, concessio, cum aliquid etiam 
iniquum videmur causae fiducia pati, he means to say that the concession made only 
seems to be injurious to one's case, not that the concession may only be hypothetical 
This IS all the more clear from the examples Quintilian provides. It should, however, 
be noted that Cosgrove's book (1988b, Cross), wntten subsequent to his article, drops 
any reference to Quintilian or ancient rhetoric in his interpretation of this passage (61-
65) Here he explicitly rejects a rhetorical division of the letter (23-26, cf. 30) 

Finally, it is necessary to refer to an essay by the classicist J. Fairweather.^^s 
Fairweather provides an interesting analysis of Chrysostom's use of rhetoncal theory in 
commenting on Paul's letter to the Galatians '^s she also provides a good overview of 
Paul's relation to Hellenism Her own analysis of the letter to the Galatians (214-29) is 
rather general, but in the main ruled by a notable sobriety Many of her suggestions are 
similar to those defended by me below 

Fairweather (214) appropriately takes cognizance of the difficulty presented by 
Paul's strong rebuke of the Galatians at the opening of the letter. Such a rebuke is 
hardly in accord with rhetorical theory. Yet, citing Anst. Rh. 3.14 12, she suggests 

'2^ 1988a, "Human " 
328 1994^ "Epistle " 
^^' See my comments m note 331 below 
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that Paul might be considered to be amplifying the importance of his subject here. This 
IS certainly true, but does not remove the fact that the pronouncement of a curse can 
hardly be considered to be deliberative. Her playing down of the rebuking nature of 
Paul's letter allows her to classify the letter as belonging to the deliberative genre 
(219).^^° But she is quite frank when she admits to being able to find no "clear evi
dence" for "the general layout of Paul's argumentation," whether in "Greek rhetorical 
theory about deliberative oratory and ösatc-composition, or in actual philosophical let
ters and short treatises belonging to the period up to Paul's lifetime" (220). She further 
notes how Paul's argumentation is quite a contrast to the reXiKct Ke4)a\ai,a of delibera
tive rhetoric (221), and goes on to make some quite interesting comments with respect 
to Paul's common sequence of doctrinal exposition followed by moral exhortation, a 
sequence which does not appear to have been common in antiquity (226-27). Her dis
cussion of Paul's style will be referred to in my general conclusions (chapter seven, § 
1). 

2 Rhetorical Analysis 
2.1 Introduction 

The following analysis of the letter to the Galatians is restncted to the verses 1.1 
- 5.12 The paraenetical section and epistolary closing are excluded, not because they 
are not necessarily integrally connected with the letter as such, but because they do not 
offer scope for an analysis with respect to ancient rhetoncal theory Paul's habit of 
closing his letters with general and specific paraenetic advice is closely related to popu
lar philosophy (cf esp. Sen Ep. 94). 

Although this book is not specifically concerned with rhetoncal interpretation of 
Paul in the church fathers, this area is very much of related concern. I have, therefore, 
chosen to pay some attention to the commentary of Marius Victonnus on this letter as 

330 Fairweather's statement on the genre of the letter is fairly clear, although she does allow for 
"apologetic overtones" and "eulogistic touches " Earlier, in connection with "types of epistolary dis
course," she suggests that the letter is of the "mixed" type (20) In private correspondence (dated 23 
Nov 1995) she also uses the term "mixed" of the letter's rhetorical genre 

In the context of her genre classification (219) Fairweather also reckons, among others, allegory as 
one of the "effective modes of persuasion" recogmsed by the rhetorical theorists As noted below (§ 2 5, 
part two), Paul's use of the allegoncal method in Ep Gal 4 is not the same as the rhetoncal figure 
known ai aW-rjyop^a 
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both a test-case and control on my own rhetorical analysis.^^' Victorinus (bom in 

Africa) was a well-known professor of rhetoric teaching in Rome in the mid fourth 

century AD, where a statue was erected in his honour. His literary output was prolific, 

demonstratmg a wide reading knowledge in both Greek and Latin. Among the extant 

works is a commentary on Cicero's de Inventione. Very late in life he converted to 

Christianity and began writing commentaries on the Pauline letters and also various 

theological tracts. The commentary on Paul's letter to the Galatians is the first Latin 

commentary on this letter extant.^^^ Victorinus' commentary is, however, not a rheton-

cal commentary. He pays very little attention to matters of rhetorical theory or style. 

Yet occasionally he provides comment relevant to this study.'^^ 

In accord with both my comments on the usefulness of rhetorical genres in gen

eral,3^'' and the comments above on this approach with respect to the letter to the 

Galatians, no rhetorical outline has been attempted in terms of any of the rhetorical 

genres. The letter does not fall naturally into the confines of a rhetorical genre, nor can 

it reasonably be divided into the various partes of a speech.^^s The following general 

comments on genre may be made. As noted above, Paul's letters qua length and lan

guage are closer to those letters extant in the literary tradition than those found among 

'^' I have used the edition of A. Locher (Leipag: B G. Teubner, 1972). 
J. Fairweather (1994, "Epistle," 2-22) has investigated Chrysostom's commentary on Paul's letter 

to the Galatians and deduces on the basis of it a rhetorical outline of Paul's letter. Structurally, she argues 
that Chrysostom interprets the letter as containing a mixture of rhetorical genres. Fairweather bnngs this 
back to the theory of éax^lJi-ctTtaiiémq XÓ705, in particular, to a method described by Ps.-Dionysius of 
Halicamassus, Ars Rhetonca 8.8-12 (a treatise probably dating to the beginmng of the third century 
AD). As noted in the select glossary, EaxrjiiaTiaiiemq Xóyoq was a method used when one wished to dis
guise what one had to say (usually criticism of one's audience) and thus enable the speech to come across 
in a more agreeable way. Vanous methods for accomplishing this are described by the rhetorical 
theorists, but so far as 1 am aware [D H.] Rh. 8 is the only treatise to suggest what is called ó ayo>i> b 
avuTrewXc-tiiémq, namely, the idea that various genres may be disguised under another genre. 
Unfortunately, Fairweather does not really make the purpose of Eaxi/iaTia/jeVoc; XÓ70C clear, nor does 
she attempt to show, if Chrysostom really interpreted Paul in this way, what purpose Paul may have had 
in using this method and what he was trying to disguise. Needless to say I am sceptical as to the sugges
tion that Chrysostom analysed Paul in terms of this method. Chrysostom nowhere makes this explicit. 
That he uses various terms common to rhetorical genre terminology to describe what Paul does in this 
letter is true, but Chrysostom uses such terminology throughout his homilies. A more in-depth investiga
tion of the treatises of Chrysostom would be needed in order to determine whether he means to say any
thing meamngfiil about genre through his scattered use of such terms. 
^̂ ^ For an extended overview of his life and works see Wessner, 1930, "Manus." 
^^' It IS, perhaps, worth noting that Victonnus {Gal. 1146d) sums up the purpose of the letter as to cor
rect the Galatians and call them back from Judaism that they may keep faith in Christ alone Victorinus 
sees no direct apologetic purpose to the letter. It is, a refutation (refutare) of what the Galatians have 
added to the Gospel and a confirmation (confirmare) of Paul's own Gospel. 
" 't See pp.82-90. 
" 5 See p. 166. 
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the papyn in Egypt 3̂6 jn terms of epistolary theory, going by the analysis presented 
below, the letter to the Galatians may be broadly typified as belonging to the 
èxm^TjTi/coc Tvirog ([Demetr.] Typ. 6, cf. [Lib.] Ep.Char. 34, 81) The letter is essen
tially a strong rebuke of the Galatian Christians who have apparently been under the 
influence of certain Judaising teachers The letter suggests that at least one of the cen 
tral points of these teachers was the necessity for the Galatians to be circumcised. Paul 
considers this Judaising Gospel incompatible with the Gospel which he first preached to 
them and thus calls them back to the true Gospel as originally preached by him 

The analysis concentrates on, i) understanding the argumentative flow in the let
ter, as a necessary precursor to, ii) comment on the use or lack of sTTLxsipritiaTa 
(rhetoncal syllogisms) and other forms of argumentation, as well as the use and, where 
appropnate, function of vanous tropes and figures, in) Thirdly, following upon the 
analysis, certain comments will also be made ujwn the style in relation to both rhetori
cal and epistolary theory This analysis is an attempt to approach the letter to the 
Galatians from the perspective of ancient rhetoncal theory The application of rhetori
cal terminology to what Paul does in this letter should not necessarily be taken to mean 
that Paul himself thought in these terms Many methods of argumentation and figures 
were (and are) commonly used without any theoretical consideration The approach is 
therefore maximalist, and more akin to how Paul's letter may have been interpreted by 
a contemporary professor of rhetoric (with some goodwill!) Following upon the analy
sis of several letters some remarks will be made concerning the likelihood of direct or 
indirect influence of Graeco-Roman rhetorical theory upon Paul ''^ 

That portion of the letter considered here may be broadly divided into four sec
tions as follows: 

1110 Epistolary opening and rebuke The rebuke (1 6 10) replaces the regular thanksgiving sec
tion 

1 11 2 21 Narrative Apology Independence and divine ongin of Paul's Gospel 
3 1 - 4 11 Argument The nature of the Galatians' initial reception of the Gospel followed by 

Scnpture proof (3 1-14), and a didactic explanation of his position (3 15-4 11) 
4 12-5 12 Emotional appeal 

"6 See pp 96f 
33̂  Of course, the following analysis also presents vanous exegetical choices which have been made It 
IS, however, beyond the scope of this study to interact with exegetical matenal outside of a rhetoncal 
purview 
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2.2 Epistolary Opening and Rebuke (1.1-10) 

The Argumentative Thread 
A regular letter opening is extended by two additional thoughts, i) The expansion 

on Paul's apostleship (v 1) This could be considered the establishment of ethos (self

recommendation), but It IS not effected along traditional rhetorical lines (by using the 
stock turns of phrase) Given the problem in the Galatian church, Paul has seen the 
need to emphasise the nature of his apostleship, and does this at the beginning. 
Rhetoncians also saw the need to establish credibility at the beginning of a speech, but 
this is a concept too common to attribute to the influence of rhetoncal theory as 
such '3* u) The expansion on what Jesus Christ has done for his own and the conclud 
ing doxology (verses 45). Both the doxology and the specific form of the greeting 
(grace and peace) have Jewish backgrounds The rather verbose extended form of this 
letter opening, particularly the second expansion, may be considered the kind of 
HaKpoXoyia which Demetr Eloc 7 (cf 242) states is appropriate to prayer, or in this 
case praise. 33' 

The öau^afo) on section (1 69) replaces a thanksgiving section (regular both in 
Paul and in Hellenistic letters generally). Although such use of Oavfxa^u) is common in 
the orators, it is also not unusual in Hellenistic letters 

The iraOoq attained in verses 89 is certainly high, and due to' i) the very harsh 
judgment combined with the use of a foreign (Jewish) concept, ai'aöfi/ia è'ffTu.̂ '"' It is 
as if Paul IS so worked up that he reverts to an expression from his mother tongue ii) 
The use of ÜTTSP/SOXT? (hyperbole, "or an angel from heaven"), in) emphatic repetition 
with a heightening the second time {ei for èdc). Such repetition, Arist Rh 3 12.3 
says, should be vaned the second time. It is highly dramatic and for that reason 
inappropnate to written work, i e , if read it comes across as o rfiv boKov (fiepwv (a 
proverb explained by Photius as one of many èirl TWV Tavra TOLOVVTOIV KUI jxr]bhv 
■KeponvóvTiüv, cited in Leutsch/ Schneidewin Corpus Paroemiographorum Graecorum, 

33» Vict Gal 1147c suggests that Paul adds the brothers with him as addressees to shame the Galatians 
by showing that their error is contrary to them all He also notes that Paul may have had Matthias (who 
replaced Judas) in mind when he says that he was not sent by men (1147d) 
33' It should be noted that [Lib ] Ep Char 51 recommends a simple letter opemng o Selna TÜ &eïn 
XotipEiv Additional adjectives ought to be avoided Apollonius Dyscolus, however, in a discussion on 
articles in epistolary syntax (Synt 1 6568), suggests several cases in which adjectives may be necessary 
Neither author appears to envisage the kind of extensive expansions present in Paul 
3'"* It IS interesting that Paul assumes that the Galatians will understand this term (a Septuagintalism, 
see below, note 413) If the Galatians were not Jewish, they had been under Jewish influence, or had 
done a lot of Old Testament study 
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1 168n) This ira&oq is maintained in v. 10 by the two/ three short rhetoncal questions 
in a row (cf select glossary, s.v fixspcórr/crtij) 3'" The point is that Paul no longer/7eA

suades men (let alone God  another UTTEP/SOXI?) '̂'̂  The thought is repeated in other 
words, thus equating the action of ■KeiOsiv with apéoKeii/. Uei9ei.v thus has a negative 
sense here, as more frequently in popular criticism of rhetoric (i e., pleasing men with 
rhetorical flourish rather than stating the matter plainly) 343 

Paul thus approaches an emotional climax as he introduces a narrative excursus in 
V 11. 

Rhetorical Notes 
1.7 The phrase o oiiK SUTLV aXXo is an example of fiETa^oKri (self correction, see 

select glossary s.v.). Here it has the opposite effect to that descnbed in Rhet.Her. 4.36. 
The initial overstatement heightens the senousness of the offense 

2.3 Narrative Apology (1.11 - 2.21) 

The Argumentative Thread 
Having pronounced a strong rebuke against the Galatians, Paul next takes up a 

lengthy defence of the divine origin and authority of his Gospel. His proposition is 
formally introduced using the common disclosure formula (Yccjptfco). Paul begins this 
defence by recounting the fact that he received his Gospel directly from God via a 
revelation and thus not via the mediation of men (i e , of the other apostles). This 
revelation was probably well known to the Galatians 

The establishment of the divine origin of Paul's gospel lends divine authority to 
Its message. Paul next argues that after this revelation he had minimal contact with the 

3"" Vap in abrupt or short interrogative questions generally has no conjunctive force, LSI i v 1 4, con

tra J B Lightfoot (1865, Epistle, ad loc) and J van Bruggen (1973, Veertien, 136) et al Compare 
also Denniston on progressive yap (i e , no causal force, Part , 8185, esp 8283) Denniston suggests 
that this usage is confined to drama (84), but it ought to be noted that the terminus ad quern for his 
research is 320 BC K G , Gram , 2 2 pp 33537 (§ 545, 7) note that adverbial yap (i e , of emphasis) 
in questions is common 
34^ The expected answer to the question is thus, "neither " J van Bruggen's objections to this inter 
pretation, that the word order clearly suggests an alternative proposition, are not conclusive {op cit , 
138n) The fact that TTEIÖU comes after aiSpiiiitovq (instead of apn yap ai^püiirovq r; Tof BEOP irci6w,) 
may merely serve to emphasise ai^poöTvovc;, the words ?; TO f Beof coming as a hyperbolic afterthought 
3'" Paul can also use the verb weiBic in a positive sense, cf 2 Ep Cor 5 11 An alternative interpreta 
tion IS to view xciöoj and apcoKui as in opposition to each other (taking irciSw in a positive sense) The 
first question is then an alternative, does Paul persuade men or does he persuade God'' Obviously he per 
suades men, for he submits to God (being a slave of Christ) That is why he cannot be a menpleaser For 
this interpretation see J van Bruggen, op cit , 13540 
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apostles. He was, therefore, never their student. Yet Paul does not explicitly draw this 
conclusion. As more often in Paul, the conclusion is left out as self-evident. Whilst this 
certainly may be appropriate according to rhetorical theory, one needs to be careful that 
ambiguity does not anse and that the conclusions are in fact crystal clear from the con
text This IS not always the case in Paul and is a weakness in his argumentation, as we 
shall see below.^^i 

The following narrative concerning himself, therefore, has the nature of an argu
ment As scholars have frequently noted, there is a strong element of personal defence 
here It seems as though certain rumours had been spread around which denigrated his 
authority and his Gospel.'^s Paul, therefore, finds it necessary to defend the divine 
origin of his Gospel As noted above, this section cannot rightly be compared to the 
5ii;7T7crt<j of a speech.^''^ Already Victorinus {Gal. 1152b) had realised this. He notes 
that this section does indeed have the character of a narratio de se, but that its function 
IS to prove (probare).^'^^ 

Now the main purpose of the letter is to rebuke the Galatians for following the 
Judaisers and to call them back to the pure Gospel. This is what is initially presented in 
the letter (1.6-9) and also argued for and explained in the argument of 3.1 - 4.11. The 
narrative of 1.11 - 2.21 appears, therefore, to have a purpose somewhat different to the 
other sections of the letter. It forms a kind of excursus. Of course, the narrative does 
lay an important foundation for the argument and teaching to follow This foundation is 
provided both by showing the divine nature of Paul's Gospel and his authority as its 
messenger, and by using the narrative itself to introduce the main point of Paul's argu
ment to come, 1 e., the biaipeaiq between faith in Christ and the works of the law ^^* 

Such an extended apologetic excursus was not a regular feature of either rhetori
cal theory or practice, but it is certainly not without precedent (see below). 

One of the most important functions of the irpoot/ttoc in the rhetorical theory of 
this age was the effective presentation of the character (ijöo?) of the speaker The orator 
had to make sure that his audience were prepared to listen to him If the audience had 
particular prejudices, these had to be first removed before he could proceed to his argu
ment (cf. Cic. Inv. 1.22). Both Rhet.Her. 1.9 and Cic. Inv. 1.23 advise the use of a 

^^ See pp 139-41 
For Chrysostom's reconstruction of charges made against Paul, see J Fairweather, 1994, "Epistle," 

3-4 
3*"' See note 292 

Victorinus further divides this section into four parts (dmsiones) and shows how they help to prove 
that Paul's Gospel was independently received by divine revelation 
'** Seep 135 below 
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cautious insinuating ■Kpooijj.iov when the audience is hostile for one reason or another. 
Paul does not opt for this approach, nor was it universally supported by rhetorical 
theorists (cf. the critical comments in Quint. Inst 4 1.3739, 42ff) Instead, Paul tack

les the problem head on by the presentation of a lengthy apwlogetic narrative. 
In this respect we have two fairly close parallels in the 5th speech of 

Demosthenes and the 40th speech of Dio Chrysostom. 
Demosthenes' speech, delivered in 346 BC, was a short attempt to convince the 

Athenians that it was politically necessary to accept the peace which had been made 
with Philip. After a regular xpooi/iioc (§§ 13), Demosthenes inserts an apologetic nar

rative concerning his lone, yet (in his view) correct, counsel to the Athenians on earlier 
occasions (§§ 412) The propositio is then provided at §§ 13 14a. The function of this 
personal defence is quite clearly to build his ri6o<; before he goes on to give what (for 
him) must have seemed rather unlikely counsel Given that the whole speech only takes 
up 25 roughly equal sections, the apologetic narrative forms a significant portion of the 
whole 349 

Dio delivered his 40th speech to the citizens of Prusa in AD 101, having been 
invited to speak to the debate on the motion "that concord ought to be concluded with 
Apameia." The speech is itself essentially deliberative, however, Dio realised that his 
audience were potentially quite hostile to him. For this reason he begins with a lengthy 
apologetic ■wpooiixLoi' In fact, he goes so far as to insert a separate apologetic speech 
into the irpooiiJLLov. This takes the form of a narrative concerning his past actions which 
defends the proposition that he did not prove false to his native land nor cheat them 
from the promise he made Thus the irpooifiLov of his speech has the following struc

ture. 

■Kpooijiioii (§§ 1 2) (concerned with the speaker's ^öo?) 
Insert (§§ 315) (apologetic narrative) 

Ttpooiiuoi' continued (§§ 16 19) 

Given that the whole speech is divided into only 41 roughly equal sections, this 
extended irpooinLov also takes up an abnormally large proportion of the speech (19 sec

tions) 

3'" F Vouga (1988, "Gattung") briefly compares this speech with Paul's letter to the Galatians as evi

dence that the letter should be categorised as deliberative Whilst the speech makes a good companson in 
respect of the apologetic narration, Vouga goes too far when he characterises sections 2425 as an 
exhortatio (comparing Ep Gal 5 2 6 10) These sections form a regular EirCko^oq to Demosthenes' 
speech wherein he reiterates his main point and anticipates possible objections It is in no way com 
parable to Paul's paraenesis 
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These extended apologetic narratives may be effectively compared with the space 
taken up by Paul's apologetic narrative Paul's letter, of course, does not have a formal 
rhetoncal ■Kpooi^uov, but a modified letter opening (see above). Nevertheless, just as 
Demosthenes and Dio, Paul found it necessary to include a rather lengthy narrative (in 
his case to defend the divine origin and independence of his Gospel) before he began to 
deal with arguments more directly related to the issue at stake. Unlike the two exam

ples above, Paul neatly joins his narrative to the more formal argument by introducing 
a speech/ rebuke he made to Peter. 

It IS to be noticed that from 2 1 the narrative is extended from the original plan 
(presented in 1.11) in order to show how, in fact, the other apostles supported his 
Gospel, and that it was the pseudoapostles who crept in and tried to change things 
Paul follows this up by recounting how, when in Antioch Peter changed his behaviour 
(on account of the arrival of the Jacobites), he effectively rebuked Peter. He includes a 
précis of his rebuke at that time within this letter, on account of its direct relevance to 
his argument. Within the précis of this rebuke, Paul develops the biaipsaiq which pin

points from his perspective the nub of the issue, namely, justification by works of the 
law or through faith in Chnst. The issue is simply and starkly presented. In Paul's 
view, the doctnne that circumcision is still necessary for Gentile Chnstians (implying 
the necessity of keeping the whole Mosaic law), in this context, is tantamount to trying 
to earn justification by works 

Rhetorical Notes 
1.11 7»'coptfa) 5e (a better reading than yap) announces a proposition (in this case 

accompanied by a short reason, cf. Quint Inst. 4.4.8) which will be proved in the fol

lowing paragraphs. The virspISaTÓi' (hyperbaton) of on (which should be construed 
with yvojpi^w and belongs immediately before TO shayyêkiov) emphasises the OVK and 
the immediately following phrase which is the crunch of Paul's argument. 

1.12 0VT8 èóiSaxOrfi' is an example of ■KkEovaa^ióq (pleonasm) It is considered 
by Quint Inst. 8.3.5355 a style fault unless deliberately used adfirmationis gratia. 

1.16 aapKi Kal aïfian is a common ■Kspi4>paaic; (periphrasis) both in Paul and 
other JudeoChnstian texts (cf. 1 Ep.Cor. 15.50; Ep.Eph 6.12; Ep.Hehr. 2 14; 
Ev.Matt. 16.17; LXX Si. 14 18; 17 31). 

1.20 Midway through the narrative, Paul finds it expedient to use an oath Here 
we see a tacit acknowledgement of the fact that Paul cannot prove his own account of 
his past (cf. [Anst.] Rh.Al. 17 1), at least not with hard evidence. The oath, therefore, 
functions to magnify the trustworthiness of his testimony. It is effectual because of its 
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setting here. Paul, as a Godfearing apostle, is not likely to perjure himself in this way. 
The standard courtroom refutation of oaths (that cnminal types who don't fear the gods 
in their deeds are unlikely to worry about divine revenge for a false oath) is not appli

cable 
1.23 Ó Stcó/ccoi' seems to be used as a timeless substantive. J. B Lightfoot com

pares Ó KaTaXvoiu at Ev.Matt. 27.40.'5° The sudden switch to a clause in the first per

son whilst engaged in narrative is discussed by [Longin.] 27, who notes that if it is 
done just at the right moment it supplies a certain outburst of passion (è/c/3oXi) nq 
iraOovq). Nevertheless, his examples (from Homer and Hecataeus) are more abrupt and 
have more iraOoc; than Paul here. Paul's citation is prepared for by CXKOVU) and intro

duced by 'ÓTI. Yet his citation is more effective dramatically than had he said: 
ctKovovTsg i)oav TOV biü^cxvra avToiig ■KOTS VVV evayyeXi^eaOaL rrjc ■wiariv. 

2.2 avs^Tji' 5e (repeating the same verb from the previous verse) is a clear case of 
StXoyia as descnbed by Demetr. Eloc. 103 which makes the style ixel^ov It would 
have been less forceful to say avé^r\v KUT' ètTroKÓikvij/iv siq 'lepocróXvfia KT\.. It also 
emphasises the revelation (cf. Eloc. 197) 

It seems more likely that the verbs in the phrase ni) ... Tpéx<^ 'n 'éhpa^ov are both 
indicative than that the first is subjunctive.^5' If so, then rpéxw and probably Krjpvaaui 
should be considered historic presents. Ps.Longinus (§ 25) argues that the use of the 
histonc present transforms narrative into an svayüivi,ov irpayfxa (energetic/ vivid 
event). Ps.Anstides (Rh. 2.134) states that it produces a4>sksia (simplicity). Paul's 
clause may be interpreted in two ways. 1) He is admitting that he was just possibly 
(TTCI)?) on the wrong track and thus communicated his Gospel to the reputable men to 
make sure. If this is the case the clause is an example of concessio as defined in Quint. 
Inst. 9.2 51. 2) Perhaps more probably Paul is reflecting on the possible danger that his 
Gospel preaching would be thwarted by a more Judaistic Gospel accepted by the men 
of repute. 

Tpfi'xu IS here metaphorical of running in a race, a )ieTOi4iopó. common in Paul 
and elsewhere (cf. 5 7 and LSI s v II 2). 

2.4-5 Regarding these verses J B. Lightfoot appropnately speaks of a "shipwreck 
of grammar. "^'2 This is a flagrant example of solecism and these verses form an ade

350 1865, Epistle, 86 
35' The use of the indicative with ;xij (= Cva fiij) is more common in later Greek, but strictly speaking 
incorrect Mayser, Gram Pap 2 2 549 notes /xi; + indic in subordinate clauses used of doubtful ques

tions 
"2 1865, Epistle, 104 
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quale indication that Paul did not revise the language of the letter. ̂ 53 The verb 
TifayKoiaOr) is probably to be understood with verse 4a. 

Paul's language here comes close to what was called eoxry/xaTta/isVo? Xóyoq due 
to his use of 'én4>aaLq (see select glossary s.v.). The point is that by running down those 
who wanted Titus to be circumcised as "infiltrating pseudobrothers," he hints that he 
would consider anyone who supported circumcision in like terms. The undrawn conclu

sion IS that the Galatians have taken the side of infiltrators and traitors The 'é^L4>aal(; 
here is, however, quite open, and as we have seen, Paul is not afraid to accuse the 
Galatians directly. His letter cannot, therefore, be interpreted as èaxquoiTLajiévoq 
Xóyoq in general 

Paul's disparaging use of the term fpsv&abEK<i>oq is an interesting coinage. It 
appears to conform quite well to Demetnus' description of the forceful use of com

pound words which have been coined {Eloc. 275). 
2.610 The following verses are quite complex and full of vanous figures which 

heighten the emotion of the passage In 2.6 and 8 we have two examples of ■ïïa.pévOeai.q 
(parenthesis). Both are short, related to the matter in hand, and not syntactically com

plex, in accordance with the advice of rhetorical theorists. Both are, however, syntacti

cally separate from the main sentence, and the first parenthesis is not followed by a 
syntactical completion of the sentence onginally started, 2 6a is thus an anacoluthon. 
The first parenthesis also contains an example of virspPaTÓv (hyperbaton): irpóaunrov 
[b] Osbq avOpóiTov. Yet this is not such a highly emotional example as those discussed 
in [Longin.] 22. The dogmatic statement, irpóaiiiirov .. \aij.l3avsi is an example of a 
KEKpifiévov, I.e., the use of a commonly accepted opinion to prove a point (in this case 
an opinion accepted among Jews and Christians and ultimately based upon Old Testa

ment revelation). The underlying argument (which in this case is not difficult to follow) 
IS that if God is not a respecter of persons then neither should Paul himself be, which is 
why It does not matter to him what kind of people the men of repute used to be 

This statement may be interpreted in two ways. If Paul's use of ol boKovvreq car

ries a negative connotation, then he would seem to be saying that the fact that the other 
apostles were once those chosen to be the special disciples of the Lord Jesus on earth is 
of no consequence in terms of making a judgement upon the nature of the Gospel But 
why would Paul want to interject this comment? After all, he goes on to narrate how 

' ' ' One might think of a very early occuring haplography of the words ■qvayKaoB'q TTEpiT/xijffijcat, were 
it not made rather improbable by the well attested SE following ha 
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the apostles were in complete agreement with his Gospel! Would not the added reputa

tion of the apostles be an advantage to his argument, rather than a disadvantage?^^'' 
A second possibility (taking oi doKovvrsq positively) is that Paul is refemng to the 

low station of the other apostles, namely, the fact that they were for the most part 
fishermen from the region of Galilee, whilst Paul himself was a rabbi, trained under no 
less an authority than Gamaliel. The thought is then a form of sipoveia, since in telling 
the Galatians that the fact that his superior training and social standing makes no dif

ference to his judgment of them (nor to that of God), he at the same time reminds them 
of that very difference! Considerations of character presentation (ethos) are thus mixed 
together with the first round of proof. 

The thought resumed after the first parenthesis is (as noted above) begun over 
with a different grammatical construction. The structure of the sentence (2.6a versus 
2.79) IS an avTideau; (of thought), but it is not proportional (which would be out of 
place here). 

2.7 The fiBTuivvyla (metonymy) oï 6iKpo0vaTia and Tcptro^j) in 2 7, according to 
Ep Eph. 2 11, was common Jewish terminology (cf Ep.Gal. 2.12; Ep.Rom. 2.2627; 
3.30; 15.8; Ep Col. 3.11; 4.11; Act.Ap. 10.45; 11.2). They therefore cannot have had 
much creative effect. 

2.9 OTxiKoi in verse 9 is a neTa<l>opa which also occurs elsewhere (cf. 1 Ep Ti 
3.15, Apoc. 3.12; E. IT 51; cf. Ph. Migr.Abr 124). The same metaphor occurs with 
the word KIOJI' (cf. Archil. 16 D.; Pi. O. 2.90; Vit.Aesop. G § 106 [p.68,910 Perry, Ó 
Kiwc Trj(j jSaaiKeiac;, of Aesop]). 

2.9 also contains another example of iirsp^aTÓP' Ss^iaq ... KOiviiiviat;. This 
example seems more artful (the vwsp^aTOv actually encompasses the rest of the clause) 
and emphasises Paul's point. The artfulness of this clause seems somewhat incongruent 
with the grammatica! disorder of the foregoing. 

2.10 The virepfiaTOv of rCii' TTOIXCIU (to be construed with yivr\fiovs\i(ji) in 2.10 
serves to emphasise the fact that the exception only concerned the poor '̂̂  

2.14 èpOoTToSéoi appears first here. It reappears in Christian writers from the time 
of Origen, and in secular literature in an unpublished third century AD papyrus cited in 
BAGD s. V. It would thus seem that Paul has coined the word here, though we must be 
careful with the argument from silence as concerns Greek lexicography. It is a common 

■"'' This interpretation is often coupled with the hypothesis that the Galatians, for the reason suggested, 
considered the other apostles as more authoritative than Paul 
■"' Elliptical ii<a in commands is more common, cf LSJ s v II 3 b 
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enough fieTa(t>opa (cf. svBvKopsui) though if Paul has introduced a TSToirtiiévop (word-
coinage) here (based on opOóirovt;), the metaphor may be accentuated 

2.14b-21 The structure of 2.14b-21 has always given trouble to commentators. 
Where does Paul's citation of his speech to Peter stop? Prima facie it appears that the 
citation continues until v 21.^'* Before then there is no formal indication of any transi
tion That the citation is continued at v. 15 is indicated by the words riij.éig (j^vaei 
'lov5aioL which cannot easily refer to himself and his audience. The Galatians were 
hardly a group of Jews' Yet the way the argument flows, especially in terms of how 
Paul ends up giving a personal testimony of his relation to Christ, and the lack of any 
particular application to Peter or to the matter of circumcision has led scholars to think 
that these last verses cannot have been a part of his rebuke to Peter J B Lightfoot, for 
example, suggests that Paul's thoughts and language drift away from Peter at Antioch 
to the Judaisers in Galatia 5̂7 Without wishing to deny the possibility of such a solution 
(a break after v. 16 might be considered, as, for example, Vict. Gal. 1164b), rhetoncal 
theory may point us in another direction. If the verses 14b-21 are to be viewed as 
Paul's own précis of what he said in public to Peter at Antioch,^'^ then it may be that 
Paul employed a well-known and certainly not uncommon rhetorical method, 
èaxriiiomanévoc; \óyoq. 

Rhetoncal theorists explain how such figured speech may be used in a variety of 
circumstances, for a variety of motives, and in a variety of ways One important 
motive was eüxpeVeia (propriety) when the necessity of rebuking someone of standing 
presented itself. This is precisely the situation Paul found himself in at Antioch The 
fKJint of èaxoft-oiTi-oii.évoi; Kóyoq is to present one's rebuke in such a way that it comes 
across, but without unnecessarily offending the person to be rebuked Now it must be 
admitted that Paul begins in 2 14b by directly accusing Peter of compelling the Gentiles 
to Judaise (irCig avayKa^si<;). This seems to have been the frosition of the party of 
the circumcision, but it was probably not Peter's intent As Paul himself has stated, 
Peter acted in concert with the Jacobites out of fear. Yet Paul hereby equates his action 
with agreement to the Jacobite party policy. It is a mild form of virsp^oXri, but justi
fied It shows Paul's anger (cf Arist. Rh 3 11.15), an anger appropnate to the situa
tion But in what follows, Paul mollifies his direct rebuke by the use of 
Eaxi)fiaTLafiévo<; Xó-yog 

^ This solution IS also accepted by J Fairweather (1994, 'Epistle," 14), following Chrysostom 
3 " 1865, £/7i«/e, 114 
'^* It IS probable that Paul's actual rebuke was considerably longer, and also impromptu This recollec
tion IS no doubt polished somewhat, but we should expect that it recounts the essential points Paul made 
at that time 
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He does this in two ways. Firstly, he includes himself in what is said {r)ixslq 
iivasL 'lov5aioi), immediately creating a bond between himself and his addressee. He 
then proceeds to show how his arguments apply to himself personally without making 
the direct application to Peter, nor mentioning the precise point at issue at the time. 
Instead, the issue is broadened to the question of righteousness by works or by faith. 
Whilst on the one hand this makes Peter's conduct the more serious, on the other hand, 
the fact that no direct application to either Peter or the matter of circumcision is made 
softens the blow. Certainly, this application is clearly implied, but respect for Peter 
allows him to make the application for himself, and that is precisely the jwint of 
saxqtiaTiajisvoq Xóyot;. 

Paul thus repeats a speech he made at that time within his letter. Of course this 
incident (and the speech) is repeated because of its direct connection with the problem 
in the Galatian church. 

2.16 The point that justification is by faith in Christ and not by works of the law 
is repeated several times in this verse. Such tautology shows how Paul desires to 
emphasise this point, but stylistically does not come across very well. It should be con
sidered a fault here (cf. Quint. Inst. 8.3.51). TavroKoyia is more fitting to prayers or 
laments (cf. Demetr. Eloc. 7). 

Kai riixsig. This is èiKoyia used for the sake of clarity, Demetr. Eloc. 197, cf. 
196. 

iraaa crap^ is a Hebraism common in the LXX (although not actually in the text 
which is probably here alluded to, Ps. 143 [144].2). The allusion is not cited as an 
authoritative witness, but introduced much like a 7CW/XT) (maxim). Its position at the 
end of an argumentative consideration would also seem appropriate and in line with 
rhetorical theory (cf. Demetr. Eloc. 110-11). The fact that it is an Old Testament allu
sion immediately secures the sympathy of his audience. 

In 2.16 Paul's argument is an example of the common form of argument known 
among rhetorical theorists as biaipeau; (cf. select glossary s.v.). Two or more pos
sibilities are listed of which only one can be valid. The argument allows no room for 
any third possibility, which can be a risk, but not in this case. 

2.17 uses a rhetorical question answered by Paul himself. The use of such a 
figure certainly heightens the emotional tension as the ancient theorists point out, and 
thus is also used after Paul has made his main point. The rhetorical question therefore 
serves as av^r}aLg, ramming home the point of his argument to Peter, not really adding 
anything new. 

cenapTO)\oi is here afrovonaaia (antonomasia) for s6ur}. Paul hereby stresses the 
Jewish view of other peoples as sinners because they do not hold to Jewish customs. 
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His point IS that in seeking to be justified in Chnst, Jews have become Gentdes, sinners 
in the sense that Mosaic rituals are abandoned. 1 do not necessarily see any irony here 
{contra J. B. Lightfoot, 1865, Epistle, 115). Paul lays a verbal trap by showing how 
Peter's position would make Chnst a servant of sm. 

In the phrase atiapriaq biaKovoq, ctfiapTia is personified. Arist. Rh. 3.11.3-4 
(of. Demetr. Eloc. 81; Quint. Inst 8.6 11-12) appropriately notes that portraying 
inanimate things/ concepts as animate makes the matter quite vivid {èvépyeia). Those 
all too familiar with the text of the New Testament are inclined to miss the stnking 
vividness of Paul's personification of abstract concepts. 

2.17-19 The suggestion that Chnst is a minister of sin is of course to be answered 
in the negative by all parties But what is Paul's point? It would appear that he is 
intimating that aixapria here is of a different kind than that implied by the comment 
that Gentiles are afxapTüiXoi. In other words, sin is not to be defined by the ntual com
mandments of the Mosaic Law. Whilst this may very well underlie Paul's thought, he 
does not proceed to explain himself in this way. Instead, he states metaphoncally that 
one proves oneself a transgressor if he attempts to rebuild what he has once destroyed, 
1 e., that he proves that the act of destruction was wrong. This statement is an example 
of aXKrjyopla (in the rhetoncal sense, see select glossary, s.v. and comments at 4.1-2 
and 5 9) It seems to rest upon the accepted fact that Peter et al had earlier all agreed 
(and presumably still agreed in principle) that the rituals of the Mosaic Law were no 
longer binding Therefore, their concessions to the Judaisers are tantamount to an 
admission that their earlier decisions on this matter (confirmed with pledges, v.9) were 
wrong 

2.19 A second argument follows. The yap refers back to v 17 and is co-ordinate 
with the yap of v. 18 Verse 19 seems rather enigmatic, but was probably not intended 
as such. Ambiguity is a trait the rhetoncal theonsts generally considered a result of 
poor workmanship. Nevertheless, going by what is more broadly presented in the letter 
to the Romans, the meaning is probably that Paul, through trying to obey the law, died 
to the law (personified and characterised in terms of its sanctions) The following 'Cva is 
somewhat clumsy, as if Paul had deliberately kdled himself in the presence of the con
demning law This IS surely not intended. The thought is rather that this death to the 
law happened in order that in Christ he might live to God (in the newness of the Spint-
led Christian life). That is to say, Paul did not just die before the judgment-seat of the 
law, but he was crucified together with Christ, implying also union with the new life 
which Chnst received at his resunection (v. 20). For this reason Chnst cannot be con
sidered a minister of sin Although the rituals of the Mosaic law are abandoned. 
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nevertheless, followers of Chnst still live for God The ambiguity, poor stylistically, is 
of no great consequence as this main point is amply clear and further developed in the 
following verses. He has been crucified with Chnst, i.e., cut off from the law 
(crucifixion being the ultimate curse of the law). The verb oTavpoofiaL thus hints at 
cutting off from the law {six4>aaLc;). Paul follows this up by means of his personal 
testimony, showing how he now identifies with the (living) Chnst This, of course, is 
meant as paradigmatic for any who would follow Chnst. 

2.20 The two clauses: fci 5è OVKBTI eye, ffj 5è sv s\i6i XptffTÓc are a clever 
Jingle We have here the kind of artfully constructed avnOscTK; (using irapiawoK; and 
■ïïoipojioiijKJiq) generally condemned by rhetoncal theonsts, at least in senous contexts 
(cf. Thphr. Fr. 692 FHS&G; D H hoc 12 (p 72,1214 U R.) and also §§ 1315, 
Dem. 4 (p.135,1922 UR.) , 20, 2526; Demetr Eloc 2728, 247; Quint. Inst 
9 3 102, and the endnote to the select glossary). A short chiasm follows (fco sv aapd, 
Ev KioTEL fw, cf [Hermog ] Inv 4.8 re: KVKKOI;). 

1.1\ The précis of the rebuke to Peter finishes with a climactic sentence serving 
to sum up the issue as Paul sees it If righteousness is by law, then Christ died in vain! 
Rhetoncal theorists in general recommended that speeches close with great iraOoq. 
Paul's climax also, however, contains once again unstated implications (ëii4>aaiq) The 
phrase "righteousness by law" is clearly meant to be a reference to compulsory circum

cision and implies that its effect is to make one's salvation dependent upon justification 
by works. The implication is then that if circumcision is demanded, Christ died in vain. 

2.4 Argument (3.1  4.11) 

Part One: The Argument Itself (3.1-14) 
The Argumentative Thread 

At 3 1 Paul turns on the Galatians and asks, "who bewitchedyou>^ (emphasis in 
Greek text via word order) The implication is that just as Peter was misled, so also are 
they Paul has now quietly passed from his onginal point on the origin of his Gospel 
(1 11) to what he sees as the error of the Galatians, namely, that by reintroducing cir

cumcision et al they have in effect abandoned salvation by faith in Chnst for a Gospel 
of works In doing so they have made the death of Chnst to be vain. 

Paul's next argument (3 214) is rather complex and involves tying three different 
strands together, namely, i) justification from God, ii) the experience of the Galatians 
in receiving the special gifts of the Holy Spint, and iii) the significance of Chnst's 
death (alluded to in the foregoing, 2 . 1 9  3 1). 
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The central point of the argument appears to surface only after the opening series 
of rhetorical questions concerning how the Galatians received the gifts of the Spirit. It 
comes with the scriptural example of Abraham. The proposition itself is introduced by 
the verb yLuwcKw (3.7, of. 1.11), namely, that those living by faith are sons of 
Abraham. This is later coupled with the opposite consideration, those living by the 
works of the law are under a curse (3.10). 

The argument thus begins with the question of the reception of the Holy Spirit 
(3.2-5). Paul continues with the haipsaic; which he set up in his speech to Peter, 
namely, that of salvation/ justification by works of the Law or by the hearing of faith. 

Paul then cites the example {-Kapabeiyixa) of Abraham. Abraham believed/ had 
faith in God, and it was this that was reckoned to him as righteousness (LXX Ge. 
15.6). Paul clearly assumes that the Galatians have knowledge of the story of Abraham 
and recognise that the promise which Abraham is said to have believed was that his 
descendants would be a vast multitude (LXX Ge. 15.5). 

He goes on to explain why the example of Abraham is relevant to the Galatians 
and introduces thereby his main point here, those who live by faith are the descendants 
of Abraham. 

In doing this he makes the citation of Abraham function as a proof. Normally 
irapaSeiynara would function to reinforce a position already argued for. Because of 
Abraham's position as the forefather of the Jewish faith, and because of the promise 
made to him with respect to Gentile nations, the citation of Abraham is much more 
than an historical comparison. The authority of Scripture recording God's promise that 
the nations would be blessed in Abraham has the stature of a prophecy, and thus a 
necessary proof. If the nations are to be blessed in Abraham, then that blessing must 
come about by faith, just as Abraham received God's favour by believing God/ having 
faith in him. 

Paul's next step is to show that the other possibility of his Siaipeaig, i.e., obtain
ing righteousness by works, cannot work. It only produces a curse. Although Paul does 
not spell it out, his clear presupposition is that no one is able to fully obey the law as 
demanded, and that everyone attempting to gain favour from God via this route is 
therefore cursed (a point made more explicit in his letter to the Romans). He also 
attempts to show that Scripture clearly distinguishes the way of works from the princi
ple of faith. 

He then moves on to reintroduce the strand of Christ's death. He states that 
Christ has redeemed us from the curse of the law by dying on the cross. Paul clearly 
intends the Galatians to be included by the word "us," although here again there is a 
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missing link in his argumentation which can be supplied from the letter to the Romans. 
Paul clearly viewed all men, Jews and Greeks, as condemned by the curse of the law. 
This IS why Christ's death as freedom from the law's curse has significance to both 
Jews and Greeks. Here in this letter Paul merely adds that the effect of Christ's death 
releasing us from the law's curse is that we might partake of the blessing of Abraham 
in Christ. The two 'Cva clauses in 3.14 are probably meant to be co-ordinate, and so 
Paul ties the matter of the blessing of Abraham to the Galatians' reception of the gifts 
of the Spint Although the two are related, they should not, however, be identified. 
The Spint was promised by Christ to his apostles whilst on earth, though Paul is per
haps thinking of the promise recorded by Joel and cited by Peter on the day of 
Pentecost. In any case, as Luke's record in Act.Ap. clearly shows, the reception of the 
special gifts of the Spint among the Gentiles was received as a demonstration that 
Gentiles too had received repentance unto life (cf. Act.Ap. 10.44-48, 11.15-18). The 
reception of the promised Spint was thus a seal of their reception of the blessing of 
Abraham, namely, justification (this is the connection made in Ep.Gal. 3.8) by faith. 

What IS the nature of the argumentation involved in the three different strands? 
i) Justification by faith is argued by the authontative example of Abraham (see above). 
u) The Galatians' reception of the Holy Spirit is argued from their own experience 
The special manifestations of the Spirit among them have thus the nature of a necessary 
sign (TfiK/iïjptof). The Galatians know full well that they received these gifts of the 
Spint by believing (probably via the laying on of Paul's hands, cf. Act.Ap. 8).^^' in) 
The significance of Christ's death as taking away the curse of the law for Jews and 
Gentiles is only partially argued for (and actually only partially explained! Cf. the sig
nificance of "us"). The connection between Christ's death and the curse is argued for 
by reference to LXX De. 21.23. 

A structural outline of Paul's argument from 3 6-14 helps to show not only its 
structure, but also how many gaps there are in the logic which need to be filled in by 
the audience (marked off by square brackets). 

- "Abraham believed God and it was reckoned to him for righteousness" 
[the promise he believed was that he would have a multitude of descendants] 
therefore those of faith are sons of Abraham 

^ ' ' The fact that Gentiles received the special gifts of the Spirit directly in Act Ap 10 is one of the 
reasons for the great surprise of Peter et al After Pentecost the reception of such gifts for subsequent 
believers came via the laying on of hands by the apostles Act Ap 10 is a sort of second Pentecost 
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- God is justifying the Gentiles by faith 
- proved by Scripture's promise to Abraham: "in you all nations will be blessed" 
- [the nations here refer to the promised multitude of descendants] 
- therefore those of faith are blessed together with the believer Abraham 

- those of the works of the law are under a curse 
- It IS written: "all who do not obey the law are cursed" 
- [no one is able to completely obey the law] 
- [therefore everyone is cursed] 

- no one is justified with God by the law 
- proved by Scripture: "thejust-by-faith shall live" 
- the law IS not by faith 
- proved by Scripture: "the doer of the laws shall live by them" 

- [we are all cursed under the law, Jews and Gentiles (who have the principles of the law in their 
heart)] 

- Chnst has redeemed us from this curse by becoming the curse for us 
- proved by Scripture: "everyone hanging on a tree is cursed" 
- [Christ was crucified, and therefore cursed by God] 
- therefore the blessing of Abraham came to the Gentiles 
- therefore we receive the promise of the Spirit by faith 

Clear eTtxsi.priiJ.aTa (rhetorical syllogisms) these arguments are not, despite the 

fact that our rhetorical sources allow for the omission of premises, explanations, or 

even the conclusion if they are self-evident. Too much is left unstated (noted in square 

brackets). It is interesting to note how the structure is varied. Paul begins by deducing 

a conclusion (underlined) which is stated after the premise. The second conclusion or 

proposition is stated first, and then argued for (cf. Cic. Part. 47; Inv. 1.76). Each 

proposition once argued, is again supported by another similar consideration. 

The fact that so much must be understood between the lines, as it were, would 

suggest that Paul may be repeating points made to the Galatians in his earlier preaching 

to them. Such a consideration may be supported by the fact that we are able to fill in 

the gaps from his letter to the Romans, a letter probably reflecting much of his general 

presentation of the Gospel to established churches.3*° 

^^ The two letters are probably to be dated quite close to each other. The letter to the Romans was 
written from Connth, late AD 55 to early 56 or late 56 to early 57 (see C E. B. Cranfield, 1975/79, 
Commentary, 1.12-16), whilst the letter to the Galatians (on the North Galatian theory) dates anywhere 
between AD 53-56. The argument in the letter to the Galatians is more compressed and difficult to follow 
than that in the letter to the Romans. Several factors contribute to this- i) The fact that m the letter to the 
Galatians Paul is writing to a congregation where he has personally preached and taught, and so may 
presume knowledge of his teaching, ii) The fact that we have no knowledge of the precise nature of the 
Judaistic heresy, nor of their use of Old Testament Scripture It is probable that Paul's argumentation to 
some degree reacts to this. The letter to the Romans on the other hand is written to a congregation which 
Paul has never seen nor mimstered to, which explains his fuller presentation of the Gospel The letter to 
the Romans does not necessarily polemicise against specific problems within the Roman congregation. It 

http://eTtxsi.priiJ.aTa
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That Paul's argument is no logical demonstration is clear. Many questions 
remain, e.g., how is the sacnficial system which provided the possibility of atonement 
for the sins of the Israelites to be viewed in connection with Paul's interpretation of 
LXX De. 27.26 andLe. 18.5? 

Furthermore, many aspects of the argument are not proved, but merely stated. 
Paul is here also teaching and instructing the Galatians. At the same time, he attempts 
to prove (mostly from Scnpture) certain key points of his teaching, but even this is 
sometimes left open to question. Why is a certain text to be interpreted in that way? We 
may answer that as a divinely appointed apostle, he interprets the Scnptures for the 
Galatians. But Paul would probably expect his interpretation to be accepted as 
reasonable, although it also comes with his divinely based authonty. 

Rhetorical Notes 
3.1 To rebuke one's audience as strongly as Paul does here was never recom

mended by rhetorical theonsts, who are always concerned with ensuring that one's 
words are persuasive and not inciting opposition (cf Quint. Inst. 3.8.69). Even when 
strong words were required, the rhetoncians suggested various ways in which the 
rebuke might be softened or made palatable, see select glossary s.v. Trappriaia. With 
this rebuke, as with Paul's concentration on his divine authonty, Paul departs from 
rhetoncal theory Such rebukes are more the province of popular philosophical litera
ture. 

^aaKaivoi: a fjLSTa<i>opa referring to the use of the evil eye.'*' 
Paul indicates that his preaching of Jesus Christ as crucified was vivid, placing 

this fact before their eyes. The importance of vivid description is very frequently 
descnbed by the rhetoncal theonsts (and others in antiquity) as setting the matter 
"before the eyes" (Anst Rh. 3 10.7 - 11.5; Cic. de Orat. 3.202; Orat. 139; [Longin.] 
15.1; Quint. Inst. 9.2.40-44; Plb. 2.56). His implication is that if they had kept this 
fact before their eyes, they would not have succumbed to the evil eye 

3.1-5 The -KÓLQOQ, of his letter reaches fever pitch, not only by the strength of his 
rebuke, but also by the stnng of accusatory rhetorical questions addressed to the 

IS therefore quite warranted to use it, with caution, in order to aid understanding of the letter to the 
Galatians Of course, an eye must be kept to certain differences In the letter to the Galatians, for exam
ple, Paul IS thinking of the law primanly as a set of outward rules, do not touch, do not taste, etc In the 
letter to the Romans, the law is envisaged more as the concretisation of a general moral code 
'*' The references in H D Betz (1988, Galaterbnef, 24In) to the use of this word among the orators 
are not really germane since the term is there used in quite another way, namely, of maligmng The 
semantic context does not permit that meamng here (cf LSJ s v ) 
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Galatians These questions are opened in v.2 in a way which initially disguises the fact 
that they are rhetoncal, and seems to imply that Paul really wanted to learn their ans
wer (TOVTO IJ.ÓVOV OsXo} ixotOslv a(j>' vfiöji/). The irony of the rhetorical questions which 
follow m 3.2 and 5 is hereby heightened At 3 2 he expects the Galatians to answer "by 
the heanng of faith " They know that they received the Spint (and its concomitant 
gifts, the Svvafisig v 5) by faith This answer (s^ aKorjq Triareuiq) is again assumed at 
3.6 where Paul continues KaOuq A/Spaa/t. 

Demetr. Eloc. 279 notes that such a stnng of rhetoncal questions leads the 
audience to perplexity, seeming as if they are under cross examination with nothing to 
answer Quint Inst 9.2 7-8 also notes how such rhetoncal questions can be used to 
threaten {mstandi grand) Rhetorical theorists may, perhaps, have questioned the use of 
such great iraOog at this point in the argumentation lla9oq is something to be espe
cially reserved for an effective peroration so that a speech may end with a resounding 
climax However, the nature of this letter as pnmanly a rebuke explains the high 
degree of iraOog throughout 

3.4 contains an example of /iera^oXij (correction, see select glossary s.v.). 
Demetrius lists it as one of the TÓTTOI which may function to help make the audience 
favourable (Ê/oc 148) Paul here provides the Galatians with an option to repent Their 
previous expenences/ sufferings (the sense is unclear) do not have to have been in vain. 

3.8 presents us with a kind of micm-irpocxwiroToüa The Scnpture is here per
sonified and made to preach the Gospel to Abraham Such personification is not else
where found in the New Testament, apart from the standard phrases such as X£7et 
("Scnpture says").'*^ Because of the emotional character of TrpoawTOiroua, rhetorical 
theonsts recommended its use at the end of a speech. 

3:10 contains ein4>opa (successive clauses ending in the same word, here eiaiv) 

Part Two: Didactic Explanation (3.15 - 4.11) 
Tlie Argumentative Thread 

Having established the mutual opposition of salvation by faith and by works, i e., 
of blessing/ promise and law, Paul turns to the question of the relationship of the two 
in the Old Testament. He appears to deal with a possible objection to his argumentation 
here, namely, that the Mosaic law coming later superceded or changed the nature of the 

*̂̂  Ph Leg All 3 118ff IS an excellent parallel Here Philo personifies ó lepoc X070? and, just as Paul, 
has "him" speak via a citation (1 e , xpoawTroTroiia) Whether Philo and Paul represent a typical Jewish 
way of speaking is an open question The rabbinical phrase referred to by Str -B 3 538 is not really a 
true parallel 
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Abrahamic StaörjKT;. It is interesting that he does not deal with the possibility of another 
interpretation of the Abrahamic SiaÖTjxrj. This may suggest that either his opponents 
agreed with his interpretation, or that an interpretation of it was not germane to their 
own argumentation. 

Paul's (human) comparison at 3.15-18 calls for some comment. In the first place, 
what Paul does here is introduce an argument from the lesser to the greater, not a 
avyKpiOu; as such.^*^ If a ratified human StaÖTj/cij is not set aside or changed, then this 
applies all the more to a divine 8ia9rJKrj (3.17). 

Now Paul states, with respect to a SiaÖijxrj among humans, that no one sets it 
aside or adds to it. Prima facie it would seem that Paul's consideration is contradicted 
by a Koivbq TÓTTOC; (in the sense of a set argument) with respect to laws and contracts 
which was common in rhetorical theory, namely, that a later contract, law or any writ
ten document invalidated an earlier one (cf. Arist. Rh. 1.15.25; Cic. Inv. 2.145; Quint. 
Inst. 7.7.8 and also Just. dial, l l ) . ' ^ The question arises as to what Paul intends by the 
term SiaÖijKij. 

In the Septuagint (in secular literature but rarely) StaÖjj/cr; refers to a contract or 
covenant. Nevertheless, the normal Greek usage of the term was that of a last will and 
testament.3*5 Although Paul does not seem to think of a SiaOriKr} in terms of the neces
sary death of anyone, he does relate the term to Kkripovonia (inheritance). Paul proba
bly interpreted the Septuagint to be referring to a kind of testament in the sense of a 
promise of some kind of inheritance. 

Paul's comment that no one sets aside or alters a human SiaoiJ/cTj is thus made 
with reference not to a contract, but to a will. This distinction does not really help 
solve the descrepancy with the rhetorical KOivoq TÓTO<;, however. Rhetorical theory 
generally included all kinds of written documents, including wuls, under what it said 

3*' A avyKpiaiq is a comparison between the subject in hand and something else in order to show how 
the one is better, worse, or equal to the other. 
^^ J. S. Vos (1992, "Antinomie," 261 and note) attempts to relativise this KOITOI; róiroq by stating that 
whilst Cicero says the youngest law is always valid, others leave the question open. It is, however, clear 
from the sources that, special cases excepted (e.g., that a more recent contract was based on deceit), the 
most recent law was always to be considered binding. Where this is not specifically stated (e.g., in 
Quint. Insl. 7.7.8) it is clearly assumed as common knowledge. 

Was this KOLVoq rÓTro? used to promote the Mosaic law over against the promise made to Abraham 
by the Judaisers? 
365 Paul's language is not specific enough to be refernng to the Jewish S'13 nifia, descnbed by H. D. 
Betz (1979, Galatians, 155) as a "transaction of property from donor to donee, which takes place at once 
and IS not conditional upon the donor's death, although he may retain his right to usufruct during his 
lifetime " It is even doubtful whether the N'n3 Jlinn is a realistic option. See further, Betz (1988, 
Galaterbnef, 280-81) and the literature cited there. Betz supports this interpretation. 
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concerning laws (cf. Cic. Top. 96; Quint. Inst. 7.5.6). In any case, in antiquity a 
testator always had the right to make modifications to his will, or to substitute a new 
will in place of an older one.^** 

But what does Paul mean to indicate by speakmg of a KeKvpoifievt} biaOrfKtjl 
Prima facie he would seem to indicate a will which is legitimately drawn up. A phrase 
such as ij hiaOrfKri Kvpia (or similar) was a common formula in all kinds of legal docu

ments throughout the Greek world, evidenced from classical times through to the fourth 
century AD. It was designed to secure the legal status of the document.'*■' 

Nevertheless, it seems rather unlikely that Paul would not have realised that wills 
could be modified or replaced. For this reason, it is just possible that Paul means to 
speak of a will which has come into force, i.e., in a human situation, by the death of 
the testator (cf. Ep.Hebr. 9.1617). Of such a will, it could properly be said that no 
one adds to it or sets it aside. The comparison is, however, not exact. The Siaöij/cr; of 
God granting an inheritance to Abraham and to his seed is not brought into force by the 
death of the testator (God)! Perhaps Paul would have argued that it was brought into 
force by the death of the sacrificial animals and birds in the covenant rite. In any case, 
Paul appears to want to compare a last will and testament that has come into force, with 
the covenant/ will which God made with Abraham and brought into force at that time 
(cf. Ep.Gal. 3.17). 

Given this explanation, the Koivbg roiroq from rhetorical theory referred to above 
is irrelevant. 

Paul next turns to the intent of the adding of the Mosaic law (3.1922).'s* His 
point is that unlike illegal additions to a will which has come into force and which may 

*̂* Cf E. Bund, 1979, "Testamentum," esp. § 1.4b; I.7ab; II.12. Certain examples of wills among 
the papyn from Egypt evidence a clause effectively prohibiting additions, e.g., the will of Taharpaesis 
which states at the closing {§ 18), "AXXw [y]dp ovSen ovèèv TÜIV ènQi\v Ka\Ta\Eirui. D. Kamp, who pub

lished this papyrus, notes other examples (1968, "Testament," 128) Nevertheless, such a will could still 
be replaced by the testator at another time with a completely new document. 

Antipas is known to have contested the validity of the later will of his father Herod (cf. J. BJ 2.20; 
AJ 17.224). The grounds, however, were the soundness of Herod's judgement at the time of writing the 
later alteration (cf J. a /2 .31 , 3536; AJ 17.244). 
^^'^ Of wills, see D Kamp, 1968, "Testament," 94 (§ 18) with commentary; PEleph. 2.15 (284 BC); 
POxy. 494.26 and 2930 (AD 15665). Of other contracts (a few examples from the first centunes BC 
and AD); PTeb. 104.39 (92 BC); 110.1314 (92 or 59 BC); BGC/998.13 (101 BC); 1103.26 (13 BC); 
POxy. 261.1718 (AD 55); 269.1213 (AD 57); 270 50 (AD 94); 275.3334 (AD 66). 
*̂* H. D. Betz (1988, Galaterbnef, 163) descnbes 3.1925 as a digressio, i.e., not a new argument but 

a digression preventing a wrong conclusion. In his view v.26 begins a new proof section based on 
ecclesiastical tradition (Betz interprets 3,2628 as the citation of a baptism liturgy). Yet as our analysis 
shall show, 3.1  4.11 is one long, essentially umfied, argument. Although in v. 19 Paul does begin to 
explain the intent of the adding of the law, he does this in such a way that his explanation is highly rele

vant to the main point of his letter, namely, that the Galatians turn from the Judaistic version of the 
Gospel they have adopted. In this respect the pencope cannot be considered a digression, nor does Paul 
include anything like the popular a<t>obo(; (cf. Quint. Inst. 9.3.87) to call himself back to his main sub
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thereby alter the conditions for inheritance, the addition of the law does not contradict 
the promise It had an entirely different purpose The law was not given in order to 
grant life, but was added on account of transgressions 

Whilst Paul's main point is clear, the argument of verses 19-20 is not so transpar
ent The point would appear to be connected with the initial answer to the question, 
why the law'' He states, "it was added for the sake of transgressions having been 
ordained through angels by the hand of a mediator " The introduction of the concept of 
a mediator/ arbitrator (in this case Moses, cf OT Ex 20 18-19) implies the existence 
of two estranged parties which need to be brought together Verse 20 stresses the point 
that the presence of a mediator implies two parties, and adds that God is but one of 
those parties God alone is, therefore, not responsible for the introduction of the law 
In fact the estrangement was Israel's fault, for it was on account of their sin that the 
law was added Paul seems to be arguing here that the introduction of the law was a 
measure designed to bnng God and Israel back together Had man not sinned, the 
introduction of the Mosaic law (again, here considered as material regulations) would 
not have been necessary The metaphors of verses 22 25 illustrate how the law func 
tioned to bnng God and his people together, primarily, by leading Israel to the coming 
Chnst, the object of the fmth by which man is justified by God (and so reconciled to 
him) 

In v 22 Paul states that the Scripture (once again personified) has, by bnnging in 
the law, "confined" (a metaphor of imprisonment) all things under sin This is a 
reference to the argumentation presupposed at 3 10, namely, that the presence of the 
law, which IS impossible to completely obey, only demonstrates that all men fall under 
Its curse, i e , are sinners before God The adding of the law (here in this letter, in par
ticular, a law of material regulations) only serves to highlight man's plight (cf 
Ep Rom 5 20) and cannot possibly provide nghteousness (the suggestion refuted in 
v21) 

The intent of the giving of the law is now further illustrated by two metaphors 
(3 23 25) Paul first modifies the metaphor of imprisonment introduced in v 22 He 
describes "us" as having been held in custody by the law (personified) awaiting the 
faith to come (i e , ixsToiuvixia for the content of that faith, Jesus Chnst) 369 The use of 

ject In fact, we see instead that v 26 is integrally connected to v 25 The yap indicates that Paul will 
now explain why it is that a iraidayoiyoq is no longer needed when faith' came 
3*' That VITO refers to the agent in v 23 (and does not mean under in the sense of the previous verse) 
IS indicated both by the verb and by the personification in the following verse The use of ovyKXeiciv 
riva Eic; n was a common metaphorical construction in Hellenistic Greek (cf avyKXeio} in LSJ I 2 and 
BAGD 2 ) though Eiq invariably refers to place The Septuagint, however also uses ei<; to refer to the 
purpose for which someone is imprisoned (cf LXX /*? 77 (78) 50 ra KTT]vy\ avrCiv ei? Bavcnov 
avvEKKeioE, v 62 avveKkEiaev eiq poj).(i>ctuxv TOV "Kaov avrov, and Ep Rom 11 32) 
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the first person plural is rather vague Does it refer to Paul and the Galatians, or to 
Paul and others as Jews? The most obvious application is to the Jews, but Paul's trans

formation of the metaphor at 4.45 and its application at 4 811 makes it clear that he 
does not wish to exclude application to the Galatians themselves. He then changes the 
metaphor by calling the law a wmeaywyoc;, i.e., the man (usually a slave) responsible 
for conducting a child to and from school. Such irmSayoyyoi were also responsible for 
the discipline of their charges, and frequently earned a rod with them '™ Just as the 
xai5a7C07Ó<;' led his boy to school, so the law led the Jews to Chnst The comparison 
of law to a iraidayoyyóg is also found in Plut. Mor. 645b.^^' The function of these 
metaphors is clearly to illustrate what Paul has argued for in verses 1922 

Paul continues in v.26 with an explanation of the conclusion drawn from his last 
metaphor, namely, that when "faith" came there was no longer need for a 
■irai,8ayü)yó<;. Tliis leads Paul into a new theological turn which seems rather confusing 
to the reader until explained at 4.17 Given the argument so far, one would expect 
Paul to say that after Chnst came (i e., "faith"), those who believe in him become sons 
of Abraham, inheriting the promise through faith in Christ (who was the promised seed 
of Abraham). Instead, however, we are surpnsed to hear that the xa:t5a7ü)7Ói; is no 
longer necessary because the Galatians are sons of Godl The surpnsing turn (cf. 
■wapaêo^ou, Quint. Inst 9.2.2224) is perhaps deliberately emphasised by the change 
from first person plural to second person plural 

Paul's method at this point could be assessed in two ways It could be argued 
(with some justification) that this new turn is quite confusing and likely to confuse the 
listeners (remember that the letter would have been read aloud to the congregation) 
However, it could also be argued that Paul is at any rate attempting to grab his 
audience's attention and hold it in expectation (cf Quint. Inst. 9.2.2224) By throwing 
out this new twist without explanation, he causes his audience to pnck their ears up and 
listen for the connection Paul doesn't answer the connection nght away, or straightfor

wardly, but chooses first to amplify the connection of the believer with Chnst, and then 
via a similar illustration to explain what he means. 

'™ Cf PI Prt 325c d, Theon Prog ii, p 98,32f Sp , Qumt Inst 1 9 5 and for a stereotyped picture 
of the Trai.&ayüiyo(; in general, Lib Chr 3, p 85,13  p 86,1 F On the Greek waidayujoq, cf S F 
Bonner, 1977, Education, 3839 
' " J B Lightfoot (1865, Epistle, 149) cites a passage gleaned from Wetstein which he references as 
Liban iv 437 ed Reiske Wetstein references the passage ai> Lib D XXV p 576 C This passage is not to 
be found in the equivalent section of Forster's edition, nor is it to be located using the Concordantiae in 
Libanium (ed G Fatouros el al [Hildesheim G Olms, 1987 8]) Compansons of the law to leaders, 
guides or teachers were common (cf Chrysipp Stow 3 77, Ph Ebr 198, D Chr 75 12, 9) 
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At 3.2729 Paul begins his explanation of the surpnsing twist The connection of 
the believers with Christ is illustrated (via a metaphor) by refernng to baptism as an act 
of putting Christ on as one would clothing, a common metaphor in the LXX, of 
aoiTrjpia 2 Ch. 6 41; of aicrxvi'ri Jb 8.22; of biKaioavvi) Jb 29 14; of 4>ófioq Jb 39 19, 
etc . The effects of this unity with Christ are also descnbed, and the expected conclu

sion IS drawn that if there is unity with Chnst, then they may also be called seed of 
Abraham and heirs of the promise. But this was what was initially expected Paul needs 
now to explain how they are sons of God 

The metaphor of 3.24 is now altered and presented as an aWiqyoploi (in the 
rhetorical sense, cf. select glossary i v.), namely, an illustration stating one thing in 
straightforward language, but signifying something else ^̂ ^ The period under law is 
likened to that of a son under age.^^' But instead of the term cójuo? as in 3.24, the 
phrase ra arotxeta TOV Kocfiov is now substituted as a ■Kspi<i)paaiq (periphrasis). It is 
not really germane to this study to examine the hundreds of interpretations of this 
phrase. It will suffice to bnefly give my own understanding as it affects the description 
of Paul's argumentation 

Paul's reason for this irspi^pafft? is neither ornamental nor to deck some 
indecent expression (the two reasons given in the rhetoncal sources, cf. for example. 
Quint Inst 8.6.5961), but to indicate what aspect of the Mosaic law he is here 
highlighting. That the phrase is coordinate to vb^ioq is clear from the context and the 
use of the phrase VTCO VÓ)J.OV in the two following verses. We should, therefore, not 
expect "the elemental things of the world" to refer to the four elements here, nor to the 
heavenly bodies (whether considered as divinities or not). The terminology is quite 
vague and we should be careful not to impute too specific a meaning to the phrase 
Paul IS most probably referring to the Mosaic law as a law code containing elemental 
laws of the world, namely, ntual regulations requinng vanous outward observances but 
having no direct spintual or ethical significance. 

This interpretation also fits Paul's use of the same term at v 9 where it refers to 
pagan religion. The aTOLxsla, mentioned in v 9, are clearly in some way connected 

^̂ ^ In this sense, any example or illustration presented without a preceding explanation functions as an 
aXkrjyopta, cf Quint Inst 8 5 52 
' ' ' The precise nature of Paul's comparison remains unclear H D Betz suggests the tutela 
testameiitana of Roman law, i e , the right of a father to stipulate guardians in his will in case those 
named in the inhentance are under age at the time of his death The specification of a time by the father 
does not function in Roman law, however, as the guardianship (tutela) ends when the child comes of age, 
although see Betz' comments on testamentana found in the provinces (1988, Galaterbrief, 357) The 
death of the father is also an aspect of the companson which does not function in Paul's application It 
may be that Paul is not thinking in terms of the death of the father, but of a father's arrangements for the 
management and upbringing of his children 
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With the observance of days, months, seasons and years The term occurs again in 
Ep Col. 2.8 and 20 where the context is not dissimilar Paul is rebuking the Colossians 
for returning to regulations such as firi a\pri ixrjèè yemri ^ri5è öiyrig (Ep.Col. 2.21) 
involving food and dnnk or in respect of a feast, new moon or sabbath. The Colossians 
had clearly been influenced by some kind of Judaic syncretism,3^'' and it is not 
impossible that the form of Judaising troubling the Galatians was also somewhat syn

cretistic, although the days, months, seasons and years can also be interpreted solely in 
terms of Jewish law. 

By paraphrasing the Mosaic law in v 3 in terms of the elemental things of the 
world Paul effectively constructs a link between this aspect of Mosaic law and heathen 
ntual law which the Galatians came out of Christ was bom VTO vojiov and the lack of 
the definite article is probably significant here Chnst has redeemed those enslaved by 
(ntual) law (v.5, Tohq VTO vófj.ov [sc. SeSoüXco^Bcou?]), whether Mosaic or heathen.^''^ 
This link between Jewish and pagan law is made more explicit in verses 811. 

At verses 45 the statement that they are sons of God is finally explained by 
showing that their connection with Christ is a connection with Chnst as the son of God. 
The companson becomes mixed at this point Had Paul elected to continue with his 
ongmal companson he would have had to say that the Galatians at a certain point in 
time came of age and therefore were entitled to the inhentance. This thought, implying 
entitlement because of something in and of themselves, is theologically unacceptable to 
Paul The comparison is thus altered and those who were first considered sons under 
age and therefore likened to slaves, are now considered to be slaves who need redemp

tion. Thus, Paul states that Chnst redeemed those under the law (i e , those in slavery) 
that they might be adopted as sons of God and therefore have an entitlement to the 
inhentance At this point Paul also ties in the reception of the Spmt, which is where 
this lengthy argument began. The Spint is the Spint of God's son, Jesus Chnst, and 
thus is a aqfjLelov of their union with Chnst and their sonship in respect of God. 

At 4 811 Paul concludes the long section of argument from Scnpture beginning 
at 3.1 Paul now explicitly identifies the Galatians' current observance of Mosaic ntual 
as a return to the weak and impoverished elemental things of their own previous pagan 
religion (cf the emphasis in the words m\iv auoiBsv).^'^^ This is strong language, the 

^'^ In how far one may argue syncretism on the basis of stipulations involving dnnk is, however, 
questionable, cf Ansteas 142 
^^' At this point we may notice that Paul's companson of Mosaic and heathen law differs from that in 
Ep Rom 2 where the moral aspect of the law is in view 
'^* The words ■waXif aviiiBev seems to be a vanation of the more common iraXii' aü(9ig), cf LXX Wi 
19 6 
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more so as it is couched in a rhetoncal question. The identification should probably be 
considered as vTep^oXij, considenng Paul's general respect for the law elsewhere (e.g , 
Ep Rom. 7.12). Anstotelian tradition (as distinct from Hellenistic rhetorical theory, cf. 
Anst. Rh. 3.11.15; Demetr. Eloc. 124-27, 161-62, 182-86 and contrast, for example, 
Str. 3 2.9) considered the use of virsp^oXrj too emotional for rhetoric. It was often 
merely an expression of anger. Paul's use of èirspójTrim<; and virsp^oXij contributes to 
the iraOoq here which is appropnately increased at this concluding point of this line of 
argumentation. Their ntual observances are at once summed up, and the list is made to 
feel very long by the use of TroXvavvSETov (multiple use of conjunctions or connecting 
particles, cf. Demetr. Eloc. 54, 63). These lines probably had some shock effect on the 
Galatians who would not have expected their observance of Jewish law to be compared 
with the pagan religion they had abandoned. Paul concludes with an emotional sugges
tion simdar to that which he made at the beginning of the argument (3.4). Has his work 
been m vain'' 

Rhetorical Notes 
3.16b Within the argument of verses 15-18, verse 16b seems somewhat out of 

place It contributes nothing to the argument in hand (lesser to greater), yet the point 
that the promise was made to Christ (seed singular) is taken up later on. Paul appears to 
add a proleptic explanation of the promise to Abraham here. It is not related to his 
specific point at this place, but will be important later on. Such an argument, that a col
lective noun should nevertheless be treated as referring here to a singular subject, 
would not be acceptable as an explanation of a human document, but becomes pwssible 
due to the prophetic nature of Scnpture in the eyes of Paul (and presumably his 
audience) ''''' 

3.19 The use of amoXoyia (a short inquinng question, which is answered by the 
speaker, cf. v.21) implies a conversational style such as is appropnate for letters. It 
also helps to hold the audience's interest (cf. Rhet.Her. 4.23-24). 

3.28 Vivid repetition. This resembles what Quint. Inst. 9.3.49 says was called 
biak\oiyr\, the ramming home of a point by using different or similar terms to descnbe 
It. 

4.1 The statement that the child differs in nothing from a slave is ii-KspfióK-q, 
emphasising the point. 

' ^ ' It seems unlikely to me that Paul intended to say that a-KÉppua did not also refer to the Jewish race 
descended from Abraham, cf Ep Rom 4 18, 9 7 
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4.4-5 ava4>opa (anaphora) using first ysvófjisvov and then wa. Compare Hebrew 
parallelism. 

4.9 We have here a good example of usTafioKri (see select glossary s.v.) used to 
emphasise the point made by the correction. Note that this figure does not necessarily 
imply that the onginal statement was completely incorrect. 

2.5 Emotional Appeal (4.12 - 5.12) 

Part One: Personal Plea (4.12-20) 
The following paragraph (4.1220) contains a personal plea from Paul that they 

be like him Paul reminds them how he first came to them in physical need, and of 
their caring response. Has he become their enemy by telling the truth? A criticism of 
his opponents follows together with a rather bold metaphor refemng to his efforts to 
correct the Galatians. Paul closes the section with a sigh of perplexity with respect to 
them. 

This whole appeal is both quite emotional and replete with rhetoncal devices. 
Some of these devices give direct aid to the ■waBoq of the pericope whilst others are art

ful, figures commonly considered more suited to epideictic. 
The T^aOoq of the section is supported by the direct rhetoncal questions and the 

appeal itself which continues the rather direct contact with the audience (cf. 
avaKoiuiiiOiq). The very dramatic metaphor of v. 19 underlines this. Such a bold meta

phor was not generally considered suitable for prose among the rhetoncal theonsts. It 
probably underscores the emotional nature of Paul's appeal. The desire to be present 
with the Galatians (v.20) was an epistolary commonplace of the time, but this should 
not be made to detract from the sincerety of Paul's wish. 

The more "studied" devices are, for example, the words OVK è^ovBsvrjaaTe ovSs 
è^exTvaare in 4.14. J. B. Lightfoot remarks (probably correctly): "As CITOTTVSIU IS 
more usual than SKTTTVSIV in this metaphorical sense, the latter seems to be preferred 
here for the sake of the alliteration."^''* The phrase is an example of auTevauriwaig (the 
casting of a positive statement in a negative form, cf. Alex. Fig. 2.23, Tryph. Trop. 
2.15 where it is classified as a kind of avTi<t>paai(;), and is emphasised by the repetition 
of the thought by an added synonym (cf. Rhet.Her. 4.38, interpretatto). Such an 
avTevavTUiiaiq frequently has the effect of an understatement (cf. Rhet.Her. 4.50). In 
this case the understatement is immediately followed by an overstatement (virep^oXri) 

1865, Epistle, 175 
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in the form of two similes (eiKÓPst;), namely, that he was received as an angel of God 
or even as Chnst Jesus himself. The use of üirep/SoXij was common in the ancient world 
(cf Quint. Inst. 8.6.75), and also generally recommended by rhetoncal theonsts.''" 
The thought conveyed by this verse (4.14) is significantly emphasised by the use of 
these figures. 

In V.17 we have a wordplay (frjXoDfftc vficei; ... avroi/g fTjXoDre) not dissimilar 
to avTLixsTalBoKri (cf. Rhet.Her. 4.39; Quint. Inst. 9.3 85; Rut.Lup. 1.6). It also 
demonstrates the figure KwXog (chiasm, cf. [Hermog.] Inv. 4 8). The cntique of 
Dionysius of Halicamassus {Th. 48, reflected generally in other rhetoncal theorists) 
that ■Kapovoixaaia does not produce mOoq but èiriTr\hevaiq probably reflects a practice 
popular among many with which many theonsts did not approve. Verses 1718 contain 
a double xoXuirrojTÓc (cf Rhet.Her. 4.31; Quint. Inst. 9.3.37), ^rfkovaiv, ^rfKovTe, 
^rjXovadaL and (caXw?, Koikov, /caXaj.̂ *" 

Part Two: An Allegory (4.21  5.1) 
A rather abrupt change of mood occurs between 4.20 and 21. Paul has just noted 

how he could wish to be with the Galatians and is perplexed over them. He then lashes 
out with another rhetoncal question in an evident emotional outburst of anger (Vict. 
Gal 1185a nghtly speaks of indignatio) The anger is heightened by the use of 
afTovojxaaia which theorists note could be used for praise or censure (e.g., Rhet.Her. 
4.42) Here the censure is evident when Paul calls the Galatians oï VTO UÓ^OV diKovreq 
sivai. Paul also speaks with a hint of irony (etpcocfita) when he asks if they listen to the 
law, for his interpretation of the story of the birth of Isaac and Ishmael will turn the 
straightforward interpretation on its head' Instead of the Jews being the sons of Isaac 
(i.e., sons of the promise), Paul uses an allegoncal interpretation to draw the opposite 
conclusion The Jews are the sons of the slave woman, whilst those living by faith are 
the sons of the promise He adds a further pnckling thrust by danng to apply LXX Ge. 
21 10 to the situation. The obvious implication is that the Galatians should cast the 
Judaising teachers out from their midst. It is thus sinking that by the end of the para

graph Paul's anger (and for the readers, his implicit rebuke in 4.21) is no longer 
directed at the Galatians themselves, but at the Judaisers who must be cast out. The 
emotion is thus directed to instigate among the Galatians an appropnate feeling of 
animosity towards the Judaisers. 

^^' The Peripatetic tradition is a minor exception in that it discouraged the use of virep0o\rj See my 
forthcoming Glossary, s v 
^^^ Strictly speaking this kind of TOXVVTÜITÓV refers to the case endings of nouns or adjectives, but the 
same pnnciple is here at work with a verb 
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But what does Paul mean precisely when he says that the story of Abraham's two 
sons sariv aXkriyopoviisval 

With respect to the term aXKr]yopia it is important to distinguish between two 
quite distinct activities, namely, that of the use of aWr^yopia in speaking (or writing), 
and its use in interpretation. These two distinct uses of the term have unfortunately 
often been confused. The use of cxWrjyopia when speaking is discussed by the rhetori
cal theorists (see select glossary s.v.), but they never address the quite distinct question 
of allegorical interpretation. A good example of rhetorical óiKkriyopia is provided by 
Paul in Ep.Gal. 5.9. Here a proverb is quoted as an aWriyopia. Symbolic or meta
phorical language is used to make a point. What is literally said may be true or false, 
but it is not the point. The point being made is the inner or figurative meaning lying 
behind the expression. 

Rhetorical theory when discussing the use of aXKriyopia usually confines itself to 
examples consisting of short comments couched in metaphorical language. The discus
sions of the theoreticians do not often extend to the use of a mythical story deliberately 
told as an allegory. Such deliberate allegoncal stories (apart from the question of the 
interpretation of the poets) were not common in Greek literature. Nevertheless, it has 
been suggested that, given the penchant of many rhetors for using short citations of 
Homer allegorically, treatises dedicated to an allegorical explanation of Homer may 
have been used as source books.^'i 

When we come to the question of an allegorical interpretation of stories in the 
Old Testament, the allegorical interpretation of Homer forms an obvious analogy. This 
interpretative method had become popular amongst (particularly Stoic) philosophers. 

Although such allegoncal interpretation of Homer has a long history, especially among Stoic 
philosophers, there are really only five major sources of this approach extant. Of these, the three 
earliest fall within the first or second centunes AD, namely, Cornutus, de Natura Deorum (first 
century AD); Herachtus, Allegonae (= Quaesliones Homericae, probably first century AD) and 
Ps.-Plutarch, de Vita et Poesi Homen (second century AD).^*^ 

It is clear that the allegoncal interpretation of the ancient poets (pnmanly Homer) rested 
upon the same basic defimtion of aWtjyopici as was common in rhetoncal theory.^^^ In fact, 
Heraclit. All. 5-6 even goes so far as to defend his interpretation of Homer by showing first how 
(rhetoncal) allegory was common in the poets. As in rhetoncal theory so also in the allegorising 
of Homer it is the inner meamng that is being conunumcated. The truth or falsity of the myths 
concerned does not matter. In fact, for the Homenc interpreters this was an important point, for 
they wished to exonerate Homer from writing blasphemous myths about the gods. 

In this respect, it is sigmficant that these sources argue that Homer himself spoke in 
aXKriyopiai, that is to say, that Homer intended to commumcate philosophy by means of the 

38' See F. Wehrh, 1928, Geschichte, 96. 
^'^ The other two sources are Porphyry, Quaestiones Homencae, and the scholia to the Iliad. 
^'^ In respect of the relation between rhetonc and allegory, see J. Leopold, 1983, "Rhetonc." 
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mythical stones which he wrote.^'^ Of course, such an opinion needed defence. Apart from the 
question why Homer may have wished to speak in this way, there was also the consideration that 
for aWriyopia to be effective, the audience had to recogmse that the language was figurative. 
Heraclit. All. 13 offers a defence of this opimon, worked out in the rest of his treatise. He even 
goes so far as to argue that Homer, by wnting in this way, is not ambiguous, but made his own 
method quite clear (§ 5, p.8,920 Oel ),^*' although he elsewhere likens the allegorical myths to 
TeXsTai which a hierophant must expound (§ 64). Maximus Tynus (10, cf. 26, second century 
AD) also defends the view that the poets deliberately spoke of philosophy via myths. Although 
Maximus speaks in terms of alviyiiara and not ètWrjyopiai, he frequently uses the term 
ainyfiara in a broad sense equivalent to aWrjyopioct, even if at § 6 he notes that the jivBovc; 
"Kóyov nÈv a<l>aveaTépovq, aivlyfiaToq be aa<l>EaTcpovq ■"* Ps Plu. Vit.Hom 92160, in his 
enthusiasm for Homer as the originator of every scholarly pursuit, with respect to philosophy also 
argues that Homer was speaking in alriyfiara (cf. 92 3, 100) and aWrjyopiai and so deliberately 
expounding all maimer of philosophical doctnne via his mythical stories. The verb ótWiiyopÉu is 
here clearly used in the sense of speaking in allegory (as opposed to interpreting in allegory), even 
though allegorical interpretations of Homer are presented (cf. § 96 1; 102.2). 

The raison d'etre for this approach to Homer was the criticism by others of the scandalous 
way Homer spoke of the gods, cf. Cic. N.D. 2.6471; [Longin.] 9.7 (Heraclitus specifically 
poleimcises against Plato and Epicurus). If Homer was to remain an ethically responsible peda

gogical text, then he had to be interpreted allegorically. It was, however, not enough to just inter

pret Homer allegorically, one had also to maintain (and attempt to prove) that Homer intended to 
speak allegoncally of philosophy. In this way, the allegoncal approach to Homer may be seen as 
an extension of rhetorical theory on aWrjyopia (although rhetorical theory never discusses the 
question whether the poets spoke their myths allegorically) 

Naturally this approach to Homer et al did not satisfy everyone, and there is a history of 
critique down through the centunes (cf PI. R. 378d) In the first century AD we hear from Seneca 
(Ep 88.5) the complaint that by the use of allegory Homer had been made the originator of 
mutually exclusive philosophies Plutarch (Mor 19e) speaks of those who use aWrjyopia as an 
interpretative method to force and twist the stories of Homer (e.specially those commonly 
slandered) so as to make them refer to more acceptable dogmas. He also explains that this usage of 
the word aXKriyopia was modem in his day and that the older term was inrócoia.^*^ This does not 
mean, however, that Plutarch himself never used an allegorical method of interpretation. In fact, 
the allegorical method is very important in his tract on Isis and Osins. Plutarch, however, uses the 
verb aWriyopeii) in the sense of "interpret allegoncally" {Mor 363d) and nowhere explicitly sug

gests that the authors/ narrators of the myths deliberately spoke allegoncally.'** This probably has 

^^ It ought to be noted that Com. ND takes another approach. Comutus argues that it was the 
"ancients," whose genealogies the poets descnbe, that were inclined irpèq TO 6id avix0ó\u)v Kal 
alnyiiaTuf (j>LXoao<j>fiaai (§ 35, p.76,45 L.). Comutus actually blames the poets (e.g , Hesiod) for 
adding in a mythical way to what the ancients handed down and so corrupting the ancient SeoXoyia (§ 
17). 
385 Here we see an important difference with the aWqyopia in rhetoric which was a figure, effectively 
used especially because of its inherent ambiguity (cf. Demetr Eloc. 99102) Homer does not use 
aWriyopia as a figure, but his whole epic consists of aWy^yopiai designed to teach philosophy. 
'* ' Cora ND also uses the term alnTTOnat instead of aWijyopéa Note that Strabo (64/3 BC  c AD 
21) also believed that Homer spoke allegoncally when relating myths, cf 1.2.7 
3'^ The terms aWriyopia and aWijyopéw are common enough in the first century BC, though their 
first appearance appears to be in the works of Cicero (see the select glossary s.v. for references). This 
suggests that the term has a Hellemstic ongin. 
'** At Mor. 361 e he reasons that viromiai. were deliberately infused into the secret ntes, but such a 
consideration is expected of the mysteries. A similar comment is not made with respect to the myth itself. 
In this respect Leopold's comments on how Plutarch dealt with the question of how the allegorical mes

sage got into the text of the myth are not convincing (1983, "Rhetonc," 15859). 
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to do with the fact that Plutarch accepted most of the myth as actually havmg occurred.^" The 
actual myth as such is just as important as the allegoncal interpretation of it. In this respect we are 
a step removed from the function of aWijyopia in rhetoncal theory It seems that Plutarch's 
cnticism of others who twist the Homenc myths may have been directed against the use of this 
method to explain away difficult myths by suggesting that Homer intended to speak allegorically. 
With respect to Isis and Osins, Plutarch merely dismisses the myths he considers too fantastic to 
be true (cf. Mor 374e, 358ef) Around the same time, Dio Chrysostom found it difficult to decide 
whether it really was the custom among the poets of Homer's age to write <̂ uai/cot XÓ70i in the 
form of myths, or not (D.Chr 53.3) 

Allegoncal interpretation also became popular among Jewish interpreters from an early 
date.-'^ The letter of Ansteas (dated somewhere between the third and first centunes BC) contains 
an interesting passage where ntual regulations of the law are allegoncally interpreted in terms of 
ethics. Ansteas does not use any of the regular techmcal terms to describe his approach. Instead 
we encounter the first use of the verb TpoiroXoyeo) (§ ISO).-"' Ansteas' view is that the lawgiver 
himself intended to commumcate this allegorical meaning to those with understanding (§ 148, ó 
miioBérijq [se. ravra] arjiiewvaSai, Toïq avfCTolq). 

Philo describes how he came across this interpretative method among the sect of the 
Therapeutae (Vit Cont 78, using both terms, viromia and aXX-qyopia), a Jewish ascetic group just 
outside Alexandria. Here the law was likened to a living being of which the body has the literal 
commandments whilst the soul contains the invisible meamng stored up in the words. The context 
implies a certain Platomc dichotomy between body and soul Philo also attributes this method to 
the Essenes who philosophised diet aviiffoXuiv (Omn.Prob.Lib. 82).^'^ In addition, in some 67 
other passages Philo rather generally refers to other allegonsts, a tradition of interpretation which 
seems to have been of long standing (cf. Spec.Leg. 1.8).''^ At least some such allegonsts appear 
to have used their interpretation to justify neglect of the literal commandments, Migr.Abr. 89-
93 394 

Allegoncal interpretation is also especially popular in the exegesis of Philo himself.''^ 
Philo's own approach seems to vary. At Som. 2.31 he clearly uses the verb aWtiyopéa of an 
allegorical interpretation of his own. Speaking of the sheaves in LXX Ge 37 7 he says: 
SpaynaTa 5' aWripoyovi>TC<; </>0(/i£i' ehm TtpaynaTa. Yet it is clear that Philo believed Moses to 
have deliberately spoken allegoncally, and goes so far as to call him a icpo<j>aim\(;, commumcat-

38' See J. G. Gnffiths, 1970, De hide, 100-101. 
^'^ See I Heinemann, 1952, "AUegonstik " Heinemann, however, works with a defimtion of allegory 
which demands that the literal sense be negated. Although allegoncal interpreters of Homer often worked 
in this way (embanassed by the literal text), use of the allegorical method by no means demands that the 
literal interpretation is per se negated. 

Anstobulus of Alexandna is not infrequently cited in connection with allegoncal interpretation, but 
the relevant extant fragments of his works show that he was concerned with explaimng anthropomor
phisms in the books of Moses (see Eus p.e. 8.10.1-17, Eus. p.e 13.12.1-2 [= Clem. 5rr 1.150.1-3 = 
Eus p.e. 9.6.6]; Eus. p e. 13 12.3-8; Eus p.e. 13 12 9-16 [= in part, Eus. p e. 7.14.1; Clem. Str. 
6.137-42]). His interpretations are not allegoncal in the stnct sense, nor does he employ the techmcal 
vocabulary of allegoncal interpretation (cf. Heinemaim, op. at., 133-35). I cannot, therefore, agree with 
the statement of P. Borgen that Anstobulus "largely uses the allegorical method" (1984, "Philo," 274 
The fragments of Anstobulus are discussed on pages 274-79). 
3 " The verb TpottoKoyéw next occurs (frequently) in the works of Ongen (third century AD) and from 
then on becomes popular in patristic authors. The cognate TpottoXoyia (in the sense of allegoncal inter
pretation) IS first found in Just. dial. 57.2 (second century AD). 
3'^ Another techmcal term for aWtjyopia, cf Demetr. Eloc. 243; Com ND 35. 
3'^ These references are noted and discussed by D. M Hay, 1979/80 "References." 
3''* See Hay, 1979/80, "References" 47-51 for discussion of this passage. 
3'^ For a short introduction see, Y. Amir, 1973, "Philo." 
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mg the secret mystenes to his special disciples {Cher. 49; Gig. 54). As such, the allegoncal mean
ing was for Philo clearly more important than the literal meamng. Yet Philo did not accept the 
view that Moses spoke myths (cf. Op.Mund. 1-3; Gig. 7, 58). Furthermore, it is clear from 
Migr.Ahr. 92-93 that Philo did not wish the use of allegoncal interpretation to undenmne the 
literal commandments .^" There is, however, some evidence that Philo knew and adapted allegon
cal interpretations from Greek philosophers.^'^ 

Josephus also appears to have been influenced by the popularity of this method. In an inter
esting passage at AJ 1 24 he explains that Moses (the lawgiver) presents the law in three ways, 
using aXfiyiia, aWijyopia, and straightforward speech: TraiTa yap rfi TUP 'OKUIV <t>vaci ffu/ti^wcoi' 
é'x£t TTji' diócBEmv, ra iicf aifiTTOiiéfov TOV VOIIOBÉTOV Seftaig, r a 5' ciKKT)yopo\)VTO(; ficToi acfi-
vÓT^TOc;, 'óaa b' ê | cvBciaq XéyeaOai, avvé!t>cpc ravTa prirGiq èii<t>an^ovTo(;.^'^^ A hint of what 
Josephus is getting at is provided in &ƒ 5 212-23 where he suggests that the colours of the temple 
veil sigmfy darkly (ainTTea9ai) the four elements of the umverse (cf. AJ 3.179-87). 

Yet at Ap. 2.255-56 Josephus shows antagomsm to the use of TOK; ^vxpaq irpotfxiaeK; TUIV 
aWrjyopi&v (the fngid pretexts of the allegones) in order to interpret the poets philosophically 
Philo also mentions others who opposed the application of the allegorical method to the Scnptures 
(cf. Mut.Nom. 60). 

Given that Paul is here dealing with the allegorical interpretation of a story 
(whether intended to be spoken allegorically by the author or not), citations from 
rhetorical sources on the use of ciKKr\yopia are irrelevant to an analysis of Paul's own 
rhetorical or argumentative method in this pericope.^'' 

We are faced with two important questions. First, what does Paul mean by the 
words: anua sariv aXKr^yopovusva! Second, what argumentative force did Paul see in 
his use of allegoncal interpretation? 

With respect to the first question, we should note that Paul does not say that this 
story "is able to be interpreted allegoncally." The clause is not hypothetical, and ètmc 
is not used impersonally in the sense of "it is possible," but is part of a penphrastic 
verbal construction.'*'* The words èauv aXKriyopovusva are virtually equivalent to 

^'^ Here, as described above with reference to the Therapeutae, he likens the literal commandments 
(e.g , circumcision) to the body and the allegoncal interpretations to the soul. 
3 ' ' See Y. Amir, 1984, "Transference." 
^'* The reference here is to speaking in allegory, not interpreting as allegory. The passage is thus 
incorrectly cited in BAGD j v aXkriyopéoi. 
^ " Orators sometimes spoke figuratively, and this is what is discussed by the theonsts. Paul is engaged 
m the interpretation of an ancient narrative which he argues was spoken allegoncally (see below). He is 
not speaking allegoncally himself at this point. H. D. Betz' introduction to this passage (1988, Galater-
bnef, 412-14) is for this reason beside the point Betz, although recogmsing the distinction between 
speaking and interpreting allegoncally on pp.418-19, appears not to have considered the difference 
between the rhetoncal use of metaphoncal language to make a point m a speech (rhetoncal aWriyopia), 
and the allegoncal interpretation of a story from ancient tradition (whether it is argued that the author 
spoke allegoncally or not) 

Vict. Gal. 1185c cites the rhetorical definition of aWrjyopia when discussing this passage and then 
appropriately notes that Paul means something different. 
'"* It should not really be necessary to state this, but several commentaries on this epistle (notably 
embarrassed by the allegory) seem to treat this verse as if this is what was said. 
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aXXT77op£trQ:t.'*'" The relative omva is probably just equivalent to a, as commonly in 
the New Testament. Does Paul mean to say that this story "is interpreted allegorically" 
or "is spoken allegoncally?" The context must be decisive in favour of the latter. There 
is no signal in the text directing the reader/ hearer to understand Paul to be saying that 
the story "is interpreted allegorically." We would then, for example, need some indica
tion as to who might interpret it so. Nor could he mean that it is frequently so inter
preted, for apart from the fact that this is not explicitly stated, there is also the con
sideration that there is little evidence which would support such a claim. It seems clear 
that Paul means to say that this Bible story is spoken allegorically. 

This is what Paul says. But what does he mean? There are a number of dis
concerting considerations, i) It is rather unlikely that Paul was led to think that the pas
sage was spoken allegorically because he was embarrassed by its literal interpretation. 
Nor does the more complex theory that Paul understood two levels of interpretation, 
the one literal, and the other allegorical (or as some would argue, typological) 
satisfy.̂ "^ The two interpretations (literal and allegorical) in this case plainly contradict 
each other. This fact is remarkable and is not the kind of allegorical interpretation 
reflected in the tradition (whether of Homeric or Scriptural allegorical interpretation), 
ii) Nowhere else in Paul's writings do we find such explicit allegorical interpretation.'"'̂  
iii) In terms of the argumentative structure of the letter to the Galatians we would not 
expect a new argument from Scripture at this point. Paul has presented his Scripture 
proof and explanation in 3.1 - 4.11. This argument from Scripture (4.21 - 5.1) follows 
closely on the heels of an emotional personal appeal (4.12-20) and is itself followed by 
a recapitulation of the main thrust of Paul's rebuke. 

Now, to argue that this passage is an interpolation is rather far-fetched and 
without hard evidence. Such a drastic measure is also not really necessary. Taking into 

*̂̂ ' The preponderance of such periphrastic constructions in the New Testament has been attributed to 
the influence of Aramaic. For discussion see M.-T., Gram. 3.87-88. 
"•"̂  For example, Chrysostom on this passage, who suggests that Paul, contrary to custom, uses the 
term allegory mstead of TVTTO?. See J. Fairweather, 1994, "Epistle," 17. 
''"^ Nowhere else does Paul use any of the normal techmcal terminology with respect to allegorical 
interpretation, although this does not necessarily mean that other examples of allegorical mterpretation of 
the Old Testament are not present in his writings. A possible contender might be 2 Ep.Cor. 3.16-17 
where OT Ex. 34.34 is cited and interpreted, but it seems doubtful to me that Paul would have con
sidered his interpretation here to be allegorical m nature. 1 Ep. Cor. 5.6-8 is not a good example in that it 
IS not clear that Paul means to say that the Old Testament spoke allegorically with respect to the pass-
over. A better example might be 1 Ep.Cor. 9.9-10, referring to the law: ov KTIHÜOËK; 0O\}H aXoGitn^a. 
Paul asks: /xj) TCIV jioCiv iiéXcL TOI Oca; But even here, Paul's ensuing interpretation really only shows that 
the pnnciple embodied in the law is what is important, and that this pnnciple can also be applied to min
isters of the Gospel, just as it is applied to oxen in the law. 
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account the fact that this passage is preceded by an emotional personal appeal, and the 
fact that this paragraph itself begins with a highly charged rhetorical question, the solu
tion would seem to lie in the direction of a continuation of Paul's emotional appeal to 
the Galatians. Swept up in emotional indignation, Paul engages in a sarcastic exposi
tion of this Bible story (cf. aapKaa/xóg, Quint. Inst. 8.6.57; Alex. Fig. 1.18; Ps.-Plu. 
Vit.Horn. 69; Tryph. Trop. 2.20).'*°'' This is the only solution that properly takes 
account of the fact that the allegorical interpretation leads to a conclusion exactly oppo
site to that of the literal interpretation. The tables are turned. The Jews are not 
descended from Sarah, but from Hagar! Why? Is it not obvious that Mt. Sinai (where 
the giving of the Law took place) is to be found in Arabia (4.25)? Paul's point seems to 
be that Sinai in his own day was part of the territory of the Nabateans, popularly said 
to be descended from Ishmael, Hagar's son (J. AJ 1.214; cf. LXX Ba. 3.23). The fact 
that this was certainly not Nabatean territory in Moses' day is not relevant. The argu
ment is sarcastic.'"'^ Those who accept Paul's Gospel (inheritance via the promise) are 
the people descended from Sarah, the free woman. The net effect of the passage is to 
reiterate Paul's anger and perplexity at the Galatians (cf. 4.20 airopovnai èv bulv). 

We can further note that the argumentative effect of such an inventive allegorical 
mterpretation may be appropriately compared to that of a fiv6o(; (fable). Rhetorical 
theory does not discuss the use of allegorical interpretations of stories, but Paul's use of 
such an obviously invented interpretation comes close to the definition of a fable. 
Theon {Prog, ii, p.72,28 Sp.) defined the fivOog as a XÓ701; \j/svbr]q SLKOVL^WU aXriOsiai' 
(an untrue story which images truth) and recommended that it be used after the setting 
out of one's argument. In the working out of a fable, Theon recommends that it be 
weaved together with a narrative. He gives as an example the fable of the camel which 
craved after horns, but ended up being deprived of its ears. Theon suggests that one 
could continue as follows: TrapcuTrXrjfftóc fioi SOKSÏ TL iraOsïv TJJ Ka ĵjXcp ravTTfi Kal 
Kpóiaog b hvbóq, etc. (It seems to me that Croesus the Lydian experienced something 
similar to that camel ..., Prog, ii, p.75,14-15 Sp.). The application of a fable to a sub-

'"''' It IS possible that the raison d'etre may have been the use of this Old Testament passage by the 
Judaisers, but this is no more than speculation 
'^^ It IS not my intention to discuss here the text cntical problems attending Ep.Gal. 4.25, nor the van-
ous interpretations of this verse. The interpretation summarised above seems to me to be the most proba
ble There is the question as to whether the Galatians could have been expected to realise that Nabatean 
territory extended as far as Mt. Sinai, and that they were popularly believed to be descended from Ish
mael. If there were Jews in the congregation it is probable that this could have been explained. In any 
case, we have already seen that Paul's letter generally presupposes a high level of Old Testament know
ledge. We have no way of knowing whether Paul appropnately gauged the level of his audience's know
ledge or not. 
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ject reflects Paul's application of an invented interpretation of a story from the Law to 
the Galatians It was generally recognised that the fable lent credence via its emotive 
power to portray the point being argued (cf Cic Part 40, Theon Prog ii, p 76,6-7 
Sp) 

Rhetorical Notes 
4.25a should probably be considered a ■KapevBeaiq The subject of avoToixsi is 

then ^ta [biaOr\Kt)] '"'* 
4.24ff Paul again shows his penchant for personification by personifying the two 

biaOr)Kai This is classified from the time of Aristotle on as the most vivid way of 
speaking 

Part Three: Summary (5.2-12) 
Paul now concludes the formal section of his rebuke (i e , before engaging in 

paraenesis) with a short, but still emotionally charged, summary of the nub of the 
issue This IS backed up by a strong appeal to his authority as an apostle, upon which 
his following statements are based (Ibe syoi RavXoi; Xsyw v(üv, 5.2) He closes with a 
backlash at the Judaisers themselves 

The emotion here is climaxed by the rather clear cut proclamations given by Paul 
in 5 2-6 The twofold biaipeaa; (works of the law versus faith in Chnst) is now 
expressed in terms of what must have been for Paul a key issue, namely, the compul 
sion to circumcision Circumcision functions in this context as the sign and seal of sal 
vation by the works of the (Mosaic) law Chnst and compulsory circumcision cannot be 
combined This is the nub of the haipeaiq The sn<t>amc; (see select glossary s v ) , 
clearly also present (cf 3 10-12), is that if they have been made debtors to the whole 
law, then they are under a curse, being unable to keep it perfectly 

At 5 7 Paul returns to rhetoncal questions, yet his tone becomes milder to the 
Galatians In fact he goes so far as to express his confidence in their agreement with 
him (v 10, a sentiment which in contemjx)rary rhetoncal theory might be expected in 
the irpooi/itoc, cf Rhet Her 1 8 [& 3 7], Quint Inst 4 114) '^'i Paul's anger is now 
directed at the Judaisers themselves He reiterates the fact that he does not support this 
view and then even goes so far as to express a wish that the Judaisers would sever their 

''0* So J B Lightfoot 1865 Epistle 181 
^'^'^ Note however that Anst Rh 3 14 7 suggests that the prosecuting speech should attack the 
opponent in the evCKoyoc; 
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own genitals (i.e., make themselves eunuchs).*''* With this parting shot Paul closes his 
argued rebuke of the Galatians and embarks on a section of irapaiveaic; before closing 
his letter The attack on the Judaisers, combined with the stated confidence in the 
Galatians themselves, functions to mollify the Galatians after his rather stem rebuke. 
Paul thus attempts to bring his audience back into a frame of mind congenial to him 
and prepared to accept the irapaiuscLg he brings next. 

It should, however, be noticed that the whole final section (i.e., the emotional 
appeal from 4 12 - 5.12) functions effectively as a kind of ETiXoyoq to his argument 
The iraOog in this whole section is high, as is Paul's evident desire to win the Galatians 
over It IS also interesting to note the high degree of correspondence between the three 
parts of this appeal and the three parts of an sir'ikoyog prescnbed by Cic. Inv. 1.98-
109 The agreement is not complete, nor are the three parts in the same order, but con-
sidenng the fact that Cicero is wnting with respect to a forensic speech, the degree of 
agreement is striking. Cicero states that a peroration has three parts '"*' Firstly, an 
enumeratio, i.e., a recapitulation of the main points This corresponds neatly to 
Ep Gal 5 2-6 or more broadly considered 5.2-12 The second part is the indignatio, a 
section wherein the orator tries to evoke indignation or hatred against his opponents. 
Fifteen loci are listed here to give the orator ideas on how this may be done ""o Whilst 
these loci are more directly related to a forensic speech, as we have seen, the net effect 
of Paul's allegorical interpretation (Ep.Gal. A.21 - 5 1) is to arouse negative feelings 
against the Judaisers. The third part of the peroration according to Cicero is the con-
questto, a section wherein the orator tries to arouse the pity (eXsoi;) of the audience 
Here there is less direct agreement. Paul in Ep Gal 4.12-20 is not trying to arouse 
pity, but he is strongly appealing to the Galatians' former acceptance of both himself 
and his Gospel 

This kind of tnpartite division descnbed in Cic. Inv. (with a variation in 
Rhet Her. 2.47-50) was not the only way rhetoncal theonsts around this era dealt with 
the sTLKoyog Quint. Inst. 6 1-2 describes two alternative methods of dealing with it 
One may either recapitulate the main points, or one may engage generally in exciting 
the emotions. Quintilian spends a lot of space dealing with the appeal to the emotions. 

*"* There may well be an additional hint of eipoivcia here in that the Mosaic law forbade eunuchs to 
enter the assembly of the Lord (OT De 23 1) 
'"" Cicero's tnpartite division enumeratio, indignatio and conquestio are clearly based upon the same 
source as the tripartite division in Rhet Her 2 47-50 {enumeratio, amplificatw and misericordia), 
although there are differences 
""^ See R D Anderson, (forthcoming) Glossary, s v au^rjaig for the relation of these loci to aviT}Oi<; 
and to the equivalent section of Rhet Her 
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and at Inst. 6.2.1-7 waxes eloquent on its important persuasive force. It is clear that the 
final section of Paul's rebuke to the Galatians may be generally so characterised. It is 
significant that he reserves his strong emotional appeal untü after he has presented his 
more formal argumentation. 

Of course, in Paul's case there still follows a paraenetic section, but as noted 
above, this has more connection with xapaivsaK; in popular philosophy generally. 
Detailed comment on Paul's Trapaivsmt; is material for a separate study 

Rhetorical Notes 
5.2-3 For the emphatic repetition of the thought in these two verses, see above, 

p. 126, on Ep.Gal. 1.6-9. 
5.3 iiapTvpofiai should probably not be taken in the sense of an asseveration 

(i.e., "protest," "call to witness" [without an explicit direct object]), but m the sense of 
"bear witness." This must surely be the sense in LXX 1 Ma. 2.56 and Act.Ap 26.22, 
which would lead one to suspect that other constructions of this verb with the dative 
should be taken similarly, cf. Act.Ap. 20.26 and H. Strathmann, 1942, "napTvg," 
4.511n.'"' It should thus not be interpreted as an oath formula, contra H. D. Betz 
(1988, Galaterbnef, 443). 

5.4 This verse is chiastic: KciTqpyriOTjTs CX-KO Xpiarov . . rrjg xópiTog s^eiréaaTS. 
The verb è/cxixrw may just mean "deprived of," or (as often) may be used here as the 
passive of è/c/3aXXai and include a reference back to 4 30 (è'/CjSaXe rjjc iraidiaKrjp). 

5.5 éXirig here (the object hoped for) is a not an uncommon example of 
fieTwvv^iia (cf. itiaTiQ in 3.25). 

5.7 For rpsxio as metaphor, see at 2.2. 
In the phrase aXrjBsia ixfj ireiOeaOai, Paul has substituted the word "truth" for 

"my Gospel." Arguably this is an example of sn4>aaic;, implying (without stating in so 
many words) the stupidity of the Galatians in allowing themselves to be seduced away 
from the truth. 

5.8 -KEiafiovri appears first here in Greek literature. The ■irspi(j>paaLc; for God at 
the end of the verse is common. 

5.9 Paul uses a proverb (Tccpoi/iia, cf. 1 Ep.Cor. 5.6) as an aX\r]yopia (in the 
rhetoncal sense). Quint. Inst. 5.11.21, cf 8.6.57.'*'2 The meaning is not entirely clear. 

■"' Although LSJ do not suggest this possibihty, BAGD v v 1 include it, although the references to 
PI /'W*47d, J BJ 3 354, POxy 1120 II, PAmh 141 11 and PStrassb 5 14 do not belong This is thus 
a late usage 
^'^ Aside from the two references in Paul, however, this proverb has not elsewhere been identified. 
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The intention may be that if circumcision is admitted into their religion, ultimately the 

whole Mosaic law must be admitted. It may, however, be more general in the sense 

that the admittance of anything extraneous to the Gospel will ultimately affect it com

pletely. Or again, the admittance of a few troublemakers causes trouble for the whole 

church. The use of proverbs is recommended in epistolary style (cf. Demetr. Eloc. 

232). 

2.6 Style 

Without going into too much detail, it is pertinent to make a few remarks on the 

style of the letter to the Galatians. Firstly, as is well known, the language itself is basi

cally Hellenistic with considerable Semitic influence (traceable to the Septuagint).""^ 

Paul, therefore, cannot be classified as participating in the Atticist trends popular in his 

time, also among some of the extant rhetorical theorists concerned with matters of 

style. 

As far as sentence structure is concerned, the style is generally paratactic, show

ing no use of extended periods.'"'' There is no attempt to avoid hiatus, not even in cases 

' " ' A select list of Hellenisms follows: The use of 'óanc; for 'óq (passim); populanty of the penphrastic 
construction, cf. 1.7, 22, 23; 4.24; instrumental éf (common in later Greek, esp. biblical under the 
influence of Hebrew 3 instrumentalis), 1.6. Xapiq sigmfies here a generous favour done, in this case 
Christ's self sacrifice on the cross (v.4). "Apn used in the sense of nif, 1.9, evayyeXi^oiiaL with the 
accusative (instead of dative), 1.9; TpoaavanOEiiai in the sense "take counsel with nn," 1.16 (note that 
Vict. Gal. 1154d appears to have read Ttpoaai/evavaBrjiil); iVa with fiit. indic, 2.4; TridTeüoi with 
prepositions, e.g., 2.16; avnaTaPüi is Hellemstic, occurring as early as Polybius, 2.18; /u'a fisV for 
érépa jiév, 4.24; afaOTaTÓdi is Hellemstic The earliest citation appears to be LXX Da. 7.23 although it 
also appears in a first century BC papyrus (BGU 1858.12, cited in BAGD s.v.), 5.12. 

Examples of Septuagintalisms: ctvaBepLa in the sense of "accursed" is only found in Jewish/ 
Christian texts (from mPI), 1.8-9; the idiom irpóaonrov Kafiffafciv is a Hebraism derived from the LXX, 
2.6; cai> ixrj for aXXa is classified as a Septuagintalism by M.-T., Gram. 4.91-2, Ep.Gal. 2.16; óuipcai' 
meamng "in vain," "for no reason" is a Septuagintalism which arose from the etymologically ba.sed 
translation of üjn (from ]3n), 2.21. LKai>da\oii is a late word for OKai'daXriOpoi', used in the LXX and 
then the New Testament; LSJ also cite PCair.Zen. 608.7 from the third century BC which would suggest 
that the word originated in Egypt, 5.11. "Oî eXoi' as a wish would normally take the mfimtive. The con
struction with a second or third person verb appears to be under the influence of LXX usage, 5.12. 

In addition the use of Karapyéonai (5.4) in the sense "be parted" is peculiarly Pauline (cf. Ep.Rom. 
7.2, 6), although, as J. B. Lightfoot (1865, Epistle, 204) hints, it may have more to do with a pregnant 
use of the preposition aito (separated from), cf. Ep.Rom. 9.3; 2 Ep.Cor. 11.3; Ep.Col. 2.20. 
*'^ I use the word "period" here in a restricted sense, namely, of a sentence contaimng at least two sub
ordinate clauses wherein the mam clause, interrupted by the subordinate clauses, is left in suspense and 
only completed by the last few words of the whole sentence. A good example is the opemng sentence of 
Luke's Gospel (Ev.Luc. 1.1-4). Paratactic sentences, in contrast, are stnngs of clauses joined by copula
tives such as Kal, ré, bé, etc.. Sentences containing subordinate clauses in general may be described as 
hypotactic. Whilst Paul's style is frequently hypotactic, he generally prefers to introduce subordinate 
clauses with particles such as ore, 'on, oiq, si etc., and tends to avoid the use of subordinate participial 
constructions (which are otherwise common in Greek literature). 
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where this was standard practice. Consequently collocations of vowels difficult to pro
nounce (and thus stylistically poor) are not uncommon, e.g., /cara avOpwirov in 1.11 
and 3.15; aWa airfiXOov in 1.17; Kara a.-KOKÓikv\}/iv in 2.2; cf. 1.10 ei in; 1.18 Tpioi 
ctpfiXOov, etc.."'5 

Paul is well known for favouring a varied use of prepositions, and to some extent 
constructions, without any variation of semantic nuance. Examples of this variation also 
appear in the letter to the Galatians, e.g., eiiayyeki^ofiai with the dative in 1.8 and the 
accusative in 1.9; naprvpso) in 4.16 and napTvpofiai in 5.3 used synonymously; fieTa 
with the accusative in 1.18 and 5ta with the genitive in 2.1 both meamng "after." 

Paul's style seems in certain respects anomalous. On the one hand he is very fond 
of avTiOsmg, examples of which are too many to detail.'*'* Yet Paul makes only scant 
use of the typically Greek ixév ... Ss construction.'"^ Paul's Greek can be at times very 
careless (see the comments above on 2.4-6). Yet as we have seen he can also make use 
of rather artificial rhetorical figures (see, for example, the comments on 4.12-20). 

His use of such figures, particularly in strongly emotional contexts, flies in the 
face of the advice of rhetorical theorists (see the endnote to the select glossary, and my 
note on 2.20). The rhetorical theorists advise their readers to steer generally clear of 
the use of such artificial figures. A small sprinkling of them is sometimes permitted, 
but even this is discouraged in contexts where a serious or emotional point is being 
made. Yet as shown in the endnote to the select glossary, the rhetorical theorists were 
at this point p)olemicising against a popular trend, a trend not only clearly in evidence 
among the schools of declamation, but even present in the lawcourts. It would appear, 
in this respect, that Paul's style breathes the language popular among the more or less 

' " ' Of course we can only speak of stylistically poor wntmg here. Appropriate ellisions would probably 
have been made in reading the letter aloud. 
'"* In the main, Paul's aiTiOéasig are not balanced by irapiaaaiq or the like (the few examples of 
which have been noted), but are simple avTi^eaeiQ of thought. This is characteristic of his style and their 
preponderance is no doubt also to be accounted for by the ease with which his subject matter lends itself 
to such avTiBéaEiq. 

For a separate investigation into Paul's use of avrWeatQ see N. Schneider, 1970, Eigenart. 
Schneider's analysis is not, however, based upon ancient rhetorical theory, although the study purports to 
use defimtions taken from ancient rhetoric. Unfortunately no rhetorical sources seem even to have been 
consulted! Schneider's information on rhetorical theory is all taken from H. Lausberg's (1973) Hand-
buch. The sole use of this work has the result that Schneider presents a rather complex systematic over
view of the avrWBOK; as the uniform doctrine of rhetorical theory. This is historical nonsense. Schneider 
unfortunately also misinterprets the concept of correctie (cf. the much too wide defimtion of correctio, 
pp.47-52), a concept which holds an important place in his dissertation. Nothing is said about the value 
judgements of ancient rhetorical theonsts on the use of avriBeaiq. 
^ " There are several places in the letter to the Galatians where we rmght reasonably have expected this 
construction: cf. 1.22 rj/ii;!' be, where we should have expected liév in better Greek. In 2.9 we would 
expect 'Cva ruielq iiév, and in 3.20 we would expect ó jxèv jjLEaiTriq. 
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educated masses of his day. His language does not, in any respect, measure up to the 

ideals of the theorists. It is, however, interesting to note that the worst examples of 

careless Greek appear in the beginning of Paul's letter (cf. 2.46), and the best exam

ples of artificial polish towards the end (cf. 4.1220). Rhetorical theorists suggested 

that the irpooifiiov should contain little splendour or finish of style (cf. Rhet.Her. 1.11; 

Cic. Inv. 1.25; Quint. Inst. 4.1.5560), but that the eTrtkoyog was the place for mag

nificence of style (cf. Quint. Inst. 6.1.5152'"*). 

One might conceivably argue that Paul's avoidance of periodic style and great use 

of conversational figures (e.g., rhetorical questions) demonstrate a style which con

forms to the canons of epistolary theory (cf. Demetr. Eloc. 22325, 229; Philostr. 

Dial. 1; Cic. Fam. 9.21.1; Sen. Ep. 75.1; Quint. Inst. 9.4.19)."''' 

Given that Paul's letter has the nature of a strong rebuke and thus comes across 

quite forcefully, it is, perhaps, interesting to briefly compare Paul's style in this letter 

with Demetrius' recommendations on the forceful (Ssivr}) style (Eloc. 240304).'•^o 

As customary, Demetrius discusses this style under the threefold analytical 

scheme of irpaynaTa, owOeaiq and \éi,iq. To this is added a short discussion of 

smoothness in avvOeoK; and a very short description of the erroneous counterstyle to 

forcefulness. 

■"* This passage should, however, be tempered by Inst. 9.3.100102. Quintihan seems to come close to 
contradicting himself. At the least, we may say that Inst. 6.1.5152 needs qualification. 
""' Note that Demetrius advises such a plain style for the kind of letters he regards as true examples of 
the epistolary genre, namely, letters which in terms of content restnct themselves to (j>iko(l>poi>rjaËi(; (§§ 
23132). To write a letter as one irpoTpcitónemq is not to write a letter as such, but a contnvance 
(/iTjxai^) ■ Demetrius himself, therefore, would not have intended his comments on appropnate epistolary 
style to be applied to a letter such as that to the Galatians. Demetrius' views on which matters most suit a 
letter are essentially based on his ruimnations upon the letters of Aristotle. A more typical epistolary 
theorist such as [Demetr.] Typ. (c. first century BC) was broader in his views, and it is largely on the 
basis of his work that the letter to the Galatians can be typified as a rebukeletter (see above). But 
[Demetr.] Typ., unfortunately, says virtually nothing with respect to style, except that letters should be 
written éq TcxwoiTaTa (proem.). Nevertheless, the general stylistic remarks with respect to letters made 
by Demetrius are also common to epistolary theory in later centunes, and can therefore probably be 
appropnately related to Paul's letters. 

That the warning against letters being turned into avyypaiiiiCiTci (Demetr. Eloc. 228) ought, 
however, to be taken into account when reflecting upon style is clear from Quint. Inst. 9.4.19. Qumtilian 
repeats the commonplace among epistolary theorists that letters ought to be written in a loose style (i.e., 
nonperiodic), but excepts from this canon those letters which treat material supra naturam suam, giving 
as examples philosophy and politics. In this context, senous reflection upon religion must be considered 
equivalent to philosophy. This fact will need to be borne in rmnd when reflecting upon the style of Paul's 
letter to the Romans. 
^^'^ In our rhetorical analysis we have noted how Paul's language can be quite forceful. It is all the more 
surpnsing that Augustine charactensed the style of the letter as a whole as belonging to the subrmssum 
genus (Doct. 4.20.44  Augustine is applying the threefold stylistic theory of Cicero's Orator). 
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Demetr. Eloc. 240 does not really give us a good idea as to what kind of 
Ttpayfiara are suitable to the forceful style He assumes that this will be known to the 
reader. The only point made is that the use of Seiva Trpayfiara will make the speaker 
seem to be speaking in a forceful style (although this would be a wrong conclusion, cf. 
§75). 

In terms of avvOsaic; (§§ 241-71) Demetrius emphasises brevity. Kó/ii/.iaTa should 
be preferred to Kw\a, and ireptodoi should be no longer than two KoiXa. The use of 
avriOsTa and Tvapóixoia should be avoided in periods (irepioSot), since these only make 
them bombastic. Such short periods may be used in quick succession and thus produce 
the effect of a forceful metre But forceful brevity is particularly marked by the use of 
sii4>aaL<; and aWr}yopla Penods can be very effective if they are bound tightly at the 
end (§ 244). Demetrius, 1 think, means to say that the final words of a period, which 
tie the meaning of a sentence together, should be particularly separated from their 
precursor, thus heightening the tension and energy in the sentence At § 249 he adds 
that those words of a sentence which contain a forceful or unexpected expression 
should be left until the end. 

Other effects which may contribute to forcefulness include ill-sounding word 
order (KaKo<j>upia), or the injection of forceful humour. 

In terms of figures, Demetnus naturally recommends those figures which tend 
towards brevity and/ or Ëjx<i)aaiq. Recommended are thus aTtoaiCi-K-qaiq, irapct\eL\pi(; 
and even irpoaoiTOToua Figures used in forceful KÓfijxara are also mentioned, e.g., 
avaSiirXwaic;, aavvbsTov, {è'ir)ava4>opó.. The figure KXlfia^ may also be forcefully 
used.«i 

Demetrius' comments on Xs^ig (§§ 272-98) are also governed by what is short, 
and contains hints of aWriyopia and sfi4>a<XL<; Use of pLeTa4>opoii and eÏKoiaiai are thus 
recommended, but Trapa^oXai are considered too long-winded. Further, a forceful use 
of comfKDund words, rhetoncal questions, eTifiovri and è<Jxr)y.aTia)i,évo<; Xóyog, among 
others, are discussed Smoothness of avvOsmg (§§ 299-301), which Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus would call "harmony," is said not to be fitting to forcefulness. 

If we review what has been said in our analysis of the letter to the Galatians con
cerning various matters of style, then Paul in many respects uses figures and effects 
which Demetrius would consider appropriate to the forceful style. We have noted a few 
cases of rhetoncal aWT/^yopia, and several of 'éy.4>aoic;. There is even a minor case of 

On the various figures see my forthcoming Glossary, s v . 
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(micro) irpoffwxoxoita. Paul is particularly fond of the forceful use of rhetoncal ques

tions He also shows the ability to coin a particularly forceful compound 
{\l/ev&a8e\<l)og). His clauses are often short and sharp, although ava4>opa is not much 
used (cf 4.45), nor can we point to the forceful use of èirifiovij, avaSiir\o)m<;, 
aavvhsTov, /cXt/ia^, irapaXfiti/'ic or airofftaJirTjaig. We have noted above that Paul's 
"harmony" cannot be characterised as smooth, although I very much doubt that this is 
deliberate on his part, given that this lack of smoothness is apparent in all his letters. 
The greatest difference to Demetnus' charactensation lies in the fact that Demetrius 
quite clearly assumes that even the forceful style will make plenteous use of appropriate 
penods. Periods are wholly absent in Paul's wnting. We have also noted above Paul's 
seemingly inappropnate use of artificial figures.''^^ One final difference (taking "style" 
in a rather broad sense) is Paul's forthright critique of the Galatians, shown particularly 
m the curse at the opening, and in his memorable ènroaTpo(t>ri, "'fl avór^Toi VaKaTai" 
(3 1) Demetrius may well have suggested to Paul that judicious use of Ecrxij/iancr

/ifi'coc XÓ70? would have been more forceful than XotSopia. 

2.7 Conclusions 

What does Paul accomplish in this letter? He begins by showing how his Gospel 
has independent authority, and goes on to cast the problem in terms of a choice 
between faith and the works of the law (1.11  2.21). He then sets out to prove that his 
Gospel of justification by faith is the true Gospel. He argues on the basis of the way the 
Galatians received the Spirit (3.25), and follows with proof from Scnpture (the exam

ple of Abraham), noting how Scripture also shows the fallacy in the dogma of his 
opponents (3 714). The significance of Chnst's death is also woven into the argument. 
Meeting a possible objection which may arise from his Scripture proof, he explains 
how his Gospel is related to the law of Moses (3.15  4.11). He then begins an impas

sioned appeal to the emotions. He first appeals to the Galatians' past acceptance of him 
(4.1220). Next, his anger and perplexity at them climax in the sarcastic allegory of 
Abraham's two sons (4.21  5.1). This anger is eventually focused more specifically 
against the Judaisers themselves. Paul then crowns his argument with several clear and 

■•̂^ One might also suspect that Demetnus would have considered the didactic sections of Paul's letter 
inappropriate to the forceful style, but this consideration cannot weigh too heavily After all, considera

tions of style cannot be permitted to outweigh the importance of including certain important items of con

tent 
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Simple Statements which sum up his rebuke of the Galatians on the basis of his own 
authority '•̂ s 

Wherein does the letter to the Galatians differ from a judicial speech? Apart from 
the basic structural problem of the concluding Tapaiveaic;, we have already noted 
above (in chapter two, § 5) that Paul nowhere appeals to the typical loci of forensic 
speeches. Rhetorical theory in his time provided lists of such loci (organised under the 
OTaasiq) to be used in the preparation of a judicial speech. Paul's letter is simply not 
related to this aspect of rhetoncal theory. 

Is Paul's letter then deliberative rhetoric? Deliberative rhetonc was advisory, i.e., 
advising the audience that one particular path of action was better than another In this 
sense, Paul is not advising but insisting that adherence to his Gospel is the only way of 
salvation. Furthermore, Paul uses none of the so-called TSXIKCX Ks<j>aKaia (arguments 
related to such concepts as justice, legality, advantage, etc.), which were the central 
arguments for deliberative rhetonc *'^* 

Against both forms of rhetoncal genre it must be reiterated that Paul is not 
simply trying to persuade his audience, he is giving them a solemn rebuke! He makes a 
strong appeal to his authority as an apostle, derived from the fact that he received his 
Gospel direct from God through a revelation of Jesus Christ. Not only does his initial 
apologetic narrative defend this authority and independence of his Gospel, but Paul also 
appeals to his position when he sums up his rebuke in 5 2. It is within this framework 
that he continues with argumentation intended to lend weight and persuasion to his ini
tial rebuke (1.6-9). This should not be interpreted to mean that Paul now needs to jus
tify his initial pronouncement of anathema. No, his authority as an apostle of Jesus 
Christ IS sufficient Nevertheless, he seeks to underline the weight of what he has said 
by supplementary argumentation intended to bolster conviction of his main point. Even 
here, the persuasive argument is really limited to 3.1-14. What follows is of a more 
didactic than persuasive nature, although it may be interpreted in terms of the cleanng 
up of a possible objection. But all things considered, in this letter Paul is better likened 
to a philosopher whose pupils have departed from his doctrines than to a defendant on 
tnal, a prosecutor in court, or a politician in an assembly. Indication of this may be 
seen in the fact that attacking the convictions of the audience (as Paul surely does!) was 
in rhetoncal theory regarded as a faulty method of argumentation (cf. Rhet.Her 2 43, 
Cic. Inv. 1.92, de Orat 2 304-305) 

''^^ Although the Ttapaivzaic, and letter closing is here left out of the picture, this should not be taken to 
suggest that there is no integral connection between these sections and the foregoing My point is only 
that these sections preclude rhetorical analysis 
"•̂ t Cf J Fairweather, 1994, "Epistle," 221 
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Nevertheless, despite the fact that Paul's letter cannot really be classified into any 
one of the three most popular rhetorical genres, we have seen that it is possible to make 
some comments on the arrangement of the letter as a whole The main portion of Paul's 
letter (that part dealt with here) does have a beginning (1.1 - 2.21) - irpooifuov if you 
will, a middle (the "prooP), and an end (the emotional appeal). It has, therefore, been 
possible to make some remarks on certain parallels in rhetorical theory as regards, for 
example, what is appropriate to a irpooiixwu or to an sirtkoyoc;. 



V. THE LETTER TO THE ROMANS 1 - 11 

1 Recent Scholarship 

The letter to the Romans has also been subjected to rhetorical genre analysis in 
recent scholarship. Already in 1976 W. Wuellner published an article arguing that this 
letter is essentially epideictic.'*^' Wuellner's approach is a mixture of modem and 
ancient rhetoric. He isolates Ep.Rotn. 1.1-15 as an exordium (I would be inclined to say 
an epistolary substitute for an exordium) and uses this to argue that the rhetorical genre 
must be epideictic. He then goes on to note that biKaioovvq was a traditional special 
topic for ceremonial discourse (135 note A\).*^^ As with the letter to the Galatians, the 
paraenetic section is a problem for rhetorical genre analysis. Wuellner looks to modem 
rhetorical theory for an answer and comes up with the solution that the paraenesis 
"spells out the practical commitment of those who took part in the argumentation" 
(143). He adds that the paraenesis functions as an exemplum and is a digressio (144), 
but the terms are hardly used in their ancient sense.'*^'' His "solution" cannot satisfy, at 
least not in terms of ancient rhetorical theory. 

Nevertheless, Wuellner's analysis has been accepted by some.*^* In particular, R. 
Jewett has attempted to build upon it and pin down just what kind of epideictic genre 
the letter to the Romans is.''^' Jewett's thesis is as follows: 

" " 1976, "Rhetoric." 
^̂ * Without reference he adds that H Lausberg (1973, Handhuch) assigns a leitmotif to each rhetoncal 
genre, that of epideictic being love. He is referring to §§ 241 and 437 where Lausberg speaks of 
"Leitaffekte" referring to pairs of opposite emotions deemed most important to each of the three genres. 
Apart from the misleading way in which Wuellner speaks of what Lausberg is saying, Lausberg's own 
classification is deceptive. The two Leitaffekte for deliberative rhetoric (ipei et metus) are taken from a 
seventh century AD Latin treatise (Isid Ong. 2.4.4), however the rhetorical theory of the penod 
examined in this book surely understood the two so-called Leitaffekte of judicial rhetoric (indignatio et 
conque<!tio) to be applicable to deliberative rhetoric Lausberg does not provide a reference for his idea 
that love and hate are the Leitaffekte of epideictic rhetonc. The dangers inherent in the use of Lausberg's 
Handhuch apart from consultation of the sources themselves are evident 
''̂ ^ It one does not mean to use the terms in their ancient rhetorical sense, then why use an ancient lan
guage? 
''̂ * Cf. D. Fraikin (1986) and R Jewett discussed below. G. A. Keimedy, though not mentiomng 
Wuellner, also considers the letter to the Romans to be "more epideictic in intent" (1984, New Testa
ment, 152). He adds that since the pastoral headings are concerned with "belief and attitude, not with 
action, they do not, as elsewhere, convert the letter into deliberative rhetoric" (154). 
"29 1982, "Romans." 
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"Romans is a unique fusion of the "ambassadonal letter" with several of the other subtypes in the 
genre: the parenetic letter, the hortatory letter, and the philosophical diatribe. Its purpose is to 
advocate in behalf of the "power of God" a cooperative mission to evangelize Spain so that the 
theological argumentation reiterates the gospel to be therein proclaimed and the ethical admom

tions show how that gospel is to be lived out in a manner that would ensure the success of this 
mission." 

Jewett classifies an ambassadorial speech as epideictic based upon Burgess' study 

on epideictic literature.'•'o 

Thus the letter to the Romans is an ambassadonal epideictic letter. The proof that 

it is ambassadorial consists mainly in i) references to typical ambassadorial formulae 

(not demonstrated, but reference is made to other sources), and ii) the demonstration of 

how the letter to the Romans can be so interpreted, especially given that Paul elsewhere 

describes himself as an ambassador of Christ. Jewett conveniently ignores the fact that 

an ambassadorial speech, as outlined by Burgess, is a speech presented to a ruler, and 

therefore an important part of this genre is the praise of that ruler. The letter to the 

Romans is hardly close to this category  even if Paul considers himself an ambassador 

of God to a church. 

In 1991 Jewett returned to this letter and provided a rhetorical outline, particu

larly of the proofs, which is rather loosely based upon the terminology of ancient 

rhetoric. But his analysis is not really very helpful since the ancient terminology loses 

much of its original meaning through a rather innovative application."t^' This short arti

''■'" T. C. Burgess, 1902, "Epideictic." This aspect of Jewett's article is problematic. Burgess' discus

sion IS based upon the analysis of "epideictic" literature in two late sources, namely, Ps.Dionysms of 
Halicarnassus and Menander (late third century AD). These sources use the term "epideictic" in a broad 
sense. Further, Jewett notes that Burgess had shown that epideictic also commonly contained the element 
of persuasion or advice (8) and he gives as an example Lysias' Olympiacus. But Lysias deliberately dis

tances himself from typical epideictic show in this speech and says that he will engage in avfiffovKEVcivl 
It was not uncommon in the fourth century BC for an orator to deliver an essentially deliberative speech 
at a ceremomal occasion  especially if the orator was selfconscious about criticism against oratory 
merely for the sake of show. At this point we cross the problem of defimng epideictic according to occa

sion or content. For example, Lysias' Olympiacus seems to have been a deliberative speech presented at 
an epideictic occasion (only the preface, and a summary by Dionysius of Halicarnassus is preserved). 

If we define epideictic narrowly as an oratorical showpiece, would not ambassadonal speeches 

which usually have a specific request  be better classified as deliberative rhetoric? Compare the example 
from Philo {Leg.Gaj. 276329) mentioned by Jewett (9). His whole discussion ignores the problem of the 
defimtion of epideictic in terms of style. 
^^' Jewett seems to realise what he is doing since he admits on p.271 that "these categories are 
ordinarily applied to shorter blocks of material." But this is to vastly understate the transformation of ter

minology that has taken place. Two small examples of his procedure follow: i) He defines 1.18  15.13 
as the probatio, a typical ancient term for the main section of a speech contaimng the proof. He then iso

lates four rounds of proof and names the first confirmatio (= (ieffaujiaic,), a term in ancient texts fre

quently used as a synonym ior probatio. By confirmatio Jewett means a section in which the basic proof 
is provided and upon which the other three rounds are developments (271) This defimtion, however, 
cannot be found in ancient rhetorical theory, ii) The fourth proof is broadly categorised as exhortatio 
which he maintains must be considered a rhetorical category because Hermogenes uses it to define the 
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cle cannot in any way be deemed to demonstrate "the dynamics of ancient rhetoric" 
(277) m Paul. It is unfortunately a rather extreme example of disturbing trends in 
recent rhetorical studies, namely, the confusion of ancient and modern rhetorical 
theory, and the misuse or misunderstanding of ancient terminology and texts.'♦^^ 

A similar problem is found in the article of D. Hellholm (1993) who attempts an 
analysis of the macrostructure of the letter to the Romans by a combination of 
linguistics and ancient rhetoric. His grip of ancient rhetoric is, however, not very 
good."" 

Hellholm identifies Ep.Rom. 1.1617 as the "thematic proposition" of the letter 
and summarises it as "the gospel of the universality of justification by faith" (137). He 
sees the probatio or proof contained in 1.18  11.36. This probatio is further divided 
into Oéoic; (1.18  8.39) and viróOsaig (9.1  11.6). The Osaig is then itself divided into 
refutatio (1.18  3.20) and confirmatio (3.21  8.39). Whilst this subdivision is said to 
be "obvious" (135), I have my questions. There is no comment given to the common 
analysis of Ep.Rom. 6.Iff and 9.Iff in terms of the objections raised in 3.3 and 3.5. If 
anythmg looks like refutatio (which Hellholm himself speaks of in terms of the refuta

tion of arguments from opponents) then surely consideration should be given to this 
common analysis.''^'' 

There are other problems with his use of the 6é<ji,<;l viródsmq distinction. In 
ancient rhetoric the quaestio (question at issue) of an actual speech was a concrete case, 
a quaestio finita or inróOemq. Cicero in the de Oratore suggests that in order to prove 
one's case, one ought to first prove the general quaestio which underlies the specific 
quaestio under consideration {de Oral. 3.120). Quintilian, who follows Cicero in this 
respect, offers a good example: One must prove first that marriage is desirable before 

last part of an argumentation based upon a chria. The working out of a chna, however, is quite a dif

ferent thing to the construction of a speech! 
*^^ I bypass, as not properly related to rhetorical theory, Jewett's article "The Rhetorical Function of 
Numerical Sequences m Romans" in Persuasive Artistry, 1991, 22745. 
*^^ This may be seen in his confusion of the distinction between déatq and inró9Eai<; (in reference to a 
quaestio) with the doctrine of status. The two are, however, quite separate. Compare only the exposition 
of Quintilian who discusses 8ém<; and viródEotq in Inst. 3.5 and .itatus in Inst. 3.6. In fact, Quintilian 
even notes {Imt. 3.5.16) that the status of a defimte quaestio (i.e., inródEaiq) is the same as its abstracted 
indefinite quaestio (i.e., 6éai<;). In other words the distinction between defimte and indefimte 
quaestiones {invoBéaen; and Séaeiq) does not affect the doctrine of status. Hellholm is incorrect in sug

gesting a parallel between the doctrine of status and parole, partes orationis and langue, and parole and 
8éai(;l vródeaiq. 
''^'' The point with respect to 6.Iff and 9.Iff is still valid even if Hellholm accepts S. K. Stower's anal

ysis of 3.19 as a diatnbic dialogue (1984, "Paul's Dialogue"), which from the analysis on p.139 appears 
to be the case. 
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one can prove whether Cato should marry (Inst. 3.5). On the basis of this doctnne it is 
theoretically possible to divide the probatio of a speech into proofs concerning the 
underlying 6éoi<; and those concerning the inróOeaiq itself. A good example of this 
approach occurs in the 38th speech of Dio Chrysostom (an orator turned philosopher). 

Nevertheless, it ought to be noted that Cicero's preoccupation with Oéasic; in the 
de Oratore has to do with his attempt to synthesize philosophy and rhetoric in this 
treatise. Qsasiq were the province of philosophy, and Cicero's incorporation of them 
into his rhetorical theory represents his own personal approach, not that of school 
rhetoric in general.''^^ That Quintilian also advocates this approach has to do with his 
admiration for Cicero, and cannot count as evidence that such a doctnne was further 
popular in the school rhetoric of the time (whether Greek or Latin). 

Apart from the fact that this doctnne is not representative of school rhetonc, 
there is also a problem in the way Hellholm applies it. He considers the quaestio finita 
(vTÓOeaK;) of Paul's letter to be "God's biKaioavviq and Israel's disobedience and 
unbelief." According to the theory, this should then be the theme of the letter to the 
Romans. But this, in Hellholm's view, is not the main proposition of the letter itself 
(see his description of the propositio of 1.1617, p.137, cf. 14243). Rather, he views 
the quaestio finita as "the special treatment of the theme." This is all very well, but his 
Osaiql iiKoOeaLq division as such no longer conforms to Cicero's theory. 

One final point worth noting is that Hellholm also comes up against the problem 
of exhortation in this letter. His "solution" (without comment) is simply to label 12.1 

15 13 as exhortatio The cnticism noted above with respect to Betz' similar proposal in 
the letter to the Galatians is also applicable here.''^' 

Another example of the disturbing trends in recent rhetorical scholarship is the 
work of A. H. Snyman In 1984 he published an article entitled "Style and meaning in 
Romans 8319 " Although some use of ancient rhetoric is made, the article is essen

tially a modern rhetoncal and stylistic analysis based on the principles of E. Nida et al,' 
Style and Discourse. Rhetorical figures are again misappropriated.'*''' 

Similar problems are apparent in his article of 1986 "Stilistiese tegmeke in 
Romeine 7:713" which is basically an exercise in discourse analysis.'•'* He does. 

On 9éaci(; in rhetoncal theory, see chapter two, § 2 2 1 
•̂36 See p 111 

'*'' npoawxoxowa is incorrectly identified in Ep Rom 8 35, 3839 Despite reference to appropriate 
Graeco Roman sources (100102), namely, Demetr Eloc 26566 and Rhet Her 4 66, he neglects to 
notice that irpoouiroTroua is always defined as introducing a specific character (person or thing) and let 
ting It speak Snyman has confused the modern term "persomfication" with the much more specific 
Greek figure TrpoauTroxoaa, cf also Cic Oral 85, Quint /«« 9 2 2937 See also the discussion below 
on the work of S K Stowers 

Persomfication (this time of cxfiapTia) is again incorrectly confused with ■KpoaocTroiroua 
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however, note an interesting case of acTiöefft? in 7.10, which is at the same time sup

ported by a clash in the syntax. He argues that we have here deliberate rhetorical effect 
in the grammar which illustrates the application of the principle that style must be 
irpÉTTov (fitting). 

In 1988 Snyman published a modified form of his article from 1984. This article 
was now reworked using the "methods" of G. A. Kennedy and Ch. Perelman/ L. 
OlbrechtsTyteca.''^' Snyman now even went so far as to categorise this pericope 
{Ep.Rom. 8.3139) into one of the three species of rhetoric (epideictic)! For this he has 
been rightly criticised by N. Elliott (95n) who traces this problem back to Kennedy.'*^" 
Elliott alleges that Kennedy "gives the misleading impression that a 'rhetorical situa

tion' can be identified for segments of a text." 
Another case of illconsidered rhetorical analysis is provided by M. R. Cosby, 

"Paul's Persuasive Language in Romans 5" (1991).'''" Cosby is unfortunately careless 
both in his critique of others (cf. the note on J. T. Kirby below) and in his description 
of rhetorical figures. One example will suffice. 

In commenting on v. 17 Cosby complains that oi Tr\v ■Kapiaasiav rrjc; xapLToc; Kai 
Trig &(jipeag Trjg biKaioavvqq Xafi^apovTsg is an unusual construction in that the article 
is so far from its participle. He claims that this, and the fact that the comparison made 
in this verse is not exactly parallel, show lack of "rhetorical sophistication." 

Yet ol ... XanlSavouTsc; is hardly unusual Greek. The object of Xa/i/Sdcü) is quite 
properly placed between the article and the noun. It would be unusual if a nonrelated 
word were placed there.'•''^ It is true that the comparison is not parallel, but this is 
surely more a result of Paul's deliberate variation at this point.'•'•^ Despite variation of 
terms, the conceptual comparison is still valid. When heard in a continuous reading, the 
hearer does not have the time to think everything logically through  but he does hear 

■*■" See above, chapter one, §§ 35. 
'**° N. Elliott, 1990, Rhetoric (cf. G. A. Kennedy, 1984, New Testament, 3435). 
■*■*' Consider also the rather bombastic article by M. Schoeni (1993) concerned with sublime hyperbole 
(i.e., hyperbolic metaphor and simile) as described by Ps.Longinus 38. Schoera unfortunately misinter

prets Longinus at this point by stating that at 38.56 he means to say that after a particularly high emo

tional instance of hyperbole, one needs to bnng the audience "down" via the use of humour (177). 
Longinus, however, says nothing of the kind. All he means to say with respect to humour is that 
humorous hyperbolic expressions work (i.e., sound convincing) precisely because they are funny. There 
IS no theory of humour used as a "come down" from emotional hyperbole. Given that the rest of 
Schoem's article is based upon this incorrect interpretation, his contnbution says little concermng the use 
of ancient rhetorical theory. 
''''^ That would then be the rhetoncal effect of intepffaTÓv of which Basil the Great, among others, was 
so fond 
'•''3 See below p.201. 
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the parallel constructions and, we may assume, does recognise a conceptual com-
panson. 

Cosby does not do very much with the results of his rhetoncal analysis of 
Ep.Rom. 5, except to say that with the rhetoncal techniques "the Roman Chnstians 
would find Paul's presentation more persuasive than they would if he had merely pro
vided substantiating data without rhetoncal techniques " One wonders if such a conclu
sion IS really sufficient.'''''' 

At this point we have progressed from rhetoncal genre analysis to rhetorical text
ual analysis '*''* It would seem that a number of scholars becoming discontented with the 
results of genre analysis have instead directed their study of ancient rhetoric and Paul 
towards textual rhetoric. 

A B Du Toit, for example, appropriately critiques what he terms as the 
"ovemding influence of Greek rhetoric "''''* On p. 195 he provides an example of this in 
his critique of Wuellner for superimposing an exordium and its characteristics on the 
epistolary opening of the letter '*'''' Du Toit concludes his opening remarks as follows. 
(195-6) ". to force Romans into a rhetoncal scheme or to speculate whether this letter 
belongs to the epideictic or any other rhetoncal genre would be methodically 
unacceptable." For Du Toit, the letters of Paul remain letters whilst they may have 
rhetorical characteristics 

In his article, Du Toit seeks to understand the rhetonc of argumentation in 
Ep Rom 1.1-17 Aspects of ancient rhetoncal theory are utilised in doing this, for 
example, viewing verses 11-12 as correctio (207) He charactenses Paul as stnving to 
be cautious and avoid the impression of self-commendation The point is to give 
readers a positive impression of his apostolic capabilities. "By means of the correctio 
Paul actually scores his point, while at the same time he avoids any suggestion of over 
inflated self-esteem " Du Toit adds that by 15.17ff such caution is no longer necessary, 
1 e., Paul's credentials are sufficiently established. 

'''''' A second example of Cosby's poor rhetorical analysis may be seen in Paul's alleged use of transitw 
(a statement wherein the speaker is expected to announce what he will next speak upon and distinguish it 
from what has gone before) in 5 1-2 (and 3 23 and 8 1), pp 213, 225 Whilst Paul does occasionally 
summanse what he has said (cf 3 9), it seems to me that he rarely in any structural way introduces what 
he will next treat of (except in the epistolary irepL clauses of 1 Ep Cor ) 
' ' '" For the term, see above pp 21-22 
''''6 1989, Persuasion, 194 
'' '" In all fairness to Wuellner, I don't think he means exordium in the sense of ancient rhetoncal 
theory, but in the sense of modem rhetonc (i e , functional) 
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Another example of the application of rhetoric to exegesis is shown by an article 
by J. T. Kirby.'*''* Kirby argues that /cat ovro^g in Ep.Rom. 5.12 should be interpreted 
as answering to üiairep, therefore obviating the need to consider the verse an 
anacoluthon. Apart from the grammatical considerations,"'" he argues that the rhetori
cal care of the rest of the following pericope would contrast strongly with a "violent 
anacoluthon and the need to posit a lengthy and cumbersome ellipsis." With respect to 
rhetorical care, he points to the isocolon in v. 15 as an example. 

Whilst it is true that rhetorical care is evidenced in this whole chapter (see the 
analysis below), it must also be said that there are a number of examples of significant 
ellipsis here (compare, e.g., 5.11, 16, 18). More to the point, the presence of 
anacolutha (and even worse grammatical slips) are not uncommon in Paul, cf. Ep.Rom. 
2.20.''''' In addition, Kirby's main grammatical consideration hardly seems very strong. 
He does not show that an inversion of the normal word order OVTWC; Kai really does 
serve to emphasise the fact that an ellipsis is present.'•'' 

In recent years there have also been at least two full scale monographs on the let
ter to the Romans which give significant attention to textual rhetoric. 

448 i9g7^ "Syntax." See, further, the study of D. A. Black {1989, "Love Command"). Black ba.sically 
takes up J. Muilenburg's challenge to analyse the textual rhetonc of a passage and attempts to utilise this 
in terms of an exegesis of the argumentation. He analyses the stylistic (rhetoncal) arrangement of 
Ep.Rom. 12.9-13 and insists that the exegetical interpretation of the cola should reflect the rhetoncal 
grouping. Black's textual rhetorical analysis is sound as far as it goes. The application to exegesis is 
interesting, but not related to ancient rhetoncal theory. 
"'*' E.g., inversion of the word order of the regular OVTÜIC; Kai to emphasise the fact that h' kvbq 
avBpéitov should be understood. 
' ' " ' The presence of an anacoluthon does not have to be considered "violent," nor a grammatical, error. 
It may rather suggest a conversational style entirely appropriate to a letter. 
' '5 ' No other examples of such inverted word order are cited, and I have not been able to turn any up 
myself. An example of omwq Kai with ellipsis wa-s not hard to find (cf. PI. Grg. 476b) and that is not 
surpnsing. The word order üaircp ... OÜ'TOI Kai is rather fixed (cf. K.-G., Gram. 11/2 256) and 1 would 
submit that if one wanted to sugge.st an answering clause to iiavep, with or without an ellipsis, the best 
way to do so would be to use the regular word order OUTOX; Kai. By inverting the word order, the reader 
IS quite naturally inclined to take the Kai as conjunctive, as does Origen (comm. in Rom. M. 14.1005). 
Origen judges the verse to be an anacoluthon and is clearly embarrassed by the fact that it might show a 
deficiency of style. He goes on to argue, however, that there is really no stylistic deficiency present. 
Nevertheless, he does not seem to have noticed the possibility of treating Kai OVTOX; as the answenng 
clause. 

Kirby's interpretation has been accepted by N. Elliott (1990, Rhetoric, 230). M. R. Cosby (1991, 
"Language") also accepts the basic point but has cnticisms. Unfortunately, Cosby inexplicably states that 
Kirby thinks v.72 is the isocolon (220). Kirby is referring to v.15 
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In 1990 N. Elliott published The Rhetoric of Romans: Argumentative Constraint 
and Strategy and Paul's Dialogue with Judaism. He wntes: 

"Our premise in this work is that the ancient and modem discussions of the dynamics of 
argumentation may help us to evaluate the cogency of some of the inferences that have been made 
from Romans in 'classical' histoncal treatments." (18-19) 

His interest is clearly with textual rhetoric, and on p.64 he even notes the prob
lems of identifying Romans with one of the traditional three rhetorical species. Yet 
despite this, Elliott does provide a rhetorical ''divisio" of the letter. For example, he 
treats the letter opening and closing (1.1-15; 15.14-33) as functioning as, or cor
responding to, the exordium and peroratio of an oration (69). His careful choice of 
words (in terms of functional correspondence) suggests that this is really the application 
of modem rhetorical theory. 

We are once again confronted with a study that intends to provide a mix of 
ancient and modern rhetoric. The emphasis, however, is clearly upon modern 
rhetoric.''" He adds on p.66: 

"the constraimng power of audience and exigence in relation to Paul's persuasive purposes, as this 
may be analyzed through Paul's choice and development of topics, is the proper object of the 
rhetorical criticism of Romans." 

In general, he wishes to see the whole of the letter to the Romans as serving the 
paraenetic goal of 15.14-16, namely, that the Gentile Christians will become 
participants in the cosmic offering of the Gentiles by sacrificing themselves to God in 
spiritual worship. 

Elliott does, however, make a number of exegetical suggestions related to ancient 
rhetorical theory. For example he suggests that Ep.Rom. 5. Iff is the propositio of the 
letter, and that chapters one to four are an introduction by way of msinuatio {ë4>o8og) 
(233). This implies an audience not predisposed to accept Paul's statements in chapter 
five. The point seems somewhat far-fetched however. If the proposition begins in chap
ter five, then the introduction is out of all proportion to the rest of the letter (cf. Quint. 
Inst. 4.1.62). Elliott also attempts to overcome the fact that he had already defined 1.1-

'"^ Evidence of this may be seen in the lack of a proper grasp of ancient rhetoric. For example on p.63 
he confuses the philosophical XÓ70? TporpBituKÓq (a separate literary genre) with irpoTpcTrci» as a sub
category of deliberative rhetonc. (For a defimtion of XÓ70? irpoTpeimKÓq see Philo of Lanssa Fr. 2 
Mette|= Stob. 2.7 2]). 
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15 as the functional exordium by saying that chapters one to four are "an extended 
exordium leading to the explicit propoiiflo in Rom 5" (234n) 

On p.236 he proposes that "the sustained deliberative tone and syllogistic pro
gression evident" in 6.1 - 8 13 are charactenstic of ratiocinatto He admits that this 
term was vanously explained by ancient authors (refemng to Cic Inv 1 57 and 
Rhet Her 4 23-24), but does not explain why he seems to think both usages which he 
cites seem to apply here, or how they apply. 

A better suggestion is made on pp 288-90 where he argues that Paul applies van-
ous strategies from forensic rhetoric in emphasising "the immoral actions of the 
accused (1 18-32), denying any plea of ignorance (1 19-20, 32; 2.2) and accusing his 
'defendant' of willfully presuming on the mercy of the divine 'court' (2.3-5)." There 
would appear to be something in this. 

The second full scale monograph on the letter to the Romans attempting to grap
ple with ancient rhetoric was published by D A. Campbell m 1992 (The Rhetoric of 
Righteousness in Romans 3.21-26).'^^^ Campbell devotes a separate chapter to a (text
ual) rhetorical analysis of his chosen passage, relying upon Quintilian as, in his view, 
the best source for Pauline investigation He begins with a stylistic analysis designed to 
show that Ep Rom. 3.21-26 is set off from the surrounding context by a distinct style 
(79 83). The context around this pencope is described as diatnbic style (taken from S. 
K. Stowers, 1981, Diatribe), but within the pencope itself he descnbes the style as fol
lows 

"The sentences are more complex and use balanced cola and commata with a distmct rhythimcal 
lilt The diction is more elevated, and theological motifs (like vofioq) figure centrally in sweeping 
enthymemes " (81) 

This sounds good and Campbell attempts to relate this to ancient rhetorical theory 
on style, but the point is not argued for in any detailed way 

Nevertheless, Campbell's rhetorical analysis of these verses (pp.70-101) is inter
esting and challenging, especially as it impinges upon the difficult question of the 

*^^ Campbell's article "Determimng the Gospel through Rhetorical Analysis in Paul's Letter to the 
Roman Christians" (in 1994, Gospel in Paul, 315 36) concerns the application of modem rhetoncal 
theory only 
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syntactical structure of vs 22b24a.''54 He sees vanous rhetorical devices at work here, 
especially aunOeaiq and Bitava<i>opa (anaphora). Using these notions he argues that oii 
yap scTLu ... xtipt" is an antithetical parenthesis, and that the prepositional phrases 
with 5id c. gen. in verses 22, 24, and 25 are coordinate (he calls them an example of 
BKava4>opa) A careful reading of the passage with this in mind will demonstrate the 
exegetical consequences 

Whilst certainly challenging and worth thinking about, I am not in the end con

vinced by Campbell's analysis. It seems to me that he has been too concerned to put 
some logical and rhetoncal balance and structure into Paul's sentence(s) which really 
just isn't there. It is difficult for me to see how someone reading the Greek would, for 
example, naturally distinguish 5ia rriq èiiroKvTpéaeuiq KTK. from T^ avTov xótpiTi. m 
V.24. A coordinate relationship with 5ta iricrTecoc KT\. in v.22 just isn't clear enough. 
One would need some kind of extra marker (i.e., coordinating particles) to indicate 
this. 

A significant problem in this part of Campbell's study is the lack of discussion of 
syllable length m connection with rhythm. He mentions the concept of rhythm a num

ber of times, and it also comes up in the sources he cites, but nowhere does he note or 
pay attention to the question of syllable length so important to rhythm in ancient Greek 
and Latin Whether Paul paid attention to this or not needs at least to be discussed if 
one wishes to discuss Pauline rhythm. 

Nevertheless, I believe that Campbell's rhetoncal analysis proceeds along a better 
path methodologically than many recent studies. He is concerned to apply ancient 
rhetorical theory at a textual level as an aid to exegesis. He quite appropriately sees the 
need to discuss not only figures of speech, but also more general considerations of 
style Campbell himself characterises his approach as a concentration upon elocutio, 
one of the five traditional divisions of ancient rhetonc. The rhetoncal insights thus 
gained function for him as "the interpretative pivot" upon which his whole investiga

tion turns (77). 

Finally, notice should be made of the challenging monograph of S. K Stowers 
(1994, A Rereading of Romans). Stowers attempts to set Romans within its own 

' ' ' ' ' In other respects the stylistic analysis is pushed a bit too far, for example, when vojioq, used twice 
in V 21, IS not only seen as avTtBEan; (which is possible, if then rather inelegant as Campbell admits) but 
also as ■wapofo/iaala (wordplay) He sees a pun in the fact that the two uses of ra/io? are used to indi

cate different functions of the law Frankly, this seems a pretty weak pun, and I can hardly think that it 
was intended as such 
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cultural context and provide a fresh interpretation from this perspective. "'S' The book is 
certainly challenging, though in the end I believe its general interpretation is 
unconvincing. However, we must restnct ourselves here to what Stowers says of 
ancient rhetorical theory. Although use of the word "rhetoric" is frequently made in 
this book, Its sense is invanably very broad and not related to ancient rhetorical theory 
as such. Stowers' use of ancient rhetorical theory is effectively limited to his discussion 
of irpoadiToiroua (see especially pp. 16-21). Given the popularity of this figure among 
New Testament exegetes and its frequent misinterpretation, it is worthwhile to consider 
his discussion in some detail. 

Stowers identifies five passages in the letter to the Romans which he labels as 
xpoffojxoiroaa: 2.1-5; 2.17-29; 3.1-9; 3.27 - 4.2; and 7.7 - 8.2. We shall turn to these 
passages in a moment. It is first of all necessary to note how his discussion and defini
tion of TpoawTTOToua (which he translates as 'speech-in-character') concentrates upon 
identification of this figure. He argues that irpoaoiToiroua normally had to be identified 
in literature by means of stylistic and grammatical considerations, that is to say, that 
examples of -irpoaonroiroüa were not normally formally introduced. This is, naturally, 
important to Stowers, given that Paul has no formal introductions indicating 
xpoffcoTToiroua in his letter to the Romans. But it is at this point that his argument is 
quite weak Essentially four arguments are presented for his case, and I shall briefly 
comment on each. 

Firstly, he cites Quint. Inst. 1.8.3 where Quintüian is speaking of the appropriate 
use of the voice when reading out loud. At Inst. 1.8.3 he notes that TrpoacoTroirouat 
ought not to be declaimed/ pronounced (pronuntiari) in the way of comic actors The 
unfortunate use of the word "indicate" used to translatepronuntiare in the Loeh transla
tion of H. E. Butler has led Stowers to surmise that identification of Tpoaojiroirouat is 
also implied by the passage. The question of identification is simply not addressed by 
Quintilian here. 

The second argument comes from Anstarchus of Byzantium's interpretative prin
ciple of TO -Kpóauncov TO \eyov ("the person speaking") with respect to analysis of the 
poetry of Homer. Stowers refers the reader to A. Roemer's monograph on Anstarchus 
(1924, Homerexegese). Roemer's discussion (253-56) of the principle of TO irpóacoirov 
TO \syov, however, shows that it concerns the solution of prima facie contradictions in 
Homer by appealing to the fact that one must distinguish what Homer himself says as 
poet from the words he puts into the mouths of other characters in his poem. There is 

He builds upon interpretations already argued for in (1981) Diatnbe and (1984) "Dialogue " 

file:///eyov
file:///syov
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nothing in the context which suggests anything connected with problems of identifica

tion as to who might be speaking in any given passage as such '•** 
His third reference (Quint. Inst 9.2.37) is the only relevant evidence for his 

point. Here Qumtilian, at the close of his discussion of TpoaoiToitoda, notes that a 
speech may be inserted without indication of the person. However, his only example is 
from epic poetry and Quintilian goes on to note that omission of notification of the per

son speaking should itself be considered the use of the figure detractio 
The fourth argument is an unfortunate misreading of the fifth or sixth century AD 

treatise of Emponus, de Ethopoeia. On p.20, after discussing Quint Inst. 9.2.37, 
Stowers goes on to say that Emponus distinguishes three ways of beginning a 
"characterisation " He then cites three examples taken from Emponus and categonses 
the beginnings as i) "the character starting to speak about herself or himself in the first 
person," ii) "an apostrophe, with the author addressing the fictional character," and iii) 
"by introducing the circumstances" of the occasion. Stowers states that these ways of 
beginning a TpoawiroTouci exclude specific introduction and identification of the 
speaker This presentation of Emponus' treatise, however, badly misrepresents what is 
said. The reference is to Empor. Eth. p.563,112 H., where Emponus is indeed dis

cussing vanous ways of beginning an example of what he calls riBoiroua (i.e., 
irpoauiroTToüa of a person as opposed to a thing). Emponus' discussion concerns the 
subjects or topics with which one may begin the speech of the person concerned. 
However, he distinguishes not three subjects with which to begin, but four, namely, the 
person, the matter, time, or place Beginnings taken from the person are further 
divided into the person of the speaker of the speech, the person to whom the speech is 
addressed, or a person descnbed in the speech itself Examples of each of these 
categories are provided from Vergil's Aeneid It ought to be stressed that Emponus' 
concern is the kind of subjects/ topics with which one may begin one's irpoaojiroToiia 
or introduced speech. Emponus does not mean to imply that such speeches ought not to 
be formally introduced and their speaker explicitly identified In fact, m every single 
example he quotes (and he quotes no less than 11 examples), the speaker is explicitly 
introduced and identified\*'^^ 

*̂ * It IS interesting to note that the problem of TO Trpoauirof TO Xeyoc was also discussed by Ongen m 
his commentary on the Song of Songs (fragment preserved m philoc 7 1) Here the identification and 
change of speakers is Ongen's paramount concern He admits that the Scnptures (particularly the 
Prophets) are often unclear in their swift skipping from person to person 
«■' The quotations are from Verg A 1 37, 12 931, 1 65, 11 124, 5 781, 7 359, 8 185, 11 14, 8 374, 
6 687, and 6 673 
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If we return to Quint. Inst. 9.2.37 for a moment, we may note that Quintilian's 
discussion clearly views the omission of notification of the speaker as an exception. 
Furthermore, in his example, taken from Verg. A. 2.29, there is little room for 
misunderstanding that irpoaüiiroiroda is being used. In fact, if we look to the actual use 
of TtpooiiSTCo-Koda in both rhetorical and philosophical texts then we find that a formal 
introduction and identification of the speaker is inevitably present. A lengthy list of 
examples is provided in the select glossary s.v. ■wpoaoi-Koiroda. In each case, without 
exception, the speaker is identified. 

Of Stowers' five examples in the letter to the Romans, the first two may be 
readily dismissed. As he himself indicates, both 2.1-5 and 2.17-29 are examples of 
airoo-Tpo<j>ri. No speech is put into the mouth of another party, and thus no 
TTpoffuTToiroua can be spoken of.'*'* The third and fourth examples (3.1-9 and 3.27 -

4.2) are interpreted as dialogues and for this reason termed irpoauTroiroiia. As I have 
shown in the select glossary, certain ancient authors did include dialogue as a kind of 
irpoauTToroüa. Nevertheless, Stowers' case that these passages represent actual 
dialogue is not convincmg.''^' 

The final passage is the first person account of 7.7 - 8.2. This is more interesting 
in that Stowers also discusses Origen's attempt to see a kind of TpoaoiitoToda in this 
passage. It is, perhaps, best to briefly review Origen's own interpretation first.'•^o 
Origen had little trouble with Ep.Rom. 7.7-13, interpreting the difficult statement in 
V.9 of Paul and "every man's" early childhood. Yet Origen encountered problems at 
7.14 and following. Quite rightly, he noted that Paul seems to be contradicting himself 
here. How can Paul speak of himself as aapKtvoc; and irsxpanevog virb -rqv a.p.apTiavl 
Origen cites several other Pauline texts to highlight the contradiction. In light of this 
problem, he tentatively suggests that Paul may be using various examples of 

■*'* It IS possible that Stowers used the term irpoffwiroTroua of these passages because he understands 
Paul to be putting on a certain character here. As to the first, he understands Paul to be speaking as a 
Jewish missionary preacher, and as to the second, he characterises it as the "philosopher-talk" of a 
teacher correcting a fellow Jewish teacher. (/"Stowers means that this is the introduction of the speech of 
these characters, and not of Paul himself, then his use of the term ■Kpoawwoiroüa is a little more 
understandable. Nevertheless, the lack of any identification of these speakers must weigh heavily against 
this interpretation which caimot have been obvious to the audience. 
' " ' See footnote 483 below. 
' ' * Unfortunately we no longer possess the text of Origen's massive commentary on Paul's letter to the 
Romans and must discern his views from a vanety of sources. For Ep.Rom. 1 we rely upon Greek 
extracts in the catena and in the Philocalia, Rufinus' abbreviated Latin translation/ paraphrase, and 
Jerome's use of Origen in Epistle 121. A good discussion of Ongen's commentary on Ep.Rom. 7 is to be 
found in C. P. Hammond Bammel, 1981, "Philocalia." 
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■KpoauTOTTOüa (he suggests one kind of weak person for v. 14 and another for v.15).**' 

Yet evidence from Jerome (supported by Rufinus) shows that this was not the only 

interpretation Origen proffered for this passage/*^ Nevertheless, as Stowers notes 

{Rereading, 26869), the use of the figure of Trpoaoiroiroda to solve the difficulties in 

Ep.Rom. 7 became more common (apart from Rufinus and Jerome who merely 

"translate" Origen, other interpretations using TrpoffoiroTroita are to be found in works 

of Didymus the Blind and Nilus of Ancyra).''" 

Origen's caution in suggesting the application of irpoaünroiroda here, combined 

with the fact that he is led to this suggestion because of the difficulties encountered in 

the text, do not inspire confidence in the correctness of this interpretation/*'* In fact, 

the complete lack of any introduction or identification of the speaker of any supposed 

■wpoawiroiroda, combined with the absence of any other markers in the context suggest

ing that Paul means anyone other than himself by his use of the first person, must 

weigh heavily against this mterpretation. The same consideration must also be applied 

Ti?"//'" ccvaiciirTet ... ei /xi; irov eÏTrwfici' on ■KpoawKOTToiiaq è'xfit &ia<t>ópov(; b Xóyoq .. (Catena 
41), The caution is clear from the use of the subjunctive after cl fiq and the insertion ot irov ("except, 
perhaps, we should say"). Stowers (Rereading, 362 n39) correctly notes that Hammond Bammel's argu

ment for Origen's "guardedness" from the verb d^ófü) is weak. Nevertheless, Stowers does not recogmse 
the careful caution of the ei lirj clause. 
*^^ See Hammond Bammel, op. at., 7071, 74. She cites Jerome's words (70) that Paul "non de se 
loquitur, sed de eo, qui post peccata uult agere paenitentiam, et sub persona sua fragilitatem descnhit 
condicionis humanae, quae duorum hommum, intenons et exterions, pugnantium inter se bella per

petitur." By showing connections between Jerome's exposition and Rufinus' "translation" Hammond 
Bammel is able to make a good case for the fact that these words of Jerome are taken from Origen. 
Stowers, having demed the tentativeness of Ongen's suggestion of irpoaooiroitoüa, prefers to regard 
Rufinus' exposition as correction of Ongen, and Jerome's interpretation as influenced by his Western 
theology (Rereading, 362 notes 40 and 43). Although not impossible, Stowers' interpretation seems 
much less likely. 
■""̂  Didymus (Rom. p. 16 Staab), although a follower of Ongen in many respects, has a different inter

pretation of Ep.Rom. 7. He understands Ep.Rom. 7 724 to be irpoauTOTTOua of Adam. Like Ongen's, 
his interpretation is motivated by perceived contradictions in these verses with other statements of Paul. 
The bnef exegetical fragments in Nil. epp. 1.152 and 1.153 suggest that he thought of multiple use of 
TtpoaüjTTOTTOüa (he uses the term ijöoxoaa, a word used in late rhetoncal theory of irpoaunroKoüoi in 
respect of a person as opposed to an abstract concept). Ep.Rom. 7.9 is interpreted of a nonJew, and 7.23 
IS interpreted of one (certainly not Paul) who is swept away by his carnal passions It is interesting to 
note that Nilus speaks of ijOoTroüa as an exegetical tool, not as a figure employed by Paul himself (epp 
1.153). 
"*'' One wonders if Ongen's rather broad application of irpoaairoTroiia is related to his theory of the 
inspired TrpoffWTroiroua of the Holy Spint. In a fragment of his fourth homily on the Acts of the Apostles 
(preserved in philoc. 7 2) Origen argues that the Holy Spint "makes persons" (■wpoaairoiroiei) in the 
prophets. He means to say that when the prophets speak in the name of someone else (e.g., of God, or of 
Chnst), then it is really the Holy Spirit, through the prophet, who is speaking in the character of the per

son concerned (whether, for example, in the person of God or Christ). Origen is led to this digression by 
the mention of a Psalm of David whose words Ongen interprets to be the words of Chnst (OT Ps. 108 
cited inAct.Ap. 1.16). 
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to Stowers' contention that 7.7 - 8.2 is an example of irpocrcoxoTotïa of a Gentile 
attempting to live by the works of the law. 

We must conclude that despite other merits this book may have, it is ultimately 
not very helpful when it comes to the application of ancient rhetorical theory to Paul's 
letter. 

2 Rhetorical Analysis 
2.1 Introduction 

As in the case of Paul's letter to the Galatians, the paraenesis in the letter to the 
Romans (beginning at chapter twelve) has been excluded from this analysis. Once 
again, this is not to say that the paraenesis plays no important role in the letter, nor that 
it is not in some way connected with the foregoing argument. The only point is that it 
is less feasible to analyse this section of the letter in terms of ancient rhetorical theory. 
Our analysis will, therefore, be restricted to the first eleven chapters. 

Prima facie the letter to the Romans would appear to offer more scope for a 
rhetorical analysis than the letter to the Galatians. It is less obviously epistolary in con
tent and length, and offers a more connected extended argument. The letter does not 
suffer from the apparent disconnectedness of thought present in the letter to the 
Galatians, nor is it so obviously tied to a particular situation regarding which we are 
left guessing. In writing to the Christians in Rome, Paul is writing to churches he has 
never personally visited.'•'^ This at least means that we are presented with a more clear 
presentation of what Paul wishes to say. The kind of argumentative lacunae found in 
the letter to the Galatians do not appear here. 

We may also, I believe, sidestep the rather vexed and much debated question as 
to the purpose of the main body of the letter.''** It is safe to say that Paul nowhere 
explicitly reveals why he chose to include the material of Ep.Rom. 1.16 - 15.13. In 
particular, the argumentative section (chapters one to eleven) can be quite simply 
understood apart from the presupposition of any concrete situation in Rome. That is not 
to say that a particular situation in Rome may not have influenced what Paul wrote, or, 

''*' That we may speak of churches (éKKXr^aiat) in Rome is clear from Ep.Rom. 16.5a. That Paul had 
never visited Rome is not to say that he necessarily had no knowledge of the situation there. In this 
respect, J. van Bruggen's analysis of the implications of Ep Rom. 16 is quite enlightemng (1970, Raad
sel). Van Bruggen cogently argues that the churches in Rome were founded by missionary teams sent out 
by Paul sometime after AD 50 (see also, 1967, Oorsprong). 
"*** That is, aside from the obvious purpos.es mentioned in Ep.Rom. 1.1-15 (mutual prayer) and chapter 
fifteen (his forthcoimng visit and intended trip to Spain). 

http://purpos.es
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perhaps, the way he wrote it, only that we have no hard evidence from which to 
reconstruct such a situation. In any event, chapters one to eleven may be understood as 
a summary of the Gospel which Paul generally preached to believers in the Roman 
empire.**'' This section, however, is certainly no dogmatic treatise since the nature of 
the argument and its emphases show clearly the kind of ideas Paul found it necessary to 
emphasise and to combat during his missionary travels. The great mystery of the 
Gospel, namely, salvation revealed in Christ not only for Jews but also for Gentiles, 
raised a number of problems and questions among the early churches, and some of 
these show clearly through in Paul's argumentation. 

The rhetorical analysis offered below, as for the letter to the Galatians, is written 
from the point of view of a hypothetical professor of rhetoric. As such it is a maxi

malist approach and should in no way imply that Paul thought or even deliberately 
wrote in these rhetorical terms or categories. The question as to Paul's conscious use of 
rhetorical theory will be discussed in the conclusion to this book. 

2.2 Ep.Rom. 1  5 

The first 15 verses follow modified epistolary conventions. An expanded opening 
(1.17) is followed (as per convention) by a thanksgiving paragraph.''** The desire to 
visit is also an epistolary commonplace, although this fact should not be interpreted to 
mean that the desire is not real. The epistolary introduction may be interpreted to show 
concern for captatio benevolentiae (cf. ethos) in a number of respects, but none of the 
traditional rhetorical TÓTTOL are employed.''*' 

''^^ I would emphasise the words "to believers." Paul is writing to those already converted and whom 
we may presume (as Paul evidently does) already know the basics of the Gospel story of Christ's life on 
earth, his suffering, death and ascension to heaven. That Paul must have preached on these basics to new 
Chnstians is clear from passages such as 1 Ep.Cor. 11.2326 and 15.18. 
''** A conventional thanksgiving sentence (or short paragraph) would have concerned a prayer regarding 
the health or prosperity of the addressee. Paul, instead, gives thanks to God (using his own favourite 
verb cuxapiffTew instead of the regular xapiv è'xw) that their faith is proclaimed throughout the whole 
world. 
■**' Paul's expanded address provides a rather full identification of his office (an apostle of God's 
Gospel concerning Jesus Christ). As noted above in respect of the letter to the Galatians, Paul's expanded 
opemngs are quite unusual in terms of GraecoRoman epistolary tradition. The suggestion that certain 
credal formulae have been introduced here is interesting, but can hardly be proved. It is noteworthy that 
whilst Paul identifies the subject of God's "good news" (Jesus), he does not at this point reveal what the 
actual good news is. The tone of this descnption of his office is considerably different to that of the 
opemng of the letter to the Galatians. His own subservience to Jesus Christ (the anointed king) is espe

cially emphasised by the phrase 6ov\oq Xpiarov 'IrjcroC, carrying distinctly Eastern connotations (a slave 
of the great king) which are supported by the Septuagintal background. 

If J. van Bruggen's hypothesis is correct, that Paul is writing to churches which have been estab

lished through missionary teams sent out by him (1970, Raadsel), then the description of his calling to 
office as an apostle (esp. 1.1 and 5) would probably be sufficient to remind his audience of his excep
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Paul captures the goodwill of his audience in a number of ways i) by empha
sising their inclusion, together with himself, as subjects of Jesus Chnst (1 6), ii) his 
modification of the thanksgiving formula in noting that their faith is proclaimed 
throughout the whole world (a hyperbolic emphasis) This fact is further emphasised by 
the ensuing oath that he personally spreads the news of their faith around con
tinually ''™ The use of an oath here has nothing in common with rhetoncal theory on 
oaths in a forensic setting, but the use of humble prayer in an exordium is recom 
mended by Cic Inv 1 22 as one way of attaining goodwill in) The use of correction 
{fisTaffoXri) to emphasise his humility in not just wanting to strengthen their faith, but 
in expecting mutual encouragement 

The theme for the rest of the argumentative section of the letter is introduced in 
verses 16b-17, namely, that the "good news" is God's power for deliverance to every
one who believes, since God's justice is revealed in it by the connection of faith '*'" 
Formally the proposition for the letter as a whole might be considered to be v 15 It is 
this statement (that it is Paul's desire to preach the Gospel to the Roman Chnstians) 
that forms the basis for Paul's following remarks (indicated by the ensuing series of 
causal conjunctions [7<ip]), and also seems to be reflected upon again at the end of the 
"sermon" (15 5ff) It would seem that the main body of this letter functions as a 
temporary substitute for Paul's personal presence and preaching If this is correct, it 
confirms our comments above on the viability of understanding at least the first eleven 
chapters as the summary of a message Paul more frequently felt a need to emphasise to 
Chnstian congregations, given their faith m a Gospel which emerged out of a Jewish 
context 

A global picture of Paul's argument in the first five chapters may be schematised 
as follows 

1 16-17 Theme God's (saving) justice is revealed in the Gospel by the connection of faith 
118 3 20 Counterpoint 

God's anger revealed against man's profanity and injustice who supresses the truth with 
his injustice 

Because they see God s eternal power and divinity in creation 

tional apostolate (i e , having been commissioned not by Jesus on earth, but through an exceptional 
mamfe!,tation, cf Act Ap 1 21 22, 9 1 19) 
^'^ A comma should be placed at the end of v 9 and not after fiov in v 10 The near synonymous 
adverbs aSiaXEiwTwc; and irarroTE indicate the beginning of separate clauses Furthermore this punctua 
tion makes the best sense of the -^ap m v 9 Paul is able to say that their faith is proclaimed around the 
world because he is continually engaged in doing this' 
' ' ' ' That V 17 also belongs with the theme seems clear from the way in which these opemng lines are 
picked up on m 3 21-22 The Gospel as God s power is not emphasised again in the letter 
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- Therefore they are without excuse. 
- Because knowing God they dishonour him by image worship of creatures. 
- Therefore God gave them over to their own lusts - which they have engaged in. They are 

full of sins, both in deed (e g , murder etc.) and thought (e.g., greed etc.). 
2.1-16 aTToaTpo<i>ri to man in general: 
- Therefore you are without excuse, everyone who judges such sin, since you are not free 

from It yourself. 
- No one escapes God's judgement. 
- God judges impartially both Jew and Greek (on the basis of his law). When Gentiles do 

the law (although not in physical possession of it) they will be judged accordingly. 
2.17 - 2.29 avoaTpo(^ri to Jew: 
- Jewish hypocrisy attacked and set off against Gentile obedience of law. Conclusion is that 

It IS the inward Jew that is important (i.e., he who obeys, not he who is physically cir
cumcised), I.e., further proof that God judges impartially both Jew and Greek. 

3.1-9 Tpó\ri\pi.q: (still directed to Jew, cf. 3.5-9 7.«pers. pi.) 
- What then is benefit of Jew? Entrusted with God's oracles. 
- Brief refutation of two objections related to God's trustworthiness and justice, and the 

idea that Paul's Gospel implies a license to sin. 
3.9-20 Summation of main point of argument thus far. the whole world is accountable to 

God because of sin (failure to obey his law). 
3.21-23 But now God's nghteousness is revealed through faith in Christ. 
3.27 Therefore boasting is excluded 
3.29 Argument from oneness of God 
3 31 TtpoKtfi/iq 
4 1 Example of Abraham 
5.1 Beneficial results of justification in Christ 
5.12 aiyKpiaiq between Adam's transgression and God's act of justification in Chnst. 

Paul's announcement that God's biKonoaiiv-q is revealed in the Gospel requires 

some comment, as does his usage of the verb ói/catóo. To Greek readers unfamiliar 

with the Septuagint, the use of St/catóo) in the sense of "to justify rtva" instead of "seek 

justice agamst n c a " (i.e., "to punish") must have caused a lexical-shock. Thus in 

Ep.Rom. 4.5 the phrase TOU SiKaiovura TOP aoe^fj means "he who justifies the ungodly 

man" and not "he who punishes the ungodly man"! Frequent readers of the Septuagint 

and/ or New Testament become somewhat immunised agamst the lexical shock effect 

this must have had to a reader/ listener unfamiliar with these writings. Nevertheless, 

the context of the earliest occurrence of this verb in the letter to the Romans must have 

shown uninitiated readers/ listeners what Paul meant by the term, although it may ini

tially have caused some confusion (the first usage is Ep.Rom. 2.13).''''^ Despite what is 

"•̂ ^ It IS interesting to postulate how an ummtiated listener may have heard the first few occurences of 
êi/caióo) upon hearing the epistle read to him. A listener would not have too much time to think while the 
epistle was being read. If the first occurrence of diKmóüi at 2.13 raised questions and caused some confu
sion, then the second occurence at 3.4 in a difficult context (see below for the elliptical argumentation) 
would not help. It is unlikely that the ummtiated listener would misunderstand the gist of 3.20, although 
the peculiarity of the Septuagintal (Hebraic) ov .. iraaa aapi may have hindered the listener from 
quickly perceiving what the grammatical or lexical problem, which he must have perceived, amounted to 
precisely By 3.24 the listener may well have perceived the trend since the context again makes the mean
ing clear. This is reinforced in the following verses. Paul's usage would, therefore, probably not have 
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said here, it should be remembered that Paul's audience were converted Chnstians and 
It may be expected that some (if not most) of them were famdiar with the peculiar 
Greek of the Septuagint (which must have been used in regular worship) 

With regard to the noun StKatoaücrj, we should be careful before importing any 
kind of special meaning from background sources, and first let Paul's own usage speak 
for Itself ^''^ Paul begins by saying that God's SiKaLoavuT] (righteousness) is revealed in 
the Gospel, and then sets this off against the fact that God's opyij (anger) is revealed 
against the aSt/cta of men Whilst SiKaioaiivr) and 0̂ 717 are set off against each other, 
they are not strictly speaking opposites God's èiKaioavPT] is contrasted with man's 
adiKia The true opposite to God's 0̂ 717 against man's aSwia, is his x^P'? manifested 
to men through faith in Jesus Chnst (cf 1 5, 3 24, 4 4-5) 

Having announced that God's hiKmoaw-q by faith is revealed in the Gospel, Paul 
immediately supports his contention with testimony from Scnpture The text refers to 
the o biKULoq sK xtcrTsco?, which may be considered to involve (xv^vyia (argument from 
a cognate word), although the argument is hardly based on ov^vyLa as such 

Having provided a short but strong support for his major contention, Paul 
immediately moves to the contrasting discussion of the revelation of God's anger 
against man's ungodliness and wickedness, and his impartiality in judgement The func 
tion of the following section (1 18 - 3 20) is clearly to show that man's works can avail 
him nothing before God Paul is therefore carefully constructing the same twofold 
Statpefft? with which he was concerned in the letter to the Galatians justification may 
be conceivably attained in only two ways, namely, by the works of the law or by faith 
Since It cannot be obtained by the works of the law (which only produce God's anger, 
cf 4 15), It must be by faith, a contention also attested by the Old Testament Scripture 
itself 

A skeletal outline of the flow of argumentation was given above. Of particular 
interest is the way Paul dwells upon the consideration that God has handed men over to 
their own lusts (because of their wickedness) In fact Paul repeats those words no less 
than three times (1 24, 26, 28), emphasising his point rather dramatically by this 

caused gross nusunderstanding, although it may have led (initially at least) to some measure of ambiguity 
and confusion 
^'^ I must admit that I was formerly inclined to read oiKaioavprf here in terms of its use in the Sep
tuagint as more or less equivalent to deliverance or vindication, cf LXX Ps 97 (98) 2, Eyniipiacv Kvpioq 
TO ffom/pioc avTov, evavriov TCIV sBvibv aitEnaKvi/EV TTJC biKaioavvrjv auToO Paul's contrast of God's 
Si/caiffu(T) with man's abuia, however, belies this interpretation 
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oiva<t>opa '*'''' Each time, however, the recipient of the verb irapaSiSijfju is varied, 
although essentially indicating the same thing This variation prevents the ava4>opa 
from appearing too wooden (or in Greek terminology, \l/vxpóv) In addition, the emo
tional tension is heightened by personifying these recipients.'*'' They are as follows. 

1 24 {en Toilq EiaBviuaii; TS>V Kapdiwn avTüf) eiq aKaBapaiav 
1 26 EiQ ra9i\ an / i t ag 
1 28 £ic otboKijiOV vovv 

The effect produced by this repeated attacking is heightened with each new varia 
tion. In the second sentence Paul becomes more explicit as to what he means by the 
dishonouring of their bodies mentioned the first time around In the third sentence Paul 
pulls out all the stops, as it were, including vanous examples of xapoco/iaaia (word
play, eboKijJLaaav . a&ÓKifiou 1 28, 4>6óvov, <t>óvov 1 29; aavvérovq, aavvOÉTovq 1 31) 

and increases the tempo of his language by the extended aavvbeTou (asundeton) In 
addition, a whole host of sins are now listed in no particular order and including both 
senous crimes (e g , murder) and sinful desires (e g , greed) The mixture is probably 
deliberate and serves to include more comprehensively all kinds of people within the 
same category of men who stand under God's wrath as sinners and are therefore 
deserving of death (1 32, cf 5 6, 6 21) 

Such use of oiv(x4>opa combined with other figures such as aavvberov to provide a 
highly emotional attacking effect is well described in [Longin J 20 1-3 However, as in 
the letter to the Galatians, we may note that Paul considers the use of irapopofiaaia 
appropriate in highly emotional contexts, a practice condemned by our extant rhetorical 
theory The whole passage (1 24 32) may be considered as a good example of ennovq, 
a rhetorical lingering on a particular thought by repeating it several times in vaned 
ways This figure was considered by the theoreticians to be particularly forceful The 
main point made in the èxt/^ocij is that the disgusting sins present in the world (e g.. 

The judgemental overtones are, perhaps, augmented by the fact that Paul's emphasised phrase is 
Itself taken from a Psalm in the Scnpture, LXX Ps 105 (106), also used in the context of God's anger, 
although there it is God's anger directed against Israel It is clear from the parallels m Wi 13-14 that 
Paul has adapted traditional argumentation against the sins of the Jewish people to his own context of 
God's anger against the sins of mankind generally The relevant portions from Ps 105 (106) 40-41, 46 
read as follows KOi iiipyiaOi] BvfiH Kvpioq en TOV \aov avrov Kai TtapebwKav avrovq sic; x^ 'pa? 
BBVÜV Kai e&uKCf avTovq eiq oiKTipjwvc; Incidentally, the phrase KOL cXoyiaOr) avrw ciq huai.oavi'ii^i' 
(cf Ep Rom 4) is also used in this psalm (v 31) of a deed of Phineas, in contrast to the statement about 
Abraham (where it is hit, faith that is concerned) 
^'^^ See above p 136 
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homosexuality) are evidence of God's anger against man for his sinful turning away 
from the true God. 

Paul uses the forceful tension which he has built up to suddenly turn upon the 
reader, whoever he may be, and accuse him of falling into this category of person 
(2.1), and therefore being without excuse before God.''"'* The reader, up until now, 
may have been expected to be in full agreement with the condemnation of such blatant 
sins, but in a surprising turn (cf. irapddo^oi'. Quint. Inst. 9.2.22-24) he now finds him
self roundly condemned! Paul achieves this by addressing anyone who would dare 
judge those that commit the kind of sins just enumerated (those who don't judge them 
have already been condemned in 1.32). He asserts that such judges cannot escape the 
charge of hypocrisy. At this point, Paul's inclusion of common sins of thought within 
his climactic list at 1.29-31 must be in the background. No one can realistically claim 
that they never also indulge in such sins. 

Because of the intensity of the foregoing, the apostrophic accusation is all the 
more forceful (see select glossary s.v. airoorpoiirj). The irdBoq is maintained by the use 
of rhetorical questions (eTrfi/owTrjat?) at 2.3-4. The effect is one of threatening cross 
examination (cf. Quint. Inst. 9.2.7-8; [Longin.] 18).'''''' 

Paul goes on to argue that God's judgement will come on the basis of man's 
works and will be the same for both Jews and Gentiles. God is impartial in judgement. 
This point is clearly important to Paul as his discussion of it takes up the rest of the 
chapter (2.6-29). 

It should be noted that by this point Paul has already effectively accused all 
mankind of unrighteousness and sin. This must be presupposed in the ensumg discus
sion and is further confirmed by Paul's remarks at 3.9-20. What Paul now sets out to 

"•̂ ^ It has been argued that this ÈnroaTpo(j>-q must be seen in connection with Paul's attack on the Jews in 
the second half of this chapter, but there is no indication of that here (so, correctly, S. K. Stowers, 1994, 
Rereading). Keeping in mind the necessity of reading an ancient text linearly (see G. A. Kennedy, New 
Testament, 5), one cannot expect the reader to have interpreted the bio of 2.1 as referring to anything else 
but the foregoing (cf. J. Weiss, 1897, "Beitrage," 216). C. E. B. Cranfield's argument (1975/79, Com
mentary, 1.138) that the notable points of contact with LXX Wi. 11 - 15 in this section suggest that Paul 
was thinking of Jewish assumptions is not at all cogent. It is true that Paul's argumentation here seems 
related to Wi. 11 - 15 which is directed against the Jews, but it should be remembered that 1.18-32 is 
alio related to these chapters of Wisdom (particularly 13 - 14), yet no one would argue that Paul is singl
ing out the Jews there! Paul has clearly adapted the argumentation of this book and made it suit his own 
purposes. It should be added that there is equally no indication in the text that Paul's argument from 
1.18ff is restricted to Gentiles. Paul is referring to mankind in general, both Jew and Greek (contra 
Stowers, 1994, Rereading). 
"•̂ ^ Incidentally, Paul's thought at 2.4 is clearly based on the general message of LXX Ps. 105 (106), 
cf. esp. v.l and 47. This psalm (as noted above) was very clearly in Paul's mind when writing the letter. 
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prove IS that God's judgement of mankind is impartial. Both Jew and Greek are judged 
on the basis of God's law. 

Paul must be speaking of the law of Moses in these chapters. It is this law that 
the Jews have in their hands, and the task of which, Paul argues, the Gentiles have 
wntten on their hearts. Paul, however, clearly makes a distinction between the law of 
Moses as a moral law (applying equally to the Gentiles, cf. OT Le IQ.ll-Ji) and 
certain ceremonial aspects applicable only to the Jews, e.g , circumcision (cf 2.27 
where Paul speaks of a hypothetical Gentile who keeps the law and yet is 
uncircumcised). This distinction is taken for granted and not argued for. Paul clearly 
expected it to be known and accepted by his audience. 

Yet the central point of the rest of this chapter, God's impartiality in judgement, 
clearly concerned Paul. It seems clear that he thought that this point could not be taken 
for granted. Thus he states quite emphatically that God will judge men on the basis of 
their works whether good or bad (2.6-11). Paul gives the hyp)otheticaI outcome of this 
judgement both for those who seek immortality by endurance in good work, and for 
those who disobey the truth. At this point, the question of how someone might be able 
to gain eternal life is out of the picture. Paul has argued that all men are under sin's 
dominion and will go on to argue that only by faith in Jesus Chnst can one be justified 
before God and receive his Spint which empowers the believer to accomplish good 
works. Yet these considerations are not pertinent here. The point is God's impartiality. 

In the ensuing verses (2.12-29) Paul combats, in particular, the idea that Jews are 
right {èUaioq) before God by virtue of their possession of his law Paul distinguishes 
hearing the law from doing the law. Whatever one's position in this life (whether Jew 
or Greek), it is doing the law which is the determining factor in God's judgement. In 
this respect the Gentiles stand equal before God with the Jews. 

God's basic impartiality and his judgement on the basis of man's deeds are stated 
rather than argued for, and Paul would no doubt have expected them to be generally 
acceptable (these points are clearly enunciated in the Old Testament). They are thus 
used as /cfi/cpt/xeVa (accepted opinions or judgements). Paul goes on to apply these 
KSKpifiBva in a way that breaks down any perceived differences between Jew and 
Gentüe. These commonly accepted dogmata are thus used to prove a less commonly 
accepted point. He argues that Gentiles too possess knowledge of God's law. Their out
right condemnation, therefore, cannot just be assumed because they do not possess the 
physical rolls of the Torah. Paul highlights their equality in judgement by companng a 
Gentile who may actually in some respects do the law of God, with a hypocntical Jew. 
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The avoaTpo4>r] to such a Jew (Paul addresses one hypothetical Jew in the singular)''''* 
functions as an example in order to make it clear to the audience that God must surely 
judge the law-abiding Gentile more positively than the flagrantly disobedient Jew."* '̂ 
The matter of circumcision (implying the covenant privileges of the Jew) does not make 
any difference in this respect. True circumcision is of the heart - a well-known Old 
Testament metaphor (cf. OTLc. 26.41; De. 10.16; 30.6; Je. 4.4; 9.25-26). When Paul 
adds that true circumsion is èv ircfiO/xan (presumably a reference to the Holy Spirit), 
we see a hint that he really only believes that someone could be genuinely acceptable to 
God through the power of the Holy Spirit, which as he later shows, is given to those 
who have faith in Jesus Christ. 

The argumentative function of the aitoaTpo<i>r\ to the Jew, therefore, is to set in 
high relief Paul's contention that a Gentile stands on precisely the same footing before 
God's judgement seat as the Jew. Surely God wUl recognise and take account of the 
law-abiding Gentile and condemn the hypocritical Jew. The avoaTpoij>ri thus functions 
as clarification rather than rational argumentation.''*'^ 

Having broadly outlined the argumentative structure of chapter two, we can now 
return and make a few more detailed remarks more specifically related to rhetoncal 
theory. 

In 2.14-16 Paul appeals to the fact that Gentiles are known to perform duties of 
the law (TO TOV vó^iov) in order to suggest that they have the task of the law {TO spyov 
Tov có/iou) written in their hearts. This is further demonstrated by the activity of the 
conscience and their inward thoughts which will give testimony on judgement day. 
Even though they do not have physical copies of God's law, God will still hold them 

' " ' S. K. Stowers, (1981, Diatribe, cf. 1994, Rereading) has correctly shown the siimlanty of this kind 
of aTToaTpo<j>ri with those in contemporary popular philosophical wntings (even if I would quibble with 
his use of terminology), cf. Teles, Epictetus, Dio Chrysostomus. Individual opponents are clearly 
addressed. 
^^' Paul IS concerned here with the relative judgement of God at the last day. He nowhere directly sug
gests that certain Gentiles may actually ment eternal salvation by virtue of their obedience to God's law. 
In fact, he goes on to emphatically deny this. Nevertheless, Paul implies that God's judgement of man's 
deeds will be fair. Those non-believers who have nevertheless followed God's law in many respects will 
be judged differently from others who have been flagrant cnminals. 
'**" Seen in this light, one ought not to look in this passage for arguments that Jews as a whole are sin
ners. The ''irpo'ïjTiaacifieda ^lovdatovq re nal "EWr^i/aq ivavrctq b4> aiiapTlaf eti'at" of 3.9 has been 
shown in 1.18 - 2.5. Not only does the apostrophic passage not prove this point (not all Jews were 
thieves, adulterers or temple robbers!), but its form as an individual aToaTpo<Ai) should warn against a 
general application where that is not indicated in the text (contrast the clear corporate use of the singular 
in 11.17-24 where its use is influenced by the metaphor of the single wild olive tree with its branches 
reflecting the individual Gentiles). 
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accountable at judgement day on its basis (cf. 3.1920) and take into account as much 

of his law as they have kept. As noted above, Paul speaks here of Gentile obedience 

over against Jewish disobedience in order to highlight the Gentries' equality with Jews 

before God's judgement seat.*" 

In these verses (2.1416) Paul comes quite close to the notion of common/ natural 

law which was widespread in antiquity."^'^ Rhetorical treatises often discussed how to 

use the notion of common law if the written law did not seem to support one's case. 

Here, however, Paul holds up the idea of common law as evidence that all mankind has 

some knowledge of the task required by God's law. We may note that the phrase TO 

spyov TO Tov vofjiov is used at Arist. Rh. 1.15.7 to mean "the task of the law" (as dis

tinguished from the written law itself) within the context of a discussion on common 

law (Ó Koivoq vófj.oc; which is said to be /cara 4>^oiv). Given the general acceptance of 

the principle of common or natural law in antiquity, this part of Paul's argument would 

have been readily accepted. Paul, of course, takes for granted the fact that the Jewish 

Scriptures are God's law revealed to man and that it is the task of this law that is writ

ten on the hearts of Gentiles. He is, after all, speaking to an audience already com

mitted to the Christian faith. 

■**' I have suggested what I believe to be the most acceptable interpretation of these verses, but it ought 
to be noted that there are certainly other interpretations. S. K. Stowers (1994, Rereading) has suggested 
that 1.18  2.5 concerns only Gentiles, and then only Gentiles in a broad corporate sense. He argues that 
Paul means that some Gentiles could earn salvation (contrast my note 479 above). Whilst there are many 
things quite attractive about Stowers' interpretation of these opemng chapters (his arguments cannot be 
listed in full here), his interpretation flounders with his attempt to water down the strong allinclusive 
language of 3.920. C. E. B. Cranfield takes a more traditional position when he argues that the positive 
statements in chapter two proleptically refer to Gentile Christians. Cranfield's position becomes difficult 
at 2.14. He interprets the verse to be referring to people who do not possess the law "by virtue of their 
birth" (1975/79, Commentary, 1.157), i.e.. Gentile Christians. Cranfield's desire to interpret <f>vaei as 
referring back to ra /iij mnof 'éxofra reflects his difficulty in that he is forced to maintain that Paul's 
point IS that these Gentiles didn't grow up with the law. Being Christians, they naturally now have access 
to It. Paul's point, however, is that these Gentiles emphatically do not have physical copies of the law, 
and the fact that they are still capable of performing certain things that the law requires (ra TOV vófiov) 
shows that they may be considered to have the task of the law (TO epyop TOV mnov) written on their 
hearts. The argument fails if it can be maintained that they now have access to the physical rolls of God's 
law anyway! Cranfield's interpretation {Op. at., 1.19596) leads him to further problems at the exegesis 
of 3.1920 where he is forced to maintain that those èf TO) ra/ioi must be only the Jews. This position is 
rather weak given the conclusion deduced in 3.19b20 that the whole world is thus held responsible to 
God. Paul's point is related to the fact that he has already shown m 2.1416 that the Gentiles are also 
considered to be subject to God's judgement in the same way as the Jews, namely, on the basis of God's 
law. 
**̂  The concept was widely discussed in philosophical, rhetoncal and legal treatises. A mere sampling 
of references follows; Zeno Fr. 162 (Stoic. 1.4243, the Stoics identified natural law with the divimty); 
Arist. Rh. 1 10.3; 1.13; 1.15.48; Rhet.Her. 2.14, 19, cf. 3.4; Cic. Inv. 2.6567, 161; Off. 3.69; Leg. 
1.18ff; Quint. Inst. 7.1.4647; Gaius In.it. 1.1, cf. D.H. 7>i. 40 (ó Koivbq Trjq <f>vacüiq có/ioi;) and Ph 
Abr. 45. 
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At 2.17 Paul directs his a-KoaTpo<t)ri to the Jew in particular. Again we are con
fronted with a series of threatening questions which may be likened to cross examina
tion where the person questioned is simply left speechless. Such charges of hypocrisy 
were common in the ancient world (cf. Max.Tyr. 31.6), especially against Jews (cf. 
Arr. Epict. 2.9.20-21). In the run-up to these questions (2.17-20) Paul again carefully 
builds an increase in tempo into his language by beginning paratactically and then intro
ducing aavvhsTov. The sentence is broken off in notable agitation as Paul launches into 
the accusatory questions. 

The apparent downplaying of the value of circumcision at 2.25-29 leads Paul to 
briefly introduce a irpóXiji/'K; (prolepsis) of two objections (3.1-9). Rhetorical theory 
does not provide much concrete information on when and how to use such -Kpókrjxpsic;, 
but it is clear that this brief digression (irapdjSafft?) is warranted (cf. [Arist.] Rh.Al. 
18.11-15; Rut.Lup. 2.4; Quint. Inst. 9.2.16-17. The somewhat more concrete advice 
in Hermog. Meth. 23 is not really applicable here.). 

The nature of Paul's ofKoaTpo4>y] to the Jew also changes somewhat at this point, 
for Paul begins to ask questions to which he supplies his own short answers. Instead of 
accusatory rhetorical questions we have an example of aiTtoKoyia (a short inquiring 
question which is answered by the speaker, cf. Rhet.Her. 4.23-24; Alex. Fig. 1.8). 
Rhet.Her. notes that this figure is very well adapted to conversational style (senno), 
and that it holds the audience's attention both by its venustas (charm) and by expecta
tion of the reason to follow. Such conversational style changes the tone of Paul's lan
guage as he attempts to show how these possible objections to what he has been saying 
are unfounded, "t̂ ^ 

The first objection (whether the unbelief of certain Jews renders God's 
trustworthiness of no effect, i.e., makes God ««trustworthy, since he entrusted them 

"**' The idea that Paul launches into a fictitious dialogue at this point is improbable. Although S. K. 
Stowers (1994, Rereading) has shown that such dialogues do occur in popular philosophical literature, 
they are always of such a nature that the remarks of the two speakers concerned are immediately identifi
able without the aid of separate markers in the text (cf. the examples Stowers himself mentions, Teles Fr. 
1; Arr. Epicl. 3.26.36-37). This is precisely the problem in this pencope. In order to make sense of a 
dialogue here, the division between the two speakers Incomes rather complex. Stowers' division {Op. 
a:., 165-66) as he isolates it with appropriate markers does make sense, but it is not obvious from the 
text. A reader/ hearer of the letter could not be expected to immediately discern which statements belong 
to which person. The passage is, therefore, much better characterised as dialogue-/i/:f due to its use of 
aino^oyia, an established procedure discussed by ancient theorists. With respect to dialogue, it should 
be noted that unless it is absolutely obvious from the text which words belong to which person, the 
ancients indicated this in the text (e.g., "he then said/ says"), cf. Cic. Clu. 70-72 (reported dialogue); 
Plane. 12-13 (dialogue in conjunction with xpoaanroTroüa); Ep.Rom. 11.19. 
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with his oracles [containing his promises of salvation to them]) is answered by means 
of a KBKpifiévov, namely, the common judgement (expressed also in the Scriptures) that 
God cannot be false.'"*'' Further refutation is left until chapters nine to eleven. 

The motivation behind the second objection (whether God is unjust if he vents his 
wrath, since man's wickedness establishes the fact that God is in the right) cannot be 
understood without knowing the words of LXX Ps. 50 (51) immediately preceding the 
line quoted.'**' The whole sentence in LXX Ps. 50 (51).6 is as follows: 

adi nóvoi rjjiaproi' 
Koil TO irovrfpof tvümóv aov èiroirjaa, 
'ÓTTüx; af diKaLiii$^<; èv Tolq XÓ70K; aov 
Kal viKr)ori<; év Tw KplveoBai ffc. 

Paul evidently understands this verse in its prima facie sense, namely, that the 
psalmist (here, according to the superscript, David confessing his sin in regard to Bath-

sheba) confesses to have committed this sin before God's eyes in order that God might 
be justified in his words. It would seem probable that Paul understood the content of 
"B)/ Tolq Xoyoii; oov" to be explained by the following verse: 

ISoi) yap èu dvon'iaK; amcKy)iJi<t>B-qv, 
Kal BV aiiapriaK; èüaariaÉv fie i] /iijnjp /iou. 

The yap (not represented in the Hebrew text) makes this interpretation quite 
reasonable. The point is thus that David's sin in God's sight has justified God's words 
that man is conceived in sin, i.e., has a sinful nature. 

The objection is once agam answered with a KeKpinsvop, this time the fact that 
God will judge the world. Paul's argument is that since this proposition may be taken 

""^ The ■Kapovojiaaia in 3.2-3 on the root Triar- does not make it easy to grasp quickly and accurately 
Paul's point here. Nevertheless, it is the answer to the objection (that God cannot be false) which shows 
that 17 TTi'ang TOV Beov must be taken in the sense of God's trustworthiness, and that the whole phrase 
must refer to making God untrustworthy. That the unbelief of certain Jews could be considered to make 
God untrustworthy has to do with the promises which God gave to them, and it must be these promises 
which are foremost in Paul's mind when he speaks of the oracles (ra Xóyia) entrusted to the Jews. Paul's 
tendency towards elliptical argumentation is not totally absent in this letter. 
"'5 Others (e.g., C. E. B. Cranfield, 1975/79, Commentary, 1.183-84) have attempted to explain the 
objection on the basis of 3.3-4 equating adida rinGii> with the unbelief of certain Jews and 6cov 
diKaiooiirri with God's trustworthiness. Apart from forcing the meamng of êticaioffüi ,̂ this explanation 
still cannot account for how, on the basis of 3.3-4, one could conclude that God's trustworthiness or 
ÓLKaioavtiT] is established or shown up by the injustice of certain Jews in not believing. This is nowhere 
implied by Paul's words in verses 3-4. 
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for granted, then the idea that God is unjust in venting his wrath must be incorrect.''** 
This point is reiterated in v.7 in more personal terms. Paul then continues with a reduc

tie ad absurdum in v.8, a propwsition of which others had apparently accused him.''*'' 
The question must also be asked whether the second objection raised by Paul 

would have been fully understood by his audience. This is, of course, impossible to 
answer. One may have doubts, although the answer would, at least partly, also depend 
in how far these verses of LXX Ps. 50 (51) were discussed within first century 
Judaism. If this Psalm was as popular then as it is in certain ecclesiastical quarters 
today, then it may be fair to assume that these difficult verses were fairly well known. 
Later Rabbinical explanations do in fact argue, on the basis of this Psalm, that David 
deliberately committed the sin with Bathsheba in order to benefit God, or confirm his 
word with respect to man's sinfulness (see Str.B. 3.13536). 

Paul next (3.9) leads his argument quite smoothly back to where he had brought 
it at the end of chapter two.''** He briefly recapitulates his main point thus far, namely, 
that both Jews and Greeks are all under sin. This is then supported by the strongest 
argument yet, in rhetorical terms a necessary arexvoq proof. In Christian terms, he 
provides direct Scripture proof of his contention. His conclusion is then once again 
summarised at 3.1920 and put into the terms familiar from the letter to the Galatians. 
Nobody can be saved è^ spycóu vófiov. We are thus faced with the same twofold 
biaipeaiq as in that letter. Salvation is either by the works of the law or by faith. Since 
it cannot be by works, it must be by faith. Here, in the letter to the Romans, Paul has 
given extended argument to prove that salvation cannot be by works (1.18  3.20) and 
provided what for him is an exceptionally clear summation of his point in 3.920. No 
doubt about his central point may be entertained. 

In the following paragraph (3.2126) Paul returns to his main proposition (enun

ciated in 1.1617), namely, that the Gospel is God's power for salvation to everyone 
who believes, both Jew and Greek, since God's StKatouvvr) is revealed in it. 

■**° The words Kara avOpuiwov Xéyüi may be taken as an apologetic itapéi^emi; for putting this obvious 
proposition in the form of a rhetorical question. 
'**̂  This may suggest that Paul had earlier used LXX Ps. 50 (51).67 in his teaching programme, but 
that the comments he made with respect to the Psalm were misunderstood (and even deliberately twisted). 
''** The interpretation of the first words of this verse are, however, difficult. Assuming that the Nestle/ 
Aland^* text is correct (the vanants are not widely supported), then it seems clear that we have two ques

tions followed by ov ■Kainwi;. That ov KCitnoK; should be taken in its regular sense "not quite" (as 
opposed to ■wctinwq ov) is clear from Paul's correct usage at 1 Ep.Cor. 5.10 and 16.12. Given that this is 
the answer, the preceding question should perhaps be interpreted to mean "are we better/ do we excel?" 
(taking the verb wpoExóiJieOa as medial with active meamng, even though this is not elsewhere attested). 
The other two possibilities unfortunately do not make very good sense (i.e., as a passive "are we sur

passed?," or as a medial without the expected object "are we making excuses?"). 
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It IS interesting to note that Paul states here that this imaioaivri is witnessed to by the law and the 
prophets. This fact is merely mentioned and not argued for. Paul is probably refernng to the story 
of God's sending of Jesus Christ to earth and of his suffenng, death, resurrection, and ascension 
to heaven - i.e., the "Gospel story." He clearly presupposes that his audience (Christian converts) 
are familiar with this story and the Old Testament testimomes to Christ's activity (of which all 
four Gospels provide examples). This letter is not wntten as an "evangelical sermon" m the 
modem sense of that term. Paul's concern is that these believers recogmse that God's justifying 
activity implies that all men need to be justified by faith in Jesus Chnst, and that there is no place 
for the works of the law in respect of this justification. 

An interpretative problem for many a commentator on this passage is the fact that 
whilst on the one hand verses 24-26 are so important and foundational theologically, 
yet grammatically these thoughts are all part of a series of dependent clauses, beginning 
with èiKaiovusvoi. Grammatically, the main clause here is contained in v.23, namely, 
that all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God. The grand redemptional content 
of the following verses seems merely to be some added thought. Commentators not 
infrequently busy themselves with considerations which might show that verses 24-26 
are, nevertheless, the main thought of the apostle. 

Whilst not at all wishing to denigrate the important theological content of these 
verses, I believe that there is good reason to follow the prima facie grammatical struc
ture in our interpretation of this passage. Paul's main argument thus far has been to 
show that all men are guilty before God when held before his divine law. The Jew is no 
exception to this. Paul concludes that, therefore, nobody can earn his salvation by 
keeping the law. This enables Paul in 3.21-23 to argue that God's righteousness 
{biKaMovvr)) in Jesus Christ is available for all who believe. There is no distinction, 
both Jew and Greek need to be saved by faith in Jesus Christ. Now it is precisely this 
point that Paul emphasised in his opening proposition in 1.16-17. This is where the 
argument has been leading. At the risk of repeating myself, Paul's central proposition 
is that both Jew and Greek must be saved by faith in Jesus Christ and not by the works 
of the law. It is also this point that is reinforced by the considerations of 3.27-31. Paul 
again explicitly states in v.28: "For we are arguing that one is justified by faith apart 
from works of the law." It is again this proposition which is supported by the example 
of Abraham in chapter four. What, therefore, Paul says of the nature of God's justi
fying work in Jesus Christ, whilst imjxjrtant theologically, is here merely provided by 
way of explanation. It is important to note that whilst Paul has been busy providing 
arguments for his case thus far, no arguments are provided for the statements in verses 
24-26. They are an explanation.''*' 

**' Given that these statements are not argued for, it would seem probable that Paul presupposed some 
basic knowledge on the part of his audience as to the sigmficance of Chnst's death in terms of their justi
fication. The wonder and importance of the subject may have led him to this discursive explanation. 
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Paul resumes his argument at 3.27 by drawing a consequence from the Siaipsaig 
he has thus far argued. If justification is by faith and not by works, then it is God's 
work and we have nothing to boast about. Up to this point the substance of Paul's argu

ment has been to show conclusively that justification by works cannot be possible and 
therefore justification must be by faith. He now adds another argument in support of 
his contention, namely, that the oneness of God (an important Jewish confession, 
reiterated in the Shema) implies his position as God of all mankind and that he will 
have but one way of justifying people. That one way must of course (on the basis of the 
foregoing) be by faith. 

Before launching into the extended ■KapabBiyfia (example) of Abraham, Paul 
briefly engages in another irpoky)\l/iq, assuring his audience that he does not hereby nul

lify the law, but rather establishes it. There is no real explanation or argument showing 
how this is so. At this point, Paul finds it sufficient to give his audience this assurance 
and so to settle any uneasiness they may be feeling on this matter. 

In chapter four Paul introduces an extended discussion of his Trapa5ei7jna, 
Abraham. Rhetorically Paul's use of Abraham has much more persuasive power than a 
standard irapaSeLyfia, since the record of Abraham is taken from the Scripture (con

sidered as authoritative divine text). The irapaSsLyiia thus functions at the same time 
as a necessary proof. 

Paul's use of a ntapabeiyfia at this point conforms in several respects to the com

ments of Arist. Rh. 2.20. Aristotle advises that the normal place for a TrapaSsiyiia is 
after the presentation of one's arguments. The only exception is when multiple 
■wapaSeiynara are used as an argument by induction, but this procedure is not recom

mended. When arguments have been presented only one good ■Kapaheiyfia is neces

sary. 
Paul introduces the Kapabeiyfia in connection with the question of boasting just 

referred to. His point, however, is clearly to use the example of Abraham to bolster the 
main f)oint of justification by faith and not by works. He therefore cites OT Ge. 15.6 
wherein Abraham is said to have believed God, and this is reckoned to him for 
righteousness. Paul first explains the words sKoyiaOT] avri^ eiq biKOtioavvqv in verses 4

8. The necessity for this explanation may have been a popular Jewish interpretation of 
the passage extolling Abraham's faith as a meritorious act.'"° Paul begins with an argu

"'<' See C. E. B. Cranfield, 1975/79, Commentary, 1.22930. Note that, although Paul's explanation 
does define this phrase, it shows little relation to rhetoncal theory on bpiajióq (definition). 
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ment in the fonn of the abstract roroq SK TCJV èvavriüiv (4.4-5, cf. Arist. Rh. 2.23.1; 
Cic. Top. 17, 47-49; de Orat. 2.169; Quint. Inst. 5.10.73), a fairly common form of 
argument. His further reasoning is, however, somewhat elliptical. Essentially, his point 
is that since it is faith that is reckoned, then works must be excluded (the whole concept 
of his SLdipsaig is presumed to have force here). Further, if works are excluded £md 
faith is mentioned, we must presume that the person concerned is a sinner who is justi
fied by grace. These considerations are backed up by reference to the testimony of 
David's words who refers to the blessed man whose sin is not reckoned by God. The 
state of blessedness is considered to be equivalent to being reckoned righteous. 

Paul's argument continues in a way that might rhetorically be characterised as the 
TÓTog Tov xpópov, although again this is a common form of argument. Paul is con
cerned with the question when Abraham was circumcised. By showing that his circum
cision came after the imputation of righteousness, Paul is enabled to conclude that 
Abraham is also the father of uncircumcised people who believe. Paul, of course, 
assumes that the relation here described between God and Abraham (as the forefather 
par excellence) is paradigmatic for later generations.'•*' 

This last conclusion is now buttressed by several supporting arguments. Firstly, 
Paul argues that Abraham may also be considered the father of uncircumcised believers 
because the promise that he would inherit the world (understood here as becoming the 
world's father) was made not by the law (which is associated with circumcision), but 
through the righteousness attained by faith. Furthermore, it could not have been ful
filled by the law since the law has been shown to produce God's anger. Therefore it 
must be by faith, so that the promise is assured. Paul's essential argument, based upon 
his twofold Siaipsm<;, is thus made explicit. 

Paul continues with a number of subordinate clauses which are further developed 
to 4.22. Herein Paul returns to the TrapaSsiyna of Abraham and provides some more 
context which helps him to develop the parallel between the faith exercised by 
Abraham and that exercised by Christians. Just as Abraham's faith was a firm trust in 
God's promise of life to one as good as dead, so also the faith of the Christian is a firm 
trust in God who resurrected Jesus from the dead and whose death and resurrection 

' " ' There is some grammatical confusion at 4.12. Paul would appear to be describing the Gentiles in 
v.U and the Jews who not only are circumcised but also follow in the footsteps of Abraham's faith in 
V.12. The problem is the article TOZ? before awixovrnv which would suggest that two groups are meant. 
This suggestion is, however, countered by the position of oil after and not before the first TOI? in the 
verse. Although some commentators are inclined to bracket the second rdiq, Paul's grammatical lapses 
elsewhere may suggest that it belongs in the text, especially given the unammous textual support for this 
reading. 
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resulted m his (i.e., the Christian's) justification. Note that Paul presumes that his 
audience recognise that the words ovTüig 'éarai TO a-Kép(ioi aov cited in 4.18 were the 
content of God's promise made to Abraham immediately before the Scnpture records 
the statement about the imputation of Abraham's faith. 

The argumentation Paul attaches to the presentation of his irapaSsiytia is much 
more than is envisaged by rhetoncal theory, which suggests that the presentation of the 
irapdS£t7/ia itself should be sufficient, perhaps concluded with a yi/üfi-q (maxim) or an 
spOviirjiJLa (in the sense of a short argument from contranes, see select glossary, s. v. 
£cöi)/ir)/ia). Paul's argumentation is, however, relevant and necessary due to the nature 
of the TapaSsLyna he has chosen. His argumentation does not so much concern what 
Abraham did, as how this event is described by the Scripture. It is this emphasis, 
requiring the explanation, which makes the irapaèeLyiia rather atypical in terms of 
rhetoncal theory. 

At 5.1 Paul turns to the beneficial results of justification in Chnst. One might 
suggest, in rhetoncal terms, that this chapter expands on the avix(i>spoi' (benefit) of jus
tification by faith. At any rate, it is clear that Paul uses various common literary/ 
rhetoncal devices to expand on the benefits of justification. Most of these devices are 
related by one or other rhetoncal theorist to av^ricu;, i.e., rhetoncal expansion and 
embellishment upon matters which either do not need proof (e.g., as in epideictic 
rhetonc) or have already been proven (as here, and as commonly in other forms of 
rhetonc).'"^ In rhetoncal theory av^rjmc; was frequently discussed in connection with 
the ÈnKoyoq since its use assumes that the matters in hand have already been proven 
(cf Anst. Rh. 3.19.1-2; Rhet.Her. 2.47-49, 3 15 [compare Cic Inv 1.100-105]; Cic. 
Part. 52-58). Paul's use of it here suggests that he believes that he has adequately 
proven his contention of justification by faith (i.e., in terms of 1.17, that God's 
biKuioavvr) is revealed in the Gospel by the connection of faith). 

Paul introduces the main benefit of justification as peace with God. In v 2 Paul 
goes on to describe the Chnstian response by introducing an effective -Kapabo^ov (a 
surpnsing twist, cf. Quint. Inst. 9.2.22-24). He states that Chnstians boast in hope of 
the glory of God (which non Chnstians lack, cf. 3.23) "'^ At 3.27ff Paul had carefully 

'"^ Lists of methods for av^Tjaiq may be found in [Anst \ Bh Al 3, Anst Rh \ 9 38-40, Thphr Fr 
679 FHS&G, Rhet Her 2 47-49 (cf Cic Inv 1 100-105), Theon Prog 7, [Longm ] 11 2, Cic Part 
55-58, de Oral 3 104-108, Qumt In.?! 8 4 
""̂  It IS important to note that whilst 1 speak here of Christians m the third person, Paul has been speak-
mg in the first person plural including himself and his audience in the benefits of the Christian faith 
which he is describing 
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argued that since justification is by faith, Christians have nothing to boast about. It is 
because of this that the irapa&o^ov takes its effect. Paul immediately adds another 
irapaSo^ou by stating that Christians also boast in their tribulations {6Xi\psi<;), a rather 
unexpected thing to boast about. This is explained in the ensuing /cXi/iaf (lit. "ladder") 
where Paul climbs from dXl\l/iq through to èXirig, showing that ultimately boasting in 
hope amounts to boasting in tribulation, since tribulation produces hope. Of course, 
what I have just said in one short sentence, Paul states in a very rhetorical way which 
serves to emphasise and drive home his point. 

The use of KXlfia^, as at v.3, is aptly described by Demetr. Eloc. 270 who notes 
that it seems as if one is climbing to greater and greater things. [Arist.] Rh.Al. 3.11 and 
[Longin.] 11.2 both classify this figure as a method of aïi^rjatg.'*^^ The steps of the 
"ladder" are emphasised both by aavi'SsToii and èire^evy^iévov (several phrases relying 
on the same verb). 

At V.5 the top of the KKifia^ is reached with the statement that hope does not dis

appoint. This statement is then supported by the consideration that the love of God has 
been poured out. Paul then briefly dwells on this thought in a way rhetorical theorists 
term èn(iovr\ (see select glossary s.v.), a device clearly linked to aüfrjai? (cf. 
[Longin.] 12.2; Alex. Fig. 1.10) wherein one repeats one's thought in varied ways, 
often adding reasons etc.. Paul expands on this thought by the consideration that God's 
love is shown in Christ's death on behalf of ungodly people. He goes on to highlight 
how significant this fact is.'''^ Verse 7 emphasises the fact that it is rare even for some

one to die for a just or good man!""* This is a good example of irapofioXoyia (partial 
admission, cf. Rut.Lup. 1.19) where Paul makes a concession, but one that rather rein

forces his point than detracts from it. The concession made is appropriate since it was 
not an uncommon sentiment for one to be willing to die for one's good friends or fam

ily (cf. the popular story of Achilles being willing to die to save Patroclus, Arist. Rh. 
1.3.6; PI. Smp. 179e; Ap. 28cd; Aeschin. 1.14550 etc.; and in general, Arr. Epict. 
2.1.Ti; Philostr. VA 7.12; Here. 1044.22,31 H'^). The essence of Paul's thought is then 
repeated in v.8. 

'"' ' The text of Ps.Longinus at this point is based on a probable emendation. 
''̂ ^ I would translate 5.6 as follows (interpreting the second èVi as emphatic repetition, cf. select glos

sary j.v. acaêixXaxrtg, which is correctly said to produce feicÓTi)?): "for still, even though we were 
weak, still at the right time Chnst died for the ungodly." 
*'* It is clear from the context that both biKCtiov and a^aSov should be taken as masculine nouns. I do 
not think that we should force a distinction between the two terms. Paul repeats the same thought in 
varied words for emphasis (cf. Anst. Rh. 3.12.23). 
■"■̂  Edited by W. Cronert, 1900, Epikureer. 
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In V.9 Paul uses the thought of Christ's death to bring himself back to the main 
thought of this paragraph, namely, that having been justified Christians have peace with 
God. This thought is repeated by means of another KKIHU^ (verses 9-10), although this 
time the terms are varied and Paul lay? emphasis on the fact that if the preceding is true 
then the following step must be much more true. The basic structure is: justification by 
Christ's death leads to salvation from God's anger (i.e., reconciliation = peace with 
God), and this reconciliation through Christ's death leads to salvation in Christ's (new) 
life. 

The following verse is a kind of afterthought wherein Paul reminds his audience 
that they are not only reconciled (the participle KaToKXaysPTeg should be understood 
after oii tióvov bê)*'^*, but they now also boast in God. 

At V.12 Paul embarks on a avyKfuaiq (a developed comparison) between Adam's 
transgression and God's act of justification in Christ.""* However, Paul breaks off his 
initial comparison in order to insert a parenthetical explanation concerning the effect of 
sin between Adam and Moses (5.13-14). Paul's initial sentence is not resumed and 
instead he first outlines two differences between the matters being compared (5.15-
17),5°" before dealing with their similarity (5.18-19). The differences concern the fact 
that the two matters are opposites and have diametrically opjxjsite effects. The 
similarity consists in the relation of one to many. In the verses dealing with the dif
ferences, Paul deliberately seems to vary his terms of reference so that the antithetical 
propositions, whilst parallel in concept, are not exactly parallel in form. When present
ing the similarity, Paul maintains verbal parallels. This is obviously a matter of style, 
although any motivation beyond a desire for variation remains elusive, ^o' 

The use of (TvyKptcu; is listed by Theon Prog, ii, p. 108,3-15 Sp. as a method of 
av^rjaK;. Further details or TÓTOL from rhetorical theory (e.g., Theon Prog. 9) are not 
relevant to this passage however. 

As noted above, the verses 13-14 form a short parenthetical explanation. The 
argumentation is, however, somewhat elliptical. Paul begins in v. 13 with two state-

""' The ensuing participle /cauxü^eroi demands that a participle be understood after oil iwvov be. Fur
thermore, the verb KaToiWaaaui also makes sense of Paul's reference to )caTaXXa7ij at the end of the 
verse. The suggestion that acüörjró^EÖa be understood fails to account for either consideration. 
* " It should be noted that, although the precise terms of the avyKptaiq vary, the companson is not 
between the persons Adam and Chnst as such. 
^^ The words TTOXXO) /iaXXoc in verses 15 and 17 refer to the stronger logical consequence of the 
proposition stated (as compared to the previous clause), just as at 5.9-10. 
5"' One might, perhaps, suggest that the differences are varied by using different terms, whilst the 
similarities use similar terms. 
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ments which seem to lead to a particular conclusion. These statements may be charac-
tensed as the major and minor premises of a rhetorical syllogism (cf. sinxsiprina).^'^^ 
The major premise is the fact that up until the time of the (Mosaic) law sin was m the 
world. This needs no supporting argumentation since Adam's sin and its spread to all 
mankind are assumed to be well known (cf. v. 12). The minor premise is also a neces
sary statement requiring no proof, namely, that sin is not imputed where there is no law 
(cf. 4.15b; 7.8b). Now the expected conclusion from such premises is that sin was not 
imputed during the period from Adam until Moses. However, this is not what Paul 
states, and he indicates that his conclusion is contrary to expectation (another 
irapaSo^ov) by introducing it with the adversative aXXa.'"^ In fact, says Paul, death 
(personified) reigned during this period, even over those who did not transgress like 
Adam.50'* The statement in and of itself is an obvious truth, but Paul's point is that 
God's law was effectual during this period, despite the fact that the Mosaic law was not 
yet in existence. This must be so since the fact that death reigned shows that sin was 
imputed. Paul has here stated the logical consequence of his conclusion instead of 
saying that sin was nevertheless imputed. Cicero {Inv. 1.74) recommends this pro
cedure when the conclusion is quite obvious, but Paul's reason for doing so here is 
probably the fact that it is the logical result of his conclusion (i.e., the fact that death 
reigned) which proves that his unexpected conclusion (irapaSo^ov) is correct. Paul does 
not argue the point further, but it is clear that his earlier contention (ch. 2) that we may 
speak of God's law being present even if the physical rolls of the Mosaic law are 
unknown (e.g., in the case of Gentiles) supports his reasoning.^^ Paul essentially con
tinues his explanation at 5.20-21 where he uses the later addition of the law to highlight 
the superabundant outpouring of God's grace (a further reflection of the contrast 
brought out in 5.15-17). 

'"^ A good and straightforward discussion of the rhetoncal éitixsipriiux is given in Cic. Inv. 1.57-77. 
The discussion in Rhel.Her. 2.28-30 seems to be based on a misunderstanding of the ultimate (Greek) 
source common to both treatises, see W. Kroll, 1936, Epicheirema, 5-8 
' " ' C. E. B. Cranfield (1975/79, Commentary, 1.282-83) attempts to explain the words oiiK éWoyeÏTm 
in a relative sense, i.e., that sins were blameful before Moses, but were not reckoned to the extent that 
they were when the law came in. His explanation naturally runs into trouble when he has to explain the 
adversative dXXd at v. 14. The adversative clearly indicates that Paul will turn the expected conclusion on 
Its head. 
50'' Paul's point is that Adam's death was the result of his breaking a positive law of God (eating from 
the forbidden tree). Paul does not state whether he thought there may have been more positive laws of 
God between Adam and Moses (cf. OT Ge 26 5), and the question is not really to the point here. 
505 xhis js precisely the point made by Ongen who also explains the text m this way (though without 
reference to rhetoncal theory), cf. Catena 36 43-47 (A. Ramsbotham in Journal of Theological Studies 
14 [1913] 12). We may add that this interpretation is consonant with 5 20 where it is stated that the 
reason the (Mosaic) law was added was to increase transgression, i.e., not to imtiate it. 
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Rhetorical Notes 

1.3-4 We may note here both the avoi4>opa {TOV ... rod) and the typical stylistic 
vanation of prepositions common in Paul's wntings. This variation is very pronounced 
in the ensuing verses. 

1.11 This verse contains an interesting example of virspfiaróv {TI ... xóptff/iö ••• 
-irusvixaTiKÓp). Its use here seems merely for the purpose of elegance (cf. Rhet.Her. 
4 18). 

1.20 Paul's penchant for Tapovoixaaia may also be seen in the oxymoron here: 
TO aópara ... Kadoparai.. The term b^d^ioipov does not appear to be attested before the 
fourth century AD. 

1.26 The phrase 17 <t>vaiKri xP'/o îC is a good example of Tspi<t>pa(n<; m order to 
avoid an indecent expression (cf. Quint. Inst. 8.6.59). 

1.27 The metaphor è^eKavO-qaav is fairly common and also appropriate (cf. 1 
Ep.Cor. 7.9). 

2.5 Brjaavpi^eu; tjsavri^ öpyr\v is a picturesque metaphor not without parallel in 
antiquity, and especially popular in the Septuagint (cf. Pr. 1.18; 2.7; 16.27; Am. 3.10; 
PsSal. 9.5; Ev.Matt. 6 19-20). 

2.8 An example of personification: ct\r\6eia and abiKia (cf, p. 136). 
2.9-10 Here we have an example of TróKiiTTioTov caused by the vaned construc

tion (again merely for the sake of adornment it seems). In the first verse we have èirt + 
accusative, in the second we have the simple dative. The general chiasm of verses 7-10 
should also be noted. 

2.19 The metaphors here are typical of the Old Testament. 
2.20 The virspffoXri in the words. iraièevTriv a4>póvo}v, dièaaKokop vr)-Ki(jiv adds 

to the great contrast made between the high position the Jews regard themselves in (a 
position not contradicted by Paul), and their hypocnsy. 

2.21 The use of chiasm here is in line with Paul's general use of studied figures 
in emotional contexts. 

2.27 For the neruuvnia of aKpoPvaria here and elsewhere in the letter see 
above, p. 133. 

3.2 Paul's airapiO^nqaii; (listing of items, cf. Hermog. Id. 1.11 [p.288 R.]; 
[Anstid.] Rh. 1.70) is not continued here. The list is, however, given at 9.4-5. 

3.3 The Ttce? is arguably an example of understatement (cf. 10.16; 11.17). It 
appears to be used for the sake of softening a very harsh reality. 
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3.25-26 We should note the emphatic repetition of svèsi^Lv rj/<; bLKaioavvr)q 
aiiTov which is a good example of SiKoyia (repetition) which provides néysOoq 
(grandeur) and contnbutes to èvapyeia (vividness), cf. Demetr. Eloc. 103 and 211. 

4.1 Abraham is introduced as TOV TOtrspa ■qfj.oji' Kara aapKu.^'^^ The words Kara 
aapKa already hint that Paul will argue that Gentiles may also refer to Abraham as 
their father (in faith). Such a hint may be rhetorically construed as an example of 
'én<i>aai(; (see select glossary s.v.). 

4.14 It IS interesting to note that Gregory of Nyssa {horn, in I Cor. 15:28 M. 
44.1324) considered Paul's use of KSKévoiTai. idaTLq here to be an example of 
KaTaxprimg (catachresis, m malam partem). It would seem that Gregory thought the 
metaphor out of place. 

5.2 Another clear example of vapovofiaaia: saxfiKansv ... éaTrJKansv. 
5.4 The term boKifir\ is so rare, it may well be Paul's own coinage.'°' Another 

coinage in this letter is to be noted at 8.26 {iiKepBvrvyxónxj^ found elsewhere only in a 
few patnstic texts). There seems to be no obvious stylistic motive behind either exam

ple of word coinage. Both are quite clear in terms of their meaning 
5.5 The metaphoncal use of È/CXS'W IS more common. Here it is probably 

influenced by its common metaphorical use m the Septuagint, especially of pounng out 
God's wrath or mercy. 

5.9 TO mna is used colourfully as fisruvviiia for ó Oévaroi;. 
5.12-21 Throughout the ovyKpiaig presented m these verses, Paul maintains a 

vivid style by his personification of anapria, Oavaroq and xóipi<; (cf. p. 136). 
5.14 TOV (léKkovToq IS here used as avTovonaoia for TOV XpioTov. No specific 

reason for its use is apparent. Rhetoncal theory (cf. Rhet.Her. 4.42; Quint. Inst. 
8.6.2930) suggests hinting at some praiseworthy or censorious feature, but that does 
not seem to be the case here. 

2.3 Ep.Rom. 6  8 

We have seen that the formal argumentation for Paul's proposition closes at the 
end of chapter four. In chapter five Paul expands upon the benefits of justification In 
the next chapters (six to eight) he deals pastorally with a possible misunderstanding of 

^"^ The reading xarépa is more probable, in my opimon, than itpovciTopa 
^^"^ The word occurs in a few mss of Dioscondes 4 184, but is probably an interpolation The few 
patnstic examples are probably due to Paul's influence Besides our text, Paul uses it again at 2 Ep Cor 
2 9, 8 2, 9 13, 13 3 and Ep Phil 2 22 
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what he has said concerning the relationship of the believer to sin. This misunderstand
ing had already briefly been mentioned and dealt with in 3.5-8. As others have some
times remarked, it seems as if in chapters six to eleven Paul intentionally returns in 
detail to the two objections briefly raised m 3.1-8. The second objection is dealt with 
first (6 - 8) and then the first objection is treated (9 - 11). Whilst this aspect of the 
structure of the letter to the Romans ought not to be neglected, it ought also to be 
noticed that Paul does not formally indicate that this is what he is doing. Rather, his 
discussion of these objections, or possible misunderstandings, flows on quite smoothly 
from the immediate context. Thus the opening questions in 6.1 refer back to a possible 
wrong application of what was said in 5.20-21.5"* 

The character of what Paul has to say in these ensuing chapters is, however, quite 
different from what has gone before. Paul is no longer attempting to construct a per
suasive argument, but engages himself in teaching and exhortation. He appeals to the 
doctrine which he presupposes the Roman Christians to have been taught and accepted 
(Ó TVTog SLSUXV^ which they have been handed down).'"' 

Although I shall briefly outline the structure of Paul's discourse below, it ought 
to be apparent that the lack of sustained argumentation severely limits the applicability 
of rhetorical theory to these chapters. 

Paul begins by appealing to what the Roman Christians must have been taught 
concerning their baptism, namely, that it symbolises a union with Christ's death.'i" 

' " ' In both 3.5-8 and 6.1 the error to be refuted concerns a continuing license to sin, however the 
motivation for this license differs in the two passages. In 3.5-8 the erroneous reasoning is that since sin 
establishes the fact that what God has said about man's sinful nature remains true, then the more we sin 
the more truthful God appears. In 6.1 the erroneous reasomng is that since God's grace must be greater 
than sin, the more we sin the more God is gracious. 
^"^ The clause innjKouffaTe 5s èic Kap&ia<; eiq oc irapBÓóOriTe Tinrov SiSaxijï (6 17) is difficult 
However, the proposal (cf C. E. B. Cranfield, 1975/79, Commentary, 1.324) to explain eig Si' 
irap£8óö))TS TV'KOV ótSaxijC as an abbreviation of ra TÜTTO) TTJI; êiêaxrjs ei; Si' TTapeèöO-qTE (in the sense: 
"you became obedient to the pattern of teaching to which you were handed over") cannot really be 
sustained. This is not an abbreviation so much as an attempt to rewnte what is present in the text in a 
more acceptable form. Paul's construction is grammatically difficult because a construction with elq does 
not normally follow the verb uiraicoüai. We may say, I think, that Paul has used a construction typically 
found with the (in this context) near synonym i^iareviii. The fact that Paul rmght expect the Roman 
Christians to have been taught such a "pattern of teaching" lends support to J van Bruggen's exegesis of 
Ep.Rom. 16 (that Paul is greeting groups of missionaries acting in Rome on his behalf, 1970, Raadsel). 
This obviates the less likely interpretation of F. W. Beare (1958/59, "Interpretation") that rvTrog SiSax^? 
IS persomfied and Paul is speaking about the transfer of slaves from one master to another. 
" " This appeal to an accepted doctrine (i.e , here, doctnne they have previously been taught and 
accepted), along with the appeals in 7.1, 14 and 8.22, 29 may be likened to the appeal in rhetoncal 
theory to an accepted judgement of some sort (TO HEKpijiévov). 
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Paul adds that the implication of this is that believers walk (in the sense of moral con
duct) in newness of life (parallel to Chnst's resurrection). The theological implication 
of union with Chnst's death is justification from sin (6 7). This symbolic death implies 
death to sin (6 2, 10) On this basis the Roman Chnstians are exhorted not to let sin 
rule them, but to present the members of their bodies to God as weapons of nghteous-
ness. 

Paul continues his exhortation by explaining that, in a sense (6.19a), the Roman 
Chnstians must still consider themselves slaves, only bound to a new master Whereas 
they were previously slaves of sin, they are now slaves of obedience/ righteousness 
(i e , ultimately slaves of God) 

Paul consistently personifies afiapria throughout these chapters Opposite to sin 
stands God in 6.13, and this is the essential contrast throughout the rest of the chapter. 
Paul's substitution of the terms vTaKovrj and SiKaioavinj only serve to emphasise that 
being the slave of a new master (God) still implies obedience (which forbids con
tinuance in sin) 

At 7.1 Paul continues the same theme by introducing another explanatory con
sideration which he assumes the Roman Christians will be familiar with. The logical 
structure of 7.1-6, however, appears at first glance to be rather confused. At this point 
Cranfield provides a rather insightful analysis of the passage. He nghtly notes that 
Paul's main point is the proposition of v.l, that the law is only one's master as long as 
he IS alive It is this legal pnnciple that Paul expects the Roman Chnstians to be famil
iar with Verses 2 and 3 supply an illustration of this pnnciple (in rhetoncal terms a 
wapadeiyiia) m order to clanfy it. Paul's irapadeiyixa, however, does not exactly 
illustrate the pnnciple as enunciated, but "its corollary, namely, that the occurrence of 
a death effects a decisive change in respect of relationship to the law. "5" Verses 4-6 
apply the legal pnnciple as stated in verse one to the symbolic death of Chnstians 
They are dead to the law in that they are considered to have been crucified with Chnst. 
The law is therefore no longer their master, but they have a new master in Chnst nsen 
from the dead. 

On this reading of the text, Paul's reasoning process makes sense. The confusion 
comes because of the fact that it seems as if the application of 7.4-6 must somehow be 
related to the illustration of 7.2-3. If this is attempted, only hopeless confusion of terms 
results On a linear reading (or heanng) the passage is, therefore, not very clear and 
open to an incorrect inteipretation of Paul's reasoning process. The result is not so 

' C E B Cranfield, 1975/79, Commentary, 1 335 
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much a serious misinterpretation of Paul's words, but plain confusion. A rhetorical 
theonst might rightly suggest that Paul lacked the important virtue of speech, aa^i^ceta 
(clarity), at this point.^'^ 

Paul next proceeds to correct a wrong impression that may have arisen from what 
he has just been saying, namely, that the law is not to be identified with sin. The rest of 
the chapter is set in the first person singular as Paul descnbes what must be interpreted 
as his own experiences."^ Of course it is clear that Paul intends his own experience to 
be paradigmatic for the Roman Christians."'' The whole passage from 7.7-25 is thus a 
personal irapaSsLyfiaJ^^ 

Having described his symbolic expenence of death under the condemnation pro
duced by sm (still personified) which took its occasion through the presence of the law, 
Paul goes on to ask if the law then (put in terms of TO ayaOóu) must still be blamed 
(7.13). The answer is negative, and Paul goes on to set up the hypothetical problem of 
the Chnstian, speaking in his own person.''^ This hypothetical problem of the Chnstian 
concerns he who desires to follow Christ/ God and yet recognises the power of sin in 
his life up until his conversion. Paul describes this experience using military metaphors 
of the struggle between one's mind or inner person (ó è'aco avOpwiroc;) which wants to 
obey God, and one's flesh which is a slave to its master Sin.^'^ 

The solution to the great wail of exasperation in 7.24 is provided in 8.1-11. 
Whilst Paul sketched the problem in the first person singular, using himself as a 
paradigm, the solution is presented in terms explicitly incorporating the Roman 

^'^ The lack of clarity may have been overcome if Paul had either omitted the illustration of 7.2-3, or 
had re-enunciated his main principle before embarking on the application at 7.4-6. 
" ' There are no signals in the text that Paul has introduced another speaker into his discourse here 
(e.g., Adam), and therefore Trpoaunrovoua must be ruled out. Neither is there any hint that these verses 
are to be interpreted as any kind of generalised voice The reader/ hearer of these words must have inter
preted them of Paul's expenence. 
^^* There are various exegetical difficulties in this passage which do not need to be mentioned in this 
discussion, e.g , the meamng of 7 9. 
" ' Note also the use of a short irapadayna within this passage to illustrate the contention that Paul 
would not have known sin except by means of the law (7.7b-8a). 
"* That Paul is not refemng to pre-conversion expenence in 7.13-25 is clear from, i) the consistent use 
of the present tense, ii) the analogy of the inner struggle in Ep.Gal. 5.16-18, in) the order of the 
thoughts in 7 24-25, iv) the tension then created with 3.11b-12. Nevertheless, the tension between the 
statements in 7.14ff (that he is sold [i.e., in slavery] under the power of Sin) and what was said in chap
ter SIX and what will be said in chapter eight is too great to argue that Paul is here refemng to normal 
Chnstian expenence His statements here are in contradiction to the exhortation of 6.12ff. Furthermore, 
the internal struggle descnbed here is a human struggle between the mind and the flesh. No mention is 
made in this context of the effective work of the Holy Spint. 
^'^ Compare the military metaphor in 6 13 where God and Sin are described as opposing generals to 
whom men's bodies may be presented as weapons. 
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Christians.51* This suggests a certain cautiousness in Paul's presentation, a sort of 
èaxni^oi'''i-onévoq Kóyog for the sake of propriety {sbvpsiteia, see select glossary s.v. 
for references). 

After giving thanks to God, obviously for the salvation provided in Christ, Paul 
resumes his line of thought. Having summed up the problem once again, he describes 
how in Christ's death the condemnation of the law is removed and the Holy Spirit is 
granted to believers. It is by means of the power of this gift of the Spirit that believers 
are enabled to do what was thought impossible, namely, not only to want to obey God, 
but to actually do it. The body that was dead because of sin (8.10) will now be 
revitalised by the power of the Spint.^" This is precisely the point where Paul had 
begun at the beginning of chapter six.'2° 

In the preceding discourse Paul has thus clarified that the law is not sin, but (as 
they already knew, 7.14) holy and good. What is more, its condemnation against them 
IS taken away in the Gospel, and they are enabled to obey it and thus please God.'2' In 
this way, something of the implications of his earlier assurance (3.31) that his Gospel 
does not nullify but establishes the law, has been shown. 

The verses 8.12-30 serve to draw out some of the consequences of the Spirit's 
dwelling within believers, especially in terms of their sonship. This passage closes with 
heightened iraOoq via the effective use of Kkl/ia^ and ava4>opói (8.29-30) expressing 
the certainty of God's dealings with those who love him. 

This iraOoc; is sustained in the closing paragraph of this section (8.31-39) where 
Paul draws out the implications of God's love for (the Roman) Christians. After intro
ducing his conclusion via ainoXoyia (a short inquiring question, which is answered by 
the speaker), he answers with an emotional battery of rhetorical questions, the last three 
of which are given added punch by the ai'a4>opa of rig. We may also note the effective 
use of correction (^£Ta/SoXjj) in v.34. The phrase XpiaTO(; b airoOauuiv^'^^ answers to 
dsbq b biKmwv of the previous verse, but Paul "corrects" this by adding, in a senes of 

" * The second person pronoun in 8.2 is not textually certain, but cf. 8.4 (first person plural) and 8.9-
11 (second person plural). 
' " There is nothing in the context to suggest that fuo7roii;(T£i should be taken to refer to the future 
resurrection of the body. Ethical revitalisation fits the context much better. 
520 It ought to be added that Paul clearly does not envisage that the presence of the Spirit will enable 
Chnstians to fulfill God's law perfectly Such a view would remove the seriousness of his exhortation to 
the Roman Christians in 6.12ff, and also belie his general awareness (throughout his correspondence) of 
the remaimng sinfulness in Christians. 
'21 For Paul, the new obedience of the Christian is clearly obedience to God's law, cf. 7.22, 25; 8.4, 
7. 
'22 The name 'lr\aovq probably ought to be omitted on both textual and stylistic grounds. 
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clauses, the much more powerful events connected with Chnst, namely, his resurrec
tion, ascension and intercession for them. The final question asking who will separate 
them (Paul included) from the love of Chnst is answered by a list of afflictions made to 
seem endlessly lengthy by the iroKvavvbBTov (repeated rj, cf Demetr. Eloc. 54, 63). It 
IS crowned with an Old Testament citation intended to show that the suffenngs of 
God's people are nothing new. Yet Paul insists that through Chnst/ God who has loved 
them all, they more than conquer these afflictions. Again a list of items follows (verses 
38-39, cf. Arr. Epict. 1.11.33) which, Paul assures them, cannot separate them from 
God's love. Once again -KOkvavvbeTov makes the list seem endless (repeated óvre), and 
Its effect is heightened by the all-encompassing nature of the items (death, life, height, 
depth, time present and future, celestial beings). This imposing list of intangible 
entities is effectively reduced to size by Paul's closing words in which he implies that 
they are after all only Knaeit;, things created by God in the first place. 

The iraSog created by the subject matter combined with the rhetoncal figures is 
appropriate to the conclusion (sTiXoyot;) of a section of discourse. 

The style of this section (chapters six to eight) as a whole may be charactensed as 
conversational. This effect is achieved by the consistent use of amoKoyia (6.1-3, 15; 
7.8, 14, 8.31; 9 14, cf. Rhet Her. 4.23-24, Alex. Fig. 1.8), and is naturally 
appropriate to a letter As may be expected from a section which is pnmanly concerned 
with teaching, we have seen that Paul's reasoning process is charactensed by the use of 
TrapaSeiyixara (not as inductive proof, but explanatory) and accepted truths (cf 
KSKpinéva). 

lAEp.Rom. 9 - 1 1 

From the high emotional state of rejoicing in the last few verses of chapter eight, 
the mood suddenly plummets to the depths of sadness and solemnity at the opening of 
chapter nine. The sudden change of mood and subject is quite unexpected and 
unprepared for. Paul begins this new section with an oath that serves to underline the 
solemnity of the mood, and proceeds with a wish/ prayer for his own (eternal) death in 
place of his countrymen (an allusion to Moses is highly probable) '̂ ^ In this way he 
(re)introduces the problem of the Jews' rejection of the Gospel and its Messiah. Chap
ters nine to eleven thus take up problems related to the first of the two objections 
bnefly dealt with in 3.3-9. 

Once again, the use of an oath here is unrelated to comments on oaths in rhetorical theory 
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Having established the solemnity of his new topic (i e., his deep personal feeling 
for his countrymen), he highlights its pathos by listing the benefits of the Israelites (this 
list completes the enumeration begun at 3.2). Paul uses ■Kokvawherov to help create the 
effect of an endless list of benefits (cf Demetr. Eloc. 54, 63). At 9 6 the actual 
hypothetical objection is introduced, namely, that it is emphatically not the case that the 
Word of God has failed. 

Paul now embarks on a line of argumentation (pnmanly from the Scriptures) in 
order to prove his point. He begins by showing how God has from the beginning made 
a selection out of Israel In Paul's words, not all who are of Israel are Israel. The 
examples of Isaac versus Ishmael and Jacob versus Esau are cited Particularly with the 
latter example (where God's choice is made before the twins are bom) Paul is able to 
argue that God's calling cannot be based on works. This theme of election by grace, 
not by works, is emphasised several times in the ensuing discussion (cf. 9.32ff; 11 6) 
and supports his main argument in chapters one to five (justification by faith, not by 
works) 

At this point (9.14) Paul's main line of argument is broken off and not properly 
resumed until chapter eleven, although what is said in between (particularly 9.30 

10 21) is important for the mam argument. 
Paul breaks off the argument to raise an important possible objection in the minds 

of his audience, namely, whether there is injustice with God (in view of what seems to 
be arbitrary choice). Paul answers by citing two examples of God's choice from Scrip

ture. His process of argumentation may be likened to the use of irapaSsiyixaTa by 
induction, instead of as confirmation (cf select glossary s.v. wapaSsiyna) This pro

cedure was not generally recommended due to its being argumentatively weaker than 
argumentation by reasoning, however, the nature of Paul's examples as (authontative) 
Scnpture negate this consideration. 

The two examples prima facie appear to emphasise the sovereignty of God, and 
this is certainly a point Paul wishes to make, particularly in regard to the second exam

ple (of the hardening of Pharaoh's heart). Paul emphasises this point with a 
TapafioXiij^^'* concerning a potter and his clay (standing for God the creator and his 
creatures). Yet it is striking that Paul contrasts God's hardening with his mercy This 
emphasis on mercy is maintained throughout the pencope (9.1516, 18, 23) It is not 
improbable that Paul understands God's choice to save an elect number against the 

^^* Hypothetical example, cf Cic Pan 40 and 55, and Rhet Her 4 59 who also suggests that the 
simiUtudo can be used as a proof 
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background of the general guilt and condemnation of all men argued in chapters one to 
three. Since all men deserve condemnation, God's choice to save some must be charac
terised as an act of mercy. Paul, however, does not make this point explicit, but seems 
to assume it. We may consider it another example of his not altogether crystal clear 
clarity. 

At 9.24 Paul applies his irapa^oXri of the potter and clay to God's decision to 
show mercy upon people both from the Jews as well as from the Gentiles. This is an 
important point which not only relates to the main argumentation in chapters one to five 
(for Paul argued that justification by faith implies availability of salvation both to Jews 
and Gentiles), but which Paul will also go on to relate to the problem of Jewish 
rejection of the Gospel. He thus first establishes the point by Scripture proof, showing 
that God has chosen both Gentiles and a remnant of the Jews. Paul then proceeds to 
sum up the problem: Gentiles have received a righteousness/ salvation which they were 
not pursuing, whilst the Jews who were pursuing righteousness did not arrive at it.'^s 
The Jews' problem is that they pursue righteousness not by faith but "as if" by 
works.52* Before explaining what this means, Paul again reassures his audience of his 
heartfelt desire for the salvation of his countrymen. Paul quite rightly considers this 
necessary, given that he is about to criticise his own people. Essentially Paul explains 
that the Jews have missed the point that Christ is the goal {rsKog) of the law.'^'' Paul 
cites the Mosaic law first in reference to their own attitude (righteousness by works 
implying the necessity of complete obedience - an obedience Paul has already argued to 
be impossible), and then in reference to Christ. The second citation is, however, put in 
the mouth of 17 è/c xiareco? èiKMoavvr] personified, and may be characterised as a form 
of irpoffcjxoirou'a. The effect is a rather lively presentation. The content of this present
ation (10.6-8) is used to reinforce important points made by Paul thus far, supported by 
further Old Testament citations (10.9-13). Paul reinforces the point that salvation is by 
faith and that this applies to all men, whether Jew or Greek. The argument from the 
oneness of God is also repeated (from 3.29) only this time it is Christ who is referred 
to as Kvpioq. 

' 2 ' The phrase mjiov biKaioavin]q m 9.31 is not very dear and has thus caused vanous interpretations. I 
believe that Paul means to indicate the law of Moses, but it would have been clearer had he wntten rijc 
biKciLoaiirqv TOV vófiov. 
526 The insertion of wQ (which m later Greek often equals ÓXTEÏ) IS interesting. It is as if Paul is admit
ting that his Jewish compatnots may not have phrased their pursuit of righteousness in precisely this 
way. 
52'' That TÉKoq in 10.4 is used in the sense of "goal" is made probable by Paul's interpretative 
demonstration of how "righteousness by faith" (persomfied) speaks, i.e., interpreting words from the 
Mosaic law m reference to Christ. 
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Having dealt with the Jews' incorrect approach to the law, Paul goes on to estab
lish their inexcusableness for rejecting the Gospel, particularly at stumbling over God's 
mercy upon the Gentües. Paul begins with an argumentative jcXî af in the form of 
rhetoncal questions (10.14-15), connecting God's calling with the preaching of the 
Gospel by those sent from God. Of course one could make the same argumentative 
point without using the figure of KXIIMU^ The point of using this figure (here in com
bination with eTtepoirqaiq - rhetoncal questioning) is to provide a rhetoncal effect The 
effect is to enhance the value of the battery of rhetoncal questions Rhetoncal theonsts 
nghtly noted that such a battery of questions has the effect of making the (hypothetical) 
opposition seem speechless (cf. Demetr Eloc 279) The points made come across in a 
way that suggests they must be true In this context the Kkl^ia^ enhances what seems to 
be a step by step logical procedure and helps to make the point mort forcefully (cf. 
Demetr Eloc 270) 

Paul goes on to note that this Gospel has been preached all over the world by the 
apostles (he uses words cited from LXX Ps 18 [19] but not introduced as a quotation) 
He then cites Old Testament prophecy to prove that the Jews should have known God's 
plan to offer salvation to the Gentiles, and this in the context of the obstinate dis
obedience of the Jews to provoke them to jealousy 

This bnngs Paul back to the problem of Jewish disobedience to the Gospel Paul 
had first argued from Scnpture that not all Israel is Israel. God selects a remnant He 
now uses this to argue that God has not thrust his people aside (the pronoun makes us 
think of the list of the benefits of Israel with which Paul began). Paul is able to use 
himself as an example of God's selection of a remnant who are saved He then backs 
this up with another citation from Scnpture, this time of the 7,000 God kept for him
self in the time of Elijah. At this pwint Paul demonstrates that what he has said is con 
gruent to his prior argumentation, namely, that salvation can only be by grace and not 
by works. The hardening of most of Israel at this time is further demonstrated by cita 
tions from Scnpture 

The rest of chapter eleven (1111 36) contains Paul's account of the reason for 
Israel's hardening at this time. There is less argumentation here than explanation, 
although Paul's account is based on the prophecy of Scripture (cited in 10.19) that God 
would provoke Israel to jealousy by means of the Gentiles. This is illustrated by the 
extended metaphor of the ingrafting of a wild olive branch into a domestic olive tree 
(11 17-24) The extended metaphor is a lively and clear illustration of what Paul wishes 
to communicate. Its liveliness may be attnbuted to the metaphor itself, the consistent 
use of the second person singular to address the Gentiles with it, and the use of 
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StaXoyoq (dialogue) to represent possible objections (cf. 11.19 which is very close to 
Quint. Inst. 9.2.36). Paul uses this illustration to exhort the Gentiles against boasting 
over the Jews. He then goes on to reveal the nvarqpiov (which in Paul's language 
refers to a truth, previously obscure, which is now made plain to all). Paul appears to 
suggest that when the fulness of the Gentiles have entered in (i.e., the olive tree), that 
the Jews en masse wül return to God,'^* this as a new demonstration of God's mercy. 
Paul closes the whole section with an airoaTpo4>ri (not directed at anyone in particular) 
praismg the wisdom and ways of God. Rhetoricians, naturally, more often used 
a.-KoaTpo4>ri to express grief or outrage and so heighten the emotion directed either 
towards them or against their opponents. Paul's airoaTpo4>ri directs the emotions 
towards the praise of God, a fitting close to this section since it radiates Paul's convic
tion that he has definitively shown that the possible objections against God and his 
word are false. One must rather praise God for his wise and merciful dealings with 
man. 

As already indicated, these chapters are more argumentative than their counter
part in chapters six to eight. The argumentation, however, is predominately based upon 
citation from Scripture and so less immediately relevant to rhetorical theory. The style 
is conversational, arguably more so than even chapters six to eight. Paul makes much 
use of conversational figures: amokoyia (9.14, 30, 32; 11.1, 7, 11), èntoaTpo^-q 
directed at his audience (10.1; 11.25), Siakoyoq with respect to hypothetical objections 
(9.19; 11.17-20, cf. Paul's frequent interjection of XeVoj, 10.18-19; 11.1, 11, 13). 

2.5 Style 

The general features of Paul's style noted in respect of the letter to the Galatians 
recur here in the letter to the Romans. There is the same use of late Hellenistic Greek 
mixed with Semitic influence often traceable to the Septuagint.'^' There is also the 

'^* This passage is, however, another example of Paul's lack of clanty. Another interpretation would 
understand the "all Israel" of v.26 to refer to the new Israel of the Gospel, i.e., the remnant of believing 
Jews combined with believing Gentiles. The key verse is 11.26, and particularly the meamng of the 
phrase «cat OVTUK;. 
' ^ ' A select list of examples follows: Late Greek: Xapiaiia (appears to be first extant in Philo) 1.11 
etc.; elq TO ehai of result (instead of purpose), 1.20; omceg for o'C, 1.25; TrXripoa + dat. of contents 
(see refs in BAGD s.v. lb), 1.29; Kavxaaai, 2.17, 23; Karapyédi in the causative sense is not attested 
before the Septuagint. The evidence of POxy. 38.17 (dated to AD 49/50), however, suggests that it 
should probably be classified as late Greek (and not stnctly a septuagintalism). Paul's metaphoncal usage 
appears to be unattested elsewhere outside of patnstic authors, 3.3 (cf. 6.6; 7.2, 6); diaKpimnai of 
doubting, 4.20; i'ca of result (instead of purpose), 11 11; the use of apa as first word in a sentence, 7.3 
etc , avyKoivamq is first extant in the New Testament (first occurence outside the New Testament 
appears to be an AD 110 papyrus, Bilabel 19.2) 11.17; KaraKavxaofiai. appears to be first extant in the 
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same general lack of concern for hiatus, even in cases where avoidance is quite normal, 
e.g., 2.2 Kara èikrjOeiav; 3.8 ra ayaOa; 3.5 Kara avOpünrov; 4.4 Kara 6(l>si\qjj.a; 
etc..' '° The sentence structure is generally paratactic. Subordinate participial construc

tions are not frequent, let alone periods,'3' and there is the same predilection for vary

ing syntax and prepositions without any semantic implications. There is a similar 
extensive use of avTiOeatq and yet skant use of the /xec ... 5e construction.'^^ 

Paul also shows the same high regard for the use of stylised figures, particularly 
irapovonaaia, and also a preponderant use of rhetorical questions. 

There are some differences with the letter to the Galatians, although these are 
more quantitive than qualitative. Firstly, the kind of extensive grammatical jumbles 
encountered in Ep.Gal. are not to be found in Ep.Rom.. Nevertheless, discounting 
regular kinds of ellipses and attraction, there are still a number of solecisms.^^^ The 
solecism at 2.8 is particularly telling of Paul's anomalous style; a grammatical slip 
right in the middle of an otherwise carefully constructed passage  an aunOsaiq (2.78), 
followed by another avnOemg (2.910) so constructed as to form a chiasm with the 
first. 

Secondly, the general argumentative flow is much smoother than in Ep.Gal.. The 
kind of extensive and very difficult ellipses in argument evident in Ep. Gal. are not pre

sent in Ep.Rom.. This would tend to confirm the suggestion made above that the 

LXX, though there does not appear to be a direct connection with the New Testament, 11.18; airoTOfu'a 
IS late but wellattested from the first century BC on, 11.22; Tfüipwatq, possibly apart from references in 
Hippocratic writings, first appears m the NT, 11.25. 

Septuagmtalisms: AiKaióoi meamng "to justify"/ "vindicate" instead of "to pumsh." AXXaauo) n 
èv Til». IS taken directly from LXX Ps. 105 (106).20 (but cf. S. Ant. 945), 1.23; (/uxi) in the sense of 
Hebrew lffB3 as "person," 2.9; 7rpoff6)iroXr)/i\̂ i'a  one of a number of like nouns coined (and found only 
in the New Testament) on the basis of the LXX (Hebraic) expression Xa/i/Saceic TrpóffojTroc, cf. LXX Ps. 
81 (82).2; 1 Es. 4.39; Si. 4.22, 27; 42.1; 4 Ki. 2.9; the Hebrew way of expessing total demal oO ... 
iraaa aap^ = nobody (here echoing LXX Ps. 142 [143].2). Zap^ (= "Wl) here means "person," 3.20; 
Evpr)KÉvai, cf. the common LXX phrase evpiaKEw xotp^f/ eXeog, 4.1; avaBctia in the sense of "accursed" 
IS only found in Jewish/ Christian texts (from Din), 9.3; KoiTt\ in 9.10 seems to be related to the common 
LXX expression (based on a Hebrew phrase) KOITT] oirépiiaToq, cf. also Nu. 5.20; accpi, in the sense of 
Hebrew "Wi as "blood relations," 11.14; ace|ix'''acrTOC first appears in the LXX and then in the New 
Testament (same kind of contexts). Secular examples are much later, 11.33. 
''*' It would be interesting to know why Paul sometimes uses aXX' before a vowel (e.g., 5.15) and 
other times not (e.g., 5,14). 
'^ ' Even long involved sentences like 1.17 are not carefully constructed periods (using subordinate 
participles) but long series of parallel clauses. 
5̂ ^ For example, one might have expected /xe'e instead of bé at 4.4; and the use of the /leV ... 6e con

struction might also have been expected at 4.1920. 
'■'̂  For example: 2.8 where 6/071) /caï Öu/ióg should be accusative; 4.12 where the second TOII; IS 
unwanted; 8.3; 9.10; cf. 9.2224 where the ellipsis is probably to be taken from the previous question 
(pvK exEi èiovaUxv), and the ovq at 9.24 is masculine ad sensum. 
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argumentative ellipses in Ep. Gal may have to do with the fact that Paul is presuming 
pnor knowledge of aspects of his argumentation on the part of the Galatian Chnstians 
Nevertheless, although on a smaller scale, there are still some argumentative ellipses m 
Ep.Rom , as noted above. These occur particularly where Paul is assuming knowledge 
of the context of his Scriptural citations. 

This latter jxjint bnngs us to the question of clanty in general Paul's Greek is 
more than often annoyingly ambiguous (witness the mynad vanances of interpretation 
in the commentary tradition). This ambiguity is more often than not caused by a rather 
vague use of genitives in connection with nouns, and by an imprecise and underuse of 
the article One might add that his predilection for variation of constructions and 
prepositions doesn't help. Of course, this point shouldn't be blown out of proportion. I 
believe that the main line of Paul's argument is quite plain (as outlined above), but 
many secondary points are not evident upon first reading, and several minor points of 
interpretation remain obscure. 

Clanty (cra^Tjceta) was one of the traditional virtues of style among rhetoncal 
theorists from the time of Theophrastus onwards It was universally present, both in 
philosophical and school rhetonc, and often referred to. Its importance is, perhaps, 
underscored by the fact that Dionysius of Halicamassus (who utilised a rather extended 
list of virtues) considered it one of the three necessary virtues (along with pure lan
guage and brevity). 

With respect to virtues of style, our hypothetical rhetoncal theonst examining 
these letters of Paul, would almost certainly complain of the lack of aa4)r)veia, if not 
also the lack of punty of language. With respect to the virtue of propriety {TO %péitov) -
another very important virtue in rhetoncal tradition, one could argue that the general 
conversational tone of both Ep.Gal. and Ep.Rom. befits the epistolary genre. We have 
noted above the vanous conversational figures used m Ep.Rom.. For their appropnate-
ness in epistolary style, see the discussion of style under the section on Ep. Gal. ŝ"* 

2.6 Conclusions 

Our descnption of the general argumentative section of Paul's letter to the 
Romans (chapters one to eleven) has shown that the main argumentative concern is 
dealt with in chapters one through five, where chapter five functions as a kind of 

'^^ Note there the caveat concenung the relation of epistolary style to what is considered appropnate 
content for a letter See p 163 
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siriKoyog, magnifying the benefits of the point argued in the preceding chapters (that m 
the Gospel God's SiKaioavvr) is revealed by faith). Although chapters six to eight flow 
on quite smoothly from the end of chapter five, they are of a different character, more 
in the nature of exhortation and teaching. The three chapters immediately following 
(nine to eleven) do not flow on so smoothly, but do have an intimate connection with 
the main argumentation of chapters one to five. When seen in this light, the suggestion 
that in chapters six to eight and then nine to eleven Paul is taking up the problems 
bnefly addressed in 3.1-9 becomes attractive. Chapters six to eight take up the ethical 
objection as to whether Paul's Gospel implies that one may continue in sin. This is 
dealt with pastorally rather than argumentatively Chapters nine to eleven take up the 
problem of the Jews' general rejection of the Gospel (and the concommitant implication 
that God's promises of old have thus failed). The nature of these chapters is more 
argumentative, but argument pnmanly by Scnptural citation. The authonty of God's 
prophetic word is here paramount. Of course, it is also a key part of Paul's argumenta
tion in chapters one to four, but there it functions more as a confirmation of points 
already reasoned out. 

We now come to a consideration of Paul's main argumentative proposition (found 
at 1.16-17). In discussing Hellenistic school rhetoric, it was noted that one of the first 
distinctions made by treatises typical of our penod was that between the Bémg and 
h-KÓOsoLq. The Oéaiq is an argumentative treatment of a theme lacking the specifics of 
person and circumstances, whilst the viróOemg is an argumentative treatment of a 
specific case. ' ' ' However, that does not mean that the theme of a Bsmg may not contain 
certain more specific parameters (cf. Quint. Inst. 3.5.8; Theon Prog. u. p. 128,3-7 
Sp.). Our excursus on the öe'ai? also showed that 9sasi<; were a common form among 
the Hellenistic philosophers. Theon quite appropriately notes that Oéasig were com
monly found m the lecture hall {Prog, u, p. 120,22-23 Sp., ótKpóaaiq = aKpoarripiov 
here). 

When set against this background, it becomes clear that the theme of the letter to 
the Romans (that the Gospel is God's power for salvation to everyone who believes 
since God's SiKawavvr} is revealed in it by the connection of faith) is much more 
reminiscent of a OSOK; than an inróösmq. At that, it is much more reminiscent of a 
philosophical Beau;, than a rhetoncal Oéaiq (which tended to deal with matters of public 
policy). 

' ' ' A good discussion of the difference is provided in Quint Inst 3 5 5-18 See also our discussion 
above, pp 49-50 
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Having made this classification, we can see another reason for the limitations 
placed on the application of rhetoncal theory to this letter. There is, however, in 
Theon's Progymnastnata, a short discussion of the wnting of a philosophical OSOK; 
{Prog. 11, p 125,21 - 128,3 Sp.)- But Theon's advice is of little help to us. He suggests 
the use of the same TOTTOI listed for the rhetoncal Béaeiq, i.e., those common to the 
deliberative speech (the so-called rekiKa Ke4>óikai,a), as well as TÓXOI of similarity, 
greater/ lesser etc.. Paul's argumentation is not related to the method described and 
illustrated here. 

Cicero's treatment of OsasK; does not really get us much further. The most we 
can say is that the proposition of the letter to the Romans could be classified as a thesis 
ad cognoscendum of the modus definitionis (cf Cic. de Orat 3.113-17) This might 
sound good, but it doesn't help our analysis of the letter any. 

There is, however, another dimension to the classification of Romans as a 
philosophical 6scji<;, namely, the point of contact with the discussions concerning Paul 
and the so-called bLarpi^r). 

Ever since R. Bultmann's dissertation (1910, Der Stil) it has been popular to 
associate Paul's letters with the so-called diatribe style.^'* Bultmann attempted to con
nect the preaching style he found in Paul's letters to the style of the wandenng Cynic 
philosophers which he associated with the diatribe (Bultmann's analysis of Paul's use 
of similies, metaphors and examples is stdl valuable). It was a form of speaking for 
mass communication to the man on the street At the beginning of this century it was 
common for scholars to refer to the diatribe as a literary genre, defined by modem 
stylistic cntena. This idea that the diatribe was a literary genre, however, soon came 
under attack.'^'^ 

Two more recent studies have taken up and modified Bultmann's work, S K. 
Stowers, The Diatribe and Paul's Letter to the Romans (1981) and T. Schmeller, 
Paulus und die "Diatribe": Erne vergleichende Stilmterpretation (1987). Both authors 
agree that the term bioiTpi^r) was not used to indicate a literary genre m antiquity. 
They, however, use the term to descnbe a style which they believe modems are able to 
discern and describe in vanous philosophical wntings of antiquity (e.g., Bion of 
Borysthenes, Teles, Musonius Rufus, Epictetus, etc.). Stowers views this style as set 
against the background of the philosophical school. In his view the term diatribe "is an 
appropriate and useful term for these works which either had their ongin m the 

'3* Bultmann's study, of course, has its precursors, cf J Weiss, 1897, "Beitrage," 167-68, C F G 
Heinnci, 1900, Bnef, 442, 454-55, 1908, Charakter, 66 68) 
^̂ ^ See, for example, O Halbauer, De Diatnbis Epicten (Dissertation, Leipzig, 1911) 
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philosophical school or which imitate the style of the school discourse" (77) Stowers 
views dialogue as one of the key elements of his diatnbe style, along with vanous other 
dialogue-like figures, e.g., the raising and answenng of objections (which in his view 
are always to be interpreted as the questions of students, not the objections of 
opponents) Schmeller (rightly I believe) cnticises Stowers' restnction of these wntings 
to a school situation, and prefers to view them as concerned with instruction in the 
widest sense Bultmann's restriction of the style to the wandering Cynics also comes in 
for cnticism. Schmeller nghtly notes that the works used as evidence of diatnbe style 
tend to vary m their relation to the spoken word Some are more literary than others. 

Whilst an in-depth investigation of modem research into the so-called diatnbe 
style is out of place in this book, it is sufficient to note that although the same authors 
are often referred to, there is no real consensus in defining the precise contours of this 
so-called style itself Schmeller (whose own analysis of rhetoncal devices is very weak) 
was at least correct in noting that the style of individual authors concerned does indeed 
vary, and this is only to be expected It is of course true that these popular philosophers 
have much in common, but the wisdom of using such a term as diatnbe to descnbe 
what IS common in their style is questionable. 

Against this background we turn again to the question of the Beau; Already E 
Norden had noted a connection between what was then accepted as the literary genre of 
the èiaTpi^ri, and the 6s<jig.^^* It was this assumed connection which led H Throm to 
investigate more fully the nature of the Osmg in his dissertation. Die Thesis- Ein 
Beitrag zu ihrer Entstehung und Geschichte (1932) Throm agreed with the cnticism of 
the biarpifi-q as a literary genre, noting, in particular, the difficulty of defining a genre 
on the basis of stylistic cntena. In his words "Der Stil an sich ist etwas viel zu 
Individuelles, als daB er eine literansche Gattung begrunden konnte" (10) Throm's 
dissertation discusses the öe'ai? as a literary genre recognised and defined by the 
ancients, and used both in the realm of philosophy and of rhetonc He quite nghtly 
suggests that most of the writings that had been designated by scholars as StarptiSai' 
(i e., as the modem literary genre) could be better identified and termed Oéaeiq (11) 
The term Osaiq was at least fairly well defined by the ancients, and used by them as a 
term for genre classification. The question of style, however, does not really enter into 
the definition 53' 

" ' nn, Kunstprosa, 1 309 
'^ ' The style of BEOEiq handled by popular philosophers can vary considerably, from the careful, 
affected literary Oeaeii; of Maximus Tynus, to the much more conversational style of Epictetus (whose 
style has long been likened to Paul in several particulars) 
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The brief discussion here suggests that further research into the relationship 

between the Béaeu; of popular philosophers and Paul's letter to the Romeins might well 

prove fruitful. 5'*° 

''"' See the interesting article of D T Ruma who applies the literary form of the Béaiq to a tract of 
Philo, comparing it structurally (among others) with Plutarch's VEpl TOD irorepoi' vSwp ij Trip 
XpriatniiTepov ("Philo's de Aetermtate Mundi. The Problem of its Interpretation," Vigiliae Chnstianae 
35 [1981] 105-151, esp. pp.112-21). 



VI. THE FIRST LETTER TO THE CORINTHIANS 

1 Recent Scholarship 

Our discussion of recent scholarship on Paul's first letter to the Connthians is 
divided into three sections We discuss first vanous articles on details of rhetoncal 
theory in the letter, together with articles undertaking a genre analysis of distinct sec
tions of it Next we discuss separately the important work of M M Mitchell who 
engages in a serious attempt to understand the first letter to the Connthians as a whole 
in terms of a Graeco Roman speech On the basis of this work we are enabled to draw 
certain conclusions concerning the application of rhetoncal theory to this letter Finally, 
we deal with recent studies on the first four chapters of the letter with respect to the 
relation of rhetoncal theory to Paul's self-charactensation of his preaching 

1.1 Rhetorical Textual Analysis 

In 1985 B Fiore published an interesting article entitled ""Covert Allusion" in 1 
Connthians 1-4 " Fiore concentrates on what Paul says in the difficult text of 1 
Ep Cor 4 6, in particular, his use of the verb nETaaxr\f-oiri^eiv He argues that Paul is 
refemng to a not uncommon way of using figures of speech {axniiara in Greek) as 
descnbed in vanous rhetoncal treatises In rhetorical theory the term "figure" (e g , of 
speech) often has the same meaning as it has in English, but it can also refer to a more 
specific use of figures, frequently designated ecrjcrĵ ana/isVoc \oyo<; This more 
specific use of the term refers to the use of figures to hide or cover what one actually 
wants to say It is a way of softening one's cntique, especially if that critique was to be 
presented to those high in authonty Vanous reasons for using figures in this way are 
given in the treatises, the most popular being aa4>a\eia and svirpeirsLa ("caution" and 
"propnety") Fiore suggests that Paul has deliberately employed this method in the first 
four chapters of 1 Ep Cor , and refers to this in 4 6 where he makes explicit what he 
has up until then covertly said Fiore argues that ^firatrxry^oTifeic thus refers to 
"covert allusion" and that the ravra of 4 6 refers to all four chapters His reasons for 
this are i) that all four chapters use figures commonly associated with this practice (he 
lists hyperbole, irony, contrast, metaphors, similies and allegory, with text references). 
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ii) that TO iii] virsp a ysypaiTTai must refer to more than just the labourers' analogy in 
chapter three; iii) that the final allusion to factionalism refers back to all four chapters; 
iv) and that the "we" in 1.18 - 3.4 could be Paul and Apollos. 

Such a suggestion is indeed quite interesting, but it is not clear to me what, 
according to Fiore, Paul is precisely saying. He states that "Paul and Apollos become 
figures themselves, to which the community is to look for their own improvement" 
(94). They are "exemplary apostolic labourers in order to incite the wayward to emula
tion and to a desire of like praise (4:5)" (95). Whether this means that there were no 
real parties of Paul and Apollos (or Peter or Christ) is not addressed. 

Flore's article is not really very convincing in and of itself. Chapters one to four 
are certainly much more than a presentation of Paul and Apollos as exemplary teachers. 
Paul uses a rather extended argument about the nature of his Gospel (brought not with 
wise or persuasive speech but in demonstration of the Spirit) in 1.17 - 2.16 to apply to 
the problem of divisional strife (3.1 - 4.4). Furthermore, it is simply not enough to 
note that use is made of various figures in chapters one to four which could be used in 
a style of "covert allusion." It needs to be demonstrated that such figures are mdeed 
used in this way. This is not addressed at all. 

P. Lampe has also recently published an article arguing along the same lines 
(1990, "Wisdom"). Lampe interprets /leraoxTj/ianfuj in a similar way, defining it as 
"to hint at something in a disguised speech without saying it expressis verbis" (129, 
note 15). Lampe, however, explains a little more what he considers the covert allusion 
to be. It is not found in an abundance of figures of speech as Fiore,̂ '̂  but in the 
argumentation of 1.18 - 2.16 which, although it does not attack the problem of divi
sions by name, nevertheless is designed to criticise it. 1 Ep.Cor. 1.18 - 2.5, by criticis
ing Jews and Greeks, also gives a silent criticism of wrong attitudes in Corinth, and 
2.6-16, by arguing that the apostles have their wisdom from God's Spirit, underlines 
the fact that one cannot boast in apostles but only in God. This silent criticism Lampe 
seems to refer to as sti4>oim(; - an appropriate figure (see select glossary s.v.).^*^ He 
goes on to suggest that Paul used such covert speech in order not to hurt the feelings of 
the influential personages, Apollos and Peter (130). Unlike Fiore, Lampe does not 

' ' " It should be noted that Lampe gives no sign of being aware of Fiore's study. The two studies appear 
to be independent of each other. 
^*^ Lampe bnngs his exegesis into rhetoncal focus on pp.128-31. His terminology is, however, vague. 
Despite what one feels as hesitation with respect to explicit application of rhetoncal theory (Lampe does 
not give the impression of having done much study in this area), his suggested application is as a whole 
more persuasive than the more techmcal study of Fiore. 
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address the apparent inconsistency that Paul would at 4.6 reveal his own use of covert 
speech thus seeming to undo the caution expressed up until then. 

These articles raise a particularly interesting problem, namely, how Paul typifies 
his argumentation in 1 Ep.Cor. 4.6. To what is he referring and what does 
^BTaaxoy^otn^eLv here mean? The matter becomes even more interesting when it is 
realised that Chrysostom {horn. 3 et 12 in 1 Cor.) understood Paul to be using a form 
of covert allusion in the specific sense outlined above. Chrysostom argues that Paul is 
here saying that he has transferred to Apollos and himself what was said in Connth of 
others. There were no Paul or Apollos parties, but Paul has sjxjken of the matter in this 
way in order to make his admonition palatable to the Corinthians. If he had hit the 
issue head on, his rebuke would probably not have been so readily received. By intro
ducing It under the guise of Paul and Apollos parties he is able to avoid a knee-jerk 
reaction of anger. Once the basic admonition has been made, Paul can "unveil the real 
stage scene" to which his comments applied (as he does in 4.6).^'^^ Chrysostom's 
description of Paul's tactic must be seen against the background of rhetorical theory on 
this point which describes just this kind of ploy (cf. Demetr. Eloc. 292; Quint. Inst. 
9.2.65). Chrysostom's application goes further however. The pHjint of "figured speech" 
was to hint at something without explicitly saying it, but not to contradict one's point 
or to say anything that was not true.'''^ It is not, however, clear to me that Chrysostom 
necessarily sees a reference to this rhetorical tactic in the verb /.teTaoxi/tanfü). 

Chrysostom' "EMC /xèc ainQ T&II (j>opTiKwi> ë&Ei prjuciToiii, OVK airEKa\vtl/e T^C CT)O;IT;>', aXX' oig 
avTOQ (if Ö TavTu otKoöoji', ovTw èieXéyeTo, 'Cva TO ct^Ui}^ rdv èyKaXovfiévoii' i^poaoyKüiv TOLQ éyKciKovoLv 
ccvTinitTov, èmb TÜV èjKkqjiaTwv ci(; öpyifv £jerexö')>'0" M̂  fi'YX'̂ PWTI èiTEi&r) Sè avsivai Xofwöv 'éSei,, 
TÓTE ÓTra/i^taffa^ avTÖ, Kal TO TvpooccivEÏoi' ótircipaQ, eöetle ra Kpvirró^iEva ivpóoünra év TTI TOV HavXov 
Kal AiroXXü) irpoar^yoplci. Aio Kal ëXe^e' Taina dè, abE\<l>ol, (iereox'ï/wiTiaa EI<; E/jt.avTei' Kal 
ATTOXXO). 

"So long as he needed to use coarse words, he did not reveal the stage-scene, but reasoned as if he 
himself was the one who heard these thmgs, in order that the digmty of those accused, being resistant to 
the accusers, would not pemut them to become angry because of the accusations; but when it became 
necessary to proceed further, at that point having stnpped it off and taken away the mask, he showed the 
persons that were hidden by the names of Paul and Apollos. For that reason he wa.s also saying: 'But 
these things, brothers, 1 have applied to myself and Apollos.'" (For comments on the translation of 
piETaoxriiian^iii see below.) 
^^ Quintilian remarks that we make a hint non unque contranum, ut in ElposvEia, sed aliud latens et 
auditor! quasi inveniendum (9.2.65). Demetrius gives the example of ^ubtly cntiquing a tyrarmt by tell
ing him about the cruelty of another tyrarmt (292). This is not quite the same as Paul inventing the parties 
of himself and Apollos to disguise his cntique. Furthermore, these sources do not cater for the idea that 
figured speech is only used to introduce the discussion of a subject which is later stated with full force 
(Chrysostom's point). Of interest, however, is the apparent allusion to just such a use of figured speech 
by certain theonsts in [D,H.| Rh. 8.1 - a tract probably to be dated to the third century AD (cf. L. 
Radermacher, 1929, "Praefatio," xxui - xxiv). Could Chrysostom be under the influence of such (late) 
rhetorical theory? To be fair to Chrysostom, he nowhere explicitly states that his analysis is an example 
of "figured speech." 
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Such a meaning for this verb is simply assumed in F. H. Colson's oft cited article 
(1916, "MeTfiffxïj^aTicra") which does not even address the possibility that iisra-
axrjfian^os in Paul or Chrysostom could refer to something other than a rhetoncal use 
of crxfiijia. His argumentation against Chrysostom's exegesis is based on this assump
tion. 

But one would not at face value expect /iBTaoxi/iarifü) to mean something like 
"transform something by way of a (covert) figure." The rhetoncians quite nghtly use 
the simplex axriij.aTi^w to refer to making something into a (covert) figure of speech, 
for when axniia means "figure of speech" it refers not a change of the "form" or 
"shape" of words, but bnnging them into a particular "form" (cf. Quint. Inst 9.1.10-
14). The prefix fisra-, however, implies a change from one form to another. 
MeTaaxviJ-oiTi^w is to change an existing (ocrjua (whatever sense crxvua might have) 
into another axvtJ-a. As such, one would not expect (TX^/*« here to mean "figure of 
speech, "''t' This consideration may be overly pedantic, but in the absence of other evi
dence for such a technical usage we should be careful. 

What then does ixeraax^tian^eiv TL si<; nva mean? Here we should also be care
ful. It is too simple to say that it means "to transform something into something else." 
A better equivalent would be "to change the form of something to another form." It is 
in this way that Paul uses the pass./mid. with S'K; (2 Ep.Cor. 11.13-14). A possible 
analogue is also provided by the usage of oxny-oiTi^o} (cf. LSI s.v. II. 1) This verb is 
often used in the sense of giving a certain form to something, e.g., axonoin^eiv TO 
apixoaaov oxr^iia [sc. TO óöóctoc] Hipp)ocrates, Art. 37 (cf. fisTaaxriixctTi^eaöai in 
Ep.Phil. 3.21). There is also the following interesting passage from Achilles Tatius (a 
romantic author of the second century AD): oxrjfJ.aTi^eii' TO irpóawirov elg ijSocrjc, 
Ach.Tat. 6.11. This would appear to be equivalent to "giving the face a IJSOPIKOU 
axfjfia,'" compare LXX 4 Ma. 9 22: aXX' [ó vsapia<;] ciairsp sv xvpl (isTa-
axt]^oiTi^óiievoc; eig a4>0apaiav, i.e., the form (axviia) of the young man becomes 
immortal. If so understood, then jxETaax^ti-aTi^Biv TUVTU sig IlaDXoc would mean "to 
change the form of these things to a Pauline form (IlauXtaj'óf axfifia)," which then (in 
context) may effectively mean "apply these things to Paul." This may be further con
firmed by the following citation from Cynl of Alexandria (Ps. 10:1) TOK; TJIICK; XPV 
bioiKsiaOai,, /leraoxJj/xartffa? è4>' savT<^ TOP \oyov, iteipaTon SidaoKsiv, KOLL 4>r]aiv 

' * ' In fact, the only technical use of neraaxriiiaTi^o} I have found in rhetoncal treatises is the device 
(mentioned in several late works) called liETaaxruJLcmaixóq which involves changing the form of a word 
for metrical or artistic reasons, cf Joseph of Rakendutus, avm\f>iq pTjropiKrjq (ed Walz, 3 569), Polybius 
of Sardis, irepl axvi^'^Tia/iov (ed Walz, 8 611-12), Cocondnus, Trcpi Tpomiiv (ed Walz, 8 784) 
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"fiirï T(J) Kvpicf TTsiroiOa" ("Having applied the matter to himself, he tries to teach us 

how we ought to act, and says; 'I trust in the Lord'"). 

Chrysostom's interpretation, though perhaps initially attractive, faus to convince 

in the end.^''* Paul's opening remarks on party strife would be more bewildering than 

veuing. The remarks of Photius on 1 Ep.Cor. 4.6 seem to have captured Paul's point 

better. He states that the purpose of Paul's iisTaaxqiMananog was to apply the rebuke 

(Ó sKeyxog) to himself and ApoUos so as to avoid undue offence by singling out certain 

people. The rebuke he refers to would seem to be that of 3.5, namely, that neither Paul 

nor Apollos have anything to boast about for they function merely as servants of God 

who performs his own work through their ministry. This is then more generally applied 

in 4.6ff.5« 

Studies on other aspects of textual rhetoric in the first letter to the Corinthians 

include D. F. Watson's analysis of the rhetorical questions in 1 Ep.Cor. 10.2930 

(1989, "1 Corinthians"). Watson rejects one of the socalled traditional interpretations 

of verses 2930, namely, that Paul is raising objections that he anticipates the strong 

will raise, stating that the following verses do not seem to form a response to these 

objections (308309). Yet his own interpretation ends up being almost identical, 

namely, that these questions are an anticipation of objections from opponents which are 

5** If correct, it would solve a particularly difficult problem in the letter itself, namely, how any sup

posed party divisions are supposed to be related to the content of the rest of the letter. It has long been 
noted by interpreters that the issues presented in the rest of the letter do not lend themselves to delineat

ing supposed theological differences between various parties. In recent scholarship this has led to the idea 
that the supposed parties in Connth must have existed along sociological and not theological lines (cf S. 
M. Pogoloff below, § 2). Moreover, Paul addresses the entire congregation of Connth as a whole, and 
does not appear to pay attention to individual parties. Such divisions resurface again only in 11 17ff and 
are perhaps presupposed in the use of the metaphor of the body in chapter twelve. But Paul is sur

prisingly hesitant with respect to divisions in 11.18. Chrysostom's interpretation would effectively solve 
this problem by treating the mention of Paul or Apollos parties as a rhetoncal tactic, and not as a real 
situation 
' ' " Photius was of course very well versed in ancient literature, including the great Greek orators, as 
his famous Bibhotheca shows. His remarks on 1 Ep.Cor. 4.6 can be found in Cramer's Catenae, 5 81: 
Atari "ir ü/iSs ftfireCTXIM r̂iffa eiq Sjiavrbi' Kcii 'AiroXXü;" "ii ' VIIÖK;," (fnfali', 'Cva /ii) aci'aau viiaq, 
èmixan Ka$a^^TÓ|lEl'o<;^ Si,op6ova$at fXEV yap canEvbev aviav be è<|>v}JiTTETO^ dta êè Tov JIETO

ax'tfanaiiov, 4>rfali>, aix<j>ÓTEpa vfüv ffovKonévoiq Earaf Kal TO SiopSadfivai,, Kal TO aXvirÜTEpof 
ctKovaai TÖic ÈTri Tfi èiopBuaei, éXéyxoi'' èiroïei Sè TOVTO Kal ïva iiij upiajxeva irpóauira roi èXs'̂ x'è' 
Ka6vïïo0CiKK(jiv, bó^xi avBpiinfirri TLVI ■KpoairaffEia ij airmadeigc Toiiq jièv iav, TCIV bi KaTaTpéxEiv 
aXXoJC TE bè Kal 'Cva p.T\ cv rf; ToiavTy\ haKpiaei, öiv ixèv KaBif^aTO, TOVTOvq BIQ cnróyvaaiv è^/JaXXu, ij 
ei? èpyrjv Kal <f>i\ovEi,Kiav /isifoca availqi' iiv b' oiiK éirl TOÏI; ÈXe7xoiC oiiK È/oojoÖr), TOVTOV<; bè apa bta 
TOVTO Tv4>ov naXKov Kal airovoiac; ÊftTrXTJcrTi. bib EIKÓTÜK; £ | dvópLaToq oii Ka0r|\|/aTo^ aXX' sig èavTov Kal 
'ATTOXXW TÓV ËXcyxov nEraaxitnaTiaaq, Kadapav Kal cvirpóaobov Tijv vovOéTt\ai.v Koivrjv airamv 
eirofqaaTo. Compare Ambrosiaster ad loc, a passage pointed out to me by J. Fairweather. 
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then, for comparison, placed side by side Paul's own position in v.31ff (he references 
[Arist.] Rh.Al. 34, 1440a. 25). Watson has unfortunately adopted a very wooden inter

pretation of his sources. The point of Anaximenes (= [Arist.] Rh.Al.) is that one 
should raise likely objections from opponents and then refute them by comparing them 
with one's own position, making the views of the opponents smaller and your own 
greater. Were this the case, one might expect that Paul would introduce the questions 
as the possible objections of his opponents, and one would certainly expect that the 
objections would be answered and appropriately compared with his own position. But 
Watson has already admitted that the objections do not appear to be answered in what 
follows. This indicates that he would appear to think that the mere setting of two dif

ferent thoughts side by side without comment fulfills the conditions of what 
Anaximenes is describing. The reading of the sources is shallow and shows little 
appreciation of the application of rhetorical theory in practice.'''* 

We may close our discussion of rhetorical textual analysis by briefly noticing M. 
M. Mitchell's article on rhetorical shorthand in Paul's Corinthian correspondence 
(1994, "Shorthand").''♦' Mitchell provides a commentated checklist of Paul's use of 
various terms for the Gospel which she classifies under ^paxvkoyia (use of a noun 
instead of a description), avveKSoxv ( P ^ for whole) and ^i,era<j>opói (metaphor). 

We turn now to several studies which insist on providing a rhetorical genre analy

sis (complete with iht partes orationis) of \ax\o\is portions of Paul's letter. 
In a dissertation published in 1983 (Briefformular), M. Bunker attempts to use 

both epistolary theory and rhetorical criticism to help him discern the sociological posi

tion(s) of the implicit audience (as opposed to the explicit audience) of the first letter to 
the Corinthians. By showing that this letter uses various expressions related to 

'^° Another example of such reasoning may be adduced from p.304 where he argues that v.24 is a 
Kpimc; or common opimon used to buttress an argument that seems unlikely. The whole point of a Kpimq 
IS that it IS introduced as common opimon, and not just the opimon of the speaker (thereby giving it more 
weight). This is also quite clear even from the sources Watson cites (Quint. Inst. 5.11.3644; cf. Cic. 
Inv. 1.48). But Paul does not introduce his thought here as common opimon (even if it was a common 
thought  which is not demonstrated). It comes across as his very own advice. Therefore it can hardly be 
termed a Kpimq. If anything, one might argue that v.26 is a Kpiatq, though of a special kind. If the cita

tion was well enough known to be recogmsed as Scripture then it needed no introduction as such, 
although the authonty of Scnpture is of course of a different kind than that of communis opinio. Pages 
31415 show yet another example of forced reaiomng (with respect to Quint. Inst. 5.11.5). 
' ^ ' It IS difficult to say anything substantial about W. Wuellner's short article on digressions in 1 
Ep.Cor. (1979, "Rhetonc"). The notion of digressions in Greek rhetoric is inadequately defined by 
Wuellner and per consequence the reader must simply accept his (improbable) isolation of three major 
digressions and his argumentative analysis. There is little substantiated proof. 

file:///ax/o/is
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epistolary theory (with respect to friendship), and that the argumentation may be com
pared to Seneca's letters to Lucilius, he concludes that the implicit audience belongs to 
the "sozial Höhergestellten" in the congregation (75).''o 

This conclusion is further supported by his rhetorical analysis of two passages, 1 
Ep.Cor. 1.10 - 4.21 and chapter fifteen. He understands the passages to be based on 
forensic rhetoric as the most influential form of school rhetoric at that time. His analy
sis is, however, forced; its greatest flaw being the attempt to trace a complete rhetorical 
disposition within a fragment of a letter.'^i Yet Bunker's analysis of disposition does 
not even conform to rhetorical theory, e.g., argumentatio, peroratio, argumentatio II, 
peroratio II.'^^ In giving his analysis Bunker appears to rely almost solely on H. Laus-
berg's Handbuch (1973). This seems to be a more general trend, yet it often has a 
somewhat distorting effect on the way rhetorical theory is applied. There is no sub
stitute for a personal reading of the rhetoncal theorists (in their own language), and the 
reading and application of this theory to typical speeches of the time. I believe this 
would have a salutary effect on rhetorical scholarship in general. 

Another article providing a genre analysis of a portion of the letter is D. F. Wat
son's "Paul's Rhetorical Strategy in 1 Corinthians 15" (1993a). Watson provides a 
rhetorical analysis of 1 Ep.Cor. 15 as if it were a mini-speech.'^^ However, he 
explicitly acknowledges the fact that chapter fifteen stands withm the proof of the body 
of the whole letter. Yet he still feels justified in providing a complete "rhetoricjil analy
sis" of this chapter (232). At two points he indicates reasons for this procedure. On 
p.235 Watson cites Arist. Rh. 3.14 (1415b) and Quint. Inst. 4.1.72-75 to argue that the 
"functions of an exordium were commonly given to any portion of a work as needed." 
However, the point of the theorists here is only that one can often add a remark such as 
"now pay attention to what I have to say" anywhere in one's speech. Such a remark 

55" On p.34 Bunker draws the strange conclusion that use of "philophronetischer Phrasen und 
Wendungen" in 1 Ep.Cor. shows that Paul stands in the tradition of "(Schul-)Gebildeten, fur die der 
Bnef wesenthches Mittel der Pflege der Beziehung zwischen raumlich Getreimten darstellt." Had Bunker 
studied a selection of the papyrus letters found in Egypt, he would have realised that such phraseology 
was extremely common, even among the barely literate! 
^*' The fact that Bunker holds to a partition theory of this letter does not alter this cnticism. Even on 
his own theory (cf. 52f) these two passages do not represent complete letters. 
^'^ Bunker's analysis appears to have been adopted by R. Pesch, 1986, Paulm. On p.79 Pesch notes 
(without citation) that recent scholars have detected three separate apologetic speeches within the first let
ter to the Connthians, namely, I Ep.Cor. 1.10 - 4.21; 9.1-27; and 15.1-58. It is contended that each 
apology deals with Paul's apostleship. Pesch's analysis shows that he is thinking (among others) of the 
work of Bunker mentioned above. Pesch uses this work as additional evidence that 1 Ep.Cor. is in fact a 
composite of four different letters (cf. 72-73, 81), cf. W. Schenk, 1990, "Konntherbriefe." Schenk also 
supplies a rhetoncal divisio for 1 Ep.Cor. 1.10 - 4.21 (629-30, different from Bunker). 
SS3 Compare also B. L. Mack, 1990, Rhetoric, 56-59. 
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was a commonplace at the end of an exordium. These citations simply do not justify the 
classification of exordia throughout various stages of argumentation in a letter or 
speech. A similarly irrelevant citation is given for the justification of fmding a narratio 
in 1 Ep.Cor. 15 (Arist. Rh. 3.16, 1417b on p.236). Although speaking in the context 
of a discussion about narrationes (SiriyrjaeLq), Aristotle is at this point only referring to 
the narration of a piece of history that will function as an example in the proof. 

A number of lesser studies on various passages from 1 Ep. Cor. exhibit some of 
the same problems. Examples are H. van de Sandt's study on 1 Ep.Cor. 11.2-1655'' and 
J. F. M. Smit's studies on 1 Ep.Cor. 12 through 14.̂ 55 Along the same lines as Smit's 
analysis of 1 Ep.Cor. 13 as epideictic rhetoric is J. G. Sigountos' analysis of the same 
passage as an encomium (1994, "Genre").55* Sigountos' analysis is, however, some
what more careful than that of Smit. He argues that 1 Ep.Cor. 13, like two passages 
that have often been compared with it (LXX 1 Es. 4.34-40 and Plato, Symposium 194e 
- 197e), are all to be classified as encomia.^^'' What makes his suggestion more per
suasive is the fact that he compares the preliminary exercises for encomia prescribed in 
the rhetorical itpoyvtivaayiaTa. These exercises were frequently much shorter than a 
normal speech, as can be seen from the examples in Aphthonius or those preserved 
under the name of Libanius.''* In fact such exercises were often viewed as material that 
could later be incorporated into a larger work.'5' Sigountos also has some, prima facie 

1988, "1 Kor. 11,2-16." He argues that this passage is "een op zichzelf staande redevoering" (411). 
Problems only begin when he argues that v.3 is the propositio and yet maintains that the passage itself is 
concerned to convmce women to veil their heads. 
555 Whilst Smit clearly regards 1 Ep.Cor. 12 - 14 as a umt, yet he insists on analysmg the separate 
chapters as if they were practically separate speeches. Thus in (1989a) "Rangorde," he analyses 12.1-30 
as a deliberative speech and even goes so far as to treat verses 4-6 as upartitio (i.e., the topics to be dealt 
with). In (1991) "Genre," he analybes 12.30 - 13 as an epideictic speech, providing two further points of 
detail (a case of irony, and of parenthesis) in (1993) "Puzzles." The conclusions of these studies are 
repeated, and an analysis of 1 Ep.Cor. 14 provided, in (1993) "Argument." Here he treats chapter four
teen as another deliberative speech with its own partitw. Umty to the whole is brought by considering 
14.37-40 as » peroratio to all three chapters and by considering chapter thirteen as a digressw. Given the 
fact that i) these chapters are hardly long enough to be considered independent speeches; u) that they are 
parts of a larger argumentative whole, at least 12 - 14, but apart from that a portion of a letter; and 
111) the outline of dispositio provided for these three chapters is nowhere mirrored in ancient rhetorical 
theory nor contemporary speeches; such an approach can hardly be considered persuasive. Apart from 
this we should also note that Smit's discussion of rhythm in cormection with 1 Ep.Cor. 13 (pp.204-205) 
does not discuss the problem of syllable length (a serious omission noted above in connection with 
Campbell's dissertation on £p.^om. 3.21-26, chapter five, § 1). 
556 See also B. Withenngton, 1995, Conflict, 264-65. 
55'' The passages in 1 Esdras and Plato are quite clearly reports of encomia that were supposedly held. 
55* The reports of encomia in 1 Esdras and Plato are also short, however these examples may only be 
intended as summanes. Compare the length of the speeches in the Acta Apostolorum. 
55' For a fuller discussion of the TrpoyvfimaiiaTa see above under the section on Theon (chapter two, § 
3.3). 
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evidence in the structure of 1 Ep.Cor. 13. A standard and important part of an 
encomium was the description of the deeds of whatever it was that was being praised 
(and abstract qualities were often used as subjects of encomia). Verses 4-7 seem to fit 
this very well. After a description of the deeds there was usually a comparison, which 
seems to fit verses 8-12. Having said all this however, a couple of f)oints should be 
noted. Firstly, even though encomium exercises tended to be relatively short, none are 
as short as 1 Ep.Cor. 13. Secondly, and more importantly, it seems to me that 1 
Ep.Cor. 13 is better viewed as a comparison in and of itself. The chapter begins by 
comparing love with other gifts, showing that love is always essential if the other gifts 
are to be meaningful. This is merely continued in verses 8-12. It ought to be noted that 
the avyKpiOK; or comparison was also a separate kind of exercise in the xpo-
yv)ivóiay.ciTa.^^ 

1.2 Genre Analysis of 1 Ep.Cor. as a Whole 

We turn now to what must be considered by far the most important rhetorical 
analysis of the first letter to the Corinthians, at least as far as rhetorical genre analysis 
is concerned. M. M. Mitchell's Paul and the Rhetoric of Reconciliation (1991) is a 
work which seeks to understand 1 Ep. Cor. as a whole to be a letter cast in the form of 
a deliberative speech on concord. The strength of this work clearly lies in its careful 
methodology. Right at the start five important mandates for rhetorical criticism are out
lined (6). 

1) Rhetoncal cnticism as employed here is an historical undertaking. 
2) Actual speeches and letters from antiquity must be consulted along with the rhetoncal hand

books throughout the investigation. 
3) The designation of the rhetoncal species of a text ... cannot be begged in the analysis. 
4) The appropriateness of rhetoncal form or genre to content must be demonstrated. 
5) The rhetorical unit to be examined should be a compositional umt, which can be further sub

stantiated by successful rhetoncal analysis. 

Points one and two are especially important. Mitchell does not wish to deny that 
modem rhetorical criticism may have its own value, but she wishes to separate it from 

560 Several of the róiroi listed in Theon Prog. 9 would seem to be relevant It should be emphasised that 
chapter thirteen should not be considered a set piece in and of itself. It forms an important link in the 
chain of argumentation from chapters twelve to fourteen This fact does not, however, mean that Paul 
could not have applied a particular kind of method, commonly practised m school exercises, to a portion 
of his argumentation For an expanded use of aiyKpimq within a larger work, see Philo, Leg Gaj. llii. 
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the stnctly historical discipline. Her emphasis that rhetorical theory must be combined 
with an examination of contemporary praxis is also salutary In her own analysis, she 
attempts to give pnonty to the speeches of Dio Chrysostom and Anstides. In terms of 
points four and five, she shows that she has correctly understood that the classification 
of a speech or letter in terms of a rhetoncal genre must be coupled with an analysis of 
the methodology specific to that genre in rhetoncal theory. We shall examine how she 
does this shortly. Point five is also important for rhetoncal genre analysis. As we have 
so far seen, there is a trend in rhetoncal studies (helped along by the approach of G. A 
Kennedy)^*' to isolate smaller units or chapters within the letters of the apostle Paul and 
to apply a rhetorical genre analysis to them Mitchell quite rightly disputes the validity 
of this approach. In addition, she also rightly emphasises the need to pay attention to 
patristic commentaries and their use of rhetonc as an analytical tool (cf. 18-19) Inter
estingly, she IS able to show the use of rhetoncal terminology in the exegesis of both 
Chrysostom and Theodoret (although neither seem concerned with rhetoncal genre 
analysis) 

Her own use of rhetoncal cnticism is in terms of genre analysis of the entire 
epistle She does not engage in textual rhetoncal cnticism, though she does not at all 
disparage it It is simply not the focus of her study (see her conclusion.). 

Mitchell begins by competently defining the deliberative genre in a four point 
charactensation (23ff): 

1) a focus on future time as the subject of deliberation, 
2) employment of a detenmned set of appeals or ends, the most distinctive of which is the 

advantageous (TO avii<j>Epov), 
3) proof by example (irapct&eiyfi.a), and 
4) appropriate subjects for deliberation, of which factionalism and concord are especially com 

men 

All four elements are, according to her ensuing analysis, to be found in 1 
Ep. Cor.. 

It IS at this point, however, that I begin to have questions about her thesis For 
example, she quite properly argues that the concept of avfi^'spoi' is one of the most 
important considerations for deliberative rhetoric, and even becomes a technical term in 
this context The application to 1 Ep.Cor is, however, suspicious. As she notes, 
avfKJiépou was a common term in philosophy (esp. Stoicism) and religion as well as 
being a technical term for deliberative rhetonc. My question is whether Paul neces-

See chapter one, § 5 
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sarily uses the term in a specifically rhetorical sense? 1 Ep.Cor. 6.12 and 10.23 do not 
seem to me to be used in the context of deliberative rhetoric (i.e., that the concept of 
avii.4>épov supports the supposed proposition being argued). Even although one may 
parallel the question of whose advantage is to be sought (36, cf. 1 Ep.Cor. 10.23-33) 
with deliberative rhetoric, yet the question here still does not specifically revolve 
around what is ostensibly the thesis of the letter, namely, "let there be no divisions."'*^ 
Zvii<j>épou in the first letter to the Corinthians appears only to be used with respect to 
side issues and not in respect of the main point (accepting for the sake of argument 
Mitchell's contention that 1 Ep.Cor. 1.10 is Ihepropositio). 

This aside, we come to the more important consideration as to how this letter 
may be interpreted as a coherent development of argumentation upon a single theme. 
When I began reading Mitchell's dissertation I was very interested to find out how she 
would show that this letter was a sustained argument for the supposed propositio in 
1.10. This turned out to be a false expectation as, instead of showmg it to be a 
sustained argument for concord, she rather seeks to define deliberative rhetoric in such 
a way that the relation between propositio and proof is loosened. This becomes clear in 
the excursus on "paraenesis and deliberative rhetoric" (50-53). Here a "bare bones dis
tinction" (52) is given between the two. She states: 

"deliberative rhetoric contains advice about specific matters and incidents, whereas paraenesis is 
more general moral exhortation, which is of umversal application" (52-53). 

It is significant that Mitchell does not say that deliberative rhetoric is sustained 
argumentation for a proposition which concerns a specific matter or incident. Rather, 
she redefines it as "advice" about specific mattere (pl.).^*' What she means is that any 
one deliberative writing may contain advice about various specific matters and inci-

^̂ ^ By the way, it seems to me that Mitchell's analysis of the development with respect to advantage in 
1 Ep.Cor. 6.12-20 is not quite correct. She argues that Paul ends up by showing "the true sphere of 
advantage - the entire church commumty" (36). Paul does indeed show the Corinthians as a group of 
people brought together by the deity, with bodies that are considered temples of Christ. The Spint of the 
deity (i.e., the Holy Spint given from God through Chnst) lives within the temples and so umtes them to 
the deity. But all this rather argues that the avii<t>époii they must be concerned with is not the avfx^époi' of 
themselves (6.19b), nor so much that of the commumty (nowhere actually emphasised), but that of the 
Lord (6.13b). This of course undermines Mitchell's theory of a development in Paul's argument in this 
whole letter with respect to avn<t>épov. namely, from advantage as self-interest to advantage as the interest 
of the commumty. For Mitchell: "In 6:13-20 Paul begins to lay the groundwork for his redefimtion of TO 
avy.^épov which is at the heart of the entire argument in 1 Connthians, in his effort to demonstrate to the 
Corinthians what their true best interests are" (35-36). 
5*3 The word "advice" itself can be a suitable translation for avuffovX-q, but the word is rather too broad 
in meamng when attempting to define the nature of a rhetorical speech. 
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dents. This is clear when she adds (within the same context) that "1 Corinthians 
addresses itself to specific problems [my emphasis, R.D.A.] within the church com
munity." Of course she appropriately adds that "if 1 Corinthians is a deliberative argu
ment, then it should have a defined structure (raftc)." But the question here is more 
whether that raft? is a structure in terms of the sustained argumentation for a particular 
proposition. 5*'' 

Ancient rhetorical theory is based on this presumption (when speaking of 
speeches, and when not using the term sinSsiKnKÓg in its broadest sense). An orator 
has a proposition which he wishes to prove. This was true originally of all three species 
of rhetoric. The argumentation is designed to persuade the audience of the proposition, 
not to give them various pieces of concrete advice that will help them to bring the 
proposition into effect in their lives as a community. And here we have a clear dif
ference in the way examples are used in Paul (generally to support particular advice or 
exhortation), and in ancient rhetoric (to directly support a proposition).'*' 

Mitchell returns to her characterisation of deliberative rhetoric on p. 203 where 
she argues that the proof of deliberative speeches was often arranged topically as advice 
given on various subjects "affecting the audience's decision for future action." 
Although the handbooks on rhetorical theory do not really discuss this matter, she 
maintains that it is a clear trend in actual practice. Footnote 100 on p.203 contains 
alleged examples, which, because of the importance of this notion for her thesis, we 
will briefly review. 

The first citation is from Dio Chrysostom 38.3. She quotes the following from 
the Loeb translation, but inexplicably omits the word "other" (I have placed it in 

'*'* On p.62 (note 200) Mitchell identifies seven speeches on concord from Dio Chrysostom and 
Aristides which in her opinion are the closest to 1 Ep. Cor.. Not one of these seven speeches can be char
acterised as advice on various specific matters and incidents which serve to illustrate how concord may 
concretely be achieved! 
565 J [gave here out of consideration the kind of speeches generally termed irepi ̂ aaike'uxq which often 
essentially consisted of nothing more than a series of precepts on how the king (or a particular king) 
should conduct himself throughout his reign, cf. Isoc. 2 {ad Nicocles). J. Klek (1919, Symbuleutia, 46-
63) claims this as an example of deliberative rhetoric. It is true that Isocrates in describing this oration m 
15.67-72 (Antid.) uses the verb avii0ovKcioj. Nevertheless, he also makes it clear that this speech differs 
sigmficantly from the norm, since instead of connected argumentation he has given separate pieces of 
counsel. Isocrates also uses the verb wapaifcw in reference to this speech. The ancient vnódEoiq on it 
refers to it as irapaifs'aei?, although Photius appears to call it a avix0ov\EVTi.KÖq Xóyoq (Bibl. 487b M.). 
Klek's discussion of it as deliberative is related to his theory that deliberative rhetoric is derived from the 
Ttapaivcaiq of poetical works such as Hesiod's Opera et Dies. He is even of the opinion that the form 
Trepi jSaaikeiaq is related to deliberative rhetoric (37-38). T. C. Burgess (1902, Literature, 136), 
however, places its origin in epideictic rhetoric. In any event, 1 Ep.Cor. is clearly not related to this 
form, though there is a resemblance to the paraenetic sections of other letters in the Pauline corpus. 
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Italics): "Well now, there are indeed some other things in your city which deserve cor

rection (aXXa Tiva irap' bylv èTUPopOóasijjc; a^Lu), and one after the other I shall 
apply my treatment to them " In context Dio is saying that whilst there are many minor 
matters he will eventually bring up with the Nicomedians, his subject for this speech is 
a matter of far greater importance, namely, concord with the Nicaeans (cf. 38.37). 
Dio is carefully building trust with his audience by defending the fact that he moves 
straight to an important matter (namely, concord with the Nicaeans, 38 67) instead of 
first testing the waters, as it were, by offering speeches of advice on lesser matters 
(38.3) Citation of this passage has nothing to do with a speech divided into various 
topical headings. The threefold divisio of this speech (38.89) is directly related to the 
propositto (that there must be concord with Nicaeans, 38 7). 1) the benefits of concord 
in general (38.1020, cf. Béaiq), 2) concord in this particular instance as most neces

sary and profitable (38.2148), and 3) how to make concord last (38.4851). 
Mitchell next cites Isocrates 8.15 who in his divisio states: "I have come before 

you ... to make known the views I hold, first, regarding the proposals which have been 
put before you by the Prytaneis, and, second, regarding the other interests of the state." 
Isocrates' propositio which follows (8 16) is that Athens should make peace not only 
with the allies for whom the treaty proposed by the Prytaneis has been drawn up, but 
with all men, and then according to the terms of previous treaties The proof (8 18

131) deals first bnefly with the specific proposal (8.1825) and then moves on to the 
second part of the divisio. But is this a discussion of vanous topics one by one? No, for 
what Isocrates referred to as irspl TWV oKkuiv TWC TJ)? ■Kokeuiq irpayiiaTüiv at 8.15 are 
the facts that Athens must learn that rijv ^sv rjavxiai' ói4>e\i,n(jiTépap Kal Kep

5a\sü}Tspav sLvai Trj(j Trokvirpayfioavurig, TT]V be biKaioavvrjv TT)(; abiKiaq, rjjc bh TWV 
tSicoj' èKifiêkeiav rf)(; TWV aWoTpiwv sTnOvixiaq (peace is more beneficial and prof

itable than meddlesomeness, righteousness than unnghteousness, and care for one's 
own things than desire for those of another) Isocrates means by this that Athens must 
not seek after empire any more, but turn to peace instead He first treats this negatively 
with a general condemnation of Athenian practice (8.2662) and then offers positive 
counsel, namely, that the Athenians must have no sea empire (8 63115) He goes on to 
show that this is both just (8.6769) and advantageous (8 70115) The argument is 
wrapped up with a number of rhetoncal questions. The peroratio (8.13245) gives a 
review of the most pertinent points from the second part of his divisio First the lessons 
from his negative description of Athenian practice: i) they must use good counsellors 
and not sycophants, u) they must treat their allies as fnends, and in) they must ensure 
that they have a good name among the Hellenes. This is followed by a recapitulation of 
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his main theme in the positive counsel, namely, that they should not go after empire 
anymore. 

The speech forms a coherent unity of deliberative argument. There is no detailed 
regulation of various matters such as we find in 1 Ep.Cor.. The so-called "other mat
ters" Isocrates deals with are directly related to the proposal of peace and are argued 
for in normal deliberative fashion, namely, by showing, primarily by means of exam
ples, that the proposition is just and advantageous. 

The third example is the seventh speech of (Ps.?) Demosthenes.'*' On the sur
face, this would seem to be a good choice for comparison with 1 Ep. Cor.. The speaker 
IS reacting in his speech both to a letter from Philip of Macedon and to the (oral) 
speeches of his ambassadors. This parallels Paul's reaction to both the letter from the 
Corinthians and the vanous oral reports he received. Of course the mam difference is 
that 1 Ep.Cor. is directed back to the Corinthians themselves, whereas this speech is 
addressed not to Philip but to the Athenian assembly. At the end of a short rpooiixiov 
Ps.-Demosthenes gives a bipartite divisio which he does not stick to in the speech itself. 
The speech is in fact a point by point consideration and refutation of matters brought up 
in the letter of Philip. Nine separate issues are discussed. On the surface this seems 
much closer to 1 Ep.Cor. than any speech I have yet read. Yet all these points are 
intended to support Ps.-Demosthenes' proposed resolution (axóxpiai?) as both hiKaiav 
T' sivaL Kal avfj.<i>épovaav hfüv (7.46). However, the speech breaks off (or ends?) 
before the resolution is presented. Given that the common conclusion of each point is 
that Philip's suggestion or interpretation is wrong and in fact devised against Athenian 
interests, one would expect the resolution to be along the lines of rejecting Philip's let
ter in toto. 

Mitchell, therefore, fails to provide a good example of an extant speech that 
demonstrates her contention that deliberative speeches were often argued by giving con
crete advice on various subjects. For this reason I can see little justification for her 
statement (205) that: 

'** Libanius (Arg.D. vui,618-20 F.), resting upon the work of other scholars, judged this work on 
stylistic grounds to be un-Demosthemc and perhaps a speech of Hegesippus. Photius {Bibl 491a M.), 
who appears to have read Libamus, was not so sure. He was all too familiar with other authors whose 
works varied stylistically It is worth mentioning that Dionysius of Halicamassus (late first century BC) 
did not suspect the work of being spurious despite the fact that he recogmsed the different style (cf. Dem. 
13). 
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"What many scholars have termed the "loosely comiected string of topics" which we find in 1 
Corinthians is no more looi>ely connected than other deliberative arguments which enter into com-
phcated and multi-dimensional life situations which require advice." 

The above is, perhaps, the most fundamental objection to the thesis as a whole.'*'' 
Nevertheless, the details of her thesis also deserves some further comment. 

In chapter three she attempts to relate all of Paul's various treatments of different 
issues to the central concept of concord in order to demonstrate that they function in 
support of the supposed proposition in 1.10. There is to some degree validity in this. It 
would seem that the issue of division in the church was a central line undergirding the 
development of Paul's thought in this letter. Such an hypothesis, at any rate, would 
seem to make sense of the fact that Paul chose to begin the letter (1 - 4) by dealing with 
the problem of divisions, and that the problem surfaces again in the letter from time to 
time (cf. ll.lSff; 12). But Mitchell's analysis does not address a central problem. 
Notwithstanding the fact that Paul gives extended ethical advice in regard to solving the 
particular problems (see comments above), he hardly ever relates these solutions to the 
supposed overarching problem of factionalism itself. A typical speech on concord 
would suggest that these particular problems are symptoms of lack of concord, or at 
least attempt to specifically relate them to the issue of concord in some way. Paul 
hardly does this at all throughout the entire letter. ̂ ^̂  

Mitchell is thus not always convincing in her attempt to relate the topics in Paul's 
letter to a central theme of concord. On pp.l21ff, for example, she correctly shows that 
marnage, even for the ancients, was considered a vital component of the larger com
munity group. Good marriages contribute to the concord of the political body and thus 
orators not infrequently used the concept of a good marriage as examples of how the 
larger community group should function. The problem is that Paul does not make any 
of these connections in his letter, neither does he use marnage as an example. Rather, 
he treats it as a topic deserving ethical regulation in and of itself. Chapter seven flows 
out of the condemnation of iropvsia at the end of chapter six. Is sexual union legitimate 

56̂  Already in 1896 C. F. G. Heimici (1896, Brief, 31-32) had remarked: "Die verschiedenartigen 
Gegenstande, die Paulus zu erortern hatte, sind mcht mit rhetonscher Kunst unter einander in Ver-
bindung gebracht, sondern eine Frage wird nach der andern abgehandelt, wie das einem Geschaftsbnefe, 
der den personlichen Verkehr zu ersetzen bestimmt ist und eine Reihe von personlichen und sachlichen 
Fragen erledigen will, angemessen erscheint." 
568 Note that 11.2-16, for example, is an issue that Paul resolves by his own regulation, as elsewhere. 
Paul effectively says: "Don't be contentious, this is how it is!" cf 14.37-38. Such a statement hardly 
belongs in a speech on concord. Mitchell's research on this point shows up a general weakness, (1501) 
namely, that she is too busy showing that particular terminology is very well at home in political contexts 
of division and concord, whilst she ignores the more specific context of the use of the words in Paul 
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at all if we are temples of the Holy Spirit? Paul seems to have deliberately chosen this 
point in his argument to address something the Corinthians had written him about. Of 
course the undercurrent of divisions in Corinth is to be detected, and Mitchell rightly 
points to 7.15b (123). But the fact remains that no conclusions are drawn with respect 
to the basic issue of community concord. The supposed proposition (1.10) hardly plays 
a role. There is, perhaps, more point to what she says on p. 125, namely, that "there is 
real advice here on specific concerns which divide the church community" that played a 
role in the division of the congregation into parties (so much is certainly implied by 
8.1). But do speeches on concord do this? Even if Paul is doing this, he still doesn't 
identify the fact.'^^ 

As a final example, Mitchell's view that chapter fifteen is written as an extra 
argument against factionalism is very weak. She maintains that Paul "appeals to the 
resurrected life to minimize the importance of the present striving to supremacy within 
the community" (175). It is an "appeal to future life to urge concord in the present" 
(176). But unlike Aristid. Or. 23.75 (and the other passages she cites) Paul simply does 
not make the connection to factionalism or concord. Instead, Paul's own paraenetic 
conclusion is found in v.58, namely, that in view of the resurrection the Corinthians 
should be motivated to stand firm and abound in the work of the Lord, knowing that it 
is not in vain.5™ Had Paul written the chapter to deliberately furnish another argument 
against factionalism, then it is difficult to conceive that this application is not made in 
place of what he says in v.58.5^' It is clear from this chapter that for Paul the matter is, 
of itself, of the essence of faith. Mitchell does, however, add that "the major factional 
element in 1 Ep. Cor. 15 is that here Paul must respond to different views on the resur

rection which various groups within the church hold" (176). This much is true, but we 
are still left with the fact that Paul does not place the emphasis here. 

'* ' One lb not always sure that Mitchell's emphasis is correct when she attempts to relate nearly all of 
Paul's argumentation to the central problem of concord. For example, she stresses (142) "one bread, one 
body" (1 Ep.Cor. 10), saying, "He urges the Corinthians to be umted because their cultic participation in 
the same rites stresses their fundamental Koivuvia with the same deity and thus with one another as co

worshippers of that deity." Yet Paul's point is more that because they are umfied with Chnst in the 
sacramental meal, they cannot partake of the table of demons. I am not saying that Mitchell's point is not 
valid, but It IS not the emphasis of the text. 
^™ Mitchell's comment that Paul turns here once again to the building metaphor which "is his positive 
counterpart to factionalism throughout the letter" (177), does not alter the situation. 
'7 ' Mitchell's treatment of v.58 as the epilogue of the speech as a whole seems to me unlikely in view 
of Paul's use of the ■wepi Sé formula in 16.1. Although it is clear that Paul is wrapping up extra matters 
in chapter 16, nevertheless, there is no indication of a sharp break between 15.58 and 16.1. This is also 
an argument that weakens the common suggestion that the theme of resurrection is treated in chapter fif
teen as the climax of the letter. 
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We may summarise the problem in this part of the thesis as follows: Her main 

purpose m chapter three of her book is to show that "the content of 1 Ep.Cor. is a 

senes of arguments ultimately based m the subject of factionalism and concord, jxjliti-

cal entities appropriately treated by deliberative rhetoric" (65). She does not deny "that 

many other actual subjects are treated," but wants to show "how Paul's treatment of 

each of these subjects is rooted by him [italics hers] in the overriding concern for con

cord" (65n). Mitchell does show that Paul's series of arguments uses terminology that 

was often applied to situations of factionalism in the Graeco-Roman world. What she, 

however, does not show is that Paul's arguments themselves are deliberately directed to 

the goal of concord, or in her words, "rooted" by Paul in concord. To argue that 

certain terminology may be used (or even often is used) within a particular context or 

serving a particular goal is not enough to prove that Paul uses that terminology for that 

goal. Mitchell omits to mention the fact that Paul rarely makes a specific connection to 

the problem of factionalism in chapters five to sixteen. But in the orators Aristides and 

Dio Chrysostom, who serve as her models par excellence, such explicit connections are 

always made amidst their arguments. 

Mitchell's use of rhetoncal theory (which is after all the focus of this book) is in places 
rather disappointing. It is clear that she has not really always properly understood the theoreticians 
or their relationship to rhetoncal practice. 

On pp. 198-99, for example, she argues that we should follow Aristotle's partition for 
deliberative speeches (namely, proposition and proof) without going into the Greek and Latin 
handbooks which distinguish between propositio and divisio etc. According to Mitchell, 
"Aristotle's simplified descnption well fits the extant deliberative texts." Her reliance on Aristotle 
IS probably responsible for the comment that "a statement of the course of action that is recom
mended to the audience is always required" (198-99). She is refemng to a irpóöeffKj. 

The problem 1 have with this is that the very seven speeches that serve her as the closest 
models for 1 Ep Cor. (p.62 note 200) show that the situation is much more complex. Dio's 34th 
oration uses a divisio\ 38 uses a propositio and divisio; 40 and 41 have neither; 42 has only a 
propositio. Anstid. Or. 23 has a propositio, 24 does not. Of course where neither propositio or 
divisio are present, the topic of discourse is either implied in the itpooljuoii or at least m the whole 
context of the speech itself But this is enough to show that Aristotle's approach does not do jus
tice to the complexity of rhetorical practice. 

Note that Aristotle never really defines his irpóösaig in any great detail; it just announces the 
subject matter. Perhaps this could be considered a genene term for propositio and divi.no, etc., 
but I rather think that Anstotle means to say that irpooinia, whatever they contain, end up by stat
ing what the speech is about, i.e., they encompass the npóOcaic;. And this is often true in practice, 
cf. [Arist.] Rh.Al. 29.2 who discusses the matter of the itpbOsan; within the section on -wpooiiiia. 

On pp.200ff Mitchell confuses the nature of a biT\-^-i]aic;. She conectly notes that it may "set 
the stage for the situation which calls forth the advice," but then adds that it sometimes conects 
mistaken impressions. She refers to D Chr. 40 8-19 and 41.1-6. These passages, however, are not 
narrative, but rather a normal part of the -Kpooijiiov, i.e., the removal of possible lU-feelmg 
toward the speaker. 

http://divi.no
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On p 86 Mitchell (like so many others as we have seen) mistakes irpoaaxoToua for 
"impersonation" and views 1 Ep Cor 1 12 as an example of this ^̂ ^ 

These examples are perhaps evidence of the fact that whilst Mitchell has paid good attention 
to rhetoncal practice and terminology, she has not paid adequate attention to the study of rhetori
cal theory 

Mitchell's general approach to 1 Ep.Cor. has recently been adopted (with minor 
modifications) by B. Witherington (1995, Conflict). Withenngton accepts that the letter 
IS "a lengthy discourse on concord" (75) and provides a similar analysis of the partes 
oratioms. He also believes that the letter presents two important argumentative róitoi. of 
deliberative rhetonc, namely, expediency and honour. In these respects the cnticism 
already made of Mitchell's thesis, applies equally to Withenngton. 

Withenngton, however, although following Mitchell in many respects, 
unfortunately rejects her stncture against applying the partes oratioms to a portion of a 
letter (47n), e.g., for 1 Ep.Cor. 15 (291-92). He defends this application by stating that 
a letter could deal with a vanety of subjects and a vanety of argumentation He is cor
rect on that point, but that is still no valid argument for finding mini-speeches amidst a 
longer letter We are confronted with a methodology estranged from practical 
acquaintance with contemporary orations. 

1.3 Conclusion 

Our review of the work of Mitchell has shown us that, unlike Paul's letters to the 
Galatians and Romans, the body of the first letter to the Corinthians cannot be analysed 
in terms of sustained rhetorical argumentation. It therefore bears little resemblance to a 
rhetoncal speech. We must conclude that comprehensive rhetoncal analysis of the 
argumentation of this letter is not feasible. It is, of course, possible to comment uf)on 
style, and also (in a restricted way) upon the argumentation of select portions of the let
ter (though without falling into the trap of interpreting them as mini-speeches), yet due 
to both the disjointed nature of such an endeavour and the limited scope of the applica
tion of rhetoncal theory here we have foregone a detailed rhetoncal analysis of 1 
Ep. Cor.. 

This misinterpretation seems to arise from H E Butler's misleading translation in the Loeb edition 
of Quint Inst 9 2 30. 
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2 Paul's Outlook on Rhetoric: 1 Ep.Cor. 1 - 4 

Although we have determined that the first letter to the Corinthians does not lend 
itself to rhetorical analysis in terms of sustained argument, there is still one aspect of 
this letter that deserves consideration. That is, the question as to whether Paul explicitly 
rejects rhetorical methodology m 1 Ep. Cor. 1-4. Amidst the recent upsurge in rhetori
cal analysis of Paul's letters, several studies have paid particular attention to this prob
lem. The main concern is what Paul means when he characterises his preaching as: 

OVK ÈV (JO<t>la \dyov, 'iva fu) KefuBfi b aravpoQ TOV XpiffToO (1.17) 
oiiK tv irËi66i[<;\ ao<i>iaq [XÓ701C] aXX' èv aTvoSeiiei. nvciiictToq Kal SumiiEttK;, I'ca 17 irianq Vfiüv 

jxi] 17 èf ao(j>ia CivOpwiruiv aXX' èv bmanBi. deov (2.4-5) 
OVK EC didaKTolg ai>6pwvii^<; ao<i>ia<; XÓ7015 aXX' cc Si&aKTol<; itveiy-aroc; (2.13) 

Despite the general trend in recent scholarship to steer away from the more tradi
tional interpretation of these passages which understood them m terms of a rejection of 
rhetonc, several recent studies have again sought to defend a rhetoncal background. 

M. Bunker's dissertation (1983, Briejformular), discussed above, deals with this 
question m a rather interesting way. He views 1 Ep.Cor. 2.1-5 as Paul's programmatic 
approach to rhetonc. Paul is not after bare persuasion (ireiöcó ao</>tag) but a "Rede als 
ProzeB der Meinungsbildung und Uberzeugung durch Beweise und Argumente" (49, 
cf. 38-39). This is Bunker's mterpretation of airbbei^ic; -KvevfiaToq Kal Svuansug. He 
regards the term avóSsL^ig as used in a technical rhetorical sense, and thus it forms for 
him a proof of Paul's vision with respect to rhetoric (by no means totally negative). 
However, Bunker does not clarify how he interprets the genitives following. ̂ ''̂  

Certainly airóSsL^ic; is often used in a rhetorical sense in Greek literature, and 
given the use of 7retoot[(j] ao4>ioiq [kóyoiq] in the context, a rhetorical sense may be 
correct here. It ought to be noted, however, that there are at least two common nuances 
in this sense, "argument(ation)" which is Bunker's choice, and "proof." It should also 

'^^ It should be noted that this interpretation is fairly common, cf. the influential commentaries of J B 
Lightfoot (18??, Notes, 173) and A. Robertson/ A. Plummer (1911, Commentary, 33-34). The gemtive 
in this interpretation is usually (rather awkwardly) explained as a gemtive of source or quality. 

It IS unclear to me precisely what BAGD intends by the gloss "proof consisting m possession of the 
Spirit and power" (ad verbum) but they seem to want to see a parallel with Ph. Vit.Mos. 1.95 airoSei^ig 
&ia arjiieiüif Kal TspÓTtiiv (as opposed to bia Xó^ui'). Yet it is sigmficant that Philo uses the preposition 
Sid. Further, none of the citations given in BAGD include an example followed by a simple gemtive. It 
IS also difficult for me to understand why they state that this noun occurs "especially" in reference to the 
intervention of a divimty. 

file:///dyov
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be noted that airóSsL^K; in this rhetoncal sense is noimally followed by a genitive of 
the matter which is argued for (LSJ s.v. 1.3). Thus ènróSsL^K; rivoq = "proof of some
thing" or "argument in proof of something "^'"' Thus the most obvious way of taking 
the genitives would be objective, namely, a proof of (the) Spint and power.^'^ TJUS 
would then be an indication of the pounng out of the Holy Spirit at the conversion of 
the Corinthians, most probably manifested by speaking in tongues (of. Act.Ap. 10 44ff; 
1 Ep.Thess. 1.5 and Ep.Gal. 3.2-5), and accompanied by miracles worked by Paul 
through the Holy Spirit (cf Ep.Rom. 15.18-19; Ep.Hebr. 2.3-4; Ev.Marc. 16.20; 
Act.Ap. 4.29-30). Interpreted m this way, Paul may be giving the term cfKÓbsL^iq a 
twist by contrasting the persuasive power of words with the real tangible proof of the 
presence of the Holy Spirit. Thus, whatever Paul's actual approach towards rhetonc 
was, this passage cannot be viewed as a statement of his endorsement of argumentation 
by logical proof 

In this connection mention should be made of H. D. Betz' interesting article 
(1986) "The Problem of Rhetonc and Theology according to the Apostle Paul " With 
respect to the passage under discussion, Betz notes: "Here Paul clearly takes the side of 
the philosopher over against the orator, but his concerns are still different from those of 
the philosopher." The common complaint of philosophy against rhetonc was precisely 
the highlighting of mere persuasion versus the truth. But what distinguished Paul from 
the philosopher? Betz does not really tackle the problem of what Paul means by irvsufia 
Kal SOvanig here. He does, however, state that Paul's terminology in the broader con
text is taken from the mystery religions ("it should be obvious to anyone who has read 
ancient literature connected with the mystery cults," 37). I am at this time unable to 
judge this remark, although I have my doubts. Yet is Paul really taking the side of the 
philosopher over against the orator here? The use of the noun cFo(t>ia makes this position 
rather difficult. Paul may be taking a combined swipe at both,'''* but we shall return to 
this question of Paul's use of ao4>ia below. 

T. H. Lim (1987, "Words") noticed that this passage, if understood as a rejection 
of rhetonc, seems to pose an incongruity with the use of rhetoncal devices by Paul. 

574 In addition to passages cited in LSJ, cf 3 Ap \ 215, AJ 6 286, 14 218, 16 363, 17 106, 125, Ph 
Abr 61 The only exception in Josephus or Philo, is Ph Poster C 167 Xcr/ijiii aTrodeiiei "(by) 
argumentation using words " This last citation, if any, comes closest to the gloss supplied by BAGD (see 
footnote 573 above) yet they do not cite it 
5'5 Tflus IS also the interpretation of the Greek church fathers, who, if they differed on their exact inter
pretation of TTfeiiia, were agreed that dv;iaii£t(; referred to miraculous activity, cf Ongen, Chrysostom, 
Theodoret, Theophylact as cited by H A W Meyer, 1884, Commentary, 46 
" * Cf J B Lightfoot, 18'''', Notes, 172 
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Lim attempts to give what he calls a sociological interpretation of the text. He thus tries 
to understand the text against the background of the kind of preachers active in Connth 
to whom Paul was opposed. These preachers he charactenses (using the information 
contained in the second letter to the Corinthians) as men that took pay for their teaching 
as was common among the sophists of the second sophistic, and who also emphasised 
eloquence (for its own sake). Lim argues for a word-play on airóSetft? in 1 Ep.Cor 
2 4, a technical term in rhetoric which Paul uses here against the art of rhetonc He 
concludes that Paul is "refusing to adopt practices which are similar to those found 
among the Corinthian preachers .. Paul is not rejecting rhetonc altogether, but that 
specific emphasis and practice of the Corinthian preachers to employ human wisdom of 
words in preaching" (147-48) In this way Lim claims to solve the apparent 
incongruity Within the article itself there is, however, no explanation of what Paul 
actually means by ocTróSetf tg irvsv^aToi; KUL 5um/xecog. 

Finally, we may bnefly consider two published dissertations also devoted to this 
subject. Firstly, the work of S. M. Pogoloff who discusses Paul's relation to ancient 
rhetonc in Logos and Sophia- The Rhetorical Situation of 1 Corinthians (1992) 
Pogoloff's dissertation is an attempt to wnte a responsible yet imaginative descnptive 
narrative of the rhetorical situation of the first letter to the Connthians As such, the 
thrust of the book is not really related to rhetoncal theory, although his analysis of the 
rhetoncal milieu within which Paul worked and wrote, and his application of that to the 
particular (rhetoncal) situation at Connth (which provoked the letter and the manner in 
which It was wntten) is of interest. Pogoloffs interpretation of Paul's statements on 
rhetonc are thus intended to give support to the interesting, yet admittedly speculative, 
narrative forming the last few pages of the book The opening chapters and his inter
pretation of certain texts where Paul appears to distance himself from rhetoric are, 
however, what concern us here. 

Unlike others, Pogoloff strongly rejects the use of evidence from the penod of 
the second sophistic He takes as his starting point the admittedly difficult text of 1 
Ep.Cor. 1.17 where Paul claims not to preach kv ao4>iQi \oyou What is meant here? 
Weiss had thought in terms of the arguments of philosophical wisdom dressed in 
rhetorical devices. Pogoloff believes that BAGD's gloss is essentially correct 
("cleverness in speaking") and that Paul is in these chapters thinking about rhetonc and 
not philosophy at all. Misinterpretation of this fact is attnbuted by him to a disassocia-
tion of rhetonc from content as well as form. He spends a good portion of his disserta
tion detailing the revival of interest in rhetonc (both ancient and modem), and in show-
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ing how ancient rhetoric dealt with both form and content (which he describes in terms 
of style versus invention and argumentation). This is all ultimately argument to sustain 
his interpretation of these words in 1 Ep.Cor. 1.17. He correctly notes that the new 
movement in scholarship once again emphasises the aspect of invention and argumenta
tion in rhetoric. He also regrets the confusion in much contemporary scholarship 
between ancient and modem rhetoric. He believes that both are necessary and does not 
therefore wish to restrict himself to ancient rhetoric alone, however he clearly sees the 
necessity of separating the two. Further, in terms of ancient rhetoric, Pogoloff speaks 
with praise of the work of Mitchell, at least in terms of her insistence that a study of 
rhetorical theory should be combined with contemporary practice. 

In terms of his own description of the contemporary cultural world of the first 
century AD, Pogoloff disagrees that Paul is here rejecting some kind of mixed practice 
of philosophy and rhetoric (philosophy in rhetorical dress). He thus rejects the idea that 
Paul fails to distinguish between the two, or that the two were in his time often wedded 
as was later the case (according to Pogoloff) in the time of the second sophistic.'"'''' No, 
Paul is thinking of rhetoric, and rhetoric alone (defined in terms of both form and con
tent). Pogoloff quotes with approval the words of D. L. Clark that "in the Greco-
Roman schools education was almost exclusively education in rhetonc" (49).'" 
Although he recognises that rhetoncal "tertiary" education competed with philosophical 
schools, he characterises the latter as "a minority counter culture." The rivalry between 

'^^ Pogoloff admits the kind of incorporation of philosophy (among other things) m the thinking of 
men hke Cicero and Quintihan, but he argues on the one hand that these are exceptional examples of 
highly qualified thinking men, and on the other hand that this is certainly not the same thing as 
Philostratus (V5) descnbes when he shows how the two professions were often combined in the penod of 
the second sophistic. Pogoloff s arguments are a little exaggerated at this point, especially concerning the 
so-called second sophistic. He states that the second sophistic is a phenomenon dated a century later than 
Paul (65) and that therefore the kind of philosopher-rhetors Philostratus descnbes do not belong to this 
period Philostratus begins his work on famous "sophists" by bnefly discussing eight philosophers whom 
he also considers sophists because of their rhetoncal renown. These must be the "philosopher-rhetors" to 
which Pogoloff refers Far from being a second century AD phenomenon, the men Philostratus discusses 
are arranged in chronological order and date from the fourth century BC (Eudoxus of Cmdus) through to 
the late first century AD and just the beginiung of the second century AD (Dio Chrysostom and 
Favonnus)! Philostratus' lengthy discussion of sophists proper is indeed concentrated upon famous 
rhetors from the second century AD, but several important names from the first century AD are also pre-
.sented (e.g., Isaeus the Synan, Nicetes of Smyrna, Scopelian). This is surely also what we would expect, 
given what we know of the "Asiamst"/ Atticist controversy which continued in the first century AD. 
Pogoloff s statement that "we have no evidence that sophists who styled themselves as philosophers were 
present in Corinth" also needs to be tempered by Ps.-Dio Chrysostom 37 (the Connthian .speech) gener
ally attnbuted to Favonnus (its relevance as background to 1 Ep.Cor was already pointed out by E. Nor-
den, 1898, Kun^tprosa, 493n). 
' ' * Rhetonc in Graeco-Roman Education (New York: Columbia Umversity, 1957) 65. 
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the two was won by rhetoric. In a reasonably succinct paragraph, Pogoloff outlines his 
view of the relationship between the two disciplines: 

The two approaches to education and hfe deeply affected each other, as outhned above. Yet never 
did philosophy become rhetoric or vice-versa, for their approaches were radically different. 
Rhetonc could so easily dominate the culture because it simply reflected the culture back to itself, 
the values which are found to be persuasive (including the value placed upon the mastery of lan
guage) were simply codified and mastered. Philosophy, on the other hand, always aimed to evalu
ate cultural norms by its own lights before accepting or rejecting them. Philosophers taught and 
even developed rhetoncal theory, but only as a subject to scrutimze and employ for the sake of 
philosophical truth. (57) 

As we have seen in our own brief synopsis of the clash between philosophy and 
rhetoric,^'" Pogoloff's insistence on holding the two disciplines separate is correct, as 
also his emphasis on the prevailing dominance of rhetoric. That the two disciplines 
were separate, however, does not mean that there were no rhetorical philosophers, in 
the sense of philosophers renowned for their ability in speech.'*" 

Pogoloff provides a reasonably clear picture of the first century AD setting, 
though probably due to the confines of his dissertation this picture is buUt largely upon 
secondary sources. The conclusion of this portion of the dissertation is that "we must 
allow that he [sc. Paul in 1 Ep.Cor. 1.17] meant a cultured rhetor who could speak on 
any subject." 

Pogoloff makes a fair case for the fact that ao<i>ia and oo4>óq could refer to 
.rhetoric, explaining the scarcity of this word group in the rhetorical theorists because of 
the polemics against philosophy. But he really only cites one concrete use of this word 
group in a definite rhetorical context, namely, Isoc. 15.199-200.'" He then sets out to 
show that rhetoric had a high social value attached to it. It was the pasttime and 
occupation not of slaves but of the aristocracy. The wisdom of rhetoric tended to sup
port traditional aristocratic values. 

He now sets out to solve the apparent paradox presented by 1 Ep. Cor. 1.17 and 
Paul's own alleged use of rhetoric. He rejects the proposal of Lim, and argues that Paul 
is not rejecting rhetoric per se, but the social value attached to it. Paul's rhetoric of the 

" ' Chapter two, §2.5. 
5*0 See also G. R. Stanton, 1973, "Sophists." 
'*' That ao<t>ia can be used of the art of rhetoric is clear not only from its general meamng of cleverness 
or skill, and its not uncommon collocation with Tc'xi^, but is also clear from a passage like PI. R. 365d 
refemng to veLBovq êiêaoicaXoi ao<i>iap ór)/i7)7opKciji' TE Kal SucawK ĉ hdóiTeq. Mention should also be 
made of R. A. Horsley's article (1977, "Wisdom") which makes the same point with reference to wis
dom literature and especially the works of Philo. 
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cross is a persuasion "about what is ordinarily unfit for contemplation," (120) namely, 
a crucified champion. Thus he is able to say with respect to 1.17 that: "To the 
Corinthians, Paul's preaching may have been persuasive, and thus "wise," but he 
reminds them that he had used this speech to draw the Corinthians into a world in 
which the "champion" is crucified." [italics mine, R.D.A.] (119) 

In all this he makes much of a quotation from Sextus Empiricus, a Stoic 
philosopher from c. AD 200. Sextus {M. 2.43) asserts that some people thought that 
there were two kinds of rhetoric, the one refined and engaged in among wise men, the 
other used by lesser people. According to such people, typical attacks on rhetoric only 
apply to the kind of rhetoric used by lesser people.''^ Pogoloff puts this in his own 
words on p. 125 by saying that Sextus reports "that rhetoric is often approved when it is 
refined and used by the wise, but criticized when used by less refined people." Several 
comments are, however, in order. First, Sextus does not say that this is "often" the 
case. Second, Sextus does not say that rhetoric was criticised when used by less refined 
people, but that lesser people used a different kind of rhetoric against which criticism 
arose. Third, Sextus does not say that such a division in terms of rhetoric existed, but 
only that some people make up such a distinction in order to avoid wholesale criticism 
against the art {TÉxvrf) of rhetoric. Fourth, there is the question as to which people in 
fact make this distinction. Sextus was not an original thinker, but one who merely sum
marised what others had already written. In the immediate context he is heavily 
dependent upon Plato's Gorgias. The idea (articulated just before our passage) that 
rhetoric would not be an art if it is not beneficial is taken from Socrates {Grg. 464bff), 
and the example of the pancratiast immediately following the passage is taken from 
Gorgias {Grg. 456d). I am, however, not able to say where Sextus derived the idea of a 
twofold art of rhetoric. 

In general, Pogoloff's emphasis that Paul is only concerned with the social status 
of rhetoric, and not rhetoric (or some characterisation thereof) per se is not persuasive. 

He seeks to bolster this interpretation (that Paul is only rejecting cultured 
rhetoric) by his exegesis of 1 Ep.Cor. 2.1-4. He is willing to accept BAGD's transla
tion of 2.1 "I have not come as a superior person in speech or (human) wisdom," but 

'*^ Sextus Empiricus continues, having just described the arguments against rhetoric made by the 
Platonists: Tooavrot \IEV OVV Kal Toïg 'Aiia6ifj^iaÏK0L<; év KaTaSpo^fji; fiépet XéyeTcii Tepl priTopLuijQ öjare 
ei liiJTE TÖ) 'éxoi^i- liiJTE Toïq -wéXaq tafiv üt̂ eXi/iO?, oiiK av eïi) réxi^- óXXof npbc; ravra cnroXoyoOii.ei'Oi 
nfcq fiév (JMxmf Sn SITTTJI; oijorj? pr/ropi/rij?, rij? uil' aaTEiai; Kal Èv ao<t>oï(; Tiji; Sè èv liéaoiQ ctv6piiTïoi<;, 
TTif KaTr\yopiav yeyoi/évai oii Tfiq aOTEiaq oKKa r^c TÜV ixoxSyjpüf. ncèg 6è Kal virodeiyuaai xP^ï"^"'' 
There follows the example of the pancratiast who hits his father, which shows not that rj irayKpanaanKri 
réxvri is bad, but only that the person concerned had bad morals. 
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unfortunately misinterprets the point. He sees this as evidence that Paul is dealing not 
only with rhetonc but with "the superior social status of those who master it" (132, cf. 
134) Yet the point of the text (and of BAGD's proposed translation) is that Paul is not 
supenor (or a superior person) in terms of speech or wisdom, not that he does not have 
a supenor social status per se The problem is only worsened by his suggested alterna
tive translation "when I came, I did not preach with the speech or wisdom of super
iority [or excess]." Pogoloff defends this by arguing that Kara with the accusative may 
substitute for a genitive. This is true, but such a use of Kara is normally found in close 
connection with another noun. Furthermore, such a translation makes no sense here, 
for the genitives \oyov and ao4>iag are then not really dependent on anything To con
strue them with KarayyéWw as Pogoloff apparently wishes is pretty far fetched. His 
translation would imply something like" [ec] T^) KOTO' virepoxvi' ^óyi^ rj rrj ao4>iqi '*' 

Despite the above cnticism, he does, however, show quite clearly that whilst 
a-Kobei^iq could be considered a term well at home in rhetonc, it was also not 
infrequently used over against rhetoncal persuasion (137-40, cf. 133, 266). This must 
form a corrective to Lim's suggested word play upon a-KÓbei^iq 

The second dissertation concerned with the interpretation of 1 Ep.Cor 1 - 4 
against the background of rhetonc is that of D. Litfin, St Paul's Theology of Proclama
tion (1994). Litfin seeks to understand Paul's statements as a rejection of rhetoric in 
favour of a straightforward placarding of the message of the cross of Christ. Like 
Pogoloff, he seeks to explain Paul's use of ao4>ioil ao<l>óq in terms of rhetonc. His 
description of rhetoric is, however, significantly different from Pogoloff. Litfin traces 
rhetoric from fifth century Athens onwards and seeks to show that by the first century 
AD rhetonc and philosophy were more or less synthesized. This is his most important 
argument to explain Paul's use of ao<t)ia in connection with Xóyog, understood as 
(philosophical) rhetonc However, it is precisely on this jjoint that Litfin's argumenta
tion fails Pogoloff (whose work was probably not available to him when wnting) quite 
correctly stressed the continued separation of rhetonc and philosophy Yet Litfin's 
analysis deserves some comment due to its more detailed nature. 

His analysis of rhetonc in the first centunes BC and AD confines itself to Cicero 
and Quintilian. In line with his interest in ao4>ia, he highlights Cicero's (attempted) 
synthesis of philosophy and rhetoric and shows that Quintilian was also influenced by 

'*3 It should be noted that Pogoloff does not always use rhetoncal technical terms in the exact senses of 
the authonties he quotes, e g , xapomnaaia and ofioió-HTonov p 106 For OHOIÓTTTWTOV Pogoloff, for 
example, cites Rhet Her 4 28 but uses the definition of Quint Inst 9 3 78-80 

file:///oyov
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this. However, whilst he quite correctly appeals to both Cicero and Quintilian as 
masters of their trade, producing treatises of a quality rarely surpassed in antiquity, he 
fails to ask the all important question as to whether this kind of rhetorical theory was 
predominant in the Greek world of the first century AD. Although we lack any Greek 
treatises from this period, I have shown above that the kind of philosophical rhetoric 
found in Cicero's late treatises (under the influence of Aristotle) was not prevalent in 
school rhetoric, nor even among philosophers themselves. As we have shown above, 
the philosophical schools were on the decline towards the end of the first century BC 
and apart from Philo of Larissa and, perhaps, to some extent (in their own idiosyncratic 
way) the Stoics, philosophers had little interest in rhetoric and tended to oppose it 
{contra Litfin). 

Related to this is Litfin's unjustified conclusion on p. 123 that Greek audiences in 
the first century AD must have found it difficult to distinguish philosophers from 
sophists. Just because the word (jo4>ia was frequently used by sophists does not mean 
that they would naturally be confused with philosophers! The two disciplines were gen
erally kept quite separate. Popular philosophers frequently distinguished themselves 
quite distinctly by their apparel and manner. Parents knew the difference between 
hiring a rhetorical tutor for their children and hiring a philosopher! The professions 
were quite distinct and still frequently antagonistic to each other. The idealistic 
synthesis of a Cicero never really caught on in the Greek world.^''' 

Litfin interprets Paul's statements in 1 Ep.Cor. 1.17 and 2.4-5 against the back
ground of the dynamic of rhetoric. He means by this, the rhetor's skillful use of his 
crafts in inventing, arranging and stylising arguments in order to suit the given aspects 
of his rhetorical situation. 5*5 if a rhetor could use his skills to sway the audience in this 
way, then he had won his audience. Everything depended on his skill. On Litfin's read
ing of 1 Ep.Cor. 1.17: "Paul feared that operating according to the rhetor's dynamic 
would hinder the working of the Gospel, effectively voiding the cross's own power to 
create belief" (192). 

We have already seen that his strongest argument that Paul is referring to rhetoric 
in these passages cannot hold, namely, the idea that the rhetorical theory of this period 

5*'' In addition, I fail to see that Philostr. VS 479-84 shows that he "struggled with the distinction" 
between philosophers and sophists. Philostratus provides some essentially correct notations on the kind of 
practical philosophical sophistry of the late fifth and fourth centunes BC. His Vitae is quite neatly 
divided into a short section dealing with eloquent philosophers, and the much more lengthy section deal
ing with sophists. Litfin's citations from Epictetus are likewise not to the point. 
5*5 In this respect, despite the differing characterisations of rhetonc in the first century AD, Pogoloff 
and Litfin are quite close to each other. 
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was a synthesis of philosophy and rhetonc. This bnngs us back to the question of 
Paul's use of ao<i>ia and ao4>ó(; in the first four chapters of his first letter to the 
Corinthians. As Pogoloff had noted, these terms can be used of rhetonc (even outside 
of Philostratus), nevertheless, their use in terms of rhetoncal theory is not common. 
This fact suggests that the context should clearly indicate whether rhetoncal theory is 
meant. Now whilst Paul does speak of xeiöot XÓ701 in 1 Ep.Cor. 2A, there are several 
other indications that rhetonc (which Paul significantly never specifically names) is not 
meant 

There is first of all the fact that Paul speaks of ao<t>ia in terms of content. The 
ao4iia of the world is contrasted with the ao<j)ia of God.^'* The world's wisdom cannot 
tolerate the idea of a crucified saviour That is not wisdom, but stupidity. The word 
ao4>'ia, therefore, does not refer to eloquence, nor does it refer to rhetoncal svpeaiq or 
Ta^iq (m Pogoloff's scheme of rhetonc as content as well as form). Paul's words are in 
fact quite deliberately generalised (cf. 1 Ep.Cor. 2.6 and 2.13, ao4>ia rod alCiuog 
TovTov, SiSaKTol ctpOpuTivrig ao<i)iag XÓ701) and Paul probably didn't have any specific 
institution or group in mind. At most he is thinking of what Greeks in general consider 
to be wise or sensible, as over against Jews (1 Ep.Cor. 1.22). 

Further, as suggested above^*', the contrast in 1 Ep.Cor. 2.4 is most probably 
between persuasive words of wisdom and a demonstration of the Spirit and power in 
the sense of wonderous spiritual gifts attending Paul's preaching.^** 

One should also note that Litfin's argument is based on the assumption that Paul's 
charactensation of his preaching in these chapters is a defence against accusations 
pnmanly from the Apollos party. This point, however, is also disputable in my 
view.5*' Paul nowhere in these chapters specifically indicates that he is responding to 
criticism of himself. Rather, the use he makes of the charactensation of his preaching 
suggests that this assumption is incorrect. Attention needs to be paid to the argumenta
tive flow. Paul's concern in these chapters is quite clearly the party stnfe present in 
Corinth. This is the problem he lays out in 1 Ep.Cor. 1.10-12 and it is this problem to 
which he returns in 3.4 and 4.6ff. Why then the intervening charactensation of Paul's 
preaching over against human wisdom? To answer this question we must look to the 
exemplary use Paul makes of it in 1 Ep Cor. 3.1-4. Paul here applies what he has said 

586 I accept Litfin's argumentation against those who read an early form of Gnosticism into 1 Ep Cor 
2 6ff Paul does not intend to speak of one kind of teaching for novices, and another for the mature 
SS' Seep 240 
'** Thus not, as Litfin, between rhetonc as means of persuasion and the Holy Spirit working in the 
hearts of the audience 
5 " For an interpretation similar to mine, see B. Withenngton (1995, Conflict, 98-99) 
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of his preaching to the Connthian situation. He has charactensed his ministry as 
spintual, but he proceeds to rebuke the Connthians as carnal, that is, thinking in terms 
of human wisdom. Of course Paul does not mean to suggest that they have denied the 
validity of the cross as Litfin nghtly shows from the presuppositions of the rhetoncal 
questions in 1.13 (181-82). But Paul does consider that their party division is evidence 
of carnal human wisdom and not of the Holy Spint (whose presence the Connthians 
seem to have made much of) Paul's charactensation of his preaching is therefore out
lined in order to rebuke a problem present among the Connthians in general, not a 
cnticism made by one party against Paul himself. We may surmise that Paul considered 
the arguments between the vanous parties to be symptomatic of human wisdom, 
however we know nothing of what divided the vanous parties 

In conclusion, Paul's charactensation of his own preaching in 1 Ep.Cor 1 - 4 
should not be interpreted against the specific background of Graeco-Roman rhetorical 
theory These chapters say virtually nothing concerning Paul's views on rhetorical 
theory and practice 



VIL GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

1 Paul and Rhetorical Theory 

Having looked at three letters of Paul from the perspective of ancient rhetorical 
theory and having analysed large portions of two of them in its light, it is now 
incumbent upon us to ask the rather more difficult question as to whether Paul con
sciously worked with rhetorical theory (or some aspect thereof) in mind. In order to 
provide some perspective to this question we must briefly consider his upbringing. 

I do not believe that much can be made of the question of Paul's upbringing.''** It 
would seem rather unlikely that Paul enjoyed a formal rhetorical training. Even if 
Act.Ap. 22.3 is interpreted to allow for a grammatical education in Tarsus (a city well 
known for its high standard of education, both philosophical and rhetorical, of. Str. 
14.5.13-15),'" Paul probably attended a strict Jewish school (cf. Act.Ap. 23.6; 
Ep.Phil. 3.5). Even then, j/such a Jewish school maintained a typical Greek form of 
grammatical education,'^^ paul, at the most, will have become acquainted with certain 
progymnasmata.^'^^ His Pharisaical upbringing in Jerusalem under Gamaliel may also 
have had Greek influences. We do not know.'''' But even then it seems highly unlikely 
that Paul received any formal training in rhetorical theory (cf. 2 Ep.Cor. 11.6 cited 
below). Where Paul speaks of his upbringing, he stresses its strict Jewish/ Pharisaical 
character (cf. Act.Ap. ll.Ti; 23.6; 26.4-5; Ep.Phil. 3.5). We ought also to remember 
that at some point Paul learnt the trade of tent-making. 

''O On this whole matter see M. Hengel, 1991, "Paulus," 212-39. 
' " On Tarsus, see also M. Hengel, op. cit., 180-82 note 11. The interpretation oi Act.Ap. 22.3 con
cerns the question as to whether the clause -Kapa Toix; iróêa? ra/xaXiijX goes with the foregoing or the 
following clause. W. C. van Unnik has argued strongly for the latter, although his view has not been 
unanimously accepted (Tarsus or Jerusalem: The City of Paul's Youth [transl. G. Ogg; London: 
Epworth, 1962, first publ. in Dutch 1952]; cf. T. Schmeller, 1987, Paulus, 85-86; M. Hengel, op. at. 
217). 
"^ This may be suggested by the fact that Paul appears to have written and spoken a reasonable level of 
Greek fluently. 
"^ Note, however, that there is no direct evidence that Greek grammar schools (as opposed to Roman) 
incorporated the progymnasmata into their cumculum (see above, chapter two, § 3.3). 
" ' ' The talmudic tradition that Gamaliel had 1,000 students in his house of whom 500 were instructed 
in Greek wisdom is attributed by Str.-B. 2.637 to Gamaliel II. (c. AD 90). 
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This leads us further to Paul's own charactensation of his literary abilities. We 
have already seen that not much can be made of the data in 1 Ep.Cor. 14. However, 
2 Ep.Cor. 1011 provides some important information. At 2 Ep.Cor. 10.10 Paul notes 
that his opponents claimed of him that: a'l siriaTÓkal fiapeiai KOL itrxvpai, ri 5è irap

ovaia Tov aijifiaToq aaOsvfjg Kal b \oyog è^ovOevqfjiévoq. The contrast is clearly 
between his wntten and spoken word. Of course these words could admit of a variety 
of interpretations. The words 0apeïai /cat Icxvpai are hardly used as rhetoncal techni

cal terms here. Relevant to their interpretation is Paul's own charactensation of his 
approach to the Connthians in 2 Ep.Cor. 10.1 (cf. v. 11) where he states that he is 
humble when in their presence, but bold towards them when absent. The adjectives 
fiapelai Kcd loxvpai thus refer most naturally to a boldness of tone contrasted with the 
weakness of his boddy presence. The weakness of his bodily presence, then, has 
reference to a humble, nonauthontative physical presence. The same consideration 
may apply to his "contemptible speech," although more may have been meant. At 2 
Ep.Cor 11.6 Paul further characterises himself as an Ibiérriq rep XÓ7<i), aXX' ob rfi 
■yvwasL.^^^ Paul thus suggests that he had no formal training in public speaking. He 
does not, however, indicate which aspects of his speech he may have considered would 
have made this obvious. It may just have been his foreign accent (cf. Luc. Nav 2), but 
more probably also the problem of grammatical slips (which must also have been 
obvious in his spoken language) and a general lack of literary sophistication (e.g., m 
terms of carefully crafted hypotactic, especially penodic, sentence construction). After 
all, Greek was very possibly a second language to Paul. 

Whilst It seems clear that Paul not infrequently used someone to write down his 
letters for him (cf. Ep.Rom. 16.22; 1 Ep.Cor. 16.21; Ep.Gal. 6.11; etc.). the rough 
paratactic style and occasional grammatical anomalies do not suggest a professional sec

retary, at least they do not suggest the literary influence of such a secretary. Such pas

sages as Ep.Gal. 2.46 suggest rather hasty dictation.^'^ Of course, we cannot know for 
sure exactly how Paul used a secretary and the possibility that such a person may have 
influenced the style of one or more of Paul's letters must remain open.'''' 

'* ' Such a statement denigrating one's abilities in speaking was, of course, a rhetoncal rÓTrof often 
associated with the Trpooi'/iioi' (introduction of a speech), cf , for example, Cic Part 22, Quint Inst 
4 1 89, Hermog Id 2 6 (p 346,1820 R ) However, the low mveau of Paul's own language, and the 
criticism of it by his opponents (noted above), suggests that the statement should be taken seriously and 
not as rhetoncal understatement 
*'* For the various methods of using a secretary in the ancient world, see E R Richards, 1991, 5ecre

tary 
^^ Such a possibility ought not to be overlooked in the question concermng the genuineness of the let

ters to the Ephesians and Colossians. 

file:///oyog
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We turn now, albeit very briefly, to the evidence of the early church It has not 
been the purpose of this book to examine the views of the church fathers on Paul's use 
of rhetoncal theory in any dedicated way. Such a study remains an interesting 
desideratum. Many of these fathers were well trained in rhetoncal theory and they 
would appear to have been in a much better situation to judge this question than we are 
today. We have already seen that here and there scholars have begun to pay attention to 
the church fathers on this point, and there is stül much interesting work to be done. 
Long ago E. Norden provided a good summary of the church fathers' views on Paul's 
style generally,''* and in the first section of this book we looked briefly at book four of 
Augustine's de Doctnna Christiana - the only more or less systematic account of 
rhetonc in the Bible extant from the early church From these sources we can readily 
see that the church fathers generally viewed Paul's word choice and syntax as being on 
an unsophisticated level. Paul's self-charactensation in 2 Ep.Cor. 11.6 as an IbiCiTqi; rtj) 
XÓ7CP IS frequently quoted Norden also provides evidence that the church fathers 
struggled with many obscurities in Paul's letters The absence of the important rheton
cal virtue of aa4>rjveia (clanty) was also apparent to them However, we ought also to 
realise that the church fathers were distinctly apologetic when it came to speaking of 
the inspired Scriptures (cf. our discussion of Augustine) Such obscurity, whilst 
admitted, was frequently attnbuted to deliberate and pious motives (e.g., for the 
exercise of our minds, to keep pagans from learning the holy mysteries, etc.). Such 
reasoning, however, is not very convincing. 

How then are we to judge Paul's style and relation to rhetoncal theory? Several 
considerations seem to support the notion that Paul had no real contact with rhetorical 
theory as such. 

Firstly, we have seen that rhetoncal genres cannot properly be applied to the let
ters examined in this book. '" In our conclusion to chapter two we saw that each 
rhetoncal genre is coupled with distinct TÓXOI of argumentation None of the letters 
examined show the use of such róirot. Furthermore, none of these letters fit into a 
rhetoncal scheme of partes oratioms. Even if we exclude Paul's paraenetic sections 
from the picture, his writing does not give evidence of these divisions of a speech. Paul 

' " 1898, Kunstprosa, 501-506 
' " It should be noted that, despite the fact that only three letters of Paul have been discussed in this 
investigation, 1 have deliberately chosen three letters wherein one may have most expected a relationship 
to rhetoncal theory 
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never provides a partitio outlining his argumentation and hardly ever stops to direct his 
readers to the argumentative structure of his discourse (Ep.Rom. 3.9 being a 
noteworthy exception). The fact that we have been able to make some remarks drawn 
from the rhetorical theory connected with the partes orationis has more to do with the 
fact that most literary productions have a beginning, middle and an end, than that Paul 
was thinking in terms of a specifically rhetorical irpooiniov, TiarsK; and èirikoyog. 

Secondly, in terms of argumentation we may make some similar observations. It 
is not surprising that Paul uses wapabeiytiara in his argumentation. After all, the use 
of examples is common to all literate societies. We have noted how Paul's 
■Kapabsiynara (examples) sometimes function differently than those in rhetorical 
theory. Of course, the largest difference is in Paul's use of Scripture citations, and the 
presumption of his own teaching authority. Much of Paul's "argumentation" is not 
defended. It is stated. In this respect we have more than once noted that Paul's discus

sions often come closer to "teaching" than "argumentation." Needless to say, we have 
discovered no evidence of carefully constructed èirLxsiprifiaTa (rhetoncal syllogisms). 
On the contrary, Paul's "argumentation" is frequently quite obscure, raising more 
questions than it supplies answers. It is not surprising that a scholar of the stature of E. 
Norden characterised Paul as a writer whom he found very difficult to understand. *° 
Norden gave two reasons: i) that Paul's manner of argumentation is "fremdartig," and 
li) that, as a whole, his style is "unhellenisch." 

This leads us, in the third place, to the question of Paul's style. It is not my pur

pose to repeat here all the various stylistic observations made above on Paul's letters to 
the Romans and Galatians. A few points will suffice. In both the letters to the Galatians 
and to the Romans we have noticed a certain obscurity. We saw above that this 
obscurity did not escape the church fathers either. In discussing the style of the letters 
to the Romans and Galatians we noted that this obscunty transgresses one of the impor

tant virtues of style according to rhetorical theory, aa4>rjvsia.^^ 
We have also seen that Paul's language is characterised by a paratactic style 

strongly influenced by the Semitic Greek of the Septuagint. It is at least possible, if not 
indeed very probable, that Paul's paratactic (as opposed to periodic or even certain 
forms of hypotactic) style had to do with the kind of Greek spoken by Jews generally. 

**> IS9%, Kunstprosa, 499. 
' " ' It should be borne in mind that whilst Paul's style may, I believe, be charactensed as obscure, this 
does not mean that the main thrust of what he hai to say is not clear. Our analysis of the two letters in 
chapters four and five of this book shows that the essential points Paul wishes to make can be discerned. 
We are, of course, aided by the ability to compare Paul's letters with each other. 
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Their native Semitic language was paratactic by nature. Their basic religious textbook 
(the Old Testament), even in Greek translation, preserves this characteristic. It would 
be no wonder that periodising Greek or the use of subordinate participial constructions 
would not come naturally. Much of the apocrypha and pseudepigrapha also demonstrate 
this stylistic trait. ̂ ^̂  

Recently, J. Fairweather has provided a good sympathetic discussion of Paul's 
style. ̂ 3 She correctly notes how his style is not Atticising, nor ypa4>LKri (suited to writ
ing), but rather ayuviauKri (suited to debate).*** She also appropriately notes how Paul 
can make rather artful use of various rhetorical figures. The contrasts in Paul's style 
(between artful use of figures, and his "quasi-conversational approach") she attributes 
to the virtue of being able to "range through all the registers of style." Cic. Orat. 20-
22; 56; 69f are referenced.*"'' I am inclined to think that this pays Paul too much of a 
compliment. His style can range further, descending into plain solecism. Fairweather 
then asks why Paul restricted himself to the level of koine in which he writes (a level 
which earned him criticism by at least some in Corinth). She tenders a list of various 
possibilities, but it seems to me that the question may be phrased in the wrong way. 
Fairweather assumes that Paul had the ability to write better Greek but chose not to. 
This, to my mind, is not proven. The answer could equally be in the direction that Paul 
simply did his best to write reasonable Greek, but did not have the ability to write in a 
complex periodic style, nor possessed the vocabulary of the average philosopher or 
rhetorician. Much of his vocabulary and syntax (as Fairweather properly admits) must 
have been formed by the Septuagint, quite a contrast to Philo who did not let his use of 
the Septuagint affect his Greek prose. It seems to me (but this can only remain conjec
ture) that Paul strove to write what in his day was considered good Greek (though 
wishing to avoid sophistic excess). That he did not always succeed with his Greek is 
natural. He was well aware of his shortcomings (ÏÓKÓTIJ? èu XÓ7ti)), being a man for 
whom Greek was probably a second language (even if learnt from an early age).*"* Yet 

*"̂  I am, of course, not saying that all Jews spoke this kind of Greek. Well educated Jews such aj> Philo 
expressed themselves in a very sophisticated kind of Greek indeed. 
*"3 1994, "Epistle," 229-36. 
*"* She takes this point from a letter of D. A. Russell, op. at., 231-32. The terminology comes from 
Anst.Rh. 3.12.Iff. 
*°5 Op. at., 233. 
*"* Anyone familiar with speakers of English as a second language will readily be able to think of 
parallel examples. Many Dutchmen are able to speak a very sophisticated level of English (being con
fronted with the language from early childhood, both at school, and at home via the television). Yet one 
IS then often all the more jarred by the occasional grammatical or lexical slip in what for a native speaker 
IS a very simple matter. 1 have to admit that even my own English suffers (1 am a native speaker) by 
living in a Dutch environment and commumcaüng in that language on a daily basis. 
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he also managed at times some rather stnkmg passages (e.g., the last part of Ep Rom 
8), and evidently could not resist a good word-play when one struck him (or did some
one suggest them to him?). 

Paul's penchant for word-play and stylised figures in general is remarkable, the 
more so for the fact that such playful figures tend to occur in serious emotional con
texts. Of course it is not essential to have read rhetoncal treatises on figures in order to 
be able to employ them. The use of tropes and figures is, once again, common to all 
literate societies.*"'' In addition, as we have noted above in our comments on the style 
of the letters to the Romans and Galatians, the kind of use Paul makes of such figures 
was generally opposed by rhetorical theory, but it does reflect the f)opular style of the 
time (see the endnote to the select glossary). This quirk of style has not infrequently led 
scholars to compare Paul's style with "Asianism." E. Norden cautiously made such a 
companson.** T. S. Duncan made the connection much more firmly.^' But Fair-
weather, whilst noting certain affinities to Asianism, pnmanly in Paul's use of figures, 
also quite nghtly points out that his syntax and word-choice are not at all similar to 
those authors most frequently categonsed as Asianists.*'̂  We are, I think, better off 
viewing Paul's use of figures as a stylistic phenomenon common in the popular oratory 
of his day (whether of display or m the law courts). His own use of figures does not 
necessarily make him a contender for a particular stylistic "school." 

One final consideration is pertinent when considenng the relationship of Paul to 
rhetorical theory, namely, his possible use of technical rhetoncal terms. It is pnmanly 
on this basis that Fairweather concludes that Paul was certainly not ignorant of "the 
classical art of rhetonc."*" Fairweather isolates three terms used by Paul: 
aXkriyopovfjiBva (Ep.Gal. 4.15); fiaKapLOfióq (Ep.Rom 4.6, 9) and usTaoxruJ-an^ia (1 
Ep.Cor. 4.6). As argued above, Paul's use of the term fi.eTacrxr\iiaTi^(ii in the first let
ter to the Connthians is not in the technical sense of the rhetoncal treatises.*'̂  
Although the term a\\r}yopéoi in Galatians is used in a technical sense, we have shown 

*°^ Not even Paul's use of what may be considered more advanced figures such as irpoaonroTroila 
require this It should be observed that in all the instances tentatively labelled irpoaairoiroua, Paul not 
once shows awareness that he is deliberately using such a figure This is in stark contrast to the usage 
found in both philosophers and orators (see select glossary s v), who nearly always include an intro 
ductory statement to the effect that they are giving voice (0wrij) to their subject 
*0* 1898, Kunstprosa, 507 
*0' 1926, "Style " See above, chapter one, § 1 
610 1994^ "Epistle," 229-36 
* " Op at 36 
''•^ See above, pp 223-25 
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that Paul, at that point, is not engaged in rhetoncal cxXK'qyopia. His use of the term 
comes from a tradition of allegoncal interpretation not discussed in rhetoncal theory.*'' 
This leaves only iJLoiKapiafj.óc;, hardly a technical rhetoncal term, even if it might be 
considered a technical term in literature. The absence of technical rhetoncal termino
logy in Paul's letters can thus only support the notion that he had no direct knowledge 
of rhetorical theory. 

2 Rhetorical Theory and Paul 

If Paul probably had no knowledge of rhetoncal theory, nor was directly 
influenced by the more specific methods of school rhetonc, what is the point of an 
analysis of his letters from this perspective? 

In the first place, it is particularly important to set Paul's wntings off against the 
background of the Graeco-Roman culture in which he lived and worked. Oratory was 
of fundamental importance in the Graeco-Roman world, not only in the courts, but ever 
increasingly as a form of entertainment, especially in connection with official func
tions This importance is mirrored in the significant place given to rhetoncal theory in 
"tertiary" education *''' If rhetonc was so dominant in Graeco-Roman culture, then it is 
important for us to understand, as best as we can, the relationship between rhetonccil 
theory and Paul. Even a negative result is important, and has consequences for both our 
view of Paul as well as the question as to the reception of his wntings in the ancient 
world. 

But IS the result only negative'' Not really. Even if Paul himself did not con
sciously think or write in rhetoncal categories, his letters may still, with profit, be 
analysed in terms of relevant aspects of rhetoncal theory. In this way, albeit in a 
limited respect, rhetoncal theory can stdl inform our exegesis. After all, the rules and 
effects descnbed in rhetoncal theory often embody the general feelings and expecta
tions in terms of language usage of the contemporary society, or at least an important 
segment of that society In this way we are enabled to gain, at least partially, more of a 
feeling for the contemporary effects of vanous forms of argumentation and style We 
are provided with a complex canon of rules and advice against which contemporary 
wntings may be compared and contrasted. 

*'3 See above, pp 152-55 
*''' See chapter two, § 2 5 
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One important caution ought to be borne in mind Rhetoncal theory was designed 
to help men write speeches, not, in the first place, to analyse them *" We need, there
fore, to be careful in applying such theory retrogressively for the purposes of analysis 
Many of the theonsts themselves admitted that practice was often removed from 
theory This consideration should highlight the need for a certain sobriety in our analy
sis, and also the need to couple our use of rhetoncal theory with knowledge of con
temporary rhetoncal practice But this does not mean that rhetoncal theory ought to be 
Ignored, not even for the purposes of considering the letters of the apostle Paul If the 
reader has gained any insight from our rhetoncal analysis of the letters to the Galatians 
and Romans, then the effort will not have been in vain 

3 Scholarly Trends 

What then of the direction of recent Pauline scholarship concerned with rhetoncal 
theory'' Our review of recent scholarship on Paul's letters to the Galatians, Romans and 
first letter to the Connthians with respect to ancient rhetorical theory has shown a 
rather mixed bag of contnbutions The "new" approach is still young and it may be 
expected that mistakes will be made Despite the fact that an histoncal rhetorical 
approach has often been mixed with its modem counterpart, we have observed a trend 
towards the separation of the two Slowly on many scholars are beginning to recognise 
that, whilst each may have its relative ments, the two approaches ought not to be con
fused Apart from these general considerations, recent scholarship has raised a number 
of more specific questions 

A fundamental consideration is one of appropnate sources Several scholars have 
been content to rely upon summanes of rhetoncal theory such as provided by H Laus-
berg's Handbuch (1973) We have seen that this has its dangers, leading easily to 
misinterpretation of rhetoncal theory Yet, even when scholars have attempted to use 
ancient sources, few have stopped to address the question as to which treatises might be 
most appropnate In chapter two we have addressed the problem of ancient rhetoncal 
theory, in particular, the background and relevance of the vanous rhetoncal treatises 
along with the question as to which parts of rhetoncal theory might be of most rele
vance for application to the apostle Paul There is no need to repeat in detail the con
clusions amved at there We may, however, reiterate two problems which often sur-

* ' ' Of course tracts such as Demetr Eloc and D H Comp also have the analysis of wntten documents 
in mind 
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face in the recent literature, namely, the use of rhetoncal genre classifications without 
regard to the particular arguments or róirot specific to each, and the attempt to treat 
small segments of Paul's letters as if they could represent a whole speech in miniature 

Another senous problem in recent literature has been the not infrequent misinter
pretation of pnmary sources There would appear to be at least three major causes for 
this *'* Firstly, the problem highlights the need to read these sources in their original 
languages Translations may function as aids for those who do not read Greek or Latin 
quickly enough to be able to read a large portion of the surrounding context in a 
reasonable space of time, but nothing can substitute for the reading of the relevant pas
sages in the onginal language Secondly, there is the need to read rhetoncal theory in 
conjunction with actual practice It is a fact that sometimes the theoreticians are some 
what vague or ambiguous Consultation of actual speeches can often help to give a 
much clearer idea of what was meant and put the theory in perspective Thirdly, 
insufficient attention is generally given to the fact that the vanous theoreticians often 
employ the same terms in different ways There was little standardisation of termino 
logy before the second century AD, and especially before the first century BC A 
reference work such as Lausberg's Handbuch can often be misleading in this regard 1 
have attempted to provide some help in terms of my Glossary (forthcoming) 

It can readily be seen that the New Testament scholar wishing to apply ancient 
rhetoncal theory to his field needs to prepared for some investment of time and effort 
Yet It is to be hoped that this fact will not deter scholars from continuing research in 
this area There is still much work to be done as New Testament scholarship matures 
into a more careful approach to the application of rhetorical theory Despite the neces 
sary restnctions and limitations to such application, there is still much to be gained 
from further study in this field It is hoped that this book, despite its criticisms of 
recent scholarship, may serve to stimulate such continuing study in the relationship and 
application of ancient rhetoncal theory to the letters of the apostle Paul. 

^ More obvious points such as the need to read the sources in context ought to be taken for granted 
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43 n 73, 44 n 79, 4950, 52, 54, 54 
n 128 56, 58 63, 63 n 159, 64, 64 

n 159/ n 165, 65, 65 n 170, 76 n 206, 
88, 120, 123, 171 72, 21619, 233 

idea 42 
iaoK(ji\oi> 31 n 31 
lOTopiKoq 82 n 218, 83 n 219 
laxvoz 46, 67, 81, 81 n 217 
KaKOTExi'i'C 51 n 116 
KoiKo^fia 164 
KaraaKcvri (cf digmtas, destructw, 

omatus) 42, 52, 63, 70 
KaraxprjOiq 204 
KaTEaTpajifiEvyi Xe|iij 38 
KEKoafiiT]iiiEvov 42 n 67 
KEKpinEfOf 132, 190, 194, 205 n 510, 209 
icEi^Xaioi' 49 n 108 
Miial: 41 , 164, 165, 200, 201, 208, 212 
Koifa 37 n 56, 40 
Kon/ia 14, 45, 164 
Kpiaiq 226 n 548 

icu/cXog 137, 151 
KSKOV 14, 45, 164 
\Eiiq 36, 36 n 5 1 , 38, 39 n 61, 40, 41 ,41 

n 66, 42, 46, 52, 58, 60, 61, 67, 68, 68 
n 180, 69, 16364 

HaKpoXoyia 126 
Heyeeoq 71 n 191, 72, 204 
^LEyakonpEin^q 42, 46, 68 
liEOOQ 81 n 217 
USTaffoXq (cf correctto) 127, 142, 150, 185, 

208 
IXETaXri\l/L<; 118 
fiETaaxT]ii.anoy.oq 224 n 545, 225 
liETa<t>opa 41 n 65, 131, 133, 134, 141, 164, 

226 
HETufviua 117 n 314, 133, 145, 160, 203, 

204 
HilxrjaK; 67, 69 n 184 
Hvrjuri (cf memona) 57 n 139, 58, 60 
jiWoq (cf fabula, apologus) 64 n 161, 65, 65 

n 167, 153, 15758 
oyKoq 38 
oiKomiiLa 57 n 139 
OliOiOTTTWTOI' 51, 245 
OflOlOTÉKEVTOV 51 
o^vyMpov 203 
opiajioq 197 n 490 
Traflog 36, 36 n 53, 37 n 54, 71, 71 n 191, 

75, 79, 80 n 213, 116, 12627, 137, 
14142, 149, 150, 151 159, 189 208, 

209 
■wavy]yvpiKoq 83 
Trapa0aai<; (cf digressio) 59, 193 
irapaffoXri 164,210,211 
■Kapa&Eiyiia (cf exemplum) 34 n 43, 37, 41 , 

84, 84 n 222, 116 n 311, 138, 197, 
19899, 206, 207, 207 n 515, 209, 210, 

230, 252 
irapadoiov 146, 189, 199 200, 202 
TrapmvEOic; 159, 160, 166, 166 n 423, 232 

n 5 6 5 
irapaKEifiq 117 n 314, 164, 165 
irapa(l>paai<; (cf paraphrasis) 65 
irapEvBBaiq 132, 158, 195 n 486 
irapiawaiq 68, 137 
irapofi.oi.oi' 164 
Tapofioicxioiq 68, 137 
■napojioXoyia 200 
napovoiiaaux 68, 151, 178 n 454 188, 194 

n 484, 203, 204, 214, 245 n 583 
•Kappr)aia 141 
TreTroiTj/ieroc 134 
■KEpioboq 14, 14 n 1, 45, 164 
TtEpt<l>paaiq 117 n 314, 130, 147, 160, 203 
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TiBami' 42 
inan<; (cf confirmatw, probano) 33, 36 

n S l , 37, 37 n 54, 38, 58, 252 
it\Eoi>aano<; 130 
TToXiTi/cog 83 n 219 
TroXuuTUTOV 151, 151 n 380, 203 
■KoKvavvbBTOv 149, 209, 210 
irpayna 36, 36 n 53, 37 n 54, 46, 69, 84, 

91 , 163 64 
Trpeiroc (cf aptum, dicere apte) 42, 52, 70, 

173,215 
■Kpo0\r)jt.a (cf problema) 63 n 159, 64 
■Kpoyviimana 49, 62, 6365, 78, 78 n 212, 

101 n 267, 228, 228 n 559, 229 
TTpoBcatg (cf proposino) 38, 58, 237 
upoKarakn^iq 34 
TTpoXrjî ig 186, 193, 197 
■wpooiiuof (cf exordium) 40, 58, 75, 12830. 

158 163, 167, 234, 237, 250 n 595, 
252 

irpoauvoiroua 64, 65, 101 n 267, 11516, 
116 n 307, 142, 142 n 362, 164, 165, 
172 n 437/ n 438, 17983, 193 n 483, 

2 0 7 n 5 1 3 , 211 ,238 , 254 n 607 
TtpoTcimQ 36 
irporpsHTiKoq 112 n 294, 176 n 452 
irporpoin) 99 
oapKCtanoq 157 
oa^c? 42, 70 
oa<i>r]VEUx (cf perspicuitas, plane dicere) 51 

n 116, 5 2 , 7 0 , 2 0 7 , 2 1 5 252 
aqfictop (cf signum) 34 n 43, 38, 84, 86 

n 227, 148 
ao(l>ianiioq 82 n 218 
araaiq (cf comlitutio, status) 24, 40, 40 

n 63, 49, 49 n 108, 50 50 n 113, 57 
n 139, 58, 58 n 140, 60, 61 , 79, 84S9, 

118, 120, 121, 121 n 3 2 5 , 166 
aroixeloc 38 
aToxaojUx; (cf coniectura, coniecturahs) 85 

n 2 2 4 / n 2 2 6 , 118 
a\rfKpi,ai,q (cf comparatio) 65, 143, 143 

n 363, 186, 201 , 201 n 499, 204, 229, 
229 n 560 

av^vyia 187 
avWoyiaiioq 3738 
avix0ov\evnKO<; 37, 98 n 257, 99, 99 n 259, 

232 n 565 
miiffovXrj 99 n 259, 106 n 280, 231 n 563 
avii4>epoi' 199, 230, 231,231 n 562 
avfCKboxr) 226 
avi^emq 46, 69, 69 n 182, 71 , 91 , 16364 
avirroiua 52, 70 
axwo' 38,42,61,62,68,71 

Taitq (cf ordo, dispositio) 36, 36 n 51 , 38, 
3 9 n 6 1 , 4 0 , 4 1 , 5 7 n 139, 58, 58 

n 139, 60, 61 , 76, 90, 114, 232, 247 
Tairacojffig 33 
TavTokoyia 135 
TEKftripiof 34 n 43, 38, 139 
TE\iKa KC<t>a\ai.a 89 89 n 233, 90 n 234, 

108, 108 n 288, 123, 166, 217 
Tex>^ 5 1 , 5 4 , 2 4 4 
Toiroï (cf locus) 34, 36, 37 n 56, 38, 40, 43, 

50, 50 n 114, 52, 56, 58, 65, 65 n 166, 
7 5 , 7 6 , 83 90, 115, 116 n 307, 117, 

120, 121, 121 n 325, 142, 14344 143 
n 364, 184, 198, 201 217, 229 n 560, 

238, 250 n 595, 251,257 
rpoiroc; 61 , 117 n 314 
VK£p0aTov 130, 132, 133, 173 n 442, 203 
virepffoXii 41 n 65, 126, 127, 134, 149, 150, 

151, 151 n 3 7 9 , 203 
viroBemq (cf quaestio fimta) 44 n 79, 49, 49 

n 108/ n 109, 50, 52, 58, 64 n 165, 88, 
120, 171 72,216 

vwoKpLOic, (cf pronuntiatio) 57 n 139, 58, 60 
v^Xoc; 67, 68, 71 n 191 
viioq 70, 72, 91 , 92 n 236 
<i>paaL(; 57 n 139, 77 n 209 
XOtpanTiip 46, 46 n 92, 67, 68, 69 n 182, 81 

n 2 1 7 
XPEiOf (cf chna dicta) 63, 64, 64 n 161, 65, 

6 5 n 167, 117 
1^070? (cf vituperatw) 65, 65 n 171, 83 
■^vxoiy<^iot 37 n 55, 50 
^vxpoq 155, 188 
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Within Italicised page references (where the relevant term is the mam subject of attention) separate 
references are not made to footnotes. Possible synonyms are indicated in brackets and are only meant as 
a guide to seeking references. Note that where various terms are used m different ways, the indicated 
synonyms may not always be relevant. 

adtenuata 61 
aetiologia (cf. alrioXoyia) 63 
allocutio (cf. rjöoTToaa) 63 
amplificatio (cf. avirimq).. 80, 115, 159 n.409 
apologus (cf. jivOoq) 63 
aptum (cf. dicere apte, itpsitov) 91 n.235 
argumentatio 84, 87, 101 n.267, 227 
argumentum 63, 86, 86 n.227, 88 
captatio henevolentiae 184 
causa 49 n.l09, 83 n.219 
chna (cf. xpeia) 63, 117, 117n.315, 171 

n.431 
commumcatio (cf. avaKoivwOK;) 116 
comparabile 116 
comparatio (cf. aiyyKpLaiq,) 63, 121 
concessio 122, 131 
conclusio (cf. peroratio, èitiXoyoc;) .116 n.309 
confirmatio (cf. probatio, itianq, <i^a

OKBvq).49, 58, 64, 116, 170n.431, 171 
coniectura (cf. aToxocanó<;)... 50 n.l 13, 85, 85 

n.226, 86 
coniecturalis (cf. aroxaaiióq) 85, 85 n.224 
conquestio (cf. ËkEoq) ....115, 159, 159 n.409, 

169 n.426 
Lonsecutio 86 n 227 
constitutio (cf. status, aramq) 85 n 224 
consultatio 49 n. 109 
correctie (cf. iiETa0oKr\) ..116, 162 n.416, 174 
credibile 11617, 116n.311 
declamatio 73, 73 n.l96 
delectare 77 
destructio (cf. KaTaaKevrj) 64 
detractio 180 
dicere apte (cf. aptum, ttpéitov) 80 
dicta (cf. xpeto) 63 
dignitas (cf. Karaa/cEUi)) 61 
digressio (cf. irapa/Saaig) • 59, 144 n.368, 169 
dispositio (cf. TakL<;) 76, 79, 87, 88, 228 

n.55S 
divwio....58, 101 n.267, 105, 108, 112ii.292, 

128 n.347, 176, 233, 234, 237 
dubitatio 116 

elocutio 79, 80, 81, 100 n 262, 178 
eloquentia 13, 77 
encomium (cf. laus, èyKUiiuiov). 228, 228 n.558 
enumeratio (cf. Siaipeaic;) 84 n.223, 159, 

159 n.409 
exemplum (cf. Trapabeiyna).. 86, 88, 120, 169 
exhortatio HI , 111 n.291, 113, 114, 129 

n.349, 170n.431, 172 
exordium (cf. irpooiiuoi') ■■ 58, 101 n.267, 169, 

174, 176, 177, 185, 228 
fabula (cf. iwöoq) 63 
flectere 77 
gravis 61 
histona 63 
indignatio (cf. beiviiiaK;) ... 115, 151, 159, 159 

n.409, 169 n.426 
insinuatio (cf. Ë<t>oSoc;) 176 
interpretatio 150 
inventio (cf. evpeaiq) ....76, 79, 86, 100 n.262 
ludicatum 116 
Latine dicere (cf. éWijnd/ióï) 91 n.235 
Latinitas (cf. ÈXXijwff/tói;) 80 
laudare 63 
laus (cf. éyKéjuov) 63 
locus (cf. Tóirog) 4344, 63, 64, 65 n.l70, 

75, 76, 79, 83, 85 n.224, 90 n.234, 
115, 118, 159, 159n.410, 166 

mediocns 61 
memona (cf. urijuri) 79 
misencordia 115, 159 n.409 
narratio (cf. &irjyriai<;) 58, 63, 101 n.267, 

111 n.291, 112n.292, 113, 128,228 
narratiuncula 63 
officia oratons (cf. Spy a TOV prjTopog) 36, 

40, 57 n.l39, 76, 77, 84 n.220, 86 
ordo (cf. TÓiiq) 57 n. 139 
omatus (cf. KaTaaKEvq) 80, 91 n.235 
paraphrasis (cf. T!apa<i>paaL(;) 63, 63 n. 159 
partes orationis ... 16, 57 n.l39, 84 n.220, 99, 

107, 124,226,238,251,252 
partitio 228n.555, 252 
peroratio (cf. conclusio, siriXoyoq) .... 59, 101 
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n.267, 115, 116 n.309, 176, 227, 228 
n.555, 233 

perspicuitas (cf. aa<t>rivEia) 80 
plane dicere (ci. aa<t>r\VEia) 91 n.235 
probare 77 
probatw (cf. confirmatto, Ttianq) 86, 111 

n.291, 170n.431, 171-72 
problema (cf. irpóffXruia) 63, 63 n.l59 
pronuntiatw (cf. vT^ÓKpimq) 79 
proposilio (cf. rpó6emg)..5S, HI n.291, 129, 

172, 176, 177, 231,237 
quaesno....4i n.75, 44, 44 n.79, 49, 171, 171 

n.433 
quaesno (injfinita (cf. Beaiql u-KÓOsmq) ... 120, 

171-72 
quahtas 118 
ratiocinatio (cf. émxeip'rilia) 84, 177 
recapitulatio (cf. aca/cei^XatwaK;) 115 
refutatio (cf. ëX£7xoc) 58, 79, 171 
sententia (cf. yiidii-q) 63, 64, 119-20 
signum (cf. ar)iiEiov) . ...86, 86 n.227, 88, 116 
similuudo 210 
status (cf. (TTaOTg) 171 n.433 
suasona 89 n.233 
thesis (cf. eemg) 63, 217 
transitio 174 n.444 
vitupare 63 
vituperatw (cf. ^óyoq) 63 
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aWriyopia - I. Arist. Rh. 3.11.6-10, although not using this term, describes 
aWrjyopia under the term 70 irpoo-elairarac, i.e., temporary delusion. When 
something is described in oblique terms, whether by appropriate sayings 
{aTro4>9éyfiaTa), riddles {ra sv xiviyfiéva), puns (TO irapa ypafijia OKwiiara) or 
ambiguity {buwwnia), there is a temporary delusion before the hearer realises 
what is really being said. Aristotle describes this as TO nf) 0 <j>r)aL \eysiv (Rh. 
3.11.6) or \eysiv aXXuij (Rh. 3.11.7, cf. aW-rjyopia). His discussion is sub
ordinated to a consideration of what makes speech aarslou (cultured). Demetr. 
Eloc. 99-102 (cf. 151, 243, 282-86), using the term aWriyopia, explains that it 
is p-syaksiov especially when used as a threat. Instead of telling the truth straight 
out, one uses an aWriyopia and so is more fearful and threatenmg, although also 
more ambiguous. However, it should not become an aCviyiia to us.^ Demetrius 
(§ 243) also uses the term ra avu^dka (symbolic expressions) to refer to aWri
yopia (as does, e.g., Com. ND 35 and Ph. Omn.Prob.Lib. 82). At § 286 
Demetrius suggests that aW.r\yopia is essentially poetical. Indeed, Heraclit. (first 
century AD) All. 5-6 discusses the use of aWrjyopia in various pwets, and 
Tryph. Trop. 1.3 cites a good example from II. 19.222, cf. Ps.-Plu. Vit.Horn. 
70.3 Trypho (Trop. 1.4), like Demetrius, distinguishes the aWriyopia from the 
aïfiyiJLa (defined as an expression whose meaning is hidden). 

D.H. Dem. 5 (p. 138,1-2 U.-R.) criticises Plato's use of aWriyopiai. Theon 
Prog, ii, p. 81,6-7 Sp. speaks of ij ra/' airoKeKpyfinsvuv iaropiuiv aWriyopia 
which detracts from the clarity of a 8iriyri<n(;. 

' The following is a modified selection from my Glossary of Greek Rhetorical Terms connected to 
Methods of Argumentation and Figures from Anaximenes to Qmntilian (forthcoming). Note that the terms 
listed below may have more technical uses than indicated here. Only those uses pertinent to the discus
sion in this book have been included. 
^ Demetrius does not really contradict Anstotle at this point. Anstotle makes it quite clear that rd eu 
fiviynéfa are nddles which someone after a moment's thought perceives. Demetrius is warmng against 
sayings which remain obscure to the audience. In this respect he agrees with what Anstotle says of the 
aïmyiia in Po. 22.5, a passage which cites the same example as Demetr. Eloc 102, cf. Arist. Rh 
3.2 12. 
' Both Heraclit. All. and Ps.-Plu. Vit.Hom. go on to argue that Homer deliberately spoke of 
philosophical doctrines using aWriyopia. This is of course rather far-fetched. 
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n . In a broader sense, the term aWrjyopia could be used generically of a 
group of figures which say one thing but hint at another. Quint. Inst. 8.6.58 dis

cusses the problematics of this definition. 
Phld. Rh. 1.181 S. says that aWrjyopiai are normally divided into ai'ci7/ia, 

■sapoiixia and elpo^veia, a division which seems to be reflected in Rhet.Her. 4.46 
where permutatio (aXKriyopia) is divided into, similitudo (using a stnng of meta

phors), argumentum (a kind of dark penphrasis used to amplify or denigrate) and 
contranum (calling something by opposite terms, cf. under eipuvsia). 
Philodemus adds that hereby several other related figures are passed by, e.g., ó 
ypl^oq and ó aoTeiaixói;. 

Cicero {de Oral. 3.166; Orat. 94, cf. Att. 2.20.3) speaks of aWriyopia in 
the sense of a stnng of metaphors (cf. Quint. Inst 8.6.14). 

Quint. Inst. 8.6.4459 deals with the allegory in general, discussing under 
this term also aCnyiia, slpwvsia, aapKaafióg, aareia/ióg, avTi4ipaaiq, irapoLfiia 
and iivKrr}pLafióq. For use in jesting cf. Quint. Inst. 6.3.69. 

n i . The term aWqyopia was also used in reference to the interpretative 
method applied to the poets (especially Homer). It was used, for example, to 
show how they were really speaking about ethics or natural philosophy (in 
allegones). See the excursus on this method in chapter four, § 2.5, part two. 

ocvab'ncXuaiq  Demetr. Eloc. 66, 140, 267 understands this to mean the repetition of a 
particular word or phrase not necessanly in any fixed pattern. Whilst its pnmary 
characteristic is forcefulness (&eivè'n\(;), it can also provide fisysBoq and even 
Xapi?. Rhet.Her. 4.38 {conduplicatio) defines it similarly and adds that it is used 
either for amplificatio or comrmseratio and produces an emotional jab (compare 
here the figure traductio in Rhet.Her. 4.20 which is the elegant use of the same 
word several times in the same clause). Rut.Lup. 1.11 terms this emphatic repeti

tion of a word or words èiravakqxj/iq (cf. Quint. Inst. 8.3.5051, who also uses 
the term TavroKoyia, and Quint. Inst. 9.3.2829) It is mentioned at Cic. de 
Orat. 3.203 (= Orat. 135), 206 (= Orat. 137). 

oivaKoiviaaiq  (Lat. communicatio) a figure whereby the speaker seems to consult with 
the audience or opponent, cf Cic. Orat. 138 = de Orat. 3.204; Quint. Inst. 
9.2.2024. It may simply take the form of a short rhetoncal question. The Greek 
term is first used by lul.Rufin. 10 (early fourth century AD)."* 

^ The only usage of this word recorded by LSJ is m the scholiast to Ar PI 39 It is also found in 
Chiys serm 2 1 in Gen (4 652c) 
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ècitoaTpo4>ri - lit. "a turning away from" and thus in rhetonc, turning away from some
one to address someone else specifically. [Longin.] 16.2-4 uses this term to de-
scnbe the rhetoncal use of an oath. Ps.-Longinus is concerned with a sublime use 
of this figure and thus gives an example from Demosthenes who turns to make an 
oath not to the gods but to those who fought in the battle at Marathon. He thus 
both deifies the former Greek victors and enables his audience to identify with 
them in the fight against Philip. Ps -Longinus adds that one's timing and sense of 
placement need to be just nght. Although under a different heading (that of shifts 
of person), this is again dealt with at § 27. Rhet Her. 4.22 (exclamatio) notes that 
it IS used to express gnef or indignation and should be used spanngly when the 
importance of the subject requires it. It may be addressed to a person, city, place 
or object, cf. Quint. Inst. 9.2.26 Quint. Inst. 4.1.63-69 notes that many 
rhetoricians agree that it is inappropnate to the TtpooifiLov. Quintüian himself, 
however, argues (with examples) that it may sometimes be used here It should 
generally not be used in the narratio {Inst. 4.2 103, 106-107), but may effec
tively be used in the peroratio (Inst. 6.1.3). The figure is mentioned at Cic de 
Orat. Ti.lOn = Orat. 135 {exclamatio). See also Quint. Inst. 9.3 24-26. 

Quint Inst. 9.2.38-39 maintains that the term onroaTpo4iri has a broader 
definition. It may denote any kind of utterance that diverts the attention of the 
audience from the topic in hand (contrast Inst. 4 1.63). In Cicero this seems to 
imply even the introduction of some kind of deliberate mistake, but his meaning 
remains very vague, cf de Orat. 3 205 {errons inductie) = Orat. 138 {ut ab eo 
quod agitur avertat animos). 

bicdpeai<; - Anst. Rh. 2 23.10 terms one of the (abstract) KOLVOI TÓ-KOL, SK 5iatpe<reu?. 
It occurs when several possibilities are listed and all but one are eliminated, cf 
Cic. Top. 10, 33-34 {enumeratiol partitio); de Orat. 2.165 {partitio). It is listed 
as a figure in Rhet.Her. 4.40-41 {expeditio) and a form of argumentation in Cic 
Inv. 1.45 {enumeratio) with refutation at 1.84 Quintüian desenbes it as a form of 
divisio {Inst. 5.10.66-67, cf. 7.1.31-33) He notes that this form of argument is 
nsky as it fads when but one alternative is omitted. 

Eii4>aaiq - is used in the sense "hint" or "suggestion." This is related to Bii<i>aaiq as an 
image or reflection, e g . , in a mirror. Rhet.Her. A.tl {significatio) divides it into 
five kinds: i) by exsuperatio {inrep^oXrj) which increases a certain suspicion, u) 
by ambiguity, i.e., use of a double meaning, in) by a given consequence, i.e., 
when something is said which logically follows from something else, iv) by 
abscisio (axoffiwxTjffii;), v) by laying a bnef companson beside the matter in dis-
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cussion without comment, e.g., "Do not, Satuminus, rely too much on the popu

lar mob  unavenged lie the Gracchi" (trans. Caplan). Quint. Inst. 9.3.67 is 
unclear, but cf. 8.2.11; 8.4.26; 9.2.64. At Inst. 8.3.8386 he discusses two 
kinds: i) a word used which means more than it says, e.g., Od. 11.523 "the 
Greeks descended into the wooden horse," the word "descended" showing at the 
same time the size of the horse (further illustrated at Tryph. Trop. 2.2 and 
[Com.] Rh. 78); ii) a word deliberately omitted, either by stating that you omit to 
say something, or by what is actually airocrtónrr/cric (which he admits). Demetr. 
Eloc. 28890 gives examples of both these kinds amidst a discussion on figured 
speech (in the forceful style). Although he does not specifically term these exam

ples èfi4>aaeL<;, yet he indicates in his introduction to the discussion (287) that è'̂ 

0affti; is an important aspect of his topic. Further see Demetr. Eloc. 57, 13031, 
171, 28286, etc.. At § 286 he suggests that it is primarily poetical. Phld. Rh. 
1.177 S., discussing the views of other rhetorical theorists, mentions sii4>oiOiq in 
connection with the use of metaphors.' "Efi4)aai(; is further mentioned at Cic. 
Orat. 139; de Orat. 3.202. 

The use of sn(t>aaig in terms of a word meaning more than it says can also be 
used to produce wit, Cic. de Orat. 2.268; Quint. Inst. 6.3.69. 

evOvfiqiia  lit. "consideration." Compare evOv/juov "scruple," èvOvfnov ■KoiBiaOai n = 
èvOvnéofiaL, "have a scruple about." 

For Aristotle's theory of the svOvtir^na see chapter two, §1.2 above. 
Demetrius' discussion of the spdviMrnxa at Eloc. 3032 is clearly related to the 

Aristotelian tradition, although his material seems to have been drawn from an 
intermediary source common to Quintilian (see below). Aristotle's theory has 
been somewhat adapted. Demetrius defines an èvdii^rma as a kind of unfinished 
syllogism that is found in two forms, namely, è/c txaxv^ Xeyonsur] and èu 

^ At 1.176 (col. 17,1417) he sets about mentioning at least three purposes of the metaphor according 
to "some." However, the text breaks off after the mention of brevity and clarity. After two lines from 
which no sense can be made, we encounter the second half of a sentence concermng what must be a com

parison to the task of a poet. The gemtive construction oi [/ióc]'/? "jg T[Ö aa<j>B(;] èxovarj<; would appear 
to have referred back to the noun 'éiKfiaoiq, as we may gather from the following sentence: 
nXai'üa<I> e &[e\ rijg É/î auEwc; aq ovarig aa<j>ii]i>cial(; rj olvlirreXovrrog] Ti)i' iiir' av[TÜi> KaXou/ie]iT)c 
lét>É]pyEtap Tolv ii.ETa<j>épeiV Sija i r am? (I have substituted évépyeiav for Sudhaus' èvapysian) The 
next sentence makes it clear that Philodemus is still speaking about proposed purposes for using meta

phors. The otherwise unexpected introduction of the notion of e/xi^aig would suggest that the third pur

pose of the metaphor belonging to the sentence broken off at 1.176 (col. 17,17) is ëfi^aiq. 
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aKoKovOiag axvixan.^ Firstly, whilst Aristotle certainly permitted èvOviMijfiara to 
exist in the form of unfinished syllogisms, he did not restrict them in this way. It 
is clear from his explanation as a whole that by èp6v^r)na he generally meant a 
kind of syllogism in three parts (major and minor premises, and conclusion).'' 
Secondly, on the surface Demetrius' two forms seem to correspond to Aristotle's 
demonstrative and refutative èv6vy.r\y.aToi (cf. Rh. 2.22.14-17; 2.25.1; 2.26.3; 
3.17.13). Demetrius does not explain them any further. Yet we have in Quint. 
Inst. 5.14.1-4 (cf. 5.14.24-26; 5.10.2; 9.2.106) an explanation of these forms 
clearly relying upon the same source. We learn there that these two forms are two 
quite specific forms of rhetorical syllogism, the one reasoning from consequences 
employing a simple proposition with a reason attached, the other employing con
traries, i.e., using an antithetical form of reasoning showing the proposition to be 
in conflict with another consideration.* Quintilian goes on to add what seems to 
be another version of the second form, namely, when a reason is added to a 
proposition which is contrary or dissimilar to the point of the opposition. Quint. 
Inst. 5.10.2 (cf. 8.5.9-10) rightly notes that the term spövurjiJLa was often 
restricted to this latter form (the former being denoted an ènxsipiiiia.). This 
represents a rhetorical definition of the svdvfjirjtia predating Aristotle. 

Aristotle's definition of the èvOiiyirma did not become standard within 
rhetoncal circles. That is not to say that a kind of rhetorical syllogism was not 
further developed in rhetorical theory, but the rhetorical syllogism after Aristotle 
went under the term anxsiprifia. The standard definition of an èv0inrifj.a in 
rhetorical theory remained what it had already been before Aristotle, namely, a 
short argument or consideration based on contraries.' 

* I accept here (following L. Radermacher [1901] and D. C. Innes [1995]) Finck's addition of j ; in 
the text. The text thus reads: TO 6' ivBvtL-i)\ia hiavoia nq iJTOi ÉK /iax'?C ^^yoiiéinri <ij> iv aKo\ov$iot(; 
axqixan. The ifj is surely required by the iiJTOi and the text represents a simple case of haplography. Fur
thermore, this addition brings the text into line with the interpretation in Quintilian (see below) clearly 
based upon the same source. Yet it should be noted that [Anon.] Fig. in, p 111,25-26 Sp. (fourth century 
AD or later) gives evidence of a different interpretation: Siamia yap éan TO tvBiiir)iia EK /ióxiC 
Xcyofieirr] kv OKoXovOiaq ffxW'*'''- The discussion in this treatise would appear to be based upon an 
already corrupted text of Demetrius. 
^ See also W. M. A. Gnmaldi, Studies, 87-91. 
* H. E. Butler (in the Loeb translation) consistently translates ex consequentibus as "from demal of 
consequents." The term "demal" does not come from the text, nor is it suggested by the underlying 
Greek (from Demetr. Eloc 30) cv aKo\ov6ia<; axvticcn. It seems influenced by the explanatory note of 
A Wolf {Loeb ed. vol. 2, p.524) who provides a dialectical interpretation of the two kinds of 
tv6vii.i\iJ.aTa. 1 am not convinced that Quintilian had such a dialectical interpretation in mind. His own 
explanation does not seem to reflect this 
' This fact seems not to have been noticed by W. M A. Gnmaldi who inappropnately cites Cic. Top. 
56 as if It were dealing with the same matter as èiiOvjirjijia m Aristotle's Rhetoric {Studies, 56). 
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This seems to be reflected in the definition provided by [Anst.] Rh.Al. 10 
(cf. 5.14), namely, a short consideration as to whether any matters under discus

sion are m opposition to any of the TEKIKOI /ce^dXata (e.g., biKaioq, vbjinioq, 
avyi<j>Bpo(;, etc.) or their opposites, or the i]6o<; rov Kéyovroq or söoc rSiv Tpay

fiaTOiv. Such considerations, together with yvCifiaL, are used to conclude any line 
of argumentation (e.g., argumentation by eÏKÓra or by ■KapabeiyyLaTa, cf. 
[Anst] Rh.Al. 32 6, 8; 34.11; 35.12, 15f; 36.18). Cic. Top. 5556 likewise 
argues that the èvdvfiqua is a short proof from contranes used as a conclusion 
(example provided). The same kind of argument seems to be intended in 
Rhet.Her. 4 2526 (cf. Qumt. Inst. 5.10.2) where it is termed contranum, e.g., 
"why should you think that one who is a faithless fnend can be an honourable 
enemy''" He states that it ought to be one short sentence. It provides a forcible 
proof refuted only with difficulty, cf. Cic de Orat. 3.207 {contranum) which 
Quint. Inst. 9.3.90 appears to have interpreted in this sense (also using the term 
èvaPTLÓTrig, cf. 9.2 106) 

Of further interest is a comment in Quint. Inst. 12.10.51 where it is noted 
that some theonsts considered the svOvfiqjxa as more fitting in a wntten speech, 
the TrapaSBty/ia as more fitting in a spoken speech. 

èvepénimg  "rhetoncal question." Concerning those questions left unanswered by the 
speaker, note the following: [Anst.] Rh.Al. 20.5 (the prefix irpoa is used at 
20.1) lists It as a method of recapitulation (whether of parts or of the whole of a 
speech), as does Anst. Rh 3.19.5 (epdrrjcK;). Similarly, Rhet.Her 4.22 
{interrogatio) suggests that it is best used as amplification when points against the 
adversanes have been summed up. The recommendation that sicepérr)(ji(; be used 
m recapitulation is most probably connected to the element of KaBoq in its use 
(rhetoncal theonsts generally recommended the building up of iraOog m the ST'L

\oyog). This is confirmed by Demetr Eloc. 279 (TO èpuToiVTa rovq aKovovrag 
svia Xéysiv) who classifies it under the style Ssivórric; He notes that the listener 
appears to be like someone under cross examination who has nothing to answer. 
It is thus a rhetoncal question which expects no answer. Quint. Inst. 9.2.611 
emphasises that such a question is not for gaining information but instandi gratia 
(insisting on our point/ threatening). It may also be used to invoke pity, admira

tion, etc. (i e , other Traörj). 

èieinovri  "lingenng." Demetr. Eloc. 280 appears to define it as a longer expression of 
the matter, i.e., dwelling on a point. He adds that it may greatly contnbute to 
Seicórrj?. Hermog. Id. 1 11 (pp 28586 R ) also charactenses this figure as 

file:///oyog
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belonging especially to bsivórf\(;. He states that one should use sTLixovai when 
dealing with a particularly strong point, repeating it several times. He goes on to 
refer to a passage in Demosthenes and remarks that there the same thought is 
restated more than four times in the same place. Alex Fig. 1.10 defines it as 
dwelling upon the same thought with av^rimg. He gives several short examples 
In this respect it may be noted that [Longin.] 12.2 uses this term to descnbe the 
effect of av^rjaig. 

Rhet.Her. 4.58 discusses commoratio which he explains in terms of dwelling 
long and often on the strongest point in the whole speech and often returning to 
It. This IS somewhat different from èiri^ocrj proper, which designates lingenng 
on the same point in the same place, cf. Cic. de Oral. 3 203. I am not aware of 
another Greek source which makes this distinction. 

The figure is mentioned at Cic. Orat. 137 = de Orat 3.202. 
Èa\r\iionianévoq XÓ705 - "figured speech " In rhetoncal theory the term "figure" (e.g., 

of speech) often had the same meaning as it has in English, but it could also refer 
to a more specific use of figures often referred to as èffxviJ-omanévoc; XÓ70? In 
this case the term axvfia took on another connotation, best indicated by the 
definition of the cynic philosopher and rhetor Zoilos (fourth century BC): crxviJ.a 
BOTiv 'srepov fièv -KpoairoielaOai, 'érepov bh Xéysiv (L. Radermacher, Art. Script 
B XXXV Fr. 2). Demetr. Eloc 287-98 notes that this more specific use of the 
term refers to the use of figures to hide or cover what one actually wants to say 
It IS a way of softening one's cntique especially if that critique was to be pre
sented to people high in authonty. Two reasons for using figures in this way are 
given, acKt>a\eia and sÜTrpeVeta ("caution" and "propnety"). [Longin.] 17, 
however, warns against too obviously cloaking everything in figures in these 
situations as this arouses suspicion. One must use figures in such a way that they 
appear not to be figures. This is best achieved by ensunng that the figures are 
sublime for then their sublimity stnkes one so much that the fact that a figure is 
used recedes into the background.'" Quint. Inst 9.2.65-107 discusses figured 
speech under three uses, caution (9.2.67-75), propnety (9.2.76-95), and charm 
{venustas, 9.2.96-107). The famous Asianist orator of the late first century AD, 
Scopelian, is said to have excelled in this kind of figured oratory (Phdostr VS 
519), as are later orators. Two treatises probably to be dated to the early third 

"̂  The notion of concealing one's craft in speech-making was a general commonplace among the 
theonsts For a long list of references see Caplan's note to Rhet Her. 4.10 (pp 250-51 Loeb ed ) 
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century AD (wrongly attnbuted to Dionysius of Halicamassus, cf. Radermacher, 
pp.xxiu - XXIV, Teubner ed.) deal in detail with this kind of figured speech, 
[D.H.] Rh. 8 and 9, cf. [Hermog.] Inv. 4.13; Aps. Prob.. The treatises clearly 
presuppose earlier discussion (no longer extant), cf. Rh. 8.1. 

lierafioXri - "change" or "reversal." Demetr. Eloc. 148-49 (under the y\a<t>vpa style) 
descnbes it as a kind of reversal of one's thought, or recantation. He gives two 
examples, the first involving the use of a more realistic description following a 
birsp^ókri, the second involving the speaker/ author changing his intention (in 
this case whether or not to tell the reader the names of two dogs which the author 
has mentioned). The result of such a "correction" is to make the audience 
favourable (i.e., provide xaP'C, cf- gratta in Rhet.Her. 4.36). This figure would 
seem equivalent to correctio (sT^avópOwaiq, cf. [lul.Rufin.] Schem.L. 17) as 
defined by Rhet.Her. 4.36 (cf. Cic. Oral. 135 = de Oral. 3.207 - reprehensio; 
de Oral. 203 - correctio). He notes that the initial use of the "incorrect" for
mulation helps to highlight the following "correction," and thus impresses the 
correct formulation upon the hearer. The examples provided show that initial 
statement does not have to be considered completely false, but that the correctio 
may only provide a different perception of the matter. Rut.Lup. 1.16 calls such a 
self-correction yieravoia, cf. Quint. Inst. 9.2.17 {emendatio, a species of irpó-
\r\}pL<;)\ 9.2.18 {reprehensio, a form of itpokr\^i.(;, being self-correction related to 
the meaning and propriety of one's words); 9.2.60 (quasi paenitentia); 9.3.89 
{correctio). Compare also [Anst.] Rh.Al. 18.9 who advises that if in court the 
judges en masse make some kind of objection to you speaking, then you should 
rebuke yourself, not the judges {vice versa if it is only a minonty of the judges). 

It seems to have been common to employ a short apologising statement after 
the use of virsp^oXri or an especially bold metaphor, cf. Anst. Rh. 3.7.9; Cic. de 
Orat. 3.165; Quint. Inst. 8.3.37. 

vapaSeiyiia - "(concrete) example." [Anst.] Rh.Al. 8 states that examples are used to 
bolster arguments considered by the listeners to be improbable (cf. sÏKoq and Cic. 
Part. 40). Examples can also be used to make an opponent's argument seem 
improbable. Although Anaximenes does not say so, he gives examples of Tapa-
Seiyixara which show that they can also be used to reinforce an argument which 
may already be considered probable. Anst. Rh. 2.20 divides the irapadeiyiia into 
two forms, namely, histoncal examples, and invented examples. Invented exam
ples are further divided into the irapa^okri (hypothetical example), and the XÓ70? 
(fable). He uses the term SrmriyopiKÓg to descnbe the \oyog, but notes that it is 

file:///oyog
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easier to find fables to support one's argument than historical examples {Rh. 
2.20.7), cf. s.v. ii.v6oq. If no èv9vfir\iiaTa are available, then examples must be 
used as proofs, that is, they are to be put first and one's argument seems to be a 
proof by induction (cf. Cic. Inv. 1.5156; Top. 42; Quint. Inst. 5.10.73). This 
requires the use of multiple examples, but is only rarely suitable to rhetoric. If 
svOvixTJ^aTa are used then the function of examples becomes supporting 
testimony {fiaprvpsq) which is placed after the main arguments {èv9vfj.r\fiaTa). In 
this case, only one example is necessary." Rhet.Her. 2.46 briefly lists faults 
made in using examples. At 4.62 he suggests the same four purposes are possible 
as listed for the Trapa/JoXïj, namely, embellishment, clarity, proof, or vividness. 
Cic. Part. 55 lists the use of exempla as a locus for amplificatio (av^rimc;). Cic. 
Inv. 1.49 briefly argues that examples are a subset of probable proofs. Use of 
examples is mentioned at Cic. Orat. 138 = de Oral. 3.205. Quintilian {Inst. 
5.11.621), like Aristotle, discusses irapabeiynaTa in connection with com

parisons and fables. Quint. Inst. 5.11.1516 distinguishes between relating an 
example indepth and merely referring to a (known) example. Quint. Inst. 
12.10.51 notes that some theorists considered the èv9vfir)na as more fitting in a 
written speech, and the KapabsiytLa as more fitting in a spoken speech. 

■KuponokoYia  "partial admission." The presentation of an equal or stronger argument 
after conceding some point to the opposition, Rut.Lup. 1.19. Quint. Inst. 9.2.99 
denies that this is a figure, but compare Inst. 9.2.51 on concessie (a concession 
of something seemingly damaging to our case which serves to prove one's trust in 
the cause) and confessio (a confession of something innocuous by the person we 
are defending). Confessio is classified as a species of irpóXrj^tc: at Inst. 9.2.17. 

Tcappqaia  Rhet.Her. 4.4850 (licentia) defines it as reprehending someone to whom 
reverence is due. This may be smoothed over either by flattering the audience 
first, or by suggesting that they may not like what you are going to say, but truth, 
etc. compels you. The latter may be used effectively even when the speaker 
knows that the audience won't mind what he has to say, cf. Rut.Lup. 2.18. It is 
mentioned at Cic. Orat. 138 {ut liberius quid audeat) = de Orat. 3.205 {vox 
quaedam libera atque etiam effrenatio augendi causa). See also Quint. Inst. 
9.2.2729. 

vepi<t>p«ai(;  the use of a phrase for a word, even a phrase that includes the word con

cerned, cf. Rhet.Her. 4.43 {circumitio) who gives as the motivation for its use 

' ' Contrast Phn. Ep. 2.20.9 who suggests that later theonsts stipulated three examples to be necessary, 
although I am not aware of such a stipulation in the extant treatises, cf. Quint. Inst. 4.5.3. 
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omandi ratio. [Longin.] 28-29 treats irspi4>paai<; as an omamental figure which 
engenders ii\po<;, but warns that moderation is needed. Quint. Inst. 9.1.6 defines 
It as including the word concerned. At Inst. 8.6.59-61 he adds that it may be used 
to avoid explicitly mentioning something indecent, or for omatus, but that 
excessive penphrasis is called nspiaaókoyia (cf. D.H. Dem. 5 = Pomp. 2.5). 
D.H. Amm. 2, 4 provides examples from Thucydides. 

irpoawToiroüa - Demetr. Eloc 265-66 defines it as introducing a specific character 
(person or thing) and letting it speak. It is not to be confused with personifica
tion. Rhet.Her. 4.66 suggests that it is most beneficial in aCfr/fft? (cf Cic. Part. 
55), and appeals to pity (which are treated as a form of a.v^r)<ji(; in Cic. Part. 
57). Both these contexts belong to the 6x1X070? in Rhet.Her. (cf. 2.47-50) In 
this respect Theon Prog. 11, p. 117,30-32 Sp. also notes that it is especially 
suitable to the portrayal of characters and emotions (ijör; and xaöj;), two concepts 
frequently associated with the èir'CKoyoq. See also Cic. Orat. 85 and Rut.Lup. 
2.6. 

Quint. Inst. 9.2.29-37 notes that this term sometimes also covers what others 
distinguish as 610X0701; (sermocinatio, see s.v.}, restncting irpoacjiroxotta to fic
titious persons or things. Yet in Rhet.Her. 4.65-66 where this very distinction is 
made, conformatio (the term in Rhet.Her. for irpoaosiroiroiia) may still refer to 
real persons who are nevertheless absent. Qumtilian's own interpretation of the 
figure IS rather broad and one is inclined to say that he sidetracks somewhat, e.g., 
at Inst. 9.2.36 where he refers to the possibility of introducing an imaginary 
objector. This is really another figure altogether (cf. s.v. èTrspürqmg). Quintilian 
also notes that the speaker may not always be specifically introduced, but it is 
notable that his only example is from epic poetry (Verg. A. 2.29), and even here 
he adds that omission of notification of the speaker is itself another figure, 
namely, detractio. Quint. Inst. 4.1.28 (cf. 6.1.3, 25-27) recommends use of 
TpoacjToiroua in the èiriKoyoc;, where (unlike the 'Kpooiiiiov) free range can be 
given to the emotions, though at 4.1.69 he cites an example of its use in a 
Ttpooiiiiov from a lost speech of Cicero (cf. also D. 1.2). Cic. Inv. 1.99-100 sug
gests using It in the recapitulation of the £TrtXo7oc as a way of varying present
ation. His examples are of a lawgiver (dead person) or things (cf. Alex. Fig. 
1.12). Cic. Top. 45 alludes to irpoaoiiroiroüa and suggests that it is a device used 
by both orators and philosophers (cf. examples below). It is, however, to be 
avoided in the plain style (Orat. 85). It is further mentioned at Cic. Orat. 138 = 
de Orat. 3.205. 
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npoffcoiroToua as a device is not only found in speeches. A particularly well

known example is to be found in Plato's dialogue Crito 50a  54d. Socrates 
engages here in a dialogue with the laws. Plato seems to be deliberately playing 
upon how a rhetor might speak (cf. 50b). For good examples in the speeches of 
Cicero, see Cael. 3334 (a dead person called up); Catil. 1.1718, 2729 (the 
patria speaks); Plane. 1213 (the people speak  here the speech is interbroken 
with comment from Cicero himself). It also occurs in a philosophical dialogue, 
Fin. 4.61 (the pupils of Plato are called up). See further (the speaker is indicated 
in brackets) PI. Prt. 361 ac (the result of a discussion); D. 1.2 (the present sea

son); Bion Borys. Fr. 17 Kindstrand (poverty); Lucr. 3.93162 (nature); Ph. 
Cher. 3538 (vocations); cf. Op.Mund. 79 (nature); Plu. 2.1048f (life); Sen. Ep. 
95.10 (philosophy); Arr. Epict. 3.1.23 (a choice example of some species); 
D.Chr. 45.5 (the noble man); Max.Tyr. 11.4 (the parts of the body, and, 
Asclepius); 17.3 irexvyi); Babr. 71.510 (the sea). 

npoffcoxoTotto was also taught as a progymnasmatic exercise, namely, the 
writing of a short speech in the style of some other (usually famous) person, cf. 
Quint. Inst. 3.8.4954. Theon Prog, ii, pp.11518 Sp. devotes a separate section 
to this but mainly discusses matters relating to appropriate language and possible 
forms of speech. He appears to suggest that this figure was commonly used in 
panegyric, protreptic and letters {Prog, ii, p.115,2022 Sp.).'^ At Prog, ii, 
p. 120,2430 Sp. he shows (incidentally) that he includes 610X0701; under irpoo

(iiirovoaa. 
Later works on TpoyvfivacxfiaTa distinguished between irpocrcoTroTroüor 

referring to abstract concepts and r]6oiroda referring to persons. 
oTamq  a term used, mostly in connection with judicial rhetoric, to refer to the nature 

of the case to be argued. Whilst the details of aramg theory vary among the 
rhetorical theorists, four araaeiq (or kinds of cases) were often identified: 1) 
aroxaaixóg, concerning the fact of the occurrence, e.g.; Did the accused actually 
committed the murder or not? 2) 'ópoq, concerning the definition of the crime, 
e.g.; Did the accused commit the crime of sacrilege or the crime of theft when he 
stole sacred vessels from a private house? 3) Trotórrjc, concerning the quality of 
the crime, e.g.; Were there were mitigating circumstances that justified the 

'^ This seems to be what is meant by the words: vird di TOVTO TO yévoq rijg yvf>,vaaiaq ■Klursi Kal TO 
Twi' Kat^yvptKwv Xóyoii' eidoq. Kal TO TÜV vpoTpEimKÜv, Kal TO TÜV èinaTÓkiK&i'. Alternatively Theon 
may be suggesting that this exercise embraced the wnting (in another's name) of panegync and protreptic 
(why not apotreptic?) speeches as well as letters. 
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cnme? 4) fisraXriypK;, concerning procedural objections, e.g ; Has the accused 
been brought before the appropnate court? 

TÓirog (locus)  "place" or "source" where arguments may be found. The kind of TÓTOI 
contained in rhetoncal treatises vanes considerably. Sometimes a list of ready

made arguments are given which can be directly inserted into the appropnate 
place in a speech (e.g., standard arguments pro and contra the value of confes

sions extracted by torture). At other times a list of subjects is given upon which 
arguments may be based, e g., sex, age, etc. (the idea being, for example, that 
certain crimes are more likely to be committed by a male than a female, or by a 
child than an adult). Another possibility is that a list of abstract argumentative 
patterns is given (e.g., argument by similanty, or by dissimilanty, etc.) 

TÓTTot were supplied in connection with many aspects of rhetoncal theory, 
e g., TÓTToi relevant to the various parts of a speech, or róiroi for the vanous 
araaeiq. The treatises frequently also make use of a distinction between specific 
and common TÓTOI. Koicot TÓTTOI are, of course, more broadly applicable than 
specific TÓTTot, but the way in which they are more broadly applicable vanes in 
the treatises (e.g., specific róirot as readymade arguments versus common róxot 
as abstract argumentative patterns, or specific róirot as arguments only suitable 
for one particular aTaaiq versus common TÓTTOI as arguments suitable for any 
aróiau;, etc.). Given the great vanation in the treatment of TÓirot, generalisations 
are difficult to make and each treatise must be carefully consulted for the way in 
which TÓTTot are used and distinguished in it. 

See also chapter two, § 2.1.1 and § 5 

Endnote 
D.H. Dem. 40 (p.217,713 U.R.) in describing the yXa^ivpa apuovia notes that 

It makes use of those (poetic) figures which most move the crowds (ra uvrinKÓiTaTa 
TCIV OX^OJV). This comment would seem to give some indication of the popularity of 
artificial figures of speech among the kind of crowds that regularly attended orations m 
late first century BC Rome.'^ The figures listed in this category are: irapioéaeK;, 
■waponoióiaeig, avnOéaeig, ■Kapovojiaaia, avTiaTpo4>ri, éirava<l>opa, and aXka iroXXa 
ToiavTa irotJjTt/c^c Kal neKiKijg Ké^eo}c; opyava They are elsewhere identified as 
Gorgianic figures, Th 24. 

'^ Such crowds (supposedly to hear orations in court) were to vanish later dunng imperial times (Tac 
Dial 39, cf 1920) The popularity of such artificial figures in first century BC Rome may be suitably 
compared with Gorgias' popularity m Athens some 400 years earlier 
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Such figures are considered by Demetnus (Eloc. 27-29, 154, 247, 250) to be out 
of place in passages where forcefulness {8sivÓTr]<;) is desired, or where emotion or 
charactensation is evoked (TTÓÖTJ Kal ^öij). "Anger has no need of craft " Such figures 
may, however, produce charm (xapt?, § 29, 154) and dignified bombast (oyKog, § 
247) and are said to work in conjunction with elevated vocabulary (fisyaXriyopia, § 
29). As such, they may be considered suitable to the nsyaXoirpsTrrig style (cf § 77), 
and probably also to the y\a4>vpói style (cf. § 154, and Dionysius above), although 
they are not explicitly mentioned in the discussion of either. Demetnus' considerations 
appear to be based up)on an assessment of Aristotle's style. 

Similar views are expressed by Rhet Her. 4.32 who virtually restncts these 
figures to epideictic oratory (cf Cic. Part. 72, Quint. Inst. 8.3.11-12), otherwise 
allowing only for a scattered use to bnghten the style. 

Cicero's approach to such figures is less negative. His comments are to be found 
in several places in the Orator, and are therefore probably bound up with his defence 
against the attack on his style by the proponents of a narrow Lysianic Atticism. Cic. 
Orat 37-38 descnbes these kind of figures as most suitable to epideictic oratory 
(broadly defined so as to include history) where they are openly used (at § 65 far
fetched metaphors are also grouped with these figures and several other charactenstics 
of sophistic oratory are mentioned). Use of such figures provides concmnitas and may 
even provide prose rhythm naturally, without deliberately aiming for such (cf Orat 
164-67). Cicero notes that they are much less common in forensic oratory and even 
then are concealed {Orat 38), although at Orat. 165 and 167 he provides two examples 
from his works which are hardly concealed (Mil. 10 and Ver. 4.115)' At Orat 107 he 
cites a portion of an early speech containing such figures and notes that it gained great 
applause up)on delivery {S.Rosc. 72). 

Quintihan notes with disapproval how the kind of rhetoncal display common in 
declamations found its way into the courts (cf. Inst. 4.3.2). He contrasts the concealed 
eloquence of former times with the ostentation {lactatio) in the courts of his own day 
{Inst. 4.1 9). The kind of bombast common in the courts and its hearty reception by the 
crowds IS aptly described in Inst. 12.8.3 and more dramatically in Plm. Ep 2.14. Yet 
the background here is somewhat different from the days of Dionysius of 
Halicamassus, being influenced by the activity of the delatores.^* Quintilian himself 
cautions that when strong emotions are called for, artificial figures are quite out of 
place (/nif 9.3.100-102). 

1'' See M Winterbottom, 1964, "Quintihan " 



NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING 

Deze studie betreft de verhouding tussen de leer van de antieke retonek en enkele 
brieven van de apostel Paulus. In hoofdstuk één geef Je als achtergrond een korte schets 
van de bestudenng van Paulus vanuit de retorica, vooral de hernieuwde interesse hienn 
sinds het eind van de zestiger jaren. Deze schets bespreekt ook enkele methodische 
problemen in de recente studies over dit onderwerp, voornamelijk de verwarring tussen 
toepassing van de antieke retonek en de moderne retonek. Hier pleit ik voor een 
scheiding tussen deze twee disciplines. De scope van dit boek is dus beperkt tot de 
toepassing van de leer van de anneke retonek. 

In hoofdstuk twee wordt een tamelijk uitgebreide schets van de retonsche bron
nen van Anaximenes tot Anstoteles gegeven Het doel van dit hoofdstuk is met alleen 
een overzicht van de overgebleven retonsche bronnen te geven, maar ook te con
stateren welke bronnen het meest geschikt zijn voor een retonsche analyse van een 
Gnekse schnjver uit de eerste eeuw na Chnstus. Verder wordt m mijn "overview" een 
discussie gewijd aan de vraag naar de meest geschikte gedeelten van de hellenistische 
retonek voor een analyse van Paulus' bneven. In dit hoofdstuk wordt onder meer 
geconstateerd dat wij een onderscheid moeten maken tussen filosofische retonek en 
schoolretonek. Het is de schoolretonek die voor ons van belang is. Er wordt dus 
geconstateerd dat traktaten zoals die van Anstoteles van weinig belang zijn voor een 
toepassing van antieke retonek op Paulus' bneven. Hoewel er verschillende traktaten 
bestaan die minstens gedeeltelijk van belang voor ons zijn, wordt aangetoond dat de 
meest geschikte bronnen de Rhetonca ad Herennium en Cicero's de Inventione zijn. In 
de "overview" laat ik ook zien dat retonsche genre-analyse rekening moet houden met 
de methodes (d.w z róiroi) die voor elk genre worden aangegeven in de retonsche 
leer. Aangezien deze TÓ-KOL m de schoolretonek erg specifiek gebonden zijn aan de 
standaard rede-vormen, kunnen wij al bij voorbaat zeggen dat retorische genre-analyse 
van Paulus' bneven weinig te bieden heeft. Hierbij constateer ik dat de populaire 
ffracrig- theone met haar TÓTTOI ook van weinig belang is voor dit onderzoek. Wat de 
redenatie betreft zijn wij beperkt tot wat de retonsche schnjvers zeggen over de selectie 
en het gebruik van de verschillende vormen van argumentatie (b.v. vergelijkingen, 
voorbeelden, e tc ) . Verder kunnen wij ook gebruik maken van wat de retonsche schnj
vers over stijlleer zeggen. 
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In hoofdstuk dne komt de vraag naar de verhouding tussen de antieke retonek en 
antieke epistolografie aan de orde Er wordt geconstateerd dat, hoewel het schnjven 
van brieven niet bij de retonsche opvoeding of leer hoorde, en hoewel bneven over het 
algemeen hun eigen regels kenden, wij toch niet bij voorbaat uit kunnen sluiten dat 
bepaalde antieke bneven gebruik maakten van een redenatiewijze of -stijl zoals die wer
den toegepast door de antieke retonek 

De hoofdstukken vier en vijf zijn een poging om de antieke retonek toe te passen 
op de leerstellige gedeelten van Paulus' bneven aan de Galaten en de Romeinen In elk 
hoofdstuk wordt eerst een overzicht van de recente wetenschap omtrent de retonsche 
analyse van de betreffende bnef gegeven Vervolgens geef ik mijn eigen retonsche 
analyse Het perspectief van deze analyse is gebaseerd op een mogelijke lezing van de 
bneven door een hypothetische leermeester in de retonek uit Paulus tijd Dit heeft als 
voordeel dat ik in dit stadium niets hoef te zeggen over de moeilijke vraag of Paulus 
zelf kennis van de retonek had, en zo ja, of hij opzettelijk gebruik maakte van 
retonsche methodes Hoofdstuk zes laat zien dat de eerste bnef aan de Konntiers in 
zijn geheel zich niet leent tot een retonsche analyse Enkele uitspraken van Paulus over 
zijn redenatie in de eerste vier hoofdstukken van deze bnef worden ook besproken 

In hoofdstuk zeven kom ik tot mijn algemene conclusies Hier wordt in het kort 
aangetoond dat er maar weinig over de opvoeding van Paulus zelf gezegd kan worden 
Op basis van wat wij wel hierover weten en op grond van mijn analyse van de bneven 
van Paulus mag wel geconcludeerd worden dat het onwaarschijnlijk is dat hij bewust 
gebruik heeft gemaakt van retonsche theone Maar dat wü niet zeggen dat een 
retonsche analyse van zijn bneven geen nut heeft In het tweede gedeelte van dit 
hoofdstuk wordt getoond wat het nut kan zijn van een retonsche aanpak Tot slot wor 
den enkele methodische problemen in de recente literatuur besproken, met name het 
probleem van geschikte bronnen, het al te vaak mis-interpreteren van de retonsche 
schnjvers hoofdzakelijk veroorzaakt door onvoldoende kennis van Gneks en Latijn, 
onvoldoende vergelijking van de retonsche theone met de praktijk, en onvoldoende 
rekening houden met het feit dat er weinig standaardisatie van technische termen in 
onze bronnen is Separaat worden deze technische termen besproken in mijn Glossary 
of Greek Rhetorical Terms (zie de bibliografie) 
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